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FOREWORD

This Engineering Foundation Conference was devoted to discussion of the current status
of research and development of superalloys, refractory metals, intermetallic compounds,
ceramics and composites based upon ceramics or intermetallics. The Conference, held in
Kona, Hawaii, March 7-14,1993, was unique in that workers in these diverse fields rarely
converse in a single forum. Coverage of these materials ranged from basic science through
pcesing and mechaicalpropre as well asdiscussion ofcurrent applications (superalloys
and refractory metals) and future applications (principally composites and intermetallics).
In addition, the importance of reducing costs of development of new materials was cited in
the Keynote address of Dr. Ben Wilcox of the recently renamedAdvanced Research Projects
Agency.

The attendees heard that nickel-base superalioys continue to be improved in strength and
in permissible maximum operating temperatures, which now are in excess of 1120r C. New
single crystal alloys containing up to 6% Re promise to raise this temperature still higher,
providing a still more difficult target for designers of new competitive materials such as
ceramic composites. Refractory metals and alloys compete with ceramics for some
applications above 13500 C, but to date intermetallics provide the promise of lower density
and higher thermal conductivity than superalloys or refractory metals at temperatures of
1000-1100P C. Moreover, if MoSi2 can be successfully reinforced so as to simultaneously
improve both toughness and creep resistance, such composites could provide useful
strength and oxidation resistance to at least 15000 C.

It was reported that ultrafine microstructures provide some toughening in MoSi2
composites, and that whiskers or fibers are better than particulates as reinforcements.
Clearly, lack of low temperature ductility and toughness are the principal obstacles to
applications of intermetallics. Creep rupture, fatigue and thermal properties of NiAI already
match or exceed those of current superalloys, but designers appear to be unwilling to
consider new materials with toughness much less than the 50-80 MPadm exhibited by
superalloys at room temperature. However, it was pointed out that designers are not
providing alloy developers with realistic minimum values of toughness that are required for
turbine applications. It was suggested also that perhaps a fairer estimate of needed toughness
might correspond to superalloy values at 7600 C, near the well-known ductility minimum
in superalloys. Another point in favor of NiAl is the finding that the toughness can be
increased to the order of 15MPailm by rapidly cooling from elevated temperatures to avoid
segregation of interstitial impurities and subsequent strain aging, or by purification to
eliminate the interstitials. However, most intermetallics are very sensitive to composition
and, in addition, show marked sensitivity to moisture or hydrogen.

Ceramics and ceramic-matrix composites also have demonstrated improved toughness
in recent years, although there was some dispute about the advisability of designing ceramic
composites with pre- existing cracks. Also, concern was expressed about porosity and the
presence of glassy phases of grain boundaries in powder processed ceramics, since both
factors reduce mechanical properties. Another aspect of ceramic processing that offers the
chance of matching ceramic and metal components was a discussion of functionally
gradient materials (FGM). These can be made by four different processes and allow a
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continuous range of properties frompure metallic to pure ceramic across a single component.
However, the principal problems with all structural ceramics remained inadequate tensile
strength and highly variable strength values.

The need was clearly identified to accelerate the time from conception of new materials
toimpemntaion. This would reduce costs and allow for more rapid iteration.

Management philosophy does not usually have the patience to sustain a ten to twenty year
developmentprogram.An appwoach to the problem of rapid implemtatio is the partrnerhip
or consortium. This circumvents the possibility of an individual or institution working alone
without the nurtring interactions of other companies, universities or government agencies.
By having more input and allowing for more outlets of technology, the pace of progress is
sure to quicken. In addition, the technology has advanced to such a high level in situations
like gas turbine engines, that future advances will very likely call upon interdisciplinary
skills. A new funding paradigm of in-kind funds by participants at least stretches scarce
funds and shows management commitment. From the point of view of industry, this
represents powerfu leveraging and explains the great start-up success of the CRADA (Co-
operative Research and Development Agreement) Program format. These agreements are
for the purpose of fostering joint research efforts between national laboratories and
industrial firms.

The Conference was noteworthy in several respects:
"• diversity of materials covered
"* range of physical and mechanical properties discussed
"• inclusion of processing and environmental issues
"* extensive discussion after each paper and in the panel period on issues

ranging from basic scientific principles to economic considerations.
"* openness of participants in discussing problems with, as well as,

advantages of, each class of material.
The organizers, who included M. Nazmy, M. Yamaguchi and S. Suresh, are grateful to the

Engineering Foundation for providing seed money to partially defray travel costs of
Conferees. In addition, we acknowledge with thanks the financial support of the Army
Research Office - Durham, Office of Naval Research; Center for Materials Science of Los
Alamos National Laboratory and United Technologies Research Center. Finally, we are
grateful to Mr. Jack Donaldson of the Engineering Foundation for handling all of the local
arrangements in a highly capable manner.

N.S. Stoloff
DJ. Duquette

A.F Giamei

Conference Co-Chairmen
June 14, 1993
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HIGH TEMPERATURE MATERIALS:

PROCESSING AND APPLICATION

Ben A. Wilcox* and Michael A. Rigdon**

* Advanced Research Projects Agency
3701 North Fairfax Drive

N Arlington, Virginia 22203
and

** Institute for Defense Analyses
1801 N. Beauregard Street

Alexandria, Virginia 22311

(9 Abstract

This paper discusses promising new processing technologies for producing improved high
temperature structural materials. In addition issues are outlined which are beyond the normal
technical realm that are required to move promising new materials into an application.
Approaches to address affordability and shorten the time from discovery to application are
described. New efforts to integrate basic and applied research to further reduce development
cycle time and promote dual defense and civilian technology applications are discussed.
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Introductio

The search for high temperature structural materials continues to be an important area of
research for the materials community. DoD, NASA, and DoE all have programs to advance
the capability of gas turbine engines in defense, civil, and industrial applications specific to
their missions. The DoE also has a Continuous Fiber Ceramic Composite (CFCC) program
to develop the processing technology needed to take advantage of this class of materials in
high temperature industrial processes. Even in this broad-based process development
program, one of the major application areas is for gas turbine power generators. These
programs and their goals are summarized in Table I.

At the present time, superalloys are the backbone of the gas turbine industry. These alloys
have evolved over the past 50 years as illustrated in Figure 1. This figure contains several
messages. First, the temperature capability of superalloys as measured by the 100 hour
creep rupture time at 140 MPa stress has increased at about 80C/year over the last 5 decades.
Second, processes such as directional solidification and mechanical alloying have played a
substantial role in recent increases in capability. Third, at >I 00C, the temperature
capability of current superalloys is approaching the 1395C melting point of Ni3AI (a primary
phase constituent of many superalloys) (References 2 and 7). As a result, much of the new
research on high temperature materials is directed toward new classes of materials. This
trend is illistrated by the papers on other classes of intermetallics, metal composites, and
ceramic composites included in this conference. This shift in research emphasis is consistent
with the circa 1989 projection for material usage in gas turbines shown in Figure 2. In
general the usage of alloys is expected to decrease while the use of metal composites and
ceramic composites is expected to increase as we move into the next century.
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Figure 2 - Projected Usage of Materials Classes In Future Gas Turbine Engines
(Reference 8)

If these projections are to be realized there are a number of steps that must be taken to get
materials into a production application as illustrated in Figure 3. There are two critical issues
associated with this process. First, it typically takes 15 to 20 years to progress through the
steps illustrated in Figure 3. Much of the work that is the subject of this conference is
focused on the search for and basic understanding of new high temperature materials and is
relevant to the first two steps along the path to application. If these new materials -,re to
begin entering use early in the next decade, a mechanism is needed to accelerate the process
illustrated in Figure 3. Second, for a new material to make it into a production application, it
must be affordable. In large part, affordability will be decided by the last four steps prior to
product application in Figure 3. Of these four, the materials researcher has limited ability to
address regulatory isec ptngmerAls capital investment. Regardless, these
issues certainly have the ability to make the difference between just another good research
program and the development of a new material that has economic impact.
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One thing that technologists can do to impact affordability is to devise cost effective process
routes to synthesize new classes of high temperature materials. This often involves a linkage
between basic and applied researchers. As an example, the concept of designer
microstructures (Figure 4a) containing whiskers for creep resistance, small hard particles for
strength, and ductile phases for toughness was illustrated in 1988 (Reference 9). The theory
was reduced to practice by Martin-Marietta Laboratories via an exothermic dispersion
process under the XD trademark. The microstructure of the (Ti-AI)+TiB2 alloy shown in
Figure 4b closely resembles the model. Fabrication feasibility for various high temperature
components via investment casting has been demonstrated (Reference 10). High temperature
yield strength of the XD® Ti-Al is not a great deal different than that of an alloy such as
Inconel 713C but the density is about half that of the nickel base alloy. The XD8 Ti-Al alloy
therefore provides the potential for significant weight savings.

Soft P.. S Pn

0,- 0.

a. "Designer" Microstmp cture b. Mdicrostructure of XDb Titanium
Aluminide

Figure 4a- Development of Designer Microstructure by XD Process (Reference 9)
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Figure 5 -Increase in Compressive Yield Strength of Nb-26 Ti-48 Al Through Addition of
Nb and Ti Borides; Via XD9 Process (Reference 11)
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A second example of linkage between basic and applied research to reduce processing cost
is illustrated in Figures 6 and 7. Figure 6a illustrates that suitably prepared ceramic
composites can exhibit considerably greater strain to failure (toughness) than monolithic
ceramics. To accomplish this it is necessary to induce weak fiber/matrix interfaces such that
interface debonding and crack bridging occurs as shown in Figure 6b. These concepts have
been demonstrated by Lanxide Corporation as seen in Figure 7. The Dimox® process for
producing ceramic matrix composites can result in greatly improved toughness for SiC fiber-
reinforced A1203 compared with monolithic A1203. Figure 7b illustrates the considerable
fiber pullout which has occurred.

"• Matrix Crack . . . .

I. orrrl Mo r

Su uribs bvdgq crack
stwice lead to fibpul oul arid increased

A) Osebgohing Med of crack liP is
"deeA, possIl b costing [iam

SSiru • to *ive wek int@erac

a. Strain-Strain Curves for Ideal b. Control of Fiber-Matrix
Ceramic Matrix Composite, Interface Required to Optimize
and Monolithic Ceramic Toughness

Figure 6 -Theoretical Model of Desired Crack Growth Behavior (Reference 12)
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a. Toughness vs Temperature for b. Fracture Surface of SiC/A120 3

Lanxide® 2D SiC Fiber-Reinforced Composite that Demonstrates
A120 3 and Conventional A120 3  Fiber Pull-Out 2

Fiber-Matrix Interface Control (Reference 13)

2 Micrograph provided cotesy of laxide CoWpMion, NewaCk, DE.
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An extension of the linkage between modeling and processing embodied in the two previous
examples is through the Intelligent Processing of Materials (1PM). The objective here is not
only to obtain reductions in manufacturing costs but to simultaneously improve overall
quality. Physical or experience-based models that relate finished properties with processing
conditions are combined with process sensor data and control theory to make real time
corrections to the manufacturing process. The goals are to increase yield and reduce
inspection requirements of finished parts through real time control of manufacturing
variables.

Titanium alloy matrices reinforced with SiC monofilaments have a distinct advantage in
terms of specific tensile strength over the non-reinforced metal as shown in Figure 8. One of
the traditional methods to prepare this material is hot pressed foil-fiber-foil layup. This
process is labor intensive and time consuming. Synthesis of plasma sprayed SiC fiber
reinforced titanium alloy matrix composite illustrated schematically in Figure 9a is an
example of an IPM system with the potential to provide substantial reduction in synthesis
cost. In this case various sensors and actuators are used to monitor and control droplet
temperature, deposition temperature, and deposition rate. The result is a very uniform fiber
spacing after consolidation, as shown by the micrograph in Figure 9b. This technology is
limited to fabricating cylindrical shapes or sheets at present.

soI Im

II Il

Figure 8 -Specific Tensile Strength versus Temperature for Selected Alloys and Composites
d (Reference 14)

a. Process Diagram (Reference 15) b. Resulting Microstrcture After
Hot Isostatic Pressing
(Reference 14)

Figure 9 -Intelligent Processing of Materials (1PM) Applied to Plasma Sprayed SCS-6
SSilion Carbide Fiber Reinforced Ti-6-2-4-2
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Recently a new technoloy slid freefor manufacturing, has emerged as a means to
rapidly manufacture com31ated geomeotrimc shapes. This capability has two advantages
important to both DoD and industr. First. CAD files can be converted directly tojmanufactured parts without the needfor tooling or operator intervention. This will enable
rapid acquisition of limited production parts. Second, solid freeformn manufacturing is
flexible in the sense that many difterent small volume production runs can be made on the
same manufacturing line without extensive retooling. The status of solid freeform

manufacturing for dferent materials classes is listed in Table U.

Figure 10 illustrates a method where a movable laser beam responding to a CAD file can
sinter powders of ceramics and metals to produce solid objects.

Table H1 Status of Solid Preeform Manufacturing

Plastic Available, most mature (photolithography)

wax Demonstrated, investment casting

Mietals Indirect Capability

Ceramics Demonstrated for molds and cores (laser sintering)

Composites Metal matrix composites demonstrated from fabricated
powder preforms

Functionally Gradient Variable composition capability; not demonstrated as
Materials yet
Machines Assembly of discrete parts (i.e.. gear assemblies) has

been demonstrated

X-Y Movable
1.1lkw CO 2 Lase

Leveling ZnSe Window
Drum podrSurface

GaaIle

* JPowde eed Part Cyffndef

Figure 10 -Schematic Diagram of Solid Fkdeormn Manufacturing via Selective Laser
Sintering (Reference 16)
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Thus far, discussion has been focused on development of processi routes to address the
affordability issue associated with the introduction of now mtrasinto application. In

reference ..to Fgure 3, these processes w at the pilot scale synthesis and fabrication level on
the pathwz; to application. Another method of moving high temperature materials one step
further along the path is to insert them into fielded applications: i.e., use testing. An
example is the Ceramic Insertion Program initiated by ARPA. This activity will exploit the
upgrade potential of military systems with components fabricated from state-of-the-art
structural ceramics. One of the major goals of this effort is to attempt to shorten the
discovery to application time cycle by creating a market pull for advanced ceramics rather
than relying solely on technology push into the marketplace. Advanced ceramic gas turbine
engine components, diesel engine components, rocket nozzles, gun tube components,
bearings, and armor applications are being pursued. Success with this program may also
provide incentives for company production investments that will further reduce the time to
application.

Many of the promising high temperature materials are in the form of composites. High
material cost, a large number of experimental and manufacturing variables, and the need for
finished composites tailored to specific applications increases the cost of traversing the
pathway to application (Figure 3). At the same time the concurrent downsizing of defense
and the decline in commercial sales is resulting in reduced funding for research and
development within the aerospace community. The net result is that high temperature
composite material development is becoming too expensive for any one company to pursue
alone.

Fortuitously, ARPA was granted an "agreements authority" in FY 91 to establish pre-
competitive consortia or partnerships. This authority was expanded in FY 93 to include dual
use (military-civilian) partnerships as part of the defense conversion and reinvestment
strategy. The objective is to encourage companies who may normally compete with each
other to cooperate on research and development when it is their mutual best interests. In
addition to industry, consortia and partnerships can include academic, government, and
national laboratory participants. The philosophy behind ARPA's agreements authority
requires substantial (50%) cost sharing by the consortia participants. Thus, the consortia
and partnerships typically create a vertical integration of laboratory with product-oriented
research. They also generate an up-front financial commitment by the participants, resulting
in application-oriented planning, corporate financial analysis, and work on more than one
step at a time on the pathway to application (Figure 3). At this time ARPA has three
partnerships devoted to high temperature composite materials, one partnership devoted to
precision investment casting, and one consortium for the development of ceramic fibers for
use in high temperature composites.

Of these, the Integrated High Performance Turbine Engine Technology (IHPTET) Ceramic
Fiber Consortium has probably advanced the farthest. The overall objective is to develop
fibers for use in ceramic, and possibly metal matrix composites that will operate at use
temperatures up to 1650C and to have these fibers ready for commercial scale-up in 3 to 5
years. The organizational structure of this consortium is depicted in Figure 11.
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Figure l11 -Organizational Structure for the IHPTET Ceramic Fiber Consortium

Funding comes jointly from the seven engine company's II&D and government (ARPA, Air

Force, NASA). The program will run for five years, and research performers are beingScompetitively chosen.

Critical issues in high temperature materials research extend beyond the search for bettermaterials and basic understanding. Any new materials that will actually go into production

will have to be affordable above all else. ARPA and other Federal Agencies have programs
in place to address new manufacturing processes that will hopefuly reduce the expense of
some classes of emerging high temperature materials. Ultimately, the benefits these
emerging materials offer, over currently available materials, must not be overcome by

expese f thy ae tosuceed

The issue of affordability is also intertwined with health/safety/environmental and
i i business/market issues. Materials that e~xperience difficulty achieving acceptance due to

problems in any of these areas are not likely to be produced in quantities that will be
II " "affordble." While some of these affordability issues hie untside the technologists' sp~here

of influnece, they must be kept in mind when planning new research initiatives.

The other critical issue of time-to-marke is being addressed by ARPA in two ways. First, a
ceramics technology insertion program is in place to gain field experience and generate amarket pull for advanced Structur ceramics technology. Second, partnerships that integrate
laboratory and product-orientnd research to meet specific industrial needs are getting
underway. This concurrent approach to research along with shared financial commitment is
expected to decrease the traditional 15 to 20 years of elapsed time needed to get from
discovler to belicaffon. a

I•" Theathoome author e grateful to Dr. William S. Coblenz, ARPA Defense Sciences Office, for
pbvaluabl oinanms on this manur ipr in

""affordable." While soe 'of these affordabilit issues lie outside the techno '- sphere10
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PHASE STABILITY AND ALLOY DESIGN IN HIGH
TEMPERATURE INTERMETALLICS

1. H. Perepezko

Department of Materials Science mnd Engineering
University of Wisconsin-Madison

1509 University Avenue
Madison, WI 53706-1595

Abstract

In the development of high temperature intermetallics for structural applications, it is essential to
consider the strong influence of materials processing. Among the fundamental data needed for
effective processing are the relevant phase diagrams, the characteristic difiusivities and the
possible solidification reaction pathways. In the Ti-Al system recent advances in the clarification
of the phase diagram have had a direct impact on the analysis of phase stability and crystal
growth processes. Building on the binary phase equilibria, it has been possible to develop new
insight into several Ti-AI-X (X Nb,TaMo) ternary systems and the identification of ternary
intermetallic phase reactions that are important for strengthening, toughening, and creep
resistance. Similar developments have been demonstrated by alloy design modifications in other
intermetallics such as NbCr2 and NiAI. Monolithic alloy designs are also being supplemented by
intermetallic matrix composites where again phase equilibria and interdiffusion reactions analyzed
in diffusion couple studies provide an essential basis for an effective microstructural control and
alloy design strategy.
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In a high Wmpature environment, the essential requirements for structural materials include
low density with high temperature strength, sffles, and oxidation resistance, but adequate
room temperature mechanical properties and cost effectiveness are also critical factors (1,2).
High temperature service requires a thermal stability of the constituent phases which can be
considered from several viewpoints. For example, a limited interaction with the service
environment and compatibility with oxidation resistant coatings or reinforcement phases in
composites are often basic requirements for survivability of a component at high temperature.
In addition, application induced microstructural modification due to thermal cycling and the
combined effects of temperature excursions under varying stress states are important to consider
for a useful component. The underlying basis for the design and analysis of alloy synthesis and
processing and the assessment of thermal stability is established to a significant extent by the
relevant phase equilibria.

An important consideration in microstructural stability which is dominant throughout all
treatments relates to the phase structure stability for a given compound. For different structures
in disordered alloys, the relative stability is often determined by relatively small differences in
energy (3,4). When the influence of ordering is considered as a perturbation on the energy
differences, the relatively small differences making up phase stability determinations are again
observed so that other influences due to strain, electronic and magnetic energetic terms can play
a determining role in the actual structures observed in practice. The path of structural evolution
and the rate of approach to the lowest energy structure or ground state are of course dictated by
reaction kinetics. Moreover, the ordered nature of many intermetallic phases exposes new types
of behavior that are not always evident in disordered systems. For instance, in ordered alloys
diffusion can be sluggish due to the energetics of vacancy formation and also due to multiple
site jump paths (5,6). For ordered systems the reaction kinetics involving a microstructural
change depends on temperature through the usual Arrhenius function but also through the
temperature dependence of the order parameter which tends to enhance the sensitivity of these
materials to local structural defects (7).

One of the important attributes of intermetallics is their potential for prolonged thermal stability
at elevated temperatures due in part to sluggish diflusion in an ordered lattice. Under such
conditions the approach to equilibrium can be slow, and the reaction pathway can be sensitive to
the prior thermal and deformation history. if this tis canot inconsidered and only a limited

npbri of alloys are examined, then the observations can be incomplete and oay even give a
misleading assessment of the phase stability. Indeed, this is the inherent challenge in studying
phase equilibria in intermetallic alloys. In the current work the evaluation of phase equilibria
has been addressed by the systematic examination of numerous samples, sometimes with
narrowly spaced compositions, after long term and often multiple armealing treatments which
are terminated by either slow cooling or rapid quenching. Sometimes it is not possible to obtain
elevated temperature phase equilibria information from bulk annealed samples due to
unavoidable phase transformation(s) during the cooling of the samples. In that case diff4sion
couple experiments can play a major role in establishing the tie-lines. The sequence of phase
reactions is also analyzed in terms of reaction temperatures obtained by thermal analysis and the
structural changes associated with each reaction. However, by examining the changes in alloy
constitution due to different treatments and relaxation of the phase structure and composition
back to a common state in a given alloy at a set temperature, it is possible to judge the
equilibrium arrangement at the set temperature.
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In order to provide a basis to consider the strucural changes that can develop during phase
trasrmation reactions associated with the processing treatments for intermetallic phase alloys,
it is valuable to consider different stability rankings of the possible structur. Th issue has
received a fair amount attention and is currently under active study by a number of analysis
methods ranging from empirical to phenomenological to atomistic level calculations (3,4,8-10).
The essential features of these developments can be treated by following the highlights of a
paiirwis interaction model for the ground state structure in binary alloys but keeping in mind
that other more detailed analysis is possible (11,12).

For a binary alloy the energy of solution in the model is assumed to be due only to interactions
between the two kinds of atoms A and B of the system, with first and second neighbor pairwise
interactions. All strain energy and interfacial energy effects are neglected in this analysis. If the
bond energy of the ith neighbor A-A bond is denoted byE Ea and a similar symbol is used for

the other bond energies then the ith neighbor interaction parameter Vi is given as Vi f

E!A + EjB- 2ElAB. With this expression the energy of mixing is given only in terms of the

Vi's. For the analysis V1 is always considered positive, but V2 maybe positive or negative and
the results are expressed in terms of a ratio V21V 1 = v. The energy of mixing of a given
structural state is defined as the difference between the configurational energy of that state and
the referece state. The reference state is assumed as a two phase mixture of pure A and pure
B, both with the same basic crystal structure. If the number of ith neighbor A-B bond is
expressed by qi the configurational energy of mixing is given by

1
Em= -VI (ql +q2 v) so that the problem of establishing the ground state is equivalent to

2
minimizing the configurational energy of mixing. This type of analysis has been applied to a
variety of systems (11,12). A useful comparison for selected values of v is shown in Fig. I
where energy of mixing is presented as a function of composition for FCC based systems.

The appearance of second-nearest neighbor interactions is important because it leads to a more
complete and realistic description of the superstructures possible. It also emphasizes that
miscibility gaps which of course imply phase separation can occur naturally for second-nearest
neighbor interactions. Thus, the alloying behavior of ordering and clustering are not mutually
exclusive. Moreover, it is apparent that a variety of metastable transition states can occur
during transformation from the disordered state to an equilibrium state following, for example, a
quench from high temperature. In several cases it is apparent that disordered solutions are
unstable to continuous ordering and that the transition kinetics can to be complex in such a
system.

Reaction Kinetics-Decomoosition Pathways

The full description of the various decomposition modes requires the analysis of the free energy
as a function of ordering behavior as well, which is presented schematically in Fig. 2 from an
analysis given by Sofia and Laughlin (13). For example in Fig. 2a, a free energy versus
composition diagram is shown for an ordering alloy where the alloy of composition CO is a two
phase mixture of ordered y phase and disordered a phase for the given temperature, T2 , under
equilibrium. If the alloy Co is quenched from the high temperature single phase a field to T2
the as-quenched condition corresponds to point A' on the a disordered curve. Since A' is within
the region where a is unstable with respect to continuous ordering, the reaction A' ! B'
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proceeds without a nucleation barrier. The homogeneously ordered state at B is still metastable
with respect to the final equilibrium state at me + Ye. While the free energy versus composition
diagram in VWg. 2a is usefid, the underlying instability of the ot phase at A becomes clear when
the frie energy is also considered to be a function of the order parameter, i as in Fig. 2b. In
this representation it is now clear that the state P indicated in Fig. 2a corresponding to
composition CO at A' on the ot disorder curve is indeed unstable with respect ordering to a state
characterized by rZ. In addition, the disordered solution a outside of the hatched region in Fig.
2a is metastable with respect to ordering as indicated by Point P since there is a free energy
barrier. However, an ordering can take place without a change in composition but a
discontinuous change in order parameter by the nucleation and growth of ordered reons and
has been termed a congruent ordering process (7,14). Lastly, the stability of the as-quenched
solution of the disordered a-phase when the composition is far from the ordering region such as
at point R is also dearly evident.

When the kinetics of structural transitions in intermetallic phases are considered, the critical
importance of examining all degrees of freedom that are available during the structural
relaxation becomes apparent. For example, in the case discussed in Fig. 2 the free energy
composition diagram does not indicate that the a disordered phase is unstable until the variation
of the free-energy with order parameter is also examined. Indeed, this is the central issue in
describing the kinetics of transitions involving ordered intermetallic phases. The rate of
transition will normally be some function of a diffusion coefficient and a driving free energy,
both of which are functions temperature, composition and order parameter (15). Therefore, the
kinetic pathways need to be considered in terms of trajectories on a free-energy surface that can
have a complex topology in general. As a consequence, the kinetic rates are also expected to be
sensitive to processing effects such as quench-rate and the development of strain.

From atom movements in crystalline solids an atom vacancy exchange is the basic kinetic step.
When the details of these types of exchanges are considered in ordered alloys, it is apparent that
the atomistics of the specific structural types become very important in determining the jump
pathway and the net frequency of atom exchange on different sublattices. An interesting
example which appears to expose new types of kinetics behavior has been examined by Flutz
(16,17) for a B2 equilibrium state. For different values of v other ordered arrangements such as
DO3 and B32 can develop in a transient manner during diffusion as the system encounters
different states in the relaxation process towards final equilibrium. In some cases the transient
states can persist for extended periods. Since the persistent transient states are not in metastable
equilibrium, they have been termed pseudostable states (18) to reflect the slow relaxation
kinetics.

; ~~~Multiphase MMArotMCtu

Microstructural control in intermetallic phases is of considerable importance to
impro-ing high temperature strength as well as low temperature ductility. The classic example
of the benefits of careful microstructural control are the nickel-based superalloys which owe
their high performance and versatility to microstructural designs based upon combinations of a
Ni-rich disordered solid solution, y and an ordered Ni3 Al (LI 2) based intermetallic phase, Y.
However, this experience has been repeated in the more recent development of titanium
aluminides where Ti3 AI based alloys are a combination of a 2 (DO1 9 ) and Oo(B 2 ) phases and
ThAI based alloys are a combination of y(LIo) and ct2 phases (2).
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The development of multiphase microstructures in intermetallic alloys requires an
optmum balance of compositions, volume fiaions, sizes and distributions of constituent
phases as guided by phase diagrams such as those in Fig. 3. If the coexisting phases exhibit
si•ilarities in crystal structure and compatible lattice parameters, then a phase equilibria such as
that shown in Fig. 3a may develop and allow for the formation of a high volume fraction of a
second phase either by a nucleation and growth process or by spinodal ordering. Other reaction
pathways including solidification processing are also possible (Fig. 3b).

Although the reported experience has not been extensive, there are a few categories of
microstructures approaches that have been examined systematically. For example, Naka,
Thomas and Khan (19) have succeeded in developing two phase microstructures in
pseudobinary Fe-Ni2 AlTi and Nb-Ti2AIMo systems involving A2-L2 1 and A2-B2 type
structures that are similar to the Al-L12 microstructures in nickel base superalloys (i.e. the
disordered phase is the matrix) and show attractve performance. In a broad based and careful
systematic study, Nemoto and coworkers (20,2 1) have examined a number of nickel and
titanium aluminide intermetallic alloys with both ordered and disordered precipitate phases
including precipitates based upon carbide or nitride phases which involve an intermetallic matrix
that is saturated with carbon or nitrogen. Depending on the precipitate structure and coherency
of the precipitatelmatrix interface different types of dislocation/precipitate interactions
contribute to strengthening.

In this regard it is useful to consider two examples which illustrate the guidance
provided by the diagrams in Fig. 3. First, in the Ni-Al-Cu system for an alloy that lies in the
NiAI-Cu 3 AI section [i.e. (NiAI) - 25% (Cu 3 Al)] a decomposition can be developed by a
spinodal ordering process similar to that indicated in Fig. 3a. During aging of the quenched
high temperature solid solutio-: a spinodal-type microstructure developed (22) as indicated in
Fig. 4a. In effect, the NiAl intermetallic phase is intermixed on a fine scale with a Cu-rich
ductile phase. While the as-quenched solid solution exhibited extensive cracking during
hardness testing, no cracking tendency was noted in the aged condition. In fact, in the aged
state clear evidence of slip and plastic deformation was apparent which may be related to the
plastic constraint imposed by the multiphase microstructure. Alternatively, for the situation
depicted in Fig. 3b rapid solidification can be applied to extend the primary phase solubility
which then allows for a high volume fraction of a dispersed phase to be developed during
decomposition of the supersaturated solution. This is illustrated in Fig. 4b for a Nb-Cr alloy
where the initial supersaturated bcc phase decomposed to a fine scale uniform two-phase bcc
and NbCr2 Laves phase microstructure (23).

Lattice Defects

Many of the most important and useful structural properties of alloys are determined by
the crystal defect structure. In atiition to defects such as dislocations and twins that control
the deformation behavior, the departure from perfect order (i.e. 0 < q < i) is important in phase
stability. The departure from perfect order can be accommodated by antiphase boundaries and
also by constitutional defects. The role of constitutional defects has been examined extensively
in the B2 structure where alloys such as NiAl, FeAl and CoAl have been shown to be quite
sensitive to vacancy and antisite substitution defects (24). At the same time it is somewhat
surprising that relatively little has been reported on other intermetallic phases and atomic
defects. For example in the Laves phases which are the most populous class of intermetallic

phases, the composition dependence of the lattice parameter for NbCr2 shown in Fig. 5
suggests that a simple anti-structure substitution mechanism of Nb and Cr atoms on opposite
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sites does not operate (2S). In fact the substitution of the larger Nb atoms on Cr sites should be
more difficult in the geometrically restrictive C 15 lattice as compared to the substitution of the
smaller Cr atoms on Nb sites. There is clearly much that remains to resolve in understanding
the alloying and stability behavior within even single phase intermetallic structures.

ierachal Structurs

It is apparent that there is a rich variety of transformation structures possible during the
decomposition of ordered intermetallic phases, but there are also some constraints imposed by
the crystallographic nature of the structures that can be applied to identify likely pathways or to
eliminate others i.e., define a transformation hierarchy. The crystallographic symmetries of the
precipitate phase and the matrix surrounding phase can provide basic informiation about the
various allowed orientations and precipitate morphologies. With this approach, possible
transformations between phases that can occur without long range diffusion or change of
composition can be considered as displacive or chemical based transformations with a path that
can be analyzed using a set group/super group symmetry relations (26). Transitions involving
homogeneous deformations, shuffle transitions and chenmical ordering can also be treated with
this analysis. The approach will also suggest intermediate phases involved in the sequence of
transformations that are likely to be metastable forms. The symmetry concepts a- quite general
and can be illustrated by considering the possible modes of structural tranritions developed
during cooling of an ordered B2 intermetallic phase in the Ti-Al-Nb system.

In the Ti-Al-Nb system two ternary phases the O(orthorhombic) and omega-type structure have
been identified to develop from a high temperature cubic B2 phase as a result of displacive and
chemical ordering during cooling. The transitions for these two-phases are represented by two
fundamentally different modes. For the omega type phase as shown in Fig. 6 a collapse of the
(111) planes in ihe [I I 1 direction a ( 11) [ 111 type displacement wave is associated with the
structural transformation sequence (27,28): B2 -) .' -- 0" -+B8 2

In the first stage, the partial collapse of(l 11) planes of the B2 phase (Fig. 6b) yields an fl'
structure which undergoes a reordering to the site occupancies of the B2 phase to yield a
slightly modified ft" structure which has the same basic structure as f'. Subsequently, the B82
structure (Fig. 6d) forms by an additional reordering that is the IA and IB site occupancies
which are different in 0'" become identical in the B82 structure. A similar analysis can be
developed for the B2 -> 0 pathway (27).

Ti-AI-Nb System

There have been several studies (27-31) of some of the phase relationships in ct2 alloys with Nb
additions which have revealed that at least two ternary phases, a B2 phase with a CsCI structure
and an 0 phase with an orthorhombic structure, are present in this system. The B2 phase field
may be quite extensive at high temperature, and yield alloys which exhibit a variety of
decomposition products upon cooling including B82 and omega phases. An examination of the
high temperature phase equilibria in the Ti-Al-Nb system has allowed for the determination of
the 1200*C isothermal section (Figure 7). Some of the refinements of the previous preliminary
diagram [32] are the extension of the bcc phase field over a large composition range, the
clarification of the ternary (T2) phase region, and the smoothing of the composition variation of
the /I y +az boundary.
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The importance of the knowledge of an alloy's phase stability can be illustrated by considering
the phase equilibria of alloys in the vicinity of the composition Ti-37AI-1ONb. At 12000C under
the equilibruinm conditions, these alloys consist of two phases, a* and B2 (figure 8a). However,
on cooling these alloys undergo a series of reactions down to about 1185*C. During this
cooling the a phase is transformed to the a2 phase; a region of the a phase field stabilizes in the
vicinity of Ti4 AI3Nb and separates from the remaining a phase field [33]. As these
transformations are occurring, the a and a2 phase fields are undergoing compositional shifts to
low aluminum concentration. The shift in composition of the a2 phase field produces a
dramatic alteration of the phase equilibria for this region of the ternary system in a temperature
range of only about 500C. This change in the phase equilibria upon cooling produces a change
of almost 9Or in the orientation of the tie-lines (figure 8b); the a+15 two-phase field which is
stable at 12000C transforms into the cL2+y two-phase field below 11850C.

Furthermore, a systematic study utilizing thermal analysis and then coupling the results with a
variety of heat treatments has allowed for the determination of the boundaries of the stable
phase regions over a range of temperature. Such an analysis may allow for the establishment of
processing schedules which can be used to avoid unwanted low temperature phases or
reactions. Subsequent heat treatment can be used to dissolve the low temperature precipitates;
however a complete removal may become a rather difficult and time consuming task. It is
prudent to avoid such problems in the first place if at all possible. In addition to establishing
processing schedules, knowledge of the phase equilibria may allow for the retention of the
desired phase mixture through the appropriate addition of alloying elements.

Diffisional Ientrction

Frequently, intermetallic phases are not considered as monolithic forms, but rather as
constituents of a multi-phase alloy formed by in-situ processing reactions or as a constituent in a
composite design produced through external processing (34). In the development of these alloy
designs, often two basically dissimilar materials or phases with different mechanical and physical
properties are combined to arrive at a final product with properties that are potentially superior
to those of the individual constituent phases. The resultant alloy microstructure is often a
complex multi-phase configuration. It is becoming increasingly clear that the performance of
such designs and the elevated temperature stability are dominated by the characteristics of the
internal interphases and the diffusional interactions. Among the most fundamental data needed
to analyze these interactions are the relevant phase diagrams of stable and metastable conditions
which are often at least of ternary order. From an analysis of phase equilibria it is possible to
select combinations of phases which offer desirable properties in terms of phase interaction and
high temperature thermal stability. In addition to phase diagram data, kinetic data such as the
interdifflusion path and rates are required in order to understand and control the possible
interactions at the interphases in multiphase systems.

The basic thermodynamic stability in a multiphase system can be evaluated following standard
thermodynamic analysis involving the reaction of various two-phase and three-phase mixtures.
This approach however, does not yield the reaction sequence between phases in a multiphase
system. For example, as shown in Fig. 9 for a ternary system containing three intermediate
phases a, 0, and y for an initial pairing of the phase mixture ofy and B, there are four possile
paings of reaction products, all of which represent stable pairings of the two-phase mixtures,
but evolve through different phase sequencing pathways. In order to assess which of these
pathways is selected, it is important to determine the interdiffusion path and reaction kinetics I
associated with the reduction in system free energy during reaction.
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In order to illustrate some of the interdiffuision reaction kinetics features it is uselW to consider
the design of a intenmetallic alloy phase in contact with a more ductile pure component which
has been proposed as a toughening mechanism for a y-TiAl intermetallic phase (35). A diffision
couple between pure Nb in contact with y-TiAi was examined after an anneal of five days at
1200-C to yield the diffusion path illustrated in Fig. 10a. It is dear that Nb is not stable in
contact with y-TiAI and yields multiple-intermediate phase reaction layers as the result of the S-
shaped difflusion path. The pathway trajectory immediately indicates that Al is the fastest
diffusion species of feeding into Nb in order to develop the 6 and a phases and then co ing the
line connecting the in points of the diffusion couple (i.e. the mass conservation condition) to
form a ternary phase which has been identified to have a B2 structure and a phase before
returning to the y-TiAI composition. The application of this design did succeed in increasing the
toughness by yielding intermediate layers of the 8 and a phase which provided for weakly
bonded interfaces. Building on this initial result, an alternate second phase dispersion design
was examined by modifying the ductile phase composition through the addition of Ti. Again,
diffusion couples between Ti-Nb alloys and y-TLAI reveal the tendency of Al to be the fastest
diffusing component producing an S-shaped diffusion pathway as indicated in Fig. lob. In this
case, the brittle intermediate reaction layers were avoided and strongly bonded interface was
obtained. As result of the modified design further enhancements of toughening have been
reported to remarkably high values (36). This illustration shows that even a rudimentary
knowledge of the diffusion path can be used in a constructive design of second phase
compositions and structures to promote a desired reaction sequence and interfaicial bonding
arrangement.

Concluding Remarks

In meeting the challenge to develop high temperature structural alloys with the required balance
of mechanical properties and environmental resistance for engineering applications, alloy
chemistries often evolve towards seemingly complex multicomponent arrangements. While it is.
usually not possible for the pace of a systematic phase equilibria determination to match the
pace of alloy development efforts, the refinement and qualification of attractive alloy
compositions in terms of the optimization of a desired microstructure configuration through
annealing treatments or the long term structural stability at high temperature do require a phase
equilibria database. Moreover, in the evaluation of multicomponent alloying selection strategies
for a given intermetallic phase, it is often valuable to apply the guidance offered by the behavior
of various alloying additions on the development of liquidus surfaces, solid solution solubility,
intermediate phase reactions, and the stabilization of other phases. In this way the evolution of
alloy chemistry can follow a more deliberate planned strategy.

Clearly, the processing of the advanced intermetallics, such as the titanium aluminides, requires
a knowledge base with a foundation in phase equilibria, diffusion, and transformation kinetics; it
can only be as effective as the depth of the knowledge base. The resources invested in acquiring
this base do not slow down the real progress in alloy design but expedite it and expose new
opportunities for processing.

The support of DARPA (ARO/DAAL 03-90-G-0183) is gratefully acknowledged.
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Fig. 9 Potential reaction layer formation in a
98O diffusion couple involving stable
pairings of phases.
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CRITICAL ISSUES IN THE COMEPUTATIONAL MATERIALS SCIENCE

POM STRUCTURAL MATERIALS

M. R. Yoo and C. L. Fu

Metals and Ceramics Division
Oak Rid~ National Laboratory
Oak R=ge TN 37831 (USA)

Abstract

Currently unresolved problems and critical issues in computational research on mechanical
behavior of ordered intermetallics are assessed by reviewing the recent progres in the areas
of first-principles quantum mechanical calculations, semi-empirical atomistic simulations,
dislocation microniechanics and continuum mechanics. Significant improvements in
theoretial and computational techniques have made the interprtive~redictive capability of
computational materials science possible, especially the unique characteristics of strength
and toughness in ordered intermetallic compounds. Future research areas of major4 1 importance in high-temoperature structural materials are discussed.
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The mechanical propertes of structural maeil ate known to be strongly influenced by die
type of lattice defects present In tur'n, the structure and properties of these defects are
determined by the nature of atomic bonding. For this reason it is through the detailed study

of the fundamental quantities at an atomic-level that the connection between atomistic andSmacroscopic poetes can be made, Therefore, the so-called computational materials

science for structural materials may be divided into the following aspects: (a) first-
principles quantum mechanical calculations, (b) semi-empirical atomistic simulations, (c)
mictroechanial modeling, and (d) macroscopic continuum modeling. For example, some
notable speific activities in these &=3 have been: (a) all-elecron total energy calculations
of bulk and defect properties based on the local density functional (LDF) theory, (b)
simulation studies of dislocation cores and grain boundaries using the embedded atom
method (EAM), (c) development of dislocation mechanisms for yield behavior using
anisotropic elasticity theory, and (d) formulations of constitutive law and fracture toughness
using continuum mechanics. While the interconnection is generally tenuous, due to the
complexities introduced at intervening levels, there are cases where this link is at least
qualitatively clear. For instance, one of the significant advances in intermetallics research,
during the past five years, has been in the interpretive/predictive capability of computational
materials science for intrinsic mechanical behavior of high-temperature ordered
intermetallic alloys, e.g., see recent workshop reports (1-3).

It has been established that knowledgl of the fundamental electronic structure and related
properties is important for understanding the intrinsic and extrinsic factors that govern the
mechanical behavior of ordered inwirmetallics. A comprehensive understanding of the
bonding mechanism, point defect structure, yield strength anomaly, and brittle fracture
behavior forms the basis for a better assessment of extrinsic effects on the strength and
ductility of ordered intermetallics (e.g., B in Ni3AJ and H in FeAl), and provides a
foundation for future alloy design strategies.

The purpose of this paper is to summarize unresolved problems and critical issues in
computational research on mechanical behavior of ordered intermetallics and to discuss the
knowledge base for potential answers to these problems. Future research areas of major
importance in mechanical behavior of structural materials are also discussed.

Bonding Characteristics and Bulk Pmpertie

Bonding Cba Density

When an intermetallic compound (A3B) of the fcc based L12 structure is stable up to its
melting point (e.g., Ni3AI), the strong chemical ordering stems from the strong bonding
between the dissimilar atoms (i.e., A-B bond). Such bonding behavior is best described by
use of the so-called bonding charge density plot (Fig. 1). The bonding charge density is the
response of the electron distribution, as referred to the atomic charge density, in the
presence of the crystal field (4). The solid (dashed) lines in Fig. I denote contours of
increased (decreased) electronic density as atoms are brought together to form a crystal. We

S find a depletion of electron density at die Al sites accompanied by a significant build-up of
the directional d-bonding charge along the nearest neighbor Ni-Al direction. It is this
directional d-bonding that gives rise to the strength of transition-metal aluminides. Thus,
the bonding mechanisms of Ni3AI can be best described by the combination of charge
transfer and strong p (Al)-d(Ni) hybridization effects. A realistic interatomic potential used
for atomistic simulation studies should properly take these effects into account. This issue
will be discussed further in the following setions..
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The single crystal elastic constants provide not only basic information on the nature of
bonding forces in ordered intermnetallics, but also the physical base for unusual mechanical
behavior observed in some intermetallics. For example, in L12-tYPO intermetaflics, the
elastic shear anisotropy, A = 2C441(C1 I -C 12), is largely responsible for the anomalous
(positive) temperature dependence of the yield stress (5).

First-principles total-ene calculations of the giound state elastic constants in intermetallic
compounds were firstneo~rmed by Fu and Yoo (6). The calculated values of the elastic
constants of L12alloys arelfisted in Table L In the cameof Ni3, as was shown earlier in
Fig. 5 of Ref. (7), the extrapolated values of experimental data are in good agreement with
the calculated values. No experimental data are available for the remaining five alloys listed
in Table I. As far as the calculated A values are concerned, the yield strength anomaly is
likely for Ni3AI and Ni3Ti (L12), but not for Pt3AI, A13Ti (L12), A13Sc, and Ni3Si. The
transition-metal triauminides, A3IP (L12) and A13Sc. show negative Cauchy pressures
(C12-C44) < 0 which indicates that angular character to the atomic bonding is important in
these intermetalbcs (8).
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Table I. Calculated lattice parameters and elastic constants of Ll 2 alloys at 0 K. B and G are

bulk and shear moduli, and A and v are Zener's shear anisotropy factor and Poisson's ratio

a (1011 N/m2)
Alloy (nm) A

V

C1 1  C 12  C44 B G

Ni3Al 0.349 2.35 1.45 1.32 1.75 0.88 2.93 0.38

Pt3AI 0.385 4.36 2.20 1.40 2.92 1.26 1.30 0.34

Al3Tit 0.392 1.77 0.77 0.85 1.10 0.69 1.70 0.30
A13 Sc 0.404 1.89 0.43 0.66 0.92 0.69 0.90 0.19

Ni3 Si 0.346 3.75 2.00 1.67 2.60 1.34 1.91 0.28
Ni3Tit 0.357 2.93 1.93 1.28 2.26 0.97 2.56 0.31

tHypothetical Li 2 structure.

The six independent elastic constants of TiAl and TiAl3 of the tetragonal LI0 and D022
structures were calculated [9,101, and they are listed in Table II. A notable difference
between C44 and C66 values of TiAl indicate the anisotropic character of atomic bonding
between the (001) TiAI interlayer plane and the (010) Ti-Al mixed plane with respect to the
[1001 shear direction. The calculated values of shear and bulk moduli (Hill's average) are in
excellent agreement with the experimental data at room temperature (11, 12). No
experimental measurements of the elastic constants of TiAl have been reported yet.

Table U. Calculated elastic constants of tetragonal TiAI and TiAl 3 alloys
of the Li0 and D022 structures at 0 K

Alloy 
(1011 N/m2)

C11  C12  C 13  C33  C44 C66 B G

TiAl 1.90 1.05 0.90 1.85 1.20 0.50 1.25 0.70

TiAI3  2.02 0.88 0.60 2.43 1.00 1.45 1.18 0.99

! •[Strengthening Mechanism

S~Yield Strength Anomaly

Although a large number of papers on modeling the yield strength anomaly in the L12
structure have appeared recently, e.g., in the recent conference proceedings (12, 13), the
intrinsic physical source or the driving force for the positive temperature dependence of
yield stress is not fully known. Any theory of the yield strength anomaly must explain not
only the behavior of Ni3AI, but also the absence of it in other systems such as in Pt3AI
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(6, 14]. In addition, a comparative analysis of the anomalous yield behavior between Ni3AI
and Ni3Si may enable us to shed light on this critical issue.

First-principles total-energy calculations of shear (extended) fault energies, such as
antiphase boundary (APB), superlattice intrinsic or extrinsic stacking fault (SISF or SESF),
and complex stacking fault (CSF) energies, were performed using a super cell approach (7,
9, 10, 15). Table Mll shows the calculated results for Ni3AI and Ni3S' (16). According to
the cross-slip-pinning model (5, 17), the energetic criterion for the thermally activated
process of forming pinning centers along the leading superpartial is that the interaction
torque and the APB energy anisotropy must be sufficiently large to have

= -+2 0 3A 137>•,(I

where yj and To are the APB energies on ( 11) and (100) planes. According to the
calculated results listed in Tables I and MI, this criterion is satisfied for Ni3AI, but not for
Ni3Si. Accordingly, a critical issue is to resolve the apparent contradiction between the
theoretical prediction on stoichiometric Ni3Si (15) and the experimental data on
hypostoichiometric Ni3Si (18).

The premise of micromechanical analyses for the CSP model (17) was the glissile-sessile
transformation of <101> superdisiocations in the L12 structure predicted on the basis of the
atomistic calculations by Yamaguchi ct al. (19) who used a central force model. The
subsequent atomistic simulation studies by Yoo et al. (20) and Farkas and Savino (21), using
the EAM potentials formulated for Ni3Ai by Foiles and Daw (22) and Voter et al. (23),
respectively, confirmed the main conclusion of the central force model (19). That is, the
stable equilibrium configurations of a superpart'al dislocation core are a (11) planar
splitting on the (11) APB plane and a (I ll) or (111) nonplanar splitting on the (010) APB
plane.

Table Ill. Calculated shear fault energies of L1 2 alloys at 0 K (in units of mJ/m 2)

APB
Alloy SISF CSF

(100) (111)

Ni3AI 140 175 40 225
Ni3AI(a) 28 156 96 259
Ni3 AI(b) 33 142 13 121

Ni3Si 707 625 460 710Ni3Ti -160 550

(unstable)
Ni3(Si,Ti)(c) 360

(a)EAM by Foiles and Daw (22).
(b)EAM by Voter and Chen (23).
(C)Assume every other Si site is replaced by Ti.
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However, care should be exercised in using the EAM potentials, since the EAM-I potentials
(22) give too low a (100) APB energy and the EAM-2 potentials (23) predict a CSF energy
lower than the (111) APB energy (c.f., Table IH). The recent weak-beam transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) iqvestigation of Ni76A124 reports the (111) APB and CSF
energies of 180 and 206 mJ/Wm (24), respectively, which are in good agreement wii' the
results of first-principles calculations (Table UI). Although these semi-empirical atomistic
methods (e.g., the EAM) are still the current choice for large scale simulations, such as
dislocation cores and crack tips, more thorough and careful construction of the "interatomic"
potentials including the angular dependence of many body interactions should be developed
(see Refs. 25 and 26).

In strongly ordered L12, B2 and Li0 alloys (e.g., Ni3AI, Ni3Ga, NiAI, CoAl, and TiAl), the
yield strength is known to increase as their compositions deviate from exact stoichiometry.
First-principles total-energy calculations of the self (internal) energies of isolated single
defects (antisite defects and constitutional vacancies) have been performed for NiAl, from
which the temperature and composition dependencies of their equilibrium concentrations
were determined by minimizing the grand potential (16). The calculated results of NiAl at
1300 K are shown in Fig. 2. Of the four possible point defects (two types of vacancies and
two types of antisite defects), the calculations revealed that the concentration of vacancies
on the Al sublattices was negligibly small and independent of the Al level. In addition to
the substitutional antisite defects on Al sites, the vacancy concentration on the Ni
sublattices, is about 10-5 for the Ni-rich side. On the Al-rich side, the major point defects
are vacancies at the Ni sublattices and there is a two-orders of magnitude difference between
the vacancy and antisite defect concentrations.

I0 4 I ' I I I I

10-2 NIAI 0300K
0 Niv

V NI-"AI
0_ AAI-NiS• 4jo-s 3
X

W 0

""J j O-42 A°
w
0
U

40-6

L

U,

40 7 I , I , I , . , ,

44 46 48 50 52 54
at. % Al

Figure 2 - The dependence of point defect configuration of NiAl on the aluminum
concentration at 1300 K.
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The atomic relaxation around a vacancy at the Ni sublattice on the Al-rich side is
substantially larger than that associated with an antisite (Ni -- Al) defect on the Ni-rich
side. Thus, the experimental data on off-stoichiometric increase in microhardness (with a
steeper composition dependence on the Al-rich side) compiled by Noebe et al. (27) are
consistent with the point defect type and concentrations predicted by the first-principles

Solid plnm aein

In order to describe quantitatively the intrinsic strengthening mechanisms for the anomalous
yield strength and defect hardening, it is essential to develop the capability of three-
dimensional (3-D) atomistic simulations for the themlly activated dislocation
configurations, such as cross-slip and climb of extended dislocations. The collective
behavior of pinning segments along the superdislocations in the Li 2 structure has been
treated recently (28). However, the problem of choosing appropriate boundary conditions
for atomistically simulating kinks and jogs on dislocations remains largely an unsolved
problem. Accordingly, solid solution hardening mechanisms in ordered alloys can be
treated only qualitatively (29). Effects of solutes and impurities on the energetics of a
system, such as the preferred interstitial absorption of boron in Ni3AI (4), the effect of Ti
additions on the APB energies of Ni3Si (15), and the surface energy reduction in FeAl
caused by H (30), can be evaluated using the superlattice geometries. But, the effects of
dilute (disordered) ternary additions are prohibitively difficult to model. Some progress has
been made recently to calculate the effect of dilute alloying additions (or off-stoichiometry)
on the shear fault energies of Ni3AI and T7AI using an EAM simulation technique (29) and a
quantum mechanical calculation based on coherent potential approximations (31).

Toughening Mechasms

The ideal cleavage (Griffith) energy, defined as the total surface energy of two cleaved
surface planes (Gc = 2y,) can be determined from first-principles calculations by modeling
of the surface by a single (free standing) slab or by a repeated supercell geometry (10). The
Griffith strength, kMG, defined as Irwin's stress-intensity factor for a Mode I crack is
determined from the calculated Gc and elastic constants. The calculated results of Gc and
kIG for cubic (L12 and B2) and tetragonal (L1O) transition-metal aluminides were given
earlier (32). Table IV lists the calculated results for (11) and (100) cleavage planes in
Ni3AI and Ni3Si. The ideal cleavage energy and strength of Ni3Si are predicted to be
higher than those of Ni3AL.

It is generally recognized that the critical factor of dislocation behavior controlling the
brittle-ductile transition (BDT) phenomena is the nucleation or emission of dislocations in
metals and alloys, and the dislocation mobility in semiconductors and ceramics (33). In the
case of ordered intermetallics, the critical factor(s) must depend closely on the intermetallic
bonding characteristics of a given compound, in particular, whether its bonding behavior is
more metallic or covalent. Therefore, the dislocation emission from a crack-tip may be
important in Ni3Al, and probably the dislocation mobility in Ni3Si, for promoting crack-tip
plasticity.

3j
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Table IV. Calculated ideal cleavage energies (Ge) and Griffith strength (k1G) for the
Mode I crack in Ni3 AI and Ni 3Si

(hid) Gc [uvw] k10
(J/m 2 ) (MPa ml/2 )

Ni3AI 111 4.6 110 1.06

112 1.09

100 5.8 001 1.11
011 1.17

Ni3 Si 111 5.1 1 0 1.37
110 1.38

100 7.2 001 1.56
011 1.59

In extending the Rice-Thomson criteria for the BDT behavior, Rice has recently introduced
a modified criterion (34, 35), for an edge dislocation parallel to the Mode I crack tip line, as

q = G y(2)
G. 2ryf 2(O)

where yus, called "unstable stacking energy", is defined as the maximum energy
encountered in the rigid body shear process and f(O) = cos' (0) sin (0/2) for the case of
elastic isotropy. Calculating yus for the Shockley partials in Ni3AI from the EAM-1 (22),
Sun et al., (34) predicted that Ni3AI is more brittle than Ni in both (100) and (110) Mode I
cracis. According to Foiles and Daw (22), Mhe (100) Griffith energy of Ni3AI is Gc = 3.5
J/m 1 , which is the sum of 1.6 and 1.9 J/ml for the mixed composition anc, the pure Ni
planes, respectively. This is considerably lower than the value of Gc = 5.8 J/m' obtained by
the first-principles total-energy calculation (32). In addition, the anisotropic correction of
f(e) for the 1/6[1121(111) partial slip at the Mode-I (001)[110] crack system (34), 0 = 55, is
from 0.36 to 0.30. This raises the value of Gd by a factor of 1.44, hence the brittleness
Increases.

The mobility of dislocations is expected to be strongly anisotropic owing to the coupling
between the normal stress components and the shear response along the slip plane. Figure 3
show the anisotropic (linear elastic) coupling effect of ar and aq on the elastic shear strain,
which gives a substantial increase (25%) in Ere from 0.37 to 0.46 for the case of
1/6<112>1 111) partial dislocations. Nonlinear aspects of the anisotropic coupling effect
can be investigated by atomistic simulation studies of the Peierls stress under the
generalized applied stress state. Therefore, for a mechanistic understanding of crack-tip
processes, a combined analysis using atomistic simulations and dislocation micromechanics
is essential. In this regard, a challenging problem is not only to employ realistic interatomic
potentials, but also to set up the proper boundary conditions at the interface between a
discrete atomic region and the continuum around a crack tip.
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Figure 3 - Elastic shear strain field, Erg, at a Mode-I crack tip of (001)[ 1101 type in Ni3AI
(in units of I/42i-•)

The foregoing description of ideal cleavage and crack-tip plasticity can be extended to the
cases of intergranular fracture and heterophase interfacial fracture. According to atomistic
simulation studies using the EAM, both at ground state (36) and at elevated temperatures byan _equilibrium Monte Carlo technique (37), the cohesive energies of grain boundaries (GBs)
of I = 13 twist and tilt and • = 15 tilt types are comparable for ductile Ni and 'brittle'
Ni3AI. These results suggest that the 'intrinsic brittleness' of polycrystalline Ni3AI must be

* related not only to cohesive strength, but also to other factors such as the efficiency of
inhomogeneous plastic deformation at/near GBs. On the other hand, the recent comparative
analysis of Ni3AI and Cu3Au for a ' = 29 symmetric tilt boundary by Yan et al. (38), using
N-body potential of Finnis-Sinclair type (39), indicated that the formation of columnar"cavities" along the boundary in Ni3AI was related to its high ordering energy. If
segregation of one of the alloy components occurs, the boundaries will disorder
compositionally and a situation analogous to that found in weakly ordered alloys (e.g.
Cu3Au) will ensue. However, this, was not found in Ni3Al (38) and thus it suggests
intrinsically brittle GBs. In view of the discrepancies in the shear fault and surface energies
of Ni3AI between semi-empirical atomistic simulation and ab-intio total energy methods,
however, all of the simulation results should be interpreted only qualitatively as comparative
analyses.
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By use of first-principles total energy method, free surface energies of the low index planes
have been determined for many transition-metal aluminides, including y-TiAI (32), but no
,rain-boundary or heterophase interfacial enerfies have been obtained so far. In the case of

.e coherent (I11) twin boundarX in TiAl, the ideal work of interfacial separation, Gi = 2¥s
¥b, is obtained to be 4.44 J/mz from Gc = 2y, = 4.5 r/m2 (40) and yb = 60 mJ/m2 (9).

This result indicates that in polysynthetically twinned (41) TiAl, the (111) twin interfacial
mode of fracture is favored over the (11) cleavage mode only slightly, as far as the ideal
work of fracture is concerned.

Hydrogcn Emritlmnt

Only recently, when a moisture-induced hydrogen embrittlement mechanism was identified
in FeAJ, was it realized that the test environment was a major cause of brittleness (42). The
calculated results of hydrogen absorption effects on the (100) cleavage fracture of FeAl (30)
are summarized in Table V. The effect of hydrogen absorption is a decrease in the cleavage
energy, Gc, and also in the maximum cohesive strength, im, as a result of strong electronic
interaction between H and Fe atoms. No formal theory exists which can correctly take into
account the crack-tip plasticity on an atomistic level. Nevertheless, one can obtain much
insight into the relationship between kIG and the experimentally measured fracture
toughness, KIC, by considering the phenomenological model developed by Gerberich et al.
(43),

K,1c expI-I (3)

where a is the yield strength (e.g., 360 MPa for FeAl) and a and B are assumed to be
material independent constants. The equation has been used widely in the analysis of
fracture toughness and hydrogen embrittlement of Fe-base alloys. The important
implication of Eq. (3) is that the macroscopic thresholds depend sensitively on the ideal
cleavage energies through an exponentially dependent function. For instance, a decrease in
kIG by a factor of 2 lowers KIC by a factor of 102. Thus, the goal of alloy design is to find
those alloys with high values of kIG and ways of trapping hydrogen so as to minimize the
decrease in kIG. The possible change in the yield strength due to hydrogen-dislocation
interaction in ordered intermetallics is not understood and remains an open question.

Table V. Calculated cohesive strength, am, and ideal cleavage
energy, Go, for (100) crack in FeAl

(100) Gc
crack (GPa) (J/m2)

FeAl 35 6.5

Hin ReAI

Low conc. 28 5.2

FHigh conc. 11 1.7
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As was summarized in the recent workshop reports (1-3), there has been a significant
advance collectively in all aspects of computational research on ordered intermetallic
compounds in the pat five yem. Though limited to ground state properties, most of the
fundamental bulk and defect Cs relevant to mechanical behavior of intermetallic
compounds can be determinedw o n rflrst-nrincinles toltal-energy calculations based
on the LDF theory. Ths •d•tive .cap-b l of -principles computational mechniqu
can make significant impacts in all other levels of M mammals science, Frst,
future development of interatomic potentials can be tot consistent with the remlt of
first-principles calculations, not solely with the available experimental data as have been
practiced in the past. Second, in cerain established cases, the total energy calculations can
provide direct input into micromechanical models, e.g., the defect self-energies into the
thermodynamic calculations of defect concentrations, and the APB energy and elastic shear
anisotropy factors into the dislocation model for yield strength anomaly. lnd, the bulk and
defect properties calculated for as-yet untested intermetallic compounds (e.g., bonding
characteristics, specific elastic moduli, defect concentrations, and the input parameters to
Eqs. 1-3) can furnish important insights to alloy designers who seek new-generation
materials for high-tempeture structural applications.

However, disorder and temperature effects are still largely unsolved problems. It is very
difficut to handle structures and properties involving a large number (>50) of atoms per unit
cell using first- i cples approach (e.g., dislocation core structure, grain boundaries, crack
tips, etc.). As t validity of interatomic potentials is improved and justified, semi-empirical
atomistic methods (e.g., the EAM) will remain the current choice for large scale simulations.
In such studies, however, extreme care must be exercised in setting the initial and boundary
conditions to be in compliance with the displacement field given by the continuum theory.

In essence, all of the above discussion on ordered intermetallic compounds is also applicable
for the ceramic compounds. Because of the more covalent nature of interatomic bonding in
ceramics, as compared to intermetallics, the choice of relevant interatomic potentials would
be, in general, more difficult but can be obtained (e.g., tight-binding approach). As for
structural composites, first-principles and semi-empirical atomistic methods together could
provide the necessary basic parameters for a given materials design strategy, such as the
difference in bulk properties (elastic moduli and thermal expansion coefficients), interfacial
and surface energies, and diffusion coefficients.
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ALLOY DESIGN FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE, LOW DENSITY COMPOSITE MATERIALS

G.H. Reynolds and J..H. Norman

NSNV, Inc.
P.O. Box 865

San Marcos, CA 92079

Abstract

This paper considers the design of alloys or intermetallic compounds from the

point of view of their utilization as composite matrices in combination with

currently available filaments. Important criteria in this case would include

both thermochemical and thermomechanical compatibility with available rein-

forcements, environmental resistance or amenability to being protected from the

environment, and adequate levels of mechanical properties to serve effectively

as composite matrices. Satisfying the compatibility and environm-ental resis-

tance criteria can lead to very nontraditional matrix compositions and con-

figurations, some of which may possess the requisite levels of mechanical prop-

erties. Examples resulting from a systematic analysis of compatibility of

various materials with titanium-based alloys and titanium-containing inter-

metallic compounds which could form the basis for composite matrices reinforced

with currently available filaments are discussed.

dcal Jssue in de Devejopmna o( tfish Tpenqmu Suncuwa Merials
EdWe by N.S. m&aW0 DJ. DuqImw A AF. GumW

The Mnimis. Maas & Maeiais Sociemy, 1993
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i Introduction

Our purpose is to discuss "compatibility" as a driver in the configuration of

metal snd intermetallic matrix composites using titanium and titanium aluminide

matrices as model systems. We have arbitrarily considered only comercially

available filaments, SIC, Al20 (sapphire), B, and C. as potential reinforce-

ments since other, more developmental filaments are not likely to be available

soon. With the constraints of matrix composition and filsment composition

three 'compatibilities* then become of interest. The first is the chemical

compatibility, or lack of it, between the filament and matrix which may

necessitate the use of one or more interlayers, or chemical barriers, between

the filament and matrix. The second is the chemical compatibility between the

matrix and the environment, assumed here to be a high temperature, oxidizing

atmosphere. This may necessitate the use of one or more interlayers, or

chemical reaction barriers, between the matrix and the external environment.

Finally, the mechanical compatibility between constituent materials combina-

tions which satisfy the requirements of the first two types of compatibility

will be briefly discussed.

Filament/Matrix Chemical Compatibilitv

Chemical reactions, i.e., the formation of discrete, new reaction product

phases, between the filament and the matrix will likely result in a degradation

of properties of both phases and the product composites. Considering the

starting filament/matrix combinations being discussed here, Table I, which is

based on several years of analytical and experimental studies (1-5), shows that

only one starting material combination is thermochemically stable, A1 20 3/TiAI,

and even this combination becomes reactive at temperatures above about 1300"C.

Clearly, for these starting materials combinations to be used, interlayers must

be present to function as chemical reaction barriers. But what defines a

suitable reaction barrier and what must be its dimensions to prevent reaction

for the required length of time at the desired temperature? Let us consider

the requirements.

Several questions must be addressed when examining filament/matrix chemical

interactions. First, does the filament/matrix combination as it stands repre-

sent a chemically reactive system? Second, what interlayers will coexist, in

a sequential manner if there is more than one interlayer, with both the matrix

and the filament? Third, do these interlayers delay, to a sufficient exposure
S*•-• (time-temperature integral), filament/matrix chemical reactions? The first
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question has been addressed through the observation of reaction products

described in Table I. The second and third questions require examination of

the transport rates in candidate Interlayer materials.

Table I Filament/Matrix Material Combinations and Reaction Products

Filament Matrix Reaction Product Phases*

SiC Ti TiSi,, TIC

sic TiAl TiSi7 , TIC, Ti2AlC, TiAl3
A1203  Ti TiAlo, TiO.

A1 20 3  TiA1 None

C T1 TiC

C TiAl Ti 2 A1C, TiAl 3

B Ti TLB, TiB 2

B TiAl TiB, TiB2 , TiAl 3

*Other compounds may be present in minor amounts.

The chemical barrier effectiveness of an unflawed interlayer or series of

interlayers can be addressed as a function of transport rates of the various

species through interlayers of a given thickness. The best barrier would be

one in which the diffusion of a critical (i.e., potentially reactive) specie
would be limited by the delay of that specie from completing transport through

the barrier. A "delay, time" is usually defined in terms of the diffusion

coefficient, D, of that specie in the barrier material, the time over which the

transport takes place, and the thickness, Ax, of the barrier. In this case,

the "delay" time, td, for a barrier described by

6 Dtd - (Ax) 2

represents a time extrapolated from steady-state transport to zero transport.

Of course, there is some finite amount of transport through the barrier at t5

elapsed time. Using the analysis of Crank (6), one obtains a formula for

fluence (Qt) in terms of Qt/cAx where the barrier material is initially free

of diffusant, the front face solubility of diffusant is cl, and the barrier is

backed by a perfect sink:
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71&,T
S(Ax) 6 x3 (Ax)2

This is illustrated in Figure 1. Calculations at td, 0.6 td, and 0.3 td giveIqt/ciAx as 0.039, 0.0079, and 0.00027, respectively. This indicates that the

first Ax distance in the sink at td would contain 0.O039c., on the average if no

diffusant escaped from this first Ax of the sink. For the shorter times

considerably less of the diffusant has been transported to the sink. By a time

of 2 td the fluence is approximated veil by the equation

__ Dt 1
c1AX (AX) 2  6

03-

0.-2

0-0 0-1 0-2 0-3 0-4 0-5 0-6

Figure 1. Approach to steady-state flux through a plane sheet.

Thus, when small fluences can be tolerated, this formula can be used to estimte

b ow long a barrier will retard the fluence of diffusing species. If one

* ~estimates what a tolerable fluence might be,* one can then estimate how long it
would be before such a fluence occurred. Note also that low solubility of a
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diffumant in the front face of the barrier (cl) results in lover transport

through the barrier.

An analysis of barrier effectiveness for steady-state flux conditions follows

for the case of both one- and two-layer barriers assuming an infinite source

and a perfect sink employing solubility limits at the barrier layer interfaces.

The diffusion coefficients, D1(T), are taken as temperature dependent but

concentration independent as a simplification for this treatment. Also, the

exposure integral is utilized in the following equation derived from Fick's

law:

.YdC - D, (71dt

assuming that Act is temperature independent and where t. is the total time of

exposure and J is the flux. For simplicity, the exposure integral

f D, (21dt

will be assumed to have occurred at some upper temperature limit for the

exposure time since in many cases the high temperature exposure (such as during

fabrication) dominates the integral.

Let us select an arbitrary exposure and an arbitrary barrier thickness and con-

sider the case of a carbon filament protected by a TiC interlayer in a Ti

matrix. If a one hour exposure at 1023"C (1300K) is selected, the transport

of carbon through a 5 )Am layer can be calculated using the following

information:

C density in TiC - 0.99 g/cm3

C density in TiC0 .s - 0.59 g/cm3

Ac - 0.4 g/cm3

DL - 10-824 cm 2/sec
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10-4.24 • 0.4 3600 g/cm' , 1.7 x 10- g/cin2

0.0005

In this case 83 An of carbor would have been lost by the source filament

assuming that this carbon totally dissolved in the Ti matrix. Twice as thick

a barrier would have halved this number as would half the exposure time. A

100K lower temperature would have reduced this number by a factor of 2.9. (The

diffusion data for these calculations were taken from Ref. 7.)

This type of analysis can be made where solubilities (species densities) and

diffusion coefficients are available. The general solution for steady-state

transport in the case of a single barrier is

Jt , Dt (c,- c)

where c, and c2 are the different concentrations (often employed in g/cm3) in

the barrier layer at the interfaces with the filament and matrix, respectively.

The two-barrier steady-state solution is somewhat more complicated to use but

is almost as simple to express:

Jto-* Dt (cl-c 22) D t. (c 3 -c4 }

Note that c2 and c3 are not the same but represent the thermodynamic relation-

ship between solubilities in medium I and medium 2, which can often be

described by the ratio

C2S¢C 3

Using the fluence equation for two barriers, one can solve for actual values

of c2 and c3 given 0, D1 , D2 , Ax1 , Ax2, cl, and c4 . This solution then allows

the calculation of Jt. and thus evaluation of the effectiveness of the two-

barrier resistance.

The previous calculations for transport for a single interlayer (TiC) on carbon

filament in a Ti matrix indicate that to limit transport of filament or matrix
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species to about 5 im of filament loss, for example, one needs to obtain a Jt.

of <0.001 g/cm2
. With a 5 Mm interlayer thickness, this means that the Dt.Ac

term must be less than 5 x 10-7 &/cm. The burden of this term falls mainly on

D. In the case of the TiC interlayer, the D value must be reduced by a factor

of 17 to reach a satisfactory 10-9-5 cm
2
/sec diffusion coefficient. Shorter

times or, in some cases, lower solubilities can contribute to this reduction

in fluence, but mainly it will be very dependent on exposure temperature. For

example, a C surface coating on a commercial SiC filament becomes an effective

TiC barrier in Ti matrices for the exposure time and temperatures used here.

While the system C-TiC-Ti appears to be a stable one, the relatively fast

transport of C through TiC makes the use of such a "stable" system very ques-

tionable. One way of decreasing the transport is to put an additional inter-

layer between the C and the TiC that would further limit the C transport rate.

WC, TaC, or HoC would achieve such an objective. For example, the diffusion

coefficient of C in TaC at 1300K is 10-11 cm
2
/sec versus 10-8 cm

2
/sec in TiC.

A 1 1m TaC layer slows C transport as much as would a meter of TiC according

to these diffusion coefficients. W diffusion through TiC, a process that would

destroy a WC interlayer for example, is described by a 10-18 cm2
/sec diffusion

coefficient. Thus, a thin WC layer should be kinetically stable in contact

with both C and TiC and should nearly prevent both Ti and C transport through

it. This illustrates the importance of transport-limiting interlayers in

increasing the lifetime of the composite by providing effective long-term

chemical separation of reactive species originating with the filament and

matrix.

Tables II and III represent an attempt to identify possible interlayers and

combinations of interlayers on filaments that may allow the filament to coexist

with Ti and/or y-TiAl matrices; that is, adjacent layers do not react forming

new phases. A list including more than two interlayers in appropriate sequence

would be longer but would also represent a more hypothetical case than a real

one. The listing in Tables II and III is a compilation of examples of stable

phase combinations. The ability of a given combination to prevent filament/

matrix reaction (wholesale chemical degradation) in the composite would be

dependent on specific time-temperature exposure conditions and would be

different for each combination.

Considering the SiC-Ti composite, the stable phase combinations can be

recognized in the Ti-Si-C phase diagram (8) shown in Figure 2. This diagram
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I indicates that one single phase (TIC) forms a stable initial couple between SiC
I and Ti. However, as C transports through TIC, Si is left behind, destabilizing
f the system. It in more likely that a Ti-Ti5Si3-Ti3SiC2 -SiC or a Ti-TiC-Ti3SiC2-

Sic system in stable for longer times than the Ti-TIC-SiC system. Ti-Ti5Si3-

TiSi2-SiC seems a less likely candidate for long-term stability. The actual

stable steady-state system will depend on Ti, C, and Si transport rates in the

anneatrln stbexpeigents be best accomplished through extended diffusion couple

Table II Examples of Potential Single-Barrier Filament/Barrier/Matrix
Combinations

Filament Barrier Layer Matrix

sic TiC Ti

A1 2 03  (xTiO.Al 20 3) Ti

A1 20 3  Ti,Si3  Ti

A1 20 3  (W,Ti) Ti

C Tic Ti

C W Ti

C WC Ti

sic TiB2  TiAl

sic Ti 2AlC TiAl

sic T13 S iC2  TiAl

sic TiA13  TiAl

A12 03  None required TiAl

C Y203  TiAl
C A1 20 3  TiAl
C RE2 03  TiAl

B TiB2  TiAl
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Table III Examples of Potential Two-Barrier Filament/Barrier/Matrix
Combinations

Inner Outer

Filament Barrier Barrier Matrix

sic TiSi2  Ti3Si, Ti

sic TiC Ti5Si3  Ti

sic T13SiC2  TLC Ti

sic Ti3 SiC2 Ti5 Si 3  Ti

A12 03  YAG Y203 TiIA1 203  C TiC Ti
A12 03  B TiB Ti

C TiC Ti5 S1, Ti

C WC Tic Ti

c Tic Ti 3AlC Ti

B TiB, TiB Ti

scT13Si 2  TiBSI TiAl

Bi TIEl A1 2 03  TiAl

si T13Ci A1203  TiAl

B TiC TiB2  TiAl

C TicA110 TiI
C Tic Y03 Ti~



Si

T,= TiSiC,

T2= TiSi 3C,

TiSi,

Ti Sio, SiC
Ti1 sSi,.(,

Tit Si 3

T,

Ti C
TiC,.,

Figure 2 - Isothermal section of the phase diagram for the Ti-Vi-C system at
-1200"C.

Environmental Comvatibilitv

Environmental Protection of Ti and TiAI Composites

Ti and to a lesser extent y-TiAl matrix materials are subject to reaction with

the environment, particularly at high temperatures. At low temperatures Ti

will self -protect by forming a TiO2 coating. At high temperatures this coating

dissolves in the Ti allowing oxidation to proceed rapidly. The oxidation prop-

erties of y-TiAl are much better than those of pure Ti. Oxidation is best

controlled in Ti alloys by deliberately applying protective coatings to the

alloy. Those coatings that develop a stable A1203 surface phase during oxida-

tion provide the best protection for Ti alloys. Aluminized Ti alloys on which

a TiAI 3 layer forms provide a relatively stable system where A120 3 protects the

surface of the TiAl 3 coating from further oxidation. A TiA13 coating on y-TiAI

can be a chemically stable coating. Ti alloys which are reactive toward a

TiA13 coating are better protected by an active TiSi3 interlayer between the

TLA1 3 coating and the Ti alloy. This duplex coating also forms a protective

"4 A1203 layer with some SiO2 and TiO2 content. This duplex system functions
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because of the very slow transport of SL through the Ti 5 Si 3 to the Ti substrate

and the slow dissolution of Si into the TL. In experimental oxidation studies

we have not observed the formation of Ti 3SL between the TLsSi 3 interlayer and

TL alloys. This situation is similar to the case in which no intermediate TiAl
phases have been noted in the presence of a diffusion-produced TiA13 surface

layer.

Oxides which have been used as barriers between A1203 and y-TiA1. such as Y203

and YAG, could be used as external coatings if they exhibit low 0 and metal

diffusivities and can remain crack-free. Other coatings that can be considered

are metals with minimal or no reaction with environmental 02. Gold, with a

melting point of 1064'C, is the most inert. Pt can be used for higher tempera-

ture exposures but may oxidize at intermediate temperatures. Almost any metal

used as a coating will need to be protected from reaction with Ti and y-TiAI

by an interlayer, however.

Mechanical Conatibilitv

The discriminator between alternative combinations of barrier layer materials

for chemical reaction barriers either between filaments and matrices or between

the matrix and the external oxidizing environment would likely be the mechani-

cal "compatibilityw between different materials combinations. By this is meant

that since the barrier layers are rather thick and thus may represent a signi-

ficant volume fraction of the product composite, microstructural design should

attempt to minimize residual stresses in brittle constituent materials after

I fabrication and assure that residual stresses in at least the most brittle

materials are compressive. For the model materials chosen, this probably means

as a first approximation that one would choose at the outset interlayer mate-

rials for chemical barriers between the filament and matrix that have thermal

expansion coefficients and elastic moduli in between those of the filament and

composite substrate so that none serve as preferential crack initiation sites.

Other considerations, such as the degree of preloading of filaments in compres-

sion, may modify these considerations, however. External environmental bar-

nters would be chosen to have thermal and elastic properties as close to those

of the composite substrate as practical. The micromechanical design of system

of the type described in this paper is currently in progress.
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Consideration of some of the basic principles governing "compatibility" of

constituents in titanium and titanium intermetallic matrix composites leads to

an array of possible "functionally graded materials" microstructural designs

which may offer long-term chemical and mechanical stability. The most

surprising feature of such an array is that relatively few of the potential

materials combinations are being actively researched at present.
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ADVANCED HIGH-TEMPERATURE ALLOYS BY DESIGN

USING RAPID SOLIDIFICATION PROCESSING

John E. Flinn, Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, EG&G Idaho, Inc.,
Idaho Falls, ID 83415-2218 and

Thomas F. Kelly, Department of Materials Science and Engineering,
University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706

Abstract

Rapid solidification processing (RSP) of metallic alloys has the potential for
very significant improvements in high-temperature properties and performance.
Results on microstructural fineness and stability and their influence on
high-temperature mechanical properties are presented for several iron- and
nickel-base alloys. A significant observation from the RSP studies is the
important role of the interstitial elements of oxygen and nitrogen and to a
lesser extent carbon in promoting and stabilizing microstructural features.
The design of structural alloys needs to focus on effective utilization and
control of the interstitial elements through composition adjustments and in
association with RSP.

Coad I"es m, the Develment of IHigh Tmnpmture Sonuual Material
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Introduction

Benefits from rapid solidification processing (RSP) have not been fully
explored for structural metallic alloys for high-temperature applications.
Two features comeonly observed from RSP of metallic alloys are composition
homogeneity and fine microstructures (1-3). The concern for the last feature
is stability after high-temperature exposures, e.g., powder consolidation,
heat treatments, and certain applications. Both features, if retained, can
impart very significant improvements in alloy properties and performance.

A considerable effort has been devoted by the authors to microstructure-
property correlations for RSP iron- and nickel-base alloys and comparisons
with their ingot metallurgy (IN) counterparts. Although significant progress
has been made toward developing these correlations, there remains a number of
issues that must be resolved to implement effective design of high-temperature
metallic alloys using the RSP approach. This paper provides some important
findings and interpretations observed for RSP alloys. Key issues that need to
be resolved will also be addressed.

Observations

Nicrostructural Behavior

The authors have devoted considerable effort toward m.crostructural
examinations and interpretation of the observations for a variety of iron- and
nickel-base alloys prepared from RSP powders. The powders have been primarily
prepared by centrifugal (CA) and inert gas atomization (IGA) methods (3-5).
Recent studies have also involved nitrogen gas atomization. The
microstructural examinations have mainly been performed on consolidated RSP
powders; however, attention has also been given to the microstructure of the
unconsolidated powders. Correlations have been and are continuing for the
influence of microstructural features on mechanical properties of consolidated
RSP powders.

One feature commonly observed for the RSP alloys is fine and stable grain
sizes. An example of this behavior is shown in Figure 1 for five alloys (RSP
and their IN counterparts) after a 1 h, 1100*C heat treatment. These results
show that the RSP alloys retain fine and comparable grain sizes compared to
IN. Parametric investigations involving atomization and consolidation methods
and powder particle size show no discernable influence on grain size (3). The
influence of powder particle size on grain size for several RSP alloys after
extrusion consolidation and a 1 h, ll0°0 C heat treatment is shown in Figure 2.
This behavior eliminates two particle size dependent features observed for the
unconsolidated powders as being responsible for the fine and stable grain
sizes. These features are the secondary dendritic solidification morphology,
whose average spacing increases with particle size, and the oxide surface
films acquired during powder processing (3). The surface film thickness is
constant and independent of particle size for each alloy, which means that the
volume fraction of the film increases with decreasing particle size. As a
result, dispersion pinning of the grains after powder consolidation from oxide
surface films is unlikely to be the source of the fine and stable sizes
observed for the RSP alloys. The origin and stability of the fine grain sizes
in RSP alloys will be addressed later in this paper.

Submicron microstructural features for several of the iron- and nickel-base
alloys are being determined by high resolution transmission electron
microscopy methods. Although at this time it is difficult to establish a
consistent pattern for the submicron features of the RSP alloys, there are
some features associated with RSP. The most extensive study has been performed
on Type 304 SS (3,6-10). Powders prepared for this alloy by CA processing
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Figure 1 - Grain size after a 1 h, 1100C heat treatment for RSP and
IN iron- and nickel-base alloys.
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Figure 2 - Influence of powder particle size on grain size after powder
consolidation and a 1 h, 1100C heat treatment for RSP alloys.

show evidence of vacancy supersaturation (7). Vacancies in the consolidated
powder after high-temperature heat treatments provide a large population of
8 nm hollow oxides shown in Figure 3. The hollow oxides serve as effective
nucleation sites for carbides during aging heat treatments shown in Figure 4.
In addition, a relatively high and stable dislocation population compared to
its IN counterparts is retained in the RSP alloy after high-temperature heat
treatments (3,8,10). Type 304 SS powders processed by IGA and consolidated
show a high and stable dislocation density, but no nanometer-size, hollow
oxides, i.e., no evidence of vacancy supersaturation (3). Although the
solidification rates, based on secondary dendritic arm spacing, are comparable
for the powders from the two atomization methods, IGA apparently does not
promote the same level of vacancy trapping as does the CA process.

Mechanical PropertY Behavior

A large mechanical property database has been generated on consolidated RSP
powders for iron- and nickel-base alloys. Some representative results from

tests performd at higher temperatures will be shown to illustrate the effects
from RSP. Results from IN-processed counterparts will be used for comparisons.
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Figure 3 -8 nahollow oxides in RSP extruded 304 SS powder after a 1 h,
1200*C heat treatment: (a) bright-field overfocus and (b) x-ray
spectrum.

Figure 4 -RSP extruded 304 SS powder after aging: (a) overview of carbides-
dislocations, (b) underfocus, and (c) overfocus bright-field image
of 8 no hollow oxide-carbide-dislocation interactions.
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Examples of the tensile properties observed for RSP iron- and nickel-base
alloys along with IN counterparts are given in Table I. These results show
that significant tensile strengthening is associated with the RSP alloys,
particularly in yield stress. In som cases the ductilities have decreased at
the higher test temperatures. The increase in tensile strengths is primarily
attributed to the fine grain size of the RSP alloys. This has been shown to be
the case from tests performed at room temperatures (3).

The creep behavior of the RSP iron- and nickel-base alloys shows a mixed
response in terms of improvements in creep resistance. Alloys investigated
such as Fe-2ONi-2OCr-2No, Ni-2OFe-2OCr-2No, and 718, show slightly reduced
creep resistance compared to their larger grain IN counterparts. The RSP A286
alloy shows a powder particle size dependence on the creep properties (3). For
consolidated powder particle sizes <50 pm, creep resistance is slightly lower
than the IN counterpart. However, larger particle sizes show more creep
resistance. One of the alloys, Type 304 SS, has shown remarkable increases in
creep resistance from rapid solidification processing (3). Creep curves of the
Type 304 SS materials are shown in Figure 5 for consolidated CA and IGA
processed powders as well as IN. Compositions of the three materials are
identical. No improvement in creep resistance was observed for the IGA
compared to the IN Type 304 SS material. The microstructure for the IGA and CA
materials was identical, except, as stated earlier, no nanometer-size hollow
oxides were observed in the IGA or IN Type 304 SS. The nanometer-size hollow
oxides are responsible for the improved creep behavior for the consolidated CA
processed Type 304 SS powders. In terms of creep performance equivalency with
IGA or IN Type 304 SS, the CA alloy permi t s a 100C increase in temperature or
a two-fold increase in stress (3).

Table I. Tensile Properties for RSP and IN Iron-
and Nickel-Base Alowis

Test
Temperature Yield Stress Ultimate Total Elong.

Alloy (oC) (NPa) (NPa) M

304:
IN 600 79 320 47
RSP 600 157 409 39

Fe-2ONi -20Cr-
2Mo:

IN 600 112 405 42
RSP 600 181 457 26

A286*:
IN 600 650 888 22
RSP 600 763 922 24

Ni-2OFe-2OCr-
2No:
IN 600 108 395 74
RSP 600 166 445 34

718 :
Iii 650 803 1035 23
RSP 650 925 1083 36

",Aged at 700C for 100 h.
Aged at 7500C for 4 h, then 650C for 16 h.
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Figure 5 - Creep curves for Type 304 SS at 600°C and a stress of 195 MPa.

Modification of the gas atomization process to include melting under nitrogen
and nitrogen atomization produces relatively high levels of entrained nitrogen
for iron-base alloys. The influence of nitrogen on the creep properties of
Type 304 SS RSP powders after consolidation is shown by tne stress-time-to-
rupture behavior in Figure 6. As a result, creep observations for RSP
Type 304 SS show that oxygen and nitrogen can play a very important role in
high-temperature strengthening, even though the material has small grain size.

Fatigue behavior of RSP iron- and nickel-base alloys has received limited
attention. There is evidence that RSP can significantly improve fatigue
resistance. An example is shown in Figure 7 for RSP A286 consolidated powder
and its IN counterpart. Both materials were given before testing a I h, 11000C
solution anneal followed by a 100 h, 700°C aging treatment Wefore testing.
Failures at the lower stress ranges occurred in the threaded grip regions of
the specimens. The A286 alloy is known for its notch sensitivity, and the true
fatigue lifetime would be extended (indicated by the arrows in Figure 7) with
a different specimen design. Apparent improvements in fatigue resistance for
the RSP A286 compared to IN are attributed to fine grain size.

Origin of Fine Grains

Results presented show that RSP produces fine and stable grains. What is
responsible for the fine grains from RSP and what produces their stabilization
during high-temperature exposures are questions that need to be resolved.
Recent studies on IGA processed A286 and 718 powders provide some insight into
the origin of fine grains (11,12). The RSP process for the two alloys produces
a primary and secondary dendritic solidification morphology. The primary
dendrites emerge from nucleation sites predominately within the interior of
the molten droplets. The size of the primary dendrites is not very dependent
on particle size and is comparable to the grain sizes observed after powder
consolidation. One-hour heat treatments on the particles show that
homogenization of the secondary dendrite and the interdendritic region occurs
at the higher temperatures; however, the primary dendrite boundaries remain
(11,12). The average size of the primary dendrites does not change, and a
shape change occurs at temperatures alOOO0 C. The shape change takes on the
form of equtaxed grains. Measurements of the primary dendrite/grain size after
the 1 h heat treatments for the A286 and 718 powders are shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 6 - Influence of nitrogen content on stress-time-to-rupture at 6000C
for RSP Type 304 SS.
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Figure 7 -Fatigue behavior at 600%C for IN and RSP A286 after aging at 7000C
for 100 h.
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Figure 8 - Influence of I h heat treatments on the primary dendrite/grain size
for RSP A286 and 718 powders.

Also shown is the grain size of the consolidated powders. It is difficult to
believe that the primary dendrite size equivalency to the grain size after
powder consolidation is just a coincidence. It should be noted that similar
observations have also been observed for RSP Type 304 SS, Fe-2ONi-2OCr, and
Fe-20N1-2OCr-2Mo alloys (13). The mechanism responsible for the connection has
yet to be resolved. However, implications strongly suggest that if the number
of nucleation sites for the primary dendrites could be substantially
increased, a much finer grain size could result.

A related feature to the origin of the fine grains from RSP is the grain
stability when exposed to high temperatures. Growth retardation is also an
issue that remains to be mech3nistically resolved. A common perception is that
a dispersed second phase is responsible for pinning the grain boundaries. High
resolution microscopy examinations and dispersion pinning calculations on RSP
iron-base alloys have not been convincing for resolving whether the grain
growth retardation is due to second phase dispersions (3). The evidence seems
to support that if the grain boundaries are pinned by second phase
dispersions, they must be very small, i.e., <1 nm. Other explanations, such as
impurity effects and significant reductions in primary dendrite and grain
boundary energies from RSP, remain as options. A large effort needs to be
devoted to high resolution analytical electron microscopy and atom probe
studies of grain boundaries in RSP alloys. Since fine and stable grain sizes
are features of RSP and appear to be a primary source for improved
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strengthening, understanding and control of grain boundary makeup is extremely
important for designing high-performance alloys. Although speculative, the
authors believe that oxygen is important for the nucleation of primary
dendrites (i.e., impurity clusters) and boundary stabilization. Studies are
continuing to establish the role of oxygen in stabilizing fine grain sizes in
RSP alloys.

Alloy Desian Consideration

Studies to date have uncovered several features from RSP of iron- and nickel-
base alloys that need to be exploited for opportunities to produce alloys with
superior properties and performance. Evidence favors the interstitial
elements, particularly oxygen and nitrogen, and to a lesser extent carbon, for
providing fine and stable microstructures with corresponding enhancement in
properties. However, research is needed to establish their role and how to
achieve effective use and control from composition and RSP. It is reasonable
to assume that the most effective use of the interstitial elements will come
from their addition during the melting stage, just prior to atomization. The
elements' presence in the melt will be best served if they remain dissociated,
i.e., unreacted. Compound (e.g., oxides, nitrides, or carbides) formers with
high free-energies of reaction with the interstitial elements should be
restricted in their use as alloy additions. Examples are Al, Ti, and rare
earths. Conceptually, the interstitials in the melt, particularly if
significant superheats are involved, can be homogeneously suspended in
solution in a dissociated state. Atomization of the melt Into fine droplets
and their rapid cooling through solidification will enable interstitial
trapping to occur with minimal segregation. This procedure appears to be
necessary to provide fine microstructural features. Stabilization of the
features, particularly to high temperatures, is observed but remains an issue
to be resolved in terms of understanding and control. It was noted earlier
that oxygen in the alloys may be the key to stabilizing the microstructure.
This was evident for the nanometer-size hollow oxides.

The design of high-temperature metallic alloys by RSP needs to focus on an
effective combination for the three common forms of strengthening: (a) fine
grain size, (b) solid solution, and (c) precipitation. Grain size appears to
have its origin during solidification of the molten droplets after
atomization. By increasing the number of nucleation sites, e.g., use of
inoculants, for the primary dendrites, grain size should decrease. Solid
solution strengthening for wrought nickel-base alloys has primarily focused on
I to 3 wt% additions of refractory metal elements, e.g., Co, No, Nb, V, and W.
Increasing the strengthening from these additions by incorporating RSP is not
likely, even though one of the benefits attributed to RSP is extended solid
solutions (1,2). For iron-base alloys, particularly the austenitic stainless
steel series, the more potent solid solution strengthening elements are those
interstitially dissolved, i.e., N, C, and B (14). Of these, nitrogen is the
most effective. The ferrite forming elements, e.g., W, Mo, V, or Nb, provide
significant substitutional solution strengthening in stainless steels, but not
to the degree of interstitials. However, the effectiveness of solution
strengthening from interstitial elements after high-temperature exposures
below solution annealing temperatures is doubtful. This is particularly true
for carbon, but nitrogen may be more effective at higher temperatures as a
solid solution element as long as its concentration does not exceed solubility
limits.

Additional strengthening from precipitates where RSP is involved appears to be
centered on refractory-type dispersions, i.e., oxides, nitrides, and to a
lesser extent, carbides. The RSP studies on A286 (3), which involves y'
strengthening, and 718 (15), which involves y'and y" precipitates, show no
improvements over their IM counterparts, except from grain size effects. As a
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result, future efforts will need to focus on optimizing dispersion
strengthening from the high-temperature refractory-type compounds.

High-temperature protection against oxidation/corrosion for iron- and nickel-
base alloys may not be greatly enhanced f-•.. More studies are needed in
this area. Without resorting to coatings /oxidation resistance for
these base alloys is primarily improved . omm., oomion knowledge) by Cr, NI,
Al, and Si additions. For certain corrosive environments, significant
additions of nitrogen can greatly improve corrosion and wear resistance
(16,17). However, its protection may be temperature limited, e.g., 9OO°C. To
achieve the benefits of RSP, additions such as Al for oxidation/corrosion
resistance need to be limited to obtain the maximum usage from interstitial
elements.

Summary of Issues

The ability to improve high-temperature structural properties and performance
of metallic alloys by rapid solidification processing (RSP) primarily is
derived from composition homogenization and the fine and stable
microstructural features. Control of the microstructure through a combination
of alloy composition (particularly the minor elements) and RSP requires more
study. Some key Issues that need to be addressed are:

1. Establish methods for grain size refinement during solidification of
atomized, molten droplets.

2. Determine the most effective utilization and control of interstitial
elements during the powder processing cycle for microstructural stabilization.

3. Establish quantitative correlations between composition, properties, RSP
parameters, and performance in applications.

4. In support of the items above, considerable effort needs to be devoted to
high resolution analytical microscopy examinations and their interpretation.

5. The RSP approach needs to be scaled to commercial production of powders,
and near-net-shape consolidation of the powders for retention of properties
needs further study.
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SINGLE CRYSTAL BASED hICROSTRUCTURE DESIGN

OF METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE APPLICATIONS
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Abstract

A microstructure design constructed from fibrous ceramic
crystals embedded in a continuous metal matrix with the
following features is proposed: ceramic crystals have an aspect
ratio greater that 30, the diameter of the ceramic crystals is
approximately 5pm, the metal volume fraction is the range 8-
30%, the channel width of the metal layers is less than l1m,
and the metal-ceramic interface is coherent. Such a
microstructure is likely to have good creep resistance,
cavitation resistance and thermal shock resistance.

Introduction

The Design of SuMerallovs

Today's superalloys serve in structural applications at a
higher fraction of their melting temperature than any other
material. The highest temperature applications are found in
turbine blades, which are in the form nf single crystals, in
jet engines for passenger aircraft [i].

There have been two major developments in the evolution of
present day superalloys (Fig.l)[2],[3]. In the early
fifties vacuum melting was introduced to lower the oxygen
content resulting in greater resistance to intergranular
cavitation. Then, in the mid-seventies, directional
solidification was adopted to make high aspect ratio grain
structures with boundaries aligned parallel to the loading
axis. Different types of directional microstructures were
explored, including dizact:ionally solidified eutectics.
However, best properties viere achieved where the entire
component consisted of a single crystal[4].

In the single crystal approach the emphasis in basic
research moved from the study of intergranular cavitation to
the understanding of creep by dislocation mechanisms. Today,
the superalloy single crystals consist of a solid solution
strengthened nickel y matrix reinforced by intermetallic y'.
The volume fraction of 7' can be greater than 70% and it is
produced by precipitation.

The use of elongated grain structure is another way of
obtaining single crystal like properties at high temperatures.
This approach has been used effectively in the design of ODS
alloys[5l,16], and also in the design of the tungsten
filaments for incandescent lamps [7].

Caia Issua in On Dem-v ent of High T-mpeatsu 5-,. ,asenals
Edited by NS. Stoloff, DJ. Duquette *nd A.F. G,

The Min•rls. Metals & Materials Society, 1993
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Superolloys

Directional structures

"-* • Vacuum mewd

1940 1950 1960 1970 1960 1990
Year

Conventional casting Columnar grain Single crystal

Figure 1: The three eras in the evolution of the
superalloys. Directional solidification led first to the
columnar grain structure and eventually to single
crystal turbine blade. (After Refs 2 and 3).

The Desiun of Ceramic Reinforced Metal Matrix Composites

The highest possible service temperature of single crystal
nickel base superalloys is limited by dislocation creep. The
coarsening of the y' precipitates and deformation of the
intermetallic phase become significant above 10000 C. Thus higher
service temperatures should be possible if the intermetallic 7'
is replaced by an ceramic oxide.
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The purpose of this paper is to consider the design
guidelines for the microstructural features of the above
ceramic reinforced metal-matrix composite. The criteria that
must be considered in this design process are: (a) creep
resistance, (b) cavitation fracture resistance of the
metal-metal and the metal-ceramic interface, (c) resistance to
thermal shock, and (d) resistance to environmental degradation.

In the following sections we consider the first three
criteria. The first of these leads to the concept of a single
crystal like structure consisting of elongated ceramic grains
embedded in an interconnected metal matrix. The second and the
third criteria lead to guidelines for the scale of the
microstructure, the volume fraction of the interconnected metal
phase, and the atomic structure and bonding of the
metal/ceramic interface.

The choice of the metallic phase is limited by
environmental stability. While refractory metals with their
very high melting points and with thermal expansion
coefficients close to those of oxides are interesting (the
melting points are W-3410"C, No-2610*C, Ta-2996C, and Mb-2468*C,
and the thermal expansion coefficients in units of 10-' are W-
4.6, No-5.8, Ta-6.7 and Nb-8.3)[8], they suffer from poor
oxidation resistance, especially Ta, No and W which form
volatile oxides(#). In this context, it is interesting to
note that the latest research in superalloys is concentrated in
the development of oxide coatings that can serve as a barrier
to thermal conduction, allowing higher inlet gas
temperatures[91. These coatings are often required to have
the same properties that will be needed to protect the metal in
the metal matrix composites from oxidation at very high
temperatures.

Single Crystal Desigg for Creep Resistance
Two mechanisms, dislocation creep(10] and diffusional

creep(1lj, [121, contribute to the deformation of
structural materials at service temperatures. Dislocation creep
is grain size independent and, therefore, important in "single
crystal" designs. Diffusional creep is most easily suppressed
by increasing the grain size. Both mechanisms are diffusion
controlled; therefore, the use of dopants that bind to
vacancies help to lower the rate of creep.

A study of the deformation mechanism maps of pure
refractory metals with an equiaxed grain structure, for example
niobium[13], shows that the creep rates by the dislocation
mechanism are too fast for high temperature structural
applications (in pure Nb the dislocation creep rate is nearly
0.1 a-' at 1650*C for an applied stress of only 10 MPa), and
that the diffusional creep rates can be reduced to an
acceptable level (of approximately 10-' s-1) only if the grain
size is larger than 10011. An eguiaxed, two phase

(#)However, niobium is a promising candidate. Ith density is
nearly the same as nickel, it does not suffer from a ductile to
brittle transition, forms a solid oxide and has the potential
of being hardened by precipitation of carbides or by solid
solution strengthening. The thermal expansion coefficient of Nb
matches that of alumina. It is also chemically compatible with
alumina and probably with other oxides as well.
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nicrostructure consisting of niobium and an oxide (such as
alumina), however, is not likely to improve the creep
resistance very significantly. Furthermore, crystal slip in the
metal grains that are 100ps will produce large stress
concentrations at the metal ceramic interface with a high
probability of inducing interface fracture.

The "single crystal" microstructur. that we propose for
the metal matrix composite is similar to the design of the
single crystal superalloy, consisting of elongated grains of a
ceramic embedded in a metallic matrix. The two critical issues
in the performance of this design are as follows:

(a) 22s stractuce of the metal-ceramLc interface: The best
properties will be obtained if the metal-ceramic interface
is coherent, which would impart resistance to dislocation
creep, to creep cavitation and to cleavage fracture at the
metal/ceramic interface.

(b) Thezmal shook properties of the metal/cernmic composite: A
difference in the thermal expansion coefficients of the
metal and the ceramic, and the anisotropy in the thermal
expansion coefficient of the ceramic, can induce cleavage
damage at the i/c interface. Microstructure designs that
reduce the probability of this damage must be considered.

In the following sections the above issues are discussed
one by one. The features of the microstructure that is proposed
are shown by the schematic in Fig. 2. The ceramic grains are
assumed to have a fibrous structure. The "unit cell" of the
microstructure is defined by the transverse dimension 4, the
fiber diameter d, and the longitudinal dimension d,,. The other
important microstructural parameters are vn, the volume fraction
of the metal phase, and w,, the width of the metal channels
confined in between the adjacent ceramic grains. Simple
geometric analysis leads to the following relationship between
these parameters:

- -
1 (V 1 )

dt 4 (1)

Where the aspect ratio is defined as:

A, = d (2)d t

Note that the right hand side in Eq. (1) must be greater than
zero to obtain a continuous metal phase. The plot in Fig. 3
shows that the minimum volume required to obtain
interconnectivity decreases with increasing aspect ratio. The
width of metal film, w., varies with Ak, although it approaches
a plateau for a fixed volume fraction as A, becomes large. This
limit, obtained from Eq. (1), is as following:

Lim. - • (3)
A,- dt/ 4

Equation (3) provides a useful guideline for microstructure
design. For example suppose that the width of the metal films
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Figuz 2: The geometrical parameters for the metal/ceramic

composite. Item numbers 1 through 5 illustrate the possible
deformation and fracture mechanisms in the composite.

must be less than ipm ( in order to achieve a sub-critical
length of dislocation pile up), and that the diameter of the
ceramic fiber is 50ps, then the volume fraction of the metal
must be less than 8%. However, if the fiber diameter can be
reduced to lOjim then the volume fraction of the metal may be as
high as 36% (note that dt•-d+wv).
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Tie prop-tie of the conceptual microstructurletksketchedin Fg. 2are discussedj in the following sections. ptoid
important to keep in mind that these Proporties dopncritically on the atomic structure of the interface. The
possible ways of envisioning this Copigbtenthe 

atomic
structure of the interface and the m~acr~osacopi~ctbehaio 

idiscussed in the last section.beairs

DifusIonal -reoD
Diffusional creep requires interfaces where atoms can be

plated or removedfl4l to Produce a change in shape. if the
entire Composite structure is made of one single crystal thendiffusional, cepwlbeSuppressed. 

h metal/ceramic
interface cannot by itself serve both as a source and a sink of
atoms if the inclusions Are rigid(##). However,. let us
(ff)Th* transport of atoms around the inclusion from thelongitudinl

5 to the transverse interface can lead to transientcreep that would accovaloda. the elastic stresses generated bythe dif ere ce n t e m~ 1iof the metal and the ceram ic, but
it cannot lead to Steady state creep. The total magnitudie ofthe tra sie t c eep wil beOf the Same Order as the elastic
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consider the more likely situation that the metal does contain
interfaces so that diffusion by the path illustrated in Fig. 2
leads to creep. This mechanism can be analyzed approximately as
follows. We assume that a tensile stress, @, is applied along
the longitudinal direction and that this stress drives
diffusion from the longitudinal plane to the transverse plane,
through the cross section of the metal layer of thickness w.
surrounding the rigid ceramic grains. Lattice diffusion through
the metal is likely to be the dominant diffusion mechanism, and
assuming the average diffusion distance to be d,/4 the atom flux
will be given by: Jv = (Dv/QkT) (4W0/d,), where N, is the
lattice self diffusion coefficient of the metal, 0 is the
atomic volume, and 00 is the maxim chemical potential
difference between the atoms at the longitudinal and transverse
interfaces. The flux is translated into strain rate using the

equation that k = (J.%dtw.Q/2) (4/xdt) (l/d 1 ) , where the
first term is the volume being plated on the transverse
interface, the second term converts that into displacement rate
and the third term converts it into strain rate. Substituting
from Eq. (2) and (3) then leads to the following result:

2 ky Q vAD (4)kT Aldf

Acccording to Xq. (4) the strain rate is inversely proportional
to the aspect ratio of the ceramic fibers and inversely
proportional to the diameter of the ceramic fibers (assuming
that dt-df). The volume fraction of the metal phase has a minor
influence on the strain rate: they are linearly proportional to
each other.

A plot of Eq. (4) assuming that the metal is niobium (and
the ceramic is a non-deforming constituent) is given in Fig. 4.
The material constants for Nb were assumed to be as follows:
l-l.8x10'-9 m3, and Dvml.lxlO- 4exp(-402 kJ mol-1 /RT) m2s-1 . The
curves show that strain rate that can be expected at different
temperatures assuming that the applied stress is 100 XPa, the
aspect ratio of the ceramic fibers is 100, and the volume
fraction of the metal is 30%. The results for three values of
the fiber diameter 1, 5 and 10 pm are shown. Note that fiber
diameters that are greater than 5 pm yield a strain rate of
less than 10-0 s-1 at 16000C.

Dislocation Creep

Single crystal nickel base y/y'superalloys deform by
dislocation creep. The mobility of dislocations has been
studied in the literature, most recently by Pollock and
Argon[15] who have investigated the mechanism by which the
dislocations move through the y phase channels formed in
between the cuboidal 7' precipitates. The width of the these
channels is typically 0.Ipm, which is less than the spacing
between dislocations; thus, when forced to move the y
dislocations become pinned by walls of y/7' interfaces. The

strain.
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Figure 4: The predicted diffusional creep rates of a
niobium/alumina composite as a function of temperature.

mechanism of pinning is likely to be related to the structure
of the interface. The lattice mismatch between the y and y' has
an influence on the creep behavior(16]. In low y' volume
fraction alloys the zero mismatch appears to give the lowest
creep rate but in high volume fraction alloys a non-zero value
of the mismatch gives the optimum .r4ep
performance(171,(l8]. The first result wAy be
rationalized on the basis of the lowest rate of coarsening of
y' precipitates, but the second result suggests a more complex
role for the interface structure and bonding on the mobility of
dislocations.

The lattice dislocation and the interface dislocation are
two different entities with their own Burgers vector, which we
call be and b , respectively. They will be equal if the lattice
dislocation does not disassociate when it enters the boundary;
if it does, then we must invoke a vector equation: b, - b91 + bg,
where b_ is a dislocation that is totally embedded in the
interface and its structure is related to the interface
structure (for example, b, could be a van der Kerwe[191
dislocation that accommodates the misfit strain between the two
lattices). This disassociation is illustrated by the schematic
in Fig. 5.

The lattice and interface dislocations,ib and b,, must
move together. The leading and the lagging dislocation segments
will have opposite curvatures in the moving configuration. The
case where the interface dislocation has the lower mobility is
illustrated in Fig. 6.

We now estimate the driving force for dislocation climb
assuming that the interface dislocation is rate controlling. We
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1. Lattice dislocation in the metal channel
2. Interface dislocation pinned to the lattice

dislocation Interface
3. The dissociated Interface dislocation jStructure

created by the reaction ;Au a ~o+ b Dependent

rigur. 5: it is postulated that the lattice dislocation
dissociates into two interface dislocations, one of whom, bg,.
is pinned to the lattice dislocation.

Ix

obtain an expression for the force on the interface dislocation
loop represented by (b V,#8) in Fig. 6. (Iro and to are the line
tensions for the inter~ace and the lattice dislocations). The
total force on the interface dislocation loop consists of two
terms: (i) the force expressed on the loop directly by the
applied stress, which is equal to Ob9 .nd., where (Y is the
applied stress, and (ii) the pulling force exerted by the
curved lattice dislocation, which would be equal to 28; .CosO.
The angle e is related to the curvature in the lattice segment
of the dislocation. It can be expressed in terms of the applied
stress and the width of the metal channel, w.n, leading to the
following expression for the driving force, F:

F = abgjicdf + clbiwm 5

Further simplification of the Eq. (5) results by expressing it
in terms of the Orowan etress, %,8f(~*,by assuming that
d,-d, and by substituting from Eq. (3), which gives that:
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Figure 6: The moving configuration of a lattice and an
interface dislocation where they are pinned to each other, and
where the interface dislocation is assumed to be slower
moving.

F _ (47Eb + (6)A COW( , b, " ÷ 6

The second term in the above equation represents the pulling
force on the loop from the lattice dislocation; this force
reaches its maximum value when - and becomes constant if
the stress is increased further since the maximum possible
force on the loop is reached when 0=00. The issue is not
important since the first term will be generally greater than
unity and, therefore, will dominate the force exerted on the
interface loop. Thus, it appears as if the rate of creep is
controlled not by the bowing out of the lattice dislocations
but by the force exerted by the applied stress directly on the
interface dislocations.

The analysis presented above assumes that the interface
dislocations climb more slowly than lattice dislocations. The
picture of dislocation movement presented in Figs 5 and 6 is
consistent with the work of Pollock and Argon. The mobility of
interface dislocations would depend greatly on the structure of
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the interface and the diffusivity of point defects in the

interface. In general, if the bonding at the metal/ceramic
interface in strong then interface dislocations will have low
mobility.

Resistance to Thermal Shock

Thermal shock, or more precisely, accumulative cyclic
damage resulting from a difference in the thermal expansion of
the metal and the ceramic will be a critical issue in the
design of metal/ceramic composites. The figure of merit for
thermal shock resistance in ceramics is given by:

Of
ATC = B - (7)

where AT, is the maximum step change in temperature that can be
sustained without fracture damage, (1 is the tensile fracture
strength, a is the coefficient of linear thermal expansion, E
is the Young's modulus, and B is a constant, called the Biot
number, that depends on heat transfer parameters and sample
size. In high volume fraction metal ceramic composites Eq. (7)
is likely to provide reasonable guidelines for obtaining
threshold values for safe and unsafe temperature excursions.

The detailed microstructure design of the metal/ceramic
composite, however, must be based on fracture mechanism. The
mechanism proposed here is slip induced interface fracture as
illustrated in Fig. 2 by mechanism #2. There are three criteria
that can be set for this type of microfracture: (i) a stress
criterion that asks that the local stress concentration should
be large enough to induce fracture, (ii) an elastic strain
energy criterion that is equivalent to the Griffith condition,
and (iii) a displacement criteria that is linked to the local
strain that must be supplied in order to meet the need for
physical opening of the cleavage crack. Below we evaluate these
criteria to seek a threshold failure condition.

Criterion (iii) has been discussed in a fundamental way by
Stroh[20] and applied specifically to slip induced cleavage
initiation by Cottrell[21]. It requires a minimum amount of
plastic strain. This condition cannot lead to a threshold since
plastic strain may accumulate over several thermal cycles.
However, a composite that has good ductility will also have
better thermal shock resistance.

The local stress and the strain energy criterion depend on
the scale and the morphology of the microstructure, represented
by w. and A, in Fig. 2. The difference in the thermal expansion
coefficient of the metal and the ceramic will give rise to
spatially periodic tensile and compressive stresses, on the
scale of d,. Since fracture can occur only if the stress is
tensile, the Griffith fracture condition must reflect the
microstructural scale. Analysis(22] of this problem leads
to the following threshold condition for failure:

Sd� �~ 4 ¥fYff (8)d 3 FvE(ATAg) 2 '

Here Yeff ym + yc -mc where the interface energies on the
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right hand side refer to the free metal surface, free ceramic
surface and the metal/ceramic interfaces, respectively. AT and
S• are the temperature excursion and the difference in
coefficients of thermal expansion. E is the Young's modulus of
the metal. The parameter F. accounts for the shape of the crack
(it may usually be assumed to be equal to x/2). F, is the shape
factor for the volume of one "unit cell" (see Fig. 2). For a
fixed volume, a spherical shape will have the highest value, a
needle shape an intermediate value, and a disc shape the
smallest value of F,[23]. Thus disc shaped ceramic
inclusions are likely to have the best resistance to thermal
shock. The magnitude of the right hand side in Eq. (8) is
strongly material dependent, and may range from less than 1 pm
to 50 pm. Certainly, composites made from thick ceramic fibers
(df>100pm) are likely to have poor thermal shock resistance.

The largest stress concentration in the microstructure
occur at the metal ceramic interface, where the thermal
expansion coefficient is discontinuous. The design of the
atomic structure of the interface, with the idea of creating
graded interfaces that diffuse this stress concentration can
enhance resistance to thermal shock. A first order analysis of
the problem leads to the following guidelines: (a) the elastic
moduli of the metal should be matched as far as possible to the
elastic moduli of the ceramic, and (b) the magnitude of the
interfacial shear stress, T,, at the end corner of the ceramic
fiber is related to geometry (assuming that the elastic moduli
are matched), by the following equation[23]:

Tmc 1 (9)
AaATE 3 (vm- I

m3Ar

Equation (9) suggests that a large volume fraction of the metal
and a large aspect ratio will reduce the stress concentration.
If A gets very large then the right hand side becomes
approximately =VT7•/Tvm) • If we design for a stress
concentration of about 2, then v. should be greater than 8%.

The Role of the Atomic Bonding and Structure of M/C Interface

Throughout this paper the bonding and the structure of the
metal ceramic interface have been an important issue. For
example, the reaction between lattice dislocation and interface
dislocations will depend on ther structure of the metal/ceramic
interface. The climb of these interface dislocations, which is
likely to control the rate of dislocation creep of the
composite, will depend on interface diffusion which will be
determined by atomic bonding at the interface.

Recent studies of metal ceramic interfaces by high
resolution transmission electron microscopy and the modeling of
the details of the defect structure of the interface is
providing insights into the bonding character of the interface.
For example, by this process the bonding at niobium/alumina
interface is measured to be 2.5 to 3.5 times stronger than
within the niobium metal.

A possible way of conceptualizing the relationship between
the atomic structure of the m/c interface and physical
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properties is to express it as shear modulus of the interface,

G,. The relative values of G, and the shear modulus of the

the bonding within the metal. The schematic in Fig. 7
identifies some of the properties that are likely to be
influenced by the relative values G and G. Coherent interfaces
and the existence of misfit dislocations with strong lattice
bending are situations where G is likely to be greater than G.
Incoherent interfaces are likely to have weak Gg. Recent work on
the niobium/alumina interface discussed at the end of the
preceding paragraph, suggests that mechanical properties of a
composite made from these two materials would lie in the upper
left section of Fig. 7.

Summary

The single crystal design of superalloy turbine blades
represents the most advanced materials technology for reliable,
high temperature structural applications. A next step in this
evolution is to substitute the intermetallic phase in the
superalloys by a ceramic. In this paper we have considered the
influence of such a microstructure on diffusional creep,
dislocation creep and thermal shock resistance. It is proposed
that the volume fraction of the metal should be greater than
8%. The aspect ratio of the ceramic crystals should be greater
than 30, and the transverse width of the crystals should lie in
the range 1-10pm. For optimum thermal shock resistance the
elastic moduli of the ceramic and the metal should be nearly
equal. The bonding and the structure of the metal/ceramic
interface is likely to control the mechanical properties of the
composite, with the best properties being obtained if the
elastic modulus of the interface is greater than the modulus of
the metal, and if the interface is coherent.

The two most important general features of the above
microstructure are the sub-micrometer scale of the metal
channel layers and the coherency of the metal ceramic
interface. The fine scale serves to provide immunity to thermal
shock. The coherent interface pins the lattice dislocations and
restricts climb, and therefore, lowers the rate of dislocation
creep. The details of this creep mechanism depend on
understanding of the splitting of lattice dislocatioLs into
interfacial dislocatons, and the climb of these dislocations
together, as they remained pinned to one another.
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Ni-Based Superalloy Developments
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ABSTRACT

The need for higher performance materials for gas turbine engine hot
section components continues. Interestingly, where much of the past
Ni-based superalloy development activity was driven by the need to extend
military aircraft altitude range and Mach number capability, todays efforts
with this category material are increasingly impelled by the civil aircraft
and industrial gas turbine industries.

Designing high thrust engines for the next generation widebody twins,
turbine designers defined the need for higher strength Ni-based superalloys
than the commercially available 2nd Generation class of single crystal
materials (e.g., CMSX-40 and PWA 1484). This definition led to the recent
development of 3rd Generation single crystal casting alloys and may also
help stimulate activity toward 4th Generation SX alloy development.

Similarly, new turbine design activity in the industrial, land-based
turbine industry has identified the need for the development of DS and
SX casting alloys which provide an appropriate blending of large component
castability, ease and efficiency of heat treatment, hot corrosion
resistance and increased creep-rupture strength.

To this end, Ni-based superalloy development activity continues. This
narrative describes the development of new DS and SX casting alloys for
industrial and aero gas turbine usage, as well as the embryonic development
of the ultra-high-strength 3rd and 4th Generation classes of single crystal
superalloys. Alloy design concepts are reviewed in tandem with processing
features and strengthening mechanisms. The desirable direction for future
Ni-based superalloy development activity is provided.

Cannon-Muskegon Corporation is a subsidiary of SPS Technologies
Citical Issues in the Development of High Temperature Structural Materials

Edited by N.S. Stoloff, DJ. Duquette and A.X:. Gairne
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Istrodu~ct io

Superalloys are a group of nickel-, iron-nickel, and cobalt-base materials
that exhibit outstanding strength and surface stability at temperatures
up to 85% of their melting points (0.85 Tm). They are generally used
at temperatures above 540°C (1000F). Having been initially developed
for use in aircraft piston engine turbosuperchargers, superalloy
development over the last 50 years has been paced by the demands of
advancing gas turbine engine technology.

The first commercial nickel-base alloy developmental work, undertaken
by the British in the early 1940s, led to the wrought Nimonic 75 and
80 alloys. Increased operating-temperature requirements for U.S. aircraft
engines resulted in the use of aluminum plus titanium strengthened wrought
materials during the same period of time. Component forgeability problems,
however, led to the use of cast Vitallium (Co-27Cr-5.5Ho-2.5Ni-0.25C)
until the shortages of cobalt supply experienced during the Korean War
caused further research on nickel-base alloys.

Cast nickel-base alloy developments outpaced cobalt-base developmental
work by the late 1950a because of their superior strengthening potential,
that is, stable, coherent intermetallic compound y' phase introduction.
The introduction of comercial vacuum induction melting (VIM) and vacuum
investment casting in the early 1950s provided further potential for
y' exploitation. Many nickel-base alloy developments resulted, continuing
through the 1960s (Fig. 1).
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Figure 1 Progress in the high temperature capabilities
of superalloys since the 1940's (1)

The development of new polycrystalline alloys continued through the 1970's,
however, at a more moderate rate. Attention was concentrated instead
on process development, with specific interest directed toward grain
orientation and directional-solidification (DS) turbine blade and vane
casting technology (Fig. 2).

Applied to turbine blades and vanes, the DS casting process results in
the alignment of all component grain boundaries such that they are parallel
to the blade/vane stacking axis, essentially eliminating transverse grain
boundaries (Fig. 3). Because turbine blades/vanes encounter major
operating stress in the direction which is near normal to the blade
stacking axis, transverse grain boundaries provide relatively easy fracture
paths. The elimination of these paths provides increased strain elasticity
by virtue of the lower (001) elastic modulus, thereby creating
opportunities for further exploitation of the nickel-base alloy potential,
particularly in respect to creep and thermal fatigue resistance.
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The logical progression to grain-boundary reduction is the total
elimination thereof. Thus, single-crystal turbine blade/vane casting
technology soon developed (Fig. 3), providing further opportunity for
nickel-base alloy design innovation. Typical alloy performance
improvements related to the directional casting technology are depicted
in Figure 4.

The late 1970s, 1980s and early 1990a have, therefore, been a productive
development period for nickel-base alloys designed specifically for
directionally solidified coiumnar-grain and single crystal cast airfoil
components. These new process technologies depicted in Figure 3, have
contributed to dramatic improvements in gas turbine engine operating
efficiency.
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Figure 4 Comparative properties of polycrystal, DS

columnar-crystal, and single-crystal superalloys (4)

Further engine efficiency improvements are apparent with recent SX process
innovation undertaken at the Allison Gas Turbine Division of General
Motors where Lawilloy@' and CastCoolTM turbine components (Fig. 5) have
been developed. The unique components provide guasi-transpiration cooling
schemes that allow much greater than 1649 0 C (3000*F) gas stream
temperatures with existing Ni-based single crystal superalloys; this
in contrast to the 1538*C (2800*F) capability conferred by the type of
conventional air film cooling passages illustrated in Figures 3b and
3c.

Figure 5 Allison gas turbine CastcoolTM
turbine blade (5)

The quasi-transpiration cooling is achieved through the adaptation of
the Allison Lamilloy* component structure and bonding concepts to the
casting process. Early process development consisted of casting individual
"crystal-foil" halves, containing cast cooling holes, which when bonded
together, resulted in highly efficient turbine blades. Current efforts
involve casting Lamilloy structured components as total entities, thereby
eliminating the bonding and associated processes.

Additional DS and SX casting process innovation is driven by the need
to increase process thermal gradient characteristics for the higher
1strength, high refractory element containing Ni-based superalloys currently
under development, along with the need to increase component casting
lengths due to the developing industrial turbine producer interest in
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DS and SX components which can range 15-63 cm (6-25 inches) in length.
Process thermal gradient improvement may include the comercial development
of liquid metal cooling schemes.

Associated alloy development is undertaken to help realize the full
potential that these improved process capabilities provide. The newly
developed materials are engineered to offer the balanced level of
functional characteristics necessary for the emerging component
applications. Interestingly, where much of the past Ni-based superalloy
development activity was driven by the need to extend military aircraft
capability, todays efforts with this category material are again,
increasingly impelled by the civil aircraft and industrial gas turbine
industries.

As such, this narrative discusses selected Ni-based alloy development
activity which is primarily undertaken to serve the specific material
requirements identified for emerging civil aero turbines and industrial
engines.

Superalloy Design

Nickel-base superalloys have microstructures consisting of an austenitic
face-centered cubic (fcc) matrix (y), dispersed intermetallic fcc Y'

Ni3(AI,Ti) precipitates coherent with the matrix (0 to 0.5% lattice
mismatch), and carbides, borides, and other phases distributed throughout
the matrix and along the grain boundaries. These complex alloys generally
contain more than ten different alloying constituents. Various
combinations of carbon, boron, zirconium, hafnium, cobalt, chromium,
aluminum, titanium, vanadium, molybdenum, tungsten, niobium, tantalum,
rhenium and yttrium result in the commercial alloys used in todays gas
turbine engines.

Some alloying elements have single function importance, whereas others
provide multiple functions. For example, chromium is primarily added
to nickel-base alloys for sulfidation resistance (Cr 2 0 3 protective scale
formation), whereas aluminum not only is a strong y' former but also
helps provide oxidation resistance, when present in sufficient quantity,
by forming a protective A1 2 0 3 scale.

Many of the other alloying elements also have multiple roles titanium,
while primarily partitioning to the y', also participates in the formation
of (MC) carbide, the hexagonal close-packed (hcp) eta ( n) phase, and
undesirable nitride and carbosulfide formation. Molybdenum, tungsten,
tantalum, rhenium, cobalt and chromium additions promote sozid-solution
strengthening, but tantalum, tungsten, and rhenium may also partition
to the y' to varying degrees. Additionally, tantalum and rhenium are
beneficial toward improving alloy environmental resistance properties.

Vanadium is a y' partitioner, but it also promotes the formation of
M3 B2 -type borides. Niobium forms the intermetallic phases delta ( e )
(orthorhombic Ni 3 Nb) and y' (body-centered tetragonal Ni 3 Nb), but it
is also involved in the formation of Laves (Fe,Ni2Nb) phase, carbides,
borides and/or nitrides. Rafnium is a strong carbide former t' at is
added to polycrystalline alloys to improve grain-boundary ductility.
Furthermore, it increases the volume fraction of y/y' eutectic and improves
oxidation resistance. Carbon, boron and zirconium are used at varying
levels for grain boundary strengthening, while rare earth elements, like
yttrium, are added to improve alloy oxidation resistance.
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All of these constituents interact in various ways to provide high tensile,
creep and fatigue strengths, plus oxidation and sulfidation resistance.
Proper control of the cast microstructure and subsequent solutioning
and aging treatments generally results in satisfactory component
performance.

Under the extreme temperature/stress conditions in which superalloy
components operate, however, microstructural features change, often with
attendant property changes. The microstructural instabilities that may
occur include (a) intermetallic phase precipitation ( O, A, Laves),
(b) phasial decomposition (carbides, borides, nitrides), (c) phase
coalescence and coarsening (7W), (d) phasial solutioning and
reprecipitation (y'), (e) order-disorder transition, (f) material
oxidation, and (g) stress-corrosion cracking.

The formation of topologically close packed (TCP) phases ( a, u and so
on) can decrease creep-rupture properties. Their occurrence is controlled
through chemistry adjustment and is fairly predictable through use of
the commonly accepted methods of calculating the so-called electron vacancy
number, N , of the given alloys. Different calculation methods exist;
however, avll provide a useful key to the prediction of TCP phase formation
when proper reference points are known.

Although it occurs during both solidification and heat treatment, carbide
precipitation is generally promoted during component heat treatment to
effect an optimum grain-boundary carbide morphology and population.
Discrete, blocky M2 3 C6 particles in a discontinuous fashion are preferred.
High-temperature, stressed exposure tends to cause carbide degeneration,
often resulting in grain boundary overload and compromised rupture
strength.

NC-type carbides generally occur during alloy solidification. Primary
carbides are titanium-rich (MC-1) and/or tantalum rich (MC-2). With
high temperature exposure, they may partially degenerate to form hafnium
rich (MC-3) carbides and/or M2 3 C6 , M7 C3 , and H6 C carbides (secondary
carbides); the specific type depending upon alloy chemistry and exposure
temperature. The chromium rich M2 3 C6 generally forms at the grain
boundaries in polycrystalline materials, and when present as discrete,
discontinuous particles, they provide the grain boundary strength and
resistance to fracture needed to prolong service life.

Furthermore, carbide degeneration also releases titanium and tantalum
to the solid solution matrix, resulting in further matr.x saturation.
Oversaturation can result in the formation of undesirable secondary phases
such as 4 (tungsten and/or molybdenum rich), a-W, a-Cr, and/or carbides
and/or y' grain boundary films, making chemistry balancing and controlled
thermal treatment necessary for ultimate success.

Superalloy property attainment is principally a function of the amount
and morphology of the y' microstructural homogeneity, grain size and
shape, plus carbide distribution. Early superalloys contained less than
25 vol% y'. However, commercial vacuum induction refining and casting
provided the opportunity for greater y' volume fraction, to the extent
that today's high strength cast superalloys generally contain approximately
65-70 vol% y'.

This increased level of y' results in greater alloy creep strength (Fig.
6), but it is fully exploited only in single crystal components, where
full y' solutioning is generally possible. For polycrystalline superalloy
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components, high temperature strength is strongly influenced by the
condition of the grain boundaries and, in particular, the grain boundary
carbide morphology and distribution. Optimized properties can be achieved

if solutioning and aging treatments are developed to attain discrete,
globular carbide formation along the grain boundaries, in conjunction
with optimized y' volume fraction/morphology and component grain structure.
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Figure 6 The relationship between y' volume percent and
stress-rupture strength for nickel-base superalloys (6)

Recent Superalloy Developments

Since polycrystalline cast superalloy process technology is relatively
mature, very little effort is focused on the development of new Ni-based
polycrystalline materials. However, there appears to be an interest
for the use of relatively new high-strength DS materials for selected,
critical polycrystalline castings, such as relatively large (100 cm (25
inch long)] industrial turbine blades and cast integral wheel components.

For example, the CM 247 LC® alloy is a candidate for large industrial
turbine polycrystalline airfoil components since it offers better
castability, higher strength, superior oxidation resistance, and improved
process flexibility than typical of materials used previously, e.g.,
IN 738 C/LC, IN 792 and IN 939. Similarly, the Re-containing CM 186
LC® alloy is evaluated for advanced turbofan engine design where higher
strength integral wheel components are required.

The chemical compositions for these dual-purpose materials are included
within Table I, along with other first and second generation

J polycrystalline and DS columnar casting alloys which are commonly used

in gas turbine hot sections. Of those provided, the high chromium
containing materials (chromia formers) have primarily been used in
industrial turbines, where Type II hot corrosion problems predominated,
while the lower chrome, higher aluminum containing (alumina formers)

have had greatest use in aero turbines, where engine gas stream
temperatures tend to be much hotter, and oxidation thereby predominated
the alloy protection consideration.

But today, the continuing need to increase engine operating temperatures,
rotational speeds and component lives has affected the engine designers
alloy selection criteria. For the industrial turbine designers, the
higher gas stream temperatures drive the need to evaluate directionally
solidified blade and vane components and associated materials offering
a modified balance of hot corrosion/oxidation capability and
processability, while the aero-turbine designers continue to specify
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Table I Nominal compositions of selected first and second generation
polycrystalline and DS columnar casting alloys

C ce 00 MOWI Re Is CD N T1 a Zi ME M

IN73S LC .010 WO.05.4 1.7 15 1.7 0.7 &6 14 -010 .05 - BASE

IN999 .15 22•5 1.0 - 2.0 1.0 1.9 3.7 -010 .10 - BASE

IN795 .14 12-7 9.0 2.0 4.2 - 42 - 3.4 4.1 .015 .05 1.0 BASE

PeA o .17 14.0 9.5 4.0 4.0 3.0 50 .015 .03 BASE
MW002 .l5 9.0 10.0 - 10.0 2.5 5.5 15 .015 05 1.s BASE

(7)(8) CMI247LC .07 8.1 92 .5 9.5 - 32 5.6 0.7 .015 .015 1.4 BASE
(9) CM IN LC .07 6.0 9.0 .5 80 3.0 10 5.7 0.7 .015 .05 1.4 BASE

MAR M 247 .15 8.0 10.0 .6 10.0 - 3.0 &.5 1.0 .015 .03 1.5 BASE

GTO 11 .10 14.0 9.4 1.5 .7 - 0 3.0 5.0 .010 .01 .15 BASE

highly oxidation resistant components -- sometimes by means of rare earth
element addition to the alloys used or sophisticated coatings protection
-- and much higher strength DS columnar and single crystal casting alloys.

DS Columnar Casting Alloys for Industrial Turbines

Industrial gas turbine engines generally operate in temperature/pressure
regime where Type II hot corrosion attack is an important materials design
criteria (Fig. 7). The industry currently seeks highly creep-resistant
materials able to be utilized in DS columnar casting processes since
the newer engine designs are operated at significantly higher
temperature/pressure levels. The alloys required must still offer good
corrosion resistance with Type I corrosion beginning to dominate, while
providing relatively higher creep-strength concurrent with large component

producibility. DS modified versions of previously used equiaxed casting
alloys have not been successful. Furthermore, industry efforts to develop

new, high-strength materials for such application, have been mostly
unsuccessful due to problems with DS castability, component transverse
ductility and inadequate creep-rupture property attainment.

Fiur Te rteto n scene (10) em

O ei M-crAI.Y C.0 M&- +
Aft Roewn (PG-GT-M)

HihCr,

Figure 7 The protection scene (10)

The developmental materials should be designed with relatively high

chromium content. Additionally, moderately higher refractory element
content, appropriate Al/Ti ratio and very carefully balanced minor element
constituents are important design considerations in trying to maximize
the developmental materials overall functionality.

Relative to IN 738 C, current developmental materials should be able
to provide at least 50*C (90*F) greater metal temperature capability
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at che 138-207 MPa (20-30 ksi) stress level. In other words, some high
chromium-containing developmental materials should be able to provide
nearly DS CM 247 LC creep capability. It is expected that the new
materials may be available for industry usage within the next 2-4 years.

CM 247 LC® Alloy

In the meantime, some industrial turbine producers have decided to utilize
turbine blades and vanes produced with the CM 247 LC alloy in newly
desigined and uprated turbines. When cast into large DS components
[(approximately 30-51 cm (12-20" long)] the alloy exhibits superior
castability, solution characteristics and strength attainment. With
a relatively ductile, high chromium-containing coating applied, components
have exhibited extremely good resistance to hot corrosion attack.
Furthermore, where natural gas is the predominant fuel, the material
hot corrosion requirements are significantly less than those cases where
low grade fuels containing corrosion accelerators such as vanadium, sulfur
and sodium predominate, so that high temperature oxidation becomes the
increasingly important environmental concern.

The CM 247 LC composition, presented in Table I, is derived from the
base MAR M 247 composition. The primary CM 247 LC alloy design
modifications are the reduction of carbon by approximately one-half to
improve carbide microstructure, stability, and alloy ductility, plus
the reduction of the Zr and Ti contents to improve DS grain boundary
cracking resistance without sacrificing strength. Additionally, the
alloy's W and Mo levels are reduced accordingly to minimize the formation
of undesirable secondary M6 C platelets, p phase and/or alpha W platelets
or needles, resulting from the thermally induced degeneration of primary
carbides. This degeneration of low parameter MC-1 (Ti-rich) and MC-2
(Ta-rich) carbides results in the formation of MC-3's (Hf-rich) with
an associated release of Ta and Ti to the solid solution, thereby affecting
the solubility of the W and Ho within the basic gamna solid solution;
the result of which is the possible formation of thermally induced ti
phase, alpha W and/or M6 C.

The alloy design results in extremely good DS castability; this being
accomplished with the relatively low Hf ingot content of 1.4 wt. Z.
Furthermore, the alloy is capable of exhibiting similar functionality
with a 1.0% Hf level in the DS castings (11), the significance of which
is that alloys with higher levels of Hf (>1.5%) tend to be much more
reactive with casting process related shell and core ceramics, thereby
resulting in component-contained Hf-oxide/Hf silicate inclusions which
deleteriously effect component fatigue strength and casting yield.
Moreover, alloy tolerence to varied Hf content is important since it
generally varies significantly from blade/vane top to bottom sections.

The CM 247 LC alloy can be fully y' solutioned through multi-step treatment
(12). The full solutioning provides an increased volume fraction of

* fine y' particles, which positively influence the alloys creep-rupture
response. Larson-Miller parameter representation of the CM 247 LC
stress-rupture capability is provided in Figure 8, while the DS CM 247
LC vs. IN 738 LC 9820 C (1800 0 F) stress-rupture properties are presented
in log/log form in Figure 9. 1135%C (2075°F) Mach 1.0 oxidation results
are presented in Figure 10.

iI
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Figure 8 Stress-rupture strength of DS CM 247 LC
vs. DS and equiaxed MAR M 247
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Figure 9 982*C (18000F) stress-rupture for CMSX-4
vs. DS CM 247 LC vs. equiaxe IN 738 LC
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Figure 10 DS CM 247 LC (R 108) Mach 1.0 oxidation (13)

DS Columnar Casting Alloys for Aero Turbines

With the CM 247 LC alloy initially designed for aeroturbine usage, it
has been specified in many turbine blade and vane applications throughout
the industry. Significant production and turbine engine experience
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confirms the alloys superior blending of castability, solutionability,
-ep, fatigue and environmental properties.

:.ver, certain turbine designs require even greater strength and
iemperature capability from a DS material, since the component design

renders it impractical to cast as a single crystal. For such application,
then, the CM 186 LCO alloy is developed.

CM 186 LCO Alloy

The CM 186 LC alloy is a Re-containing derivative of the CM 247 LC alloy.
It is primarily intended for DS columnar, complex-cooled vane segments
and relatively large LP turbine blade comsponents. Additionally, it is

particularly attractive for use in components which are prone to
recrystallization during solution heat treatment (resulting from residual
casting stresses). since the alloy is used in the as-cast plus double
aged conditikr

The alloy exh. Acs . -ellent resistance to grain boundary cracking in
casting complex-cor .', thin wall turbine airfoils. It is fully solution
heat treat capabo,, h'iever, at the expcnse of transverse ductility.
Hence, the specified use iu an as-cast plus double aged condition.

In the as-cast plus double aged condition, CM 186 LC exhibits a 180 C
(32*F) metal temperature aducntage relative to fully solutioned DS CM
247 LC at the 9820 C/248 HPa (1800°F/36.0 ksi) test condition, and 240C
(43*F) greater capability based on time to 11.0% plastic strain. This
essentially equates to first generation single crystal alloy strength
(CMSX-2®, CMSX-3®, PWA 1480, Rend N4, SRR99, AX1 ... ). For higher
temperature, the alloy strength is about midway b-cween the DS CM 247
LC and CMSX-2/3 respective capabilities (Fig. 11).

I: -
4U-

40 42 4 • 45 49 N U 54 56 0P - (+ + 48M (-0 + ---

Figure 11 CM 186 LC vs. CM 247 LC vs. CMSX-2/3 (001)
DS longitudinal Larson-Miller stress-rupture

Furthermore, the alloy typically exhibits 7-14% elongation in DS transverse
stress-rupture tests performed between 871*C-1038 0 C (1600OF-1900 0 F),
as illustrated in Table II. The CM 186 LC transverse strength is
approximately 19%C (34 0 F) better than the DS CM 247 LC transverse rupture
capability.
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Table II DS CM 186 LC transverse stress-rupture data
As-cast plus double aged condition

Tuo CONOm, FkeU. *t R% A
Ml 40 %

W60 MU 14W, 4132 106 19.6
(525 fWtpf)

56.OhiIOWF 4176 7.3 11.7

16.0 I/IS F 442.0 U3 204

36.0 J•OI F 2059 2 .% 157(l72•aMwc(

(136 WIOW-C)
" MI1gOW 161.5 13.9 256

(131 MWa1WC)KO iuii MOOF 96A 112 1s.9

Table III presents the CM 186 LC chemical composition again, along with
other 2nd generation DS superalloys. The most significant feature of
the alloy is its 3.0% Re content. Rhenium addition to Ni-based alloys
(3 wt. % level) has been shown to dramatically increase alloy creep
strength due to its effect of reducing y' particle coarsening rate (14),
and the clustering of Re atoms which develop, thereby impeding dislocation
movement (15).

Table III Second generation DS columnar casting alloys

NU*1dW Cy,1mm500.n w %
C Cr Co Mo W Ta Re T ri 8 zr M Ni

(9) CMMBILC .07 6 9 .5 8 3 3 5.7 .7 .015 .005 14 AL

(16) PwA1M . G.5 V 1.1 6S 4 3 6 - .01o .1 .SDAL

(17) Amn142 .12 68 12 1.5 4.6 6.36 2.8 6US - .015 .02 1.5 SAL

Following the Re addition, the alloy design concepts follow parallel
to those already described for the CM 247 LC. It exhibits oxidation
resistance which is superior to MH 002, while and hot corrosion properties
are similar to MAR 14 247, CM 247 LC and MM 002. Long term creep-rupture
specimen review suggests adequate microstructural stability persists.

Single Crystal Casting Alloys for Industrial Turbines

Following extensive aeroturbine experience with single crystal cast
superalloys, the industrial turbine designers seek to similarly employ
single crystal casting materials for the combustion process efficiency
benefits that they help create. Similar to their DS columnar counterparts,
the single crystal materials/components are expected to help improve
combustion cycle efficiency by virtue of their increased creep strength,
mechanical/thermal fatigue resistance, temperature capability and
resistance to environmental degradation.

Similar alloy design concepts are applied for single crystal as discussed
for the DS alloy design. The exception, though, is that the intentional
absence of grain boundaries from the cast components is desirable in
order to allow the elimination of elements whose addition are intended
primarily for grain boundary control, e.g., C, B, Zr, lf. As these
"elements are melting point depressants, their removal should allow higher
temperature solution cycles which result in an increased level of y'
and eutectic y/y' solutioning, plus greater alloy microstructural
homogeneity; both of which improve alloy creep strength. Such features
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should also provide further strength enhancing control of the y' particle
size, shape and distribution.

The alloy design flexibility that should be created by the elimination
of grain boundary strengtheners simplifies the alloy design task. The
corrosion resistant single crystal casting alloys should be developed
to exhibit the following characteristics: (a) castability -- freedom
from "freckles", spurious grain and sliver defects in large castings.
Compatibility with existing core technology, (b) heat treatability --
wide solutic.n heat treatment window, thereby accoodating the potential
component chemistry variation experienced from bottom to top casting
locations, (c) microstructural stability -- balanced chemistry which
provides freedom from deleterious TCP phase formation during long term
high temperature exposure, (d) creep strength -- similar to the CMSX-2
alloy capability, and (e) environmental resistance -- IN 738 type hot
corrosion resistance. Moderate oxidation resistance. Excellent
coatability.

This category material may be released for industry evaluation within
the next 2 years.

In the meantime, though, some producers of relatively small and medium
industrial turbines are either testing and/or committed to engine
application of the 2nd generation, Re-containing single crystal superalloy,
CMSX-4. One exasiple of commitment is the turbine blading of the Solaro

Turbines MARS T-14000 engine with CMSX-4; the successful application
of which is described in (18). Additional alloy CHSX-4 detail follows.

Single Crystal Casting Alloys for Aero Turbines

The use of high strength single crystal components in turbine blade and
vane application is partly responsible for the significant advances to
engine output and efficiencies achieved in recent years. As earlier
discussed, the single crystal process development ushered in an era of
revitalized alloy development, which continues to thrive.

Selected first generation single crystal alloys developed during this
renaissance are illustrated in Table IV. They all provide similar
creep-rupture strength, however, with varying level of functionality,
i.e., castability, heat treatability, resistance to recrystallizaton,
fatigue strength and environmental properties resistance. Larson-Miller
example of the CMSX-2/3 and CMSX-6 stress-rupture capabilities are
illustrated in Figures 12 and 13, respectively.

Table IV First generation single crystal superalloys

* Coy 0 Co Mo W To V Cb N 11 W5 kolw
(Nm)

(19) PWA14I0 10 5 - 4 12 5.0 .S WL S6.70
(20)(21) bni N-4 9 a 2 6 4 .53 7 4.2 es )S
(22)(23) SWso a 5 . t 3 5.5 2.2 B& 6.56
(22)(23) RUo mw 1 1 3 & 5.5 4.0 N. 7.87

(24) Ami 8 6 2 6 9 5.2 1.2 SAL 3.5
(25) Ain S 6 2 5 4 6.0 2.0 AL6 M
(26) cus-2 a 5 .6 6 6 s5.6 1.0 S&. a."
(26) cmax-3 a 5 .6 s 5 5.6 1.0 1 B&L am
(27) cusX-s 10 5 3 . 2 4. - 4 4.7 1 SAL 7.9

(28) Arm6 12 8 2 4 5 3.4 4.2 O A 25 to
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Figure 12 Larson-Miller strses-rupture strength of
CNSX-2 vs. MAR N 247
(1.8 mmO1.070 in.] machined from blade specimens)
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Figure 13 Larson-Miller specific stress-rupture stength
of GNSX-6 vs. CMSX2I3

More recently developed, higher strength single crystal casting alloy
compositions, referred to as 2nd Generation SX materials due to their
3.0% Re content (with the exception of MC-2) are provided in Table V.
Again, the alloys exhibit similar creep-rupture properties with varied
level of functionality.

Table V Selected second generation single crystal alloys

CrO R W To me A 11 W5 N

(29) ~c4m 6.50 .4 4 5 *5. 12.10 .I 70V

(30)_ PtM 4 S 10 2 0 9 3 &0. - .1 501. 5.A

su0 W 5 10 2 5 &5 3 5.2 1.0 .1 Oft. SM

(31) um 0 6 2 S 6 8.&0 1.5 - aft em

CMSX-4

TeCS-4 alo sR-containing modification of the CMSX-2 alloy.
It exhibits a balanced blend of characteristics desired for successful

desired for advanced turbine blade and vane components.
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Relative to CQSX-2, the material is necessarily designed with moderately
lover Cr content to reduce the likelihood of alloy phasial instability,
i.e., the thermally induced precipitation of undesirable Cr, W, Re-rich
TCP phases. Similarly, W content is reduced, but the overall refractory
element (W+10e+4o+Ta) content is significantly increased. Cobalt content
is increased to 9 Vt. % to assist with alloy solid solubility, while
the remainder of the elements essentially remain the same.

The resulting alloy is capable of full Y' solutioning and exhibits high
stress-rupture strength (approximately 35°C (640P) metal temperature
advantage (density corrected) at 982°C/248 lea (1800F/36 ksi) condition]
as illustrated in Figure 14. Interestingly, in relatively short term
burner rig test at 8990 C (1650°F) it also exhibits extremely good hot
corrosion resistance (Fig. 15). Additionally, longer term hot corrosion
burner rig tests confirm the alloy provides performance similar to IN
792, while 6000 hour stress-rupture tests at 9820 C (1800 0 F) demonstrate
adequate phasial stability.

138o mo
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Figure 14 Average Larson-Miller stress-rupture strength
of CMSX-4 vs. CMSX-2/3
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115 (uncoated, 8990C (1650 0 F),
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Figure 15 Burner rig hot corrosion results for selected second
generation SX superalloys (courtesy of Allison Gas Turbine)

Following solution heat treatment, the material is aged at sufficient
temperature/duration to promote aligned "' precipitates with an average
0.45 pm cubic dimension, with rounded corners, which tends to promote
optimized creep rupture properties with the material. Examples of the
desired y' morphology/arrangement are provided in Figure 16.
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Figure 16 Typical alloy CMSX-4 cast turbine blade airfoil

longitudinal microstructures (AGT 2nd stage solid blade)

The alloy also exhibits significantly better thermo-mechanical fatigue
(ThF) properties relative to first-generation SX materials. Additionally,
it appears that HIP treatment improves the higher refractory element
containing alloys TMF properties by as much as 50%. Besides the obvious
benefit achieved with pore closure, a portion of the improvement may
be due to the resultant increase to alloy homogeneity.

Emerging environmental and thermal barrier coatings technology is expected
to extend this category materials usefulness in the gas turbine engine
for a minimum of 15 years into the future. Early work which illustrates
the potential benefit achieved with an advanced overlay is provided in
Figure 17.

3

2

0

Figure 17 Coating performance of PWA 1480 at 1149 0
C (2100 0

F)
[Burner rig oxidation] (4)

Similarly, low-level rare earth elemental addition to existing superalloys
are shown to dramatically increase material bare oxidation resistance.
Figure 18 shows the greater effectiveness of a moderate level of Y addition
to the CNSX-3 (CNSX-3 NOD A) alloy in comparison to coating with an

aluminide.
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Figure 18 Dynamic, 1177*C (21500F), cyclic oxidationI (Courtesy of AGT)

3rd Generation SX Casting Alloys

Third generation single crystal casting materials should be designed
with about 6 wt. 7 Re addition, which should result in much higher
creep-rupture strength than attainable with 37 Re-containing alloys.
Where the best 2nd Generation materials exhibit adequate y' stability
to 1149-1163 0 C (2100-21250F), the 3rd Generation materials should exhibit
a considerable extension of the capability.

With proper elemental balancing, the materials should exhibit CMSX-4-like
castability, and should be capable of full y' solutioning. They should
be more dense than 2nd Generation materials, but the improved engineering
properties achieved should tend to compensate the impact of the higher
density.

They probably will not be as microstructurally stable as second
generation single crystal materials at temperature above about 1079 0 C
(1975-F), but should still offer extremely good ductility.

The typically desired increase to selected engineering properties sought
to be achieved with 3rd Generation SX casting alloys follow: (a) creep
strength -- 28 0 C (50 0 F) advantage to 1079*C (1975°F), relative to 2nd
Generation SX materials. Similar creep strength at hi.gher temperature,
and then greater creep strength above 1163*C (2125*F), (b) hot corrosion
-- Similar to 2nd Generation SX materials, (c) oxidation -- Similar to
2nd Generation SX, (d) tensile strength -- Similar or better than 2nd
Generation SX, (e) impact strength -- Similar or better than 2nd Generation
SX, (f) low cycle fatigue -- Relative to 2nd Generation SX, similar at
low temperature, 2-3 times life at higher temperature, (g) notched low
cycle fatigue -- Relative to 2nd Generation SX, 2-3 times better with
high stress, similar with lower stress, and (h) high cycle fatigue --

2-3 times better life than 2nd Generation SX.

Third generation single crystal superalloys will probably achieve aero
turbine engine application within the next few years.
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Future Superalloy Developments

DS columnar and SX alloy development efforts will continue to be stimulated
by the aero and industrial turbine industry. The depth of activity will
partially depend upon the investment casting industries ability to develop
casting process improvements to make the production of large industrial
components increasingly feasible.

The industry will expend considerable effort toward the turbine engine
application of the second and third generation SX casting alloys during
the next five years. Incremental improvements to second and third
generation materials will maintain activity during this time period.
Knowledge gained during the period could stimulate 4th Generation SX
alloy development activity for specialized application, the result of
which would be the further improvement to alloy creep-rupture and fatigue
properties.

Superalloy development activity continues to provide the industrial and
aeroturbine engine industries with new materials which exhibit capabilities
extending improvement to turbine engine efficiency and output. The
activity, coupled with process technology, minor element control and
addition to superalloys, and coatings improvement, guarantee bountiful
activity with superalloys into the 21st Century.
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ADVANCED MATERIALS PROCESSING

by

Anthony F. Giamnei

United Technologies Research Center MS 129-22, 400 Main Street,
East Hartford, CT 06108

Advanced materials will require improved processing methods due to high
melting points, low toughness or ductility values, high reactivity with air or ceramics
and typically complex crystal structures with significant anisotropy in flow and/or
fracture stress. Materials for structural applications at elevated temperature in critical
systems will require processing with a high degree of control. This requires an
improved understanding of the relationship between process variables and
microstructure to enable control systems to achieve consistently high quality.

One avenue to the required level of understanding is computer simulation.
Past attempts to do process modeling have been hampered by incomplete data
regarding thermophysical or mechanical material behavior. Some of the required
data can be calculated. Due to the advances in software and hardware, accuracy
and costs are in the realm of acquiring experimental data. Such calculations can, for
example, be done at an atomic level to c#'mpute lattice energy, fault energies,
density of states and charge densities. These can lead to fundamental information
about the competition between slip and fracture, anisotropy of bond strength (and
therefore cleavage strength), cohesive strength, adhesive strength, elastic modulus,
thermal expansion and possibly other quantities which are difficult (and therefore
expensive to measure). Some of these quantities can be fed into a process model. It
Is probable that temperature dependencies can be derived numerically as well.
Examples are given of the beginnings of such an approach for Ni3AI and MoSi2.

Solidification problems are examples of the state-of-the-art process modeling
and adequately demonstrate the need for extensive input data. Such processes can
be monitored in terms of interfacial position vs. time, cooling rate and thermal
gradient. These quantities can then be used to predict dendrite sizes and solid state
grain growth. Similar computations based on temperature compensated time can
predict precipitation events or matrix phase change kinetics. This capability will lead
to microstructural control as a primary objective of advanced materials processing.

Cdriticmi la in dDs wi)• of H1io Tompetam Souconral Matrials
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bitroduction

Directional and single crystal solidification technology progressed rapidly in
the 1970's due to the coalescence of the need for higher operating temperatures, a
well structured set of processing trials leading to experimental thermal data and an
improved understanding of the thermal environment. This understanding spanned
the gaps from process variables to growth conditions to microstructure, and was due
in large measure to computer simulations [1,2]. In particular, parameters such as
superheat and withdrawal rate were shown to correlate strongly with thermal
gradient, which controlled the columnar to equiaxed transition, thermosolutal
convection and dendrite sizes [3]. During the eighties, models and post processing
capabilities became much more sophisticated [4]. This occurrence was driven
primarily by the improvement in computing power per dollar of investment in
hardware and software. Applications were found for equiaxed castings as well [5].

Currently, welding is being investigated as a process for which we need
improved understanding and control. This is an example of what can be
accomplished today and clearly defines a path to the adaptive closed loop control
systems which will be needed to process advanced materials for critical applications.

Computational Procedure

Finite Difference Method (FDM) welding analysis code described elsewhere
[6] has been generated from the point of view of the welding engineer. The current
version of this code (MICR1 3) has been specifically tailored to predict microstructural
features as well as the macroscopic fusion zone widths on the upper and lower
surfaces of a thin sheet. The calculations are done based on heat conduction within
the plate. Convection in the liquid has been approximated by enhanced conduction.
This approach was taken as convection was presumed not to dominate in this
geometry. However, convection to the protective atmosphere (argon gas) and
radiation to the environment are included. Temperature dependent thermal
properties and the heat of fusion are incorporated. The heat input distribution can be
either "top-hat" or gaussian in nature. The welding process is Gas-Tungsten-Arc
(GTA) and vaporization effects from the TI-6AI-4V alloy are included.

Calculations are typically full three dimensional transient computations
including both heating and cool-down periods. Meshing is done automatically using
a graduated rectilinear mesh according to one of three preselected procedures and
datasets are archived. FDM calculations have been done for a test matrix of
conditions; outputs consisted of screen output to monitor the run and visualization
files for temperature, thermal gradient, cooling rate and grain size in the solid state

(heat affected zone). Actual computing times run from one to ninety minutes per data
set (depending on the fineness of the mesh), using a cluster size of six on the Alliant .
FX-2800 minisupercomputer and fully optimized code. Datasats have been builk for

, ~austenitlc stainless steel, Hastelloy-X and "rl-6AJ-4V.
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The code has routines for making preliminary estimates of the number of time
steps required and to check out the input file for any errors or Inconsistencies. The
code was designed to be efficient, user-friendly and easy to compile (with various
routines broken out and a makefile provided). The code Is broken Into "Chapters" to
make it easier to follow the logic or to locate Important sections. It also contains
liberal comments, e.g. explanations of units. The data files have comments providing
guidance for Input data sequence and format. Typical cases can be run Interactively
in a Unix environment within minutes. A set of temperatures comes to the screen at a
"survey point* to trace the progress of the solution. The code has been run on
Convex, Stellar and DECstation platforms as well as on the Alliant system without
difficulty.

The input is immediately archived and the output files are named in a
consistent manner which allows easy reference to the archived input and gives the
version number of the code used and data set letter for uniqueness, e.g. mv9b would
refer to a volume file from version 9 of MICRO code, data set "b; whereas ms6a
would refer to version 6 of the MICRO code, data set "a" which would be archived as
micr6a.inp. The runtime Is saved in a "times" file with some salient comments about
the unique features of the simulation. The user is encouraged to insert the date of
the run as well. By convention, the "z" data set is for trials and can be overwritten to
save space and the "t" data set is a timing data set for reference with different
platforms, compilers, compilation levels and operating systems.

Output can be requested at all points within the volume at a given time
("volume" file) or at the top surface at all times ("surface" file). Much of the computed
data is complex due to the dependence of scalar or vector quantities on both time
and the three dimensional geometrical features. Scientific visualization has been an
excellent tool to extract useful information from such simulations, e.g. weld
penetration and mushy zone shape. Output can be requested in standard forms,
which are compatible with several visualizers. Realistic colormaps, 3D graphics,
varying degrees of transparency, specialized lighting effects and animation have
been valuable tools to allow users to readily grasp meaning from large data files.

The "output" referred to above consists of two files; a co-ordinate file and a

"quantities data file. There are five .quanfities in the frequently used PLOT3D format
being used; the first (01) is carried as a dummy with value 1, since it is used as a
denominator to compute momentum vectors in viewers designed primarily for
computational fluid dynamics datasets. There are three options for the remaining
four quantities. The first Is to carry dummy quantities of 2,3, and 4 for 02,03 and 04
and set 05 equal to the temperature at a grid point. The second is to compute the
vector components of the scalar gradient field, G, and carry these as 02 to 04. The
third procedure is to equate Q2 to the local grain size, 03 to the local cooling rate
and 04 to the scalar temperature gradient, G as follows:

GSORT(rx 2 .+Gy2 +Gz 2) (1)
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The dedveatve quani, thermal gradient and cooing rate, can be used to
predict deort siz M. sokidliction icrotructure (81 or weling delects (9). The
specific Imp n e alloy dependent. The rain size calculation Is done as
a coarsening calculation based on diffusion control assuming a uniform Initial grain
shie fe]. Ths data field provides a convenient recom of temperature compensated
time and can be modified to predict precipitate sizes or the shape of the "heat
afecte zone". Vaidation has been done by comparison with analytical solutions for
the steady stde problem, experimental data where avalable and with Finite Element
Analysis using commercially available code 601.

In Fig. 1, an example Is given of an isothermal surface at 1670 °K w v•ctor
field attached to represent the thermal gradient using 1Icons', e. g. a set ot iws In
this case. The mesh is shown as it Intersects the lsosurface to give an Impression of
the volume being modeled and to show the meshing strategy. This surface can be
manually "waked" or automatically "swept through to survey the data. The opening
at the lower surface, for the case of the liquldus temperature isosurface, represents
full penetration; this Is considered as a desirable welding condition to achieve a joint
with adequate strength and toughness. The MICRO welding code predltcs
Instantaneous and smoothed upper and lower surface fusion zone widths, and these
compare well with experiment for a variety of conditions [9]. Sectioning planes (x, y,
z or any arbitrary orientation) can also be used to sample the data file. A user
defined color map is used to provide realism In accordance with the colors
associated with radiant heat. This feature Improves the ability of the user to quickly
relate to thermal data.

* .,

i

"IFigure 1. 1670 OK isothermal surface with

thermal gradient vector icons" attached. -
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Figure 2. Grain size contour map for GTA welding
simulation of Ti alloy thin plate (top view).

In Fig. 2, a grain size contour map is shown for the heat affected zone. These
contours are similar to the isothermal contours, but do not collapse behind the heat
source as it moves along. It appears that the GTA process comes to a near steady-
state condition within a few seconds, and this is consistent with observation.
Favorable comparisons have been made between computed and experimental grain
size data for titanium alloys [9]. Fig. 3 shows a magnified isometric view of Isograin
size surfaces with some of the data "clipped" away for clarity. Data files are also
generated for temperatures at preselected imaginary thermocouple locations In a
"probe" file (for comparison with experimental data) and for the time dependence of
grain size at any given survey point. An example of the latter data structure Is shown
in Fig. 4.

Future Proces Modeling

The field of process simulation is maturing rapidly. The combination of
advances In pre- and post-processing, analysis software and performance per unit
price will broaden applications in the very near term. However, there are barriers as
well as opportunities associated with wider use of process simulation in the.: ..... .m a n u fa ctu ring e nviro n m e nt . . . • .

We need to recognize that modeling Is done at several distinct levels, as " : -! .: . ~ ~shown In Table L. One barrier Is human as well as digital communication between .' : i;!•-•

the various levels. The continuum, quantum and stic levels are relatively
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Figure 3. IsoGrainSize surfaces in heat affected zone
(from 50 micron initial size).
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Figure 4. Time dependence of grain growth within heat affected zone
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mature at this point. However, the delsct and grain levels need more emphasis. In
some cases, available theories are inadequate as metallurgists and materials
scientists have relied heavily on empirical correlations for many complex
phenomena in the past. From the point of view of Materials Science, in order to
predict the specific composutlo.procosstruture/property relations, we need to
improve microstnctural models. This Is pardtiarly true In terms of predicting
mechanical properties. Current mechanical mods for material behavior are often
inaccurate at large strain (above 3 to 5%). A physically based constitutive model
would allow for simulation of large strain problems. Such problems are endemic in
materials processing.

Table . Levels of Modeling

TRANSPORT: Heat & Fluid Flow (Macro)
NON-UNIFORM: Compostes (Mew)

MONOLITHIC/CONTINUUM: Sold Solutions (Meso)
MULTI-GRAIN: Texture (Micro)

DEFECT: PoIntULinef=nanar (Licro)
ATOMISTIC: Crystal Structure (Nano)

OUANTUM: Electrons (Pco)

We currently are able to compute the equilibrium crystal structure, lattice
parameters, relative phase stability, thermal expansion coefficient, elastic
compliance, Pierers stress, Density of States, electron charge density (see Fig. 5),
bond strength, diffusivity, activation energy, phase enthalpy, planar fault energies,
residual stresses, specific heat, thermal conductivity, etc. from first principles or
thermodynamics. The availability of these parameters has not pushed the
technology sufficiently to have it applied routinely. What is needed is the PULL of
application engineers, as was the case for single crystal superalloys. More effort is
required In obtaining the temperature dependencies of thermophysical and
mechanical properties.

"Computed material properties can be used to "feed" process models. Most of

these parameters are currently gathered from the literature or, in some cases,
measured experimentally. Literature values are generally not available for the more
complex systems. Laboratory measurements are typically time consuming and can
be quite expensive. Both literature values and currently available measurements
can be in error due to improperly prepared materials or non-standard techniques. At
least simulated data will be systematic and consistent with known physical laws.

Expeimetaldata are still required for validlation however, but costs can be
S minimized.
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Figure 5.Electron charge desiaty distrlbution on (1 10) plane.
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A process control system requires a set of rules. Such rules can be extracted,
at least In pert, from simulations of the welding process. Welding is sufficiently
complex so as to challenge current modeling capabilities. Nonetheless, predictions
have been made for critical parameters, such as penetration and fusion zone taper
as well as microstructural quantities, e.9. grain size In the heat affected zone.
Simulations are consistent with experimental trends and can be tuned, where
necessary, to provide a reasonably precise match. Heat conduction problems can
be cardied out very efficiently for a reasonably fine mesh. This approach seems to
work well for thin plates and could be used to Initialize an intelligent process control
system. We are confident that other (simpler) processes can be accurately modeled
as well In the ner term.

The output of process simulation can be used to train a Knowledge Based
System (KBS). The KBS can be very efficient, and can therefore drive a process
control system. Currently, knowledge comes from experience or data. Conflicts
within and between these sources of information must be resolved in order to
establish unique linkage between input and output. In addition to data imperfections
pointed out above, experience can be partially incorrect; _.nd, of course simulations
can be imperfect due to inadequate theory, inputs or numerical strategies. The KBS
approach draws from the strengths of all three sources; it also circumvents
discontinuities associated with vacation, shift change, retirement, etc. The KBS
kernel can also draw from several sources of experience, for example. Thus it
provides communication, continuity, accuracy and simplifies the path to optimization.
This will replace the trial and error approach. Those that do not heed the call will not
be competitive. Examples of the evolution of such a scenario already exist in the
forging industry.
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SYNTHESIS AND PROPERTY ATTAINMENT IN CERAMIC
MATRIX COMPOSITES

William B. Hillig

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Materials Engineering Department

Troy, NY 12180-3590

Abstract

Fiber reinforcement of ceramics is primarily intended to impart resistance to sudden
catastrophic failure and increase toughness. Their incorporation complicates processing.
All possible processes have significant limitations with respect to materials combinations
and structures attainable. High temperature environmental considerations place further
constaints. Performance data at elevated temperature is presented with emphasis on
matrix cracking. Areas requiring further studied are recommended.

Critical lIsses in die fmleveape of High Ternpecmwrie Struckiral Matesiah
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Continuing progress towards more efficient, higher performance heat engines and other
high temperature systems depends on the improvement of high temperature structural
materials. Improved design is an equal partner to progress, but ultimately design becomes
materials limited. There appears to be a nature-imposed temperature ceiling to the
continuing evolution of "conventional" alloys. Intermetallics, ceramics and composites
based on them offer promise in breaking through such a ceiling. If these new materials
are to displace trusted conventional state-of-art materials, they must also show clear
economic, or cost-effective performance advantage.

This paper considers the potential of ceramic matrix composites (CMCs) as structural
materials. Monolithic ceramics typically offer high melting temperatures, low densities,
oxidation resistance, and attractive elastic properties. Unfortunately, they usually fail in
a catastrophic brittle mode. Very tough ceramics1 1] have been produced by incorporating
meta-stable ZrO2 particulates into their structures. However, this enhanced toughness is
only effective over a narrow temperature band. In contrast the toughening afforded by
fiber reinforcement is not inrnag& limited by temperature. Hence, CMCs have
attracted great interest. Translation of the potential of CMCs into practice will depend
on how they fare in competition with other classes of materials, such as superalloys and
metal matrix composites.

In the early 1970's fiber-reinforced glass and glass-ceramics were synthesized[1 2 31 that
exhibited works-of-fracture comparable to that of brass. However, the toughness differs
from that derived from ductility and involves some degree of matrix cracking. Nevertheless
sudden catastrophic failure can be avoided and a minimum strength can be ensured.
These early insights into ceramic toughening via fibers were not immediately embraced.
Instead attention focussed on producing high performance, high reliability monolithic
silicon carbide and silicon nitride ceramic turbines mainly for automobiles. However, these
sophisticated materials remain vulnerable to accident-: damage and catastrophic failure.
The ultimate realization that tougher materials exhibiting "graceful failure" were needed
has rekindled new attention on CMCs.

Great progressl41 has been made in understanding and predicting the toughness, strength
and failure processes in ceramic composites based on micromechanical models. Refined
experimental techniques continue to be developed to measure the basic physical properties
required as inputs to these models. The present state of theoretical understanding outstrips
the ability to produce ceramic composites that seriously challenge current state-of-art
metallic structural systems. This is in part a tribute to designers and fabricators of metal
parts which often have intricate labyrinth internal passages that allow efficient gas cooling.
This approach has offset the need for materials having intrinsically higher temperature
capabilities. However, as the properties, fabrication capabilities, and confidence in ceramic
composites increases, and as the costs become competitive, the current state-of-art
materials will be increasingly challenged and will ultimately be displaced.

SThbis paper addresses those issues and barrier problems which are expected to pace that

Sdisplacement. These include the limited palette of materials from which to produce thecomposites, Processing limitations, and consensus as to what requirements are critical.

Some limited data on mechanical performance are offered along with some commentary
and recommendations for future emphasis,.
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Property Goals and Recuirements

The performance advantages sought in CMCs relative to alternative materials are: (1)
higher temperature capability in terms of strength, modulus, creep-resistance, thermal
fatigue resistance, and environmental resistance; (2) lower density-if translatable into
lower weight; (3) improved wear, corrosion, or radiation resistance; (4) reduced cost or
reduced reliability on strategically scarce materials, such as chromium.

Although all of these goals are important, this paper takes the position that the mot
inortant contribution that ceramic comosites can offer is to substantially extend the
range of structural materials to hiWgher temeratures than those imposed by nature on hig
tm turealJys. Such materials could open radically new design possibilities for high
efficiency, high performance heat engines and other high temperature structures.

Composite Materials Options

Oxidation resistance and temperature capability per se are primary concerns. Thus, one
strategy is to focus on the refractory oxides. Another is to seek out oxidation-resistant
materials. The covalent silicides are high melting materials that are not only creep-resistant
but also form very effective protective oxide layers. Hence, the refractory oxides and the
covalent silicides have been attractive candidates for fibers and for matrices. The following
sections discuss some of the constraints in producing suitable fibers for use in high
temperature composites. Properties of reinforcing fiber are listed in Table 1.

Oxide Fibers

Continuous oxide fibers1 51 for CMCs have been produced based on alumina, mullite, and
zirconia among others. Fibers are typically spun from viscous colloidal suspensions and are
later sintered to produce very fine-grained crystalline microstructures. The fibers can be
produced in sufficiently fine diameters (3 to 20 prn) to be gathered into yarns and made
into fabrics convenient for making laminated composites. However, the fine-grained
structure of the fibers renders them prone to creep in accordance with the well-known
proportionality[61 between the creep rate de/dt and oa dp where a is the applied stress,
d is the grain size d, and n and p are exponents. Taking a stress of 200 MPa and a creep
rate of 10"9/sec as modest performance bounds for reinforcements for structural
applications, then the upper use temperatures for the polycrystalline oxide fibers 1 is less
than 1100PC as seen in Table I.

Single crystal oxide fibers can also be made as continuous fibers or as whiskers. Melt-
grown single crystal sapphire fibers are relatively much larger in diameter 125 to 250/Mm
and m-re costly. This fiber exhibits substantially greater creep resistance17, but must be
processed by monofilament techniques.

Oxide fibers are intrinsically more susceptible to creep than are covalent non-oxide fibers.
There has been an on-going search to identify and test compositions that may be more
creep-resistant1 '9]. Yttrium aluminum garnet YAG appears to show promisel1 and melt
grown fibers are just becoming available.
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TABLE I Fibers for Ceramic Matrix Composites

Fiber Diameter Strength Modulus CT1E Approx. Max.
osm GPa GPa 10-6 /C Use Temp. 0C

Al20 3(mono) 125-250 2.8 480 8.8 1450
Al20 3(poly) 20 1.4 380 9 < 1100c
Al2 03/ZrO 2(poly) 20 2.1 380 9 < 1100c
C 6-10 1.4-5.5 200-700 0 2200
Mullite(poly) 10-12 1.9 220 5-6(est) <l100c

(+B20 3)
SiO 2  10 1.4 70 0.5 1000
SiC(CVD) 140 3.5 425 4.5 1250± 100(est)
SiC(Nicalon/ 10-1 2.4 190 3 1100-1300d
Tyranno)
SiC(whiskers) 0.2-10 5-10 600 4.5 > 1600

mono means monocrystal
poly mean polycrystal
c Temperature limit based on creep
d Temperature limit based on chemical degradation

Non-Oxide Fibers

The demonstration by Yajima1 l"] in 1975 that SiC could be produced by pyrolysis of a
carbon and silicon containing resin was followed by a subsequent process for making fibers.
These Nicalon TM silicocarbon fibers offered a higher temperature capability and high
stiffness than other fibers then available and contributed significantly to the resurgence of
interest in CMCs. These fibers are oxidation resistant, and are sufficiently fine in diameter
to permit weaving. The processing causes these fibers to contain a considerable amount
of internal oxygen, rendering them intrinsically thermodynamically unstable[121. Thus, they
begin to decompose and change microstructure at about 11000C. Other fiber compositions
such as Si-C-O-Ti, Si-O-N, Si-O-C-N have been produced, but all experience similar
instability. The Nicalon fiber does creep once a temperature-dependent stress threshold
is exceeded.

Silicon carbide itself is not subject to such instability problems. Various efforts to convert
the starting resins into SiC fibers without the need to introduce oxygen into the system are
showing promise. However, no fibers made by these approaches are yet available. Another
route under development for producing SiC fibers is analogous to that for making
polycrystalline oxide fibers, e.g., filaments are formed from a vehicle in which very fine SiC
particulates are dispersed, followed by sintering.

Chemical vapor deposition CVD and whisker growth[131 by either vapor-liquid-solid VLS
or vapor-solid VS offer further options for producing SiC filaments. The CVD process
requires deposition of SiC from a suitable combination of reactive gases onto a hot
filamental core. Accordingly, this process results in fibers, comparable in size to the single
crystal sapphire fibers. Thus, composite fabrication with these CVD fibers requires their
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handling as individual filaments. Although these fiber are thermodynamically stable,
residual unreacted Si in the fibers appears to be responsible[14' for their creep above
12500C.

A new process for making SiC whiskers, originally from rice hullsl51, has led to the ready
availability of the whiskers as reinforcements in ceramic and metal matrix composites.
Their diameters range from about 0.1 to I um and their aspect ratios are of the order of
100. Limited quantities of larger, longer, more fiber-like SiC whiskers have been produced
either as a by-product from the making of SiC, or as a result of carefully controlled
laboratory processes. The low cost and availability of "rice hull" whiskers has had an
impact on CMCs comparable to that of the polymer-derived silicocarbon fibers. These
very fine whiskers are now recognized as being potent carcinogenic hazards.

Other reinforcements such as CVD TiC fibers and Si3N4 and Sialon whiskers have been
produced, but these have not yet been widely used in CMCs.

Matrices and Coatings

Because of the limited fiber choices, matrices and processes must often be chosen to
accommodate the fibers. If the fibers and the matrix are chemically reactive or mutually
soluble, then a barrier layer coating is required to prevent damage to the fiber or to avoid
sintering to the matrix. Considerations of interactions[161 under the additional influence
of the environment, discussed later, indicate that in most composites both the fibers and
the matrix should be either oxides or non-oxides, but not mixtures of the two.

Matching the thermal expansivities of the matrix and reinforcement are needed to
minimize thermal stresses and thermal cycling problems. A mismatch of 1 x 10-6 in the
expansivities results in a strain mismatch of about 0.1% during thermal excursions of the
magnitude expected in high temperatures CMCs. Such strains can not only damage the
composite, but also affect toughness of the composite via the fiber-matrix frictional
coupling. Some of the possible fiber-matrix combinations can be considered by comparing
Tables I and II.

Fiber coatings needed to prevent fiber degradation during processing or service must be
benign towards the fiber and the matrix, and resist environmental attack. The coatings also
affect the fiber-matrix coupling. Materials used for coatings[171 include carbon, SiC, BN,
and SiO2 . These and other coatings can be deposited by chemical vapor deposition,
sputtering, and other processes.

i ~~Fabrictin

The effectiveness of "reinforcements" to improving the toughness and strength of ceramic

composites increases in the order: particulates, discontinuous randomly oriented fibers,
oriented fibers, and layered aligned continuous fibers. This is roughly the order of the
difficulty of making the composites.

Pressureless sintering of compacted powder shapes is the most important process for
making monolithic ceramics. This process necessitates substantial shrinkage of the porous
starting shapes as the void space is eliminated. Although sintering is already some-what
inhibited[181 by even small additions of second phase particulates, sintering can
nevertheless take place.
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Table H Matrices for Ceramic Composites

Material Strength Modulus CIE
MPa GPa 106 /°C MPami/ 2

A1203  350-700 480 8U 3-5
ZaOt 150-350 240 13.5 5.6-6.1
Mute 180-200 145 5.3 2-3
Zircon 200-360 195 4.3 2.5
Sio 2 g1 - 70 0.5 1
Borosilicategl - 70 3.5 < 1
SiC 500-800 425 4.5 3-6
Si3 N4  600-850 385 3 4-7
LAS 50-250 84 2.0 2
CAS - 88 5.0 2
MoSi2  --- 400 8.5 5

gl means glass
LAS means lithium aluminum silicate glass-ceramic
CAS means calcium aluminum silicate glass-ceramic

Introducing fibers (or platelets) that do not changje dimensions during processing inhibits
sintering even more. Thus, other techniques are often employed to achieve dense structures
or to preserve the shape and size of the starting material. These processes include
management of the aspect ratio of the "reinforcement" phase, pressure-assisted sintering,
and various approaches for transporting material into the void spaces. These processes
involve compromises which affect the properties, the range of feasible material systems,
or the size and shape of the final composite. The processes can be categorized into (1)
consolidation methods, and (2) infiltration methods.

Consolidation Methods

AM=ec Ratio Managment

Although fibers inhibit sintering, the smaller their aspect ratio, the closer they approximate
particulate additions, and the greater the final density which is achievable by pressureless
sintering. However, decreasing the fiber aspect ratio, for example by milling the fibers, can
affect the composite toughness. The magnitude and sign of the effect depends on whether
pull-out or crack deflection are the major toughening mechanisms. Thus, this approach
depends on balancing the penalty in strength, toughness, and environmental encroachment,
due to incomplete densification, against the possible loss in properties due to fiber
shortening. Milewski[1 91 has studied the packing efficiency of solids consisting of mixtures
of rods and sphere as a function of their volume fractions, sizes, and the aspect ratio of the
rods. These results can provide useful guidelines for optimizing densification.

! Premssure Assisted Sinterin•

Hot pressing HP and hot isostatic pressing HIP can produce dense composites. HP
requires special high temperature dies and presses as well as controlled atmospheres. Both - 4
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HP and HIP work well depending on the creep-low characteristics of the matrix and
providing that the volume fraction of the reinforcement is not so large as cause the
structure to "lock up." Excessive pressure can resut in fiber failures. The shapes which can
be made are limited by what die shapes are feasible.

HIP requires that the outer surface of the specimen be impermeable to the pressurizing
gas. If the pores are dosed then the specimen acts as its own envelope allowing consider-
able shape flexibility. Otherwise the sample must be "canned" in a suitable envelope which
can restrict the shapes possible. Thus, under favorable conditions, shape integrity and
predictable shrinkage may be achievable. In less favorable cases, a bulk shape is produced
that requires further machining

Infiltration Methods

OrDnoMetal and Sol-Gel ftecursor Infiltrations

Polymers12°I capable of being subsequently convened into a wide range of "ceramics" are
under active exploration and development. The use of liquid phase chemistry to produce
ceramics offers leads to compositional homogeneity, alloying flexibility, and processing
possibilities and convenience not available by conventional powder-based technologies.
These fluid precursor materials can also be used to produce the composites, for example,
by infiltrating the resin into a porous compact comprised of the reinforcement

Colloidal sols and ultraf ie suspensions of ceramics offer much the same advantages and
processing options as do the organic precursors and can also be used to provide composite
matrices by infiltration[211 into porous preform structures. Such sols are often produced
by hydrolysis of organometallic precursors such as tetraethylorthosilicate TEOS or
aluminum alkoxides.

Because of the volumetric shrinkage that accompanies the conversion from the liquid
precursor state to the ceramic, these processes do not lead to fully dense composites. The
shrinkage often leads to internal matrix cracks and multiple reinfiltrations and conversions
are required to achieve high densities.

Glass and Glass Ceramics

Because of their viscosity, glasses are particularly well suited for making fully dense
composites[221. By applying pressure to the glass and fiber reinforcement combination, in
the working temperature range of the glass, the glass can be made to flow and to
encapsulate the fibers. This technique is especially advantageous if the glass can be
converted into a fine grained crystalline ceramic. The glass-ceramics selected are usually
low thermal expansivity materials.

Among the various ways of combining the glass and the fibers is to coat the fibers with
a slurry of powdered glass. The coated fibers are fixed in the desired arrangements, and
then densified by heating. Another process is transfer molding: the dry fibers are placed
in a die cavity and the molten glass is forced into the cavity under pressure, wetting and

*- encapsulating the fibers. United Technology Corporation and Corning Glass Works, Inc.
have both been actively developing these and related processes and have demonstrated
remarkable property and process achievements. A wide range of carefully controlled and
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reproducible shapes with specified fiber architectures can be produced.

The chief limitation of composites produce by this process arises from either the softening
temperature of the glass, or the solidus temperature of the glass-ceramic at which point
creep becomes a problemn The upper boundW23 of this temperature limit appears to be
about 11500C. It is possible that glass-ceramic compositions can be found having higher
solidus temperatures

Chemical VYAM Deggition!Chbmi Vj amr lnktain

Many matrix materials such as SiC, Tic, A12 03 , and ZrO2 can be deposited from gases

or combinations of gases under specific pressures, temperatures, and compositions, that are
thermodynamically favorable. Thus, matrices can be introducedurl into porous preform
structures comprised of the reinforcement. This near-net-shape process has successfully
produced large intricate shapes. For example turbine wheels of Nicalon fibers which are
bonded by a CVJ-produced SiC matrix have been achieved.

Such deposition requires transporting the gaseous reactants and by-products into and out
of the pores. Because a continuing supply of gases is needed, fully dense structures cannot
be produced by this process. Uniform deposition within the porous structure requires
conditions under which the reaction is kinetically controlled at the deposition surface.
Otherwise the process becomes choked off at the surface. Slow, carefully controlled
processing is required. Reasonable production rates are achieved by batch processing in
which many parts are infiltrated simultaneously over a long period of time.

The deposition rate has been shown to be substantially increased by means of forced gas
flow, and temperature gradients. However, these techniques also impose limitations on
the geometries which can be processed in this way.

Drce Oxidation

This process[25 ], also known as the LanxideTm process, involves the simultaneous oxidation
of a molten metal such as aluminum, and the simultaneous wicking of the molten metal
through channels in the oxide layer. Thus, the oxidation occurs at, or on the continually
replenished gas/melt interface. Alloying additions are found to enhance the kinetics and
to modify the structure. If a porous mat of reinforcements, such as SiC fibers, is placed
on the growing surface and constrained to a given geometry, the oxidation products can
grow through the reinforcement enveloping it. Thus, this process can produce complex
shapes of controlled size.

t -
The process takes place at lower temperatres than are normally required for conventional
smtering Thus, some fibers, which might otherwise be degraded at higher sintering
temperatures, can be used in this process. This process is restricted to those metals that
show this kind of oxidative (or similar reactions with other gases such as nitrogen)
behavior. Since capillarity is needed to maintain the supply of reactant to the surface, the
resultant structures will either contain residual metal in channels, or porosity if the metal
is later drained off.
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Meltfitai

This near-net-shape process1261 for producing fully dense ceramic matrix composites is
somewhat like the glass processes described above. However, the infiltrant typically is a
single component material, having a sharp melting or decomposition temperature. The
melt should be fluid and easily crystallizable with no tendency to form residual glasses.

In reactive melt infiltration, the porous preform reacts chemically with the melt, usually
exothermally, In non-reactive infiltration no chemcal interaction occurs. The reactive
process has been used to make dense structures of siliconized SiC by infiltrating molten
Si into a porous preform consisting of SiC and carbon particulates and/or fibers. The
carbon becomes substantially converted to SiC. The non-reactive infiltration process has
been demonstrated using by infiltrating various silicates and aluminosilicates, and
refractory fluorides into porous SiC as well as aluminates into magnesium spineL

The advantages of this generic process are the shape and dimensional flexibility and
control, the expected absence or low content of glassy phases at high temperature, and the
high solidus temperatures of the infiltrant, so that the appearance of creep-enhancing
liquid phases at low temperatures is avoided. On the other hand because the infiltrants
must be heated above their melting temperatures, the processing temperatures tend to be
high compared with other processes. Thus, this process is limited by considerations of
chemical compatibility, and matching of thermal expansivities between the preform and
the infiltrants, and the sensitivity of the reinforcements to the processing temperatures.

Envro nt

High temperature structural materials will in most instances be exposed to chemically
active gas environments. In reducing environments, bulk oxides such as A12 0 3 may form
volatile species; active oxidation of non-oxides such as SIC or Si3 N4 may occur as a result
of SiO volatilization instead of the formation of SiQ• oxide films that normally slow down
the oxidation process of various silicides. When the environment is oxidizing, self
protecting oxide films form on such silicides as SiC or Si3 N4 including SiC fibers.

However, when such silicides are combined with oxide constituents in a composite, the
protective oxide barrier layer may be defeated because of interaction between the SiO 2
and the oxide constituent. This effect is attributable to an increase in the oxygen
permeability of the oxidation product. For example, in composites[271 in which SiC was
embedded in A12 0 3 or in mullite matrices, the oxidation layer thickness formed in a given
time ranged from 10 to about 50 times that of the layer on monolithic SiC. Enhanced
oxidation of SiC has also been observed when the matrices were strontium silicate or
strontium aluminum silicate. No such accelerated oxidation would occur in composites
where both the reinforcement and the matrix are both silicides that oxidize to form only
SiO2 , examples being SiC-reinforced MoSi2 or Nicalon fibers embedded in a CVI-
deposited SiC matrix. Oxidation is not an issue if both the reinforcements and the matrix

,'• are oxides.

Exposure of oxidizable fiber coatings to environmental attack can have dramatic effectsS• 7• ~on the fracture process and toughness. Such effects become prominent when the gas • .

environment has access to the interior of the composite as a result of matrix cracking.
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The above observations argue against composites in which the fibers and the matrix are
mixed oxide/non-oxide systems. Such systems would appear to require an external oxygen
baier that envelopes the entire body.

Prewo, Brennan and coworkers at the United Technology Research Center have
produmc much of the most widely used systematic information available on mechanical
and microstructural properties of CMC. Their work demonstrated that tough CMCs can
be made reproducibly, by practical processes, in a wide range of shapes, sizes, and fiber
arrangesents, and with impressive properties. Their optimized system of choice was a
modified LAS glass-cerauic reinforced with continuous unidirectional Nicalon fibers or
Nicalon fabric. Composites reinforced with layered fabric were shown to maintain a tensile
strength of about 400 MPa up to 1400°C, and apparent failure strains of about 1.1% to at
least 10000 C when tested in an inert environment. Such a large failure strain is indicative
of significant toughening. However, both the strength and failure strain were found to be
diminished when the tests were performed in air.

The LAS/Nicalon fiber system and related systems have been further studied by a number
of independent workers and have provided the most comprehensive data against which
theoretical models have been tested. In fact much effort is being directed at testing or
providing bask information regarding either elastic property models or micro-mechanical
models of toughness, matrix and fiber failure, and fiber-matrix coupling at room

Considerable information is also available on several glass matrix composites, SiC whisker
reinforced ceramics, and composites produced by CVI. CVJ-produced SiC matrix
composites reinforced by a coated, layered Nicalon fabric have been extensively studied
and made into a variety of complex shapes. These composites do not exhibit brittle
failures. Testing in a non-oxidizing environment has given [ impressive apparent notched
beam fracture toughness values in the range of 25 to 30 MPa mi/" independent of
temperature up to 1400°C. The ultimate strengths dropped off above 110O°C presumable
due to degradation of the unstable reinforcing fibers. The properties of the composite,
which was about 70% dense and which bad an open porosity of 10%, were seen to be
sensitive to the test environment. The bend strength measured in air was temperature
independent up to 11000 C, but dropped off markedly at higher temperature.
Other data have been reported from a few exiploratory studies of new composite systems,
as well as from characterizations of "practical" CMCs. These data typically are standard
property measurements, usually obtained in flexure, such as elastic moduli, ultimate
stegth, and toughness.

Although matrix cracking has been theoretically studied in considerable depthP36:-7M! for
idealized unidirectional fiber reinforced CMCs. Limited information[31 is available on the
stress at which the matrix first fails. Mechanical property data as a function of tempera-
ture are even rarer.

Thus, the data of particular interest to this paper are the first matrix cracking stress (Le,S .• .•.the stress at which matrix failure occurs, also known as the proportional limit), and .
I • : /,.mechaical properties as a function of time, and temperature. Table in is a compilation ;
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and a a function of temperature when available. Table IV sumimarizes data for laminated
prototype CMCL These iatter data show the dichotomy between idealized structure suited
for property modeling and composites based on process"n convenience.

TABLE MI Mechanical Propertie of Unidirectional Ceramic Matrix Composites

Fiber/Matrix Temp. vf E £ WOF Kl,c Ref.
OC GP& MPQ Ma Kj/m2  iWa 0i

Nicalon/LAS 25 .50 130O 290 640 -- 16 27
143* 290-370 --- --- -- 28

Nicalon/CAS .35 124 200 444 --- -- 39
SCS-6/Boro. 1 .17 120' 78 -- ----- 28
silicate glass

Nicalon/Boro. .49 120 - 1245 70 --- 30
silicate Slass

Carbon/Boro- .45 705' 360 572 --- -- 28
silicate glass

SCS-6/RBSN .30 193 227 682 --- --- 38
SCS-6/MAu~lite " .25 87+8 --- 730±50 --- --- 34
SCS-6(w iBN)/ ' .25 78±20 --- 760±100 -- -- 34
Mullite

SCS-6/Zircon 25 .25 244±6 287±28 700±56 18±4 --- 33
1160 .25 281 248 348 3.8 --
1315 .25 108 262 262 2.3 --

SCS-6(w/BN)/ 25 .25 235±26 357±43 681±36 25±5.6 --- 33
Zircon 1160 .25 228 267 368 2.7 ---

1315 .25 147 --- 315 2.9 --

go is the first matrix cracking stress
isthe ultimate strength of the composite

Rule of mixtures value
SCS-6 is CVD SiC fiber
SCS-6(w/BN) is BN-coated CVD SiC fiber
RBSN is reaction bonded Si3N4

Discsin

Aside from the paucity of property data at high temperature, the most striking
generalization evident from Tables 3 and 4 is that fracture toughness is markedly
diminished either at high temperatures per se or by the combination of exposure to an
oxidizing environment and high temperature. As discussed above, test environment has
a significart effect in the LAS/Nicalon and the SiC/Nicalon composites. It appears that

* matrix cracking allows the environment to attack the fiber coating, allowing the fiber-

OK mtrix terhad tohemt chtsto izrong. composites were done inan inert or slightly
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redcin amoshee, o tatattckof the fiber-coating olwn matrix cacking would

be suppreused or mitigated. Whereas the rirm matrix cracking stresses were only modestly
reduced with increasing temperature. the works of frature were reduced 5-fold. It is
important to note that the experimental stress-strain oirves remained continuous and did

TABLE IV Mechanical Properties of Lameilar or Cloth Reinforced Ceramic Matrix
Composites Tested in Tension

Fiber/Matrix Temp. Vf E 00 O WOF Kl,c Ref .
s pa W~S tiP K/i. 2  N~a m~I

Nicalon/CAS 25 .40 115 37.5 125.6 --- --- 29
[0/:t45/901,

Nicalon/CAS 25 .40 122.2 34.7 120.7 --- --

(0/9012s

Nicalon/CAS 25 .40 104.6 38.2 92.7 --- --

[:t45)b

Nicalon/SiC 25 --- --- 10 146 13±5 --- 35
Cloth; CVI 1000* -- -- 35±25 62 0.25 --

Nicalon/SiC 25 --- --- 12±10 127 10±1 --- 35
Cloth; CVI 1000* -- 20±8 38 0.2 --

Mullite/SiC 25 --- --- 7 43t5 0.15 --- 35
Cloth; CVI 1000* -- - 20±6 33±0 0.4 --

Nicalon/Si N 4  25 --- --- 5.5 81±t5 3.8 --- 35
Cloth; Cf1000* -- --- 15.5 21±1 0.2 --

Mullite/Si3 N4  25 --- --- 13±3 97±3 10 --- 35
Cloth; CVI 1000* -- --- 5.5 22±6 9±2.5 --

Nicalon/CAS 25 --- --- 21 200±10 28 --- 35
Cloth 1000* -- --- 10.5 73±6 1 --

Nicalon/A12 0 3  25 --- --- 14±4 236±50 26±11 --- 35
Cloth; D/O 1000* -- --- 9 116±10 5.5t4.5 --

a is the first matrix cracking stress
o0 is the ultimate strength of the composite
11eated RT to 10000C over I hr. followed

by 2 hr. hold at temperature in air.

£ *D/ means directed oxidation



not show abrupt failure. The stress-strain dependence is expected to be a complex function
of the fiber strength distribution and the fiber-matrix coupling. However, the relative
insensitivity of the matrix cracking stress to temperature suggests that none of the
parameters in Eq.1 is strongly affected by temperature. It would be surprising if the
Weibull modulus for the fiber strength (i.e.flaw distribution) were a strong reversible
function of temperature. Indeed the fibers had been previously exposed to the test
temperatures during abrication. Thus, the decrease in the work of fracture which sugests
an increase in the fiber-matrix coupling with increaing temperature is at varance with the
insensitivity of the matrix cracking stress.

"T&is discussion points the need for (1) careful data on combined high temperature and
environmental influences on the behavior or CMCs, and (2) further study of matrix failure.
The latter failure allows ingress of the environment into the composite which in turn
affects the failure of the overall composite. Comparison of the matrix failure stresses for
Nicalon/LAS, Nicalon/CAS, and the carbon/boroslicate glass composites provide some
deviations from the expectations based on Eq. 1, viz. the absolute values are about as
expected, but not the ranking of the relative values. Thus, further critical examination of
the matrix cracking phenomena is recommended.

The cloth laminate composites showed up to a 50-fold decrease in fracture energ when
tested at high temperature in air after a two to three hour holding at temperature.
However, in one case there was nearly no reduction. Because of the complex fiber
geometry and the complications arising from oxidation effects, these results are difficult
to reconcile quantitatively with theoretical models. However, the data point out that room
temperature toughness does not automatically translate into toughness at high temperature.

Understanding and predicting matrix cracking and the processes affecting high temperature
failure are extremely important. These issues will determine the realizable advantages of
CMCs versus the competing materials. The potential of CMCs as a new generation of high
temperature structural materials is not commensurate with the emphasis given to the
relevant properties that are likely to determine the outcome of that competition. Whereas
"graceful failure" and the reserve provided by the ultimate strength is important, it must
be the integrity of the matrix, the crack-arresting capability and the environmental
resistance all at high temperature that must be the primary concerns.

In ductile metals plastic deformation at the tip of an initially atomically sharp crack would
in effect decrease the stress intensity factor at the crack tip, and may require an increase
in the applied stress as the crack extends until a steady state tip geometry is attained. The
analog in a composite is R curve behavior in which crack bridging increases as the crack
advances, decreasing the stress intensity factor at the crack tip and energy is dissipated
by fiber pullout. This increase in toughness with crack extension offers the nearest
behavior to ducility. Modeling and predicting this R curve behavior is difficult. However,
this phenomenon is recommended for special attention as it appears capable of leading to
useful toughening capable of inhibiting matrix failure.

•. ~~Conclusions and Smr

Assuming that the greatest advantage that CMCs offer is in the area of high temperature
structural materials, it follows that they must ultimately compete with state-of-art
superalloys with respect to (1) upper use temperature, (2) structural reliability, (3)
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environmental resistance, (4) forming capability, and (5) cosL

These considerations are interonnetd Use temperature cnsiderations Wugest 1 00WC
as a lower bound. Thin temperature nay be imposed by phase equilibrium considerations,
the availability of satisfactory fibers, and other factors relating to (2). (3). and (4).

Stuctr reliability entails matri integrity, damage tolerance, as well as other properties
such as creep an fatigue resisance, which ie beyond the scope of this paper. Clearly the
onset of matrix cracking must define the structural use limit of the composite. The energy
consumed in "graceful failure" is of secondary interest to the use as a structural material.

As already discussed, combining oxidation resistant non-oxide constituents with oxide
comnstiems may result in impaired environmental resistance to oxidation. Other consider-
ations such as vulnerability to the ingress of environmental gases into open porosity and
matrix cracks should influence the choice of constituents and the fabrication process.

Each of the processes for making CMCs has advantages and disadvantages and are better
suited to some systems rather than others. If the focus is indeed to be on high
temperature systems then some processes will be weeded out. Cost considerations will
weed out others and may impose compromises with performance. There is great
advantage to the capability of making a wide range of shapes, with specified fiber
architectumes, and with minimal subsequent finishing. At least four processes meet these
requirements: glass-ceramics, melt infiltration, CVI and directed oxidation. The first two
result in fully dense materials. However, the importance of a fully dense structure has not
been clearly established.
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ABSTRACT

Frequently, mamtials development programs attempt to optimize new materials
based on alloy composition variations alone. The effect of the alloying
additions on the microstructure and properties on the resulting materials is used
to direct the alloy development. However, the role of processing is often
overlooked. This paper will examine a variety of processing techniques,
including powder metallurgy, casting, wrought processing and several
hybrid/advanced techniques. The effect that these processing techniques have
on the resulting microstructures and properties of superalloys, intermetallics and
composites will be discussed. Whenever possible, the experimental variables
will be limited to processing technique, alloy content or materials-type, in order
to focus on the effect of processing on the microstructure and properties of
advanced materials. The critical issues, limitations and advantages of each of
these processing routes for advanced materials will also be discussed.
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The need for lightweight materials which can withstand higher temperatures, more
aggressive environments and longer lifetimes than current Ni-bw superalloys is

c Programs initiated by DOD (ntgated High Performac Turbine Engine
Technology - IHI1, NASA (High Tempeature Engine Materials Program - HIEMP),W
and NASP have been used to identify and develop lightweight, high temperature materials.
The majority of these effM, have been focused on identifying caddt alloys, fe

intermetallic alloys, with properties that may be useful for high temperature applications.
However, these programs have frequently stuessed the effects of compositional variations,
and alloying additions without examining the effect of processing. This paper will
highlight the effect of processing of advanced materials, and will focus on monolithic and
composite forms of NiMAl and TiAL

MONOLITHIC ALUMINIDES

NLAI-Based Alloys
Once the ductilization of polycrystafline NWhAl by boron was identified by Aoki and

Izumi[l], and verified by Liu, et al [2,4] and Huang, et al [5,6], considerable effort was
concentrated on alloy design. Although boron-doped NiAl alloys exhibit good ductility at
room temperature, elevated temnperature testing indicated that the ductility at high
temperature is sensitive to the test environment [7,8]. Additions of approximately 8 at%
chromium significantly reduced this dynamic environmental emnrittlement. Alloying
additions of 0.2 - at% Zr or Hf and/or 1-3 at% Mo are typically added to NiAI +Cr +
B alloys for increased elevated temperature strength and creep resistan [9]. Table 1
presents typical compositions for several NiAl-based alloys developed by ORNL [10].
Some of these compositions have been opirmized for a specific processing route. For
example, IC-396M has been optimized for casting applications, such as diesel turbocharger
impeller [11].

TAB.LE.I
COMPOSITION (WMrr) OF ORNL DEVELOPED Ni3A1-BASED ALLOYS

Alloy Ni Al Cr Zr Mo B

IC- 50 BAL 11.3 0.6 -- 0.02

IC-218 BAL 8.5 7.8 0.8 - 0.02

LIC-218LZr BAL 8.7 8.1 0.2 -- 0.02

IC-221 BAL 8.5 7.8 1.7 - 0.02

IC-396M BAL 7.98 7.74 1.7 1.43 0.008

ORNL has performed extensive studies on the fabricability of and the effect of
processing on the properties of Ni&Al-based alloys [10,12-14]. The work, which is

i summrizedbelow, has primarily focused on alloys IC-50, IC-218, IC-218LZr and IC-221
(Table I). Small laboratory heats of Nid-based alloys can readily be cold rolled to
shem However, larger ingots are coarse gained and exhibit severe casting segregation.

Tale). elohso ,l'CCd138
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Hot working ingot material requires carm due to the low ductility at temperatures above
approximately 9006C Hot compression tests on IC-218LZr and IC-218 in the temperature
range 1050 0C-12000C indicated that the low Zr alloy exhibited superior fabricability [13].
Currently, ingot breakdown is being performed by rotary forging and extrusion to minimize
tensile strains. Once the cast structure has been reduced, the alloys can readily be cold or
hot rolled. Fine grained L 101pm gram size) ingot metallurgy processed IC-218 was
reported to exhibit superplasticity at temperatures in excess of 950*C (10]. Powder
metallurgy processed (extrusion consolidated -1100*C14:1) IC-218 has also exhibited
superplasticity; however, this was at temperatures as low as 800C [15]. This increase in
the regime for superplasticity in powder metallurgy materials has been observed in other
materials [16, 17] and is often attributed to the finer grain size, improved grain size
control, and superior homogeneity of the powder metallurgy product.

Processing, in addition to affecting fabricability, also has a significant impact on the
microstructure and properties of the material. Sikka and Loria [13] reported the effect of
processing on the tensile and creep properties of IC-218 and IC-221 Ni1Al-based alloys
(Figure 1). The wrought alloys (extruded and cold rolled) and the powder metallurgy
alloys (HIP + isothermal forge, CAP + extrude and rapid omni directional compacted)
materials all exhibited grain sizes ranging from 9-21pro. A 727pm grain size was observed
in the cast alloy. The coarse grained cast alloy exhibited the lowest strength and ductility
at low test temperatures (< 7000 C). At higher test temperatures, the cast alloy possessed a
higher strength than the wrought and P/M alloys; however, the ductility was approximately
equal to that of the P/M and JIM materials. Interestingly, it appears that the cast alloy
exhibited an anomalous yield peak at a temperature approximately 200°C higher than the
wrought and P/MA products. Since no compositional variations in these alloys were

evaluated, this difference in yield stength peak may be due to Hall-Petch strengthening at
low temperatures in the much finer grained wrought and P/M alloys. Creep testing
indicated that the cast alloy had significantly higher creep resistance than the JIM-wrought
and P/M alloys (Figure 2). Although the P/M product might be expected to have lower
Sthe creep resistance of the materials appeared to be more a function of
grain size than processing. Ile P/M alloys also exhibited better creep rupture elongations
and reductions in area, which could be utilized for improved fabricability and possibly
superplastic forming.

CAST A•D NOT sEXTRUDED
ILPOWDIER ISOTHERM•AL. DISK

750 * POWDERE RO F SKS• POWDER EXTRU ODEi0| Z CAST TUBEi N40LLOW

STRAIN RAT 7 .; S 0 ".0
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*CAST AND NOT EXTRUDEDO
S :CAST AND COLD POLLED .HE,
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FIGURE - Tensile Properties Comparison for IC-218 Alloys Processed by Six
Different Processes. All Tests Were Conducted at a Strain Rate of
0.05/min. [13] .
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Mie hih-cycl faiue proprioes ofs powde metalurgy prcese +B n

Ni,)U(I~n) +B allos wer determined at6 romteprtuead 00 [811Bt
alloys~ ~ ~ ~~~v~C~bK (Fiur 3)a~ weeeautdi h sRP(1000Ua/4r) R?+ xrue

FIGruRed 2-oy Laatrso-ibuter totarame rerPoofinemept RhpmorenPropatien ofd eiC-218i o

any esda pooigh-cyclexftruig on proetessofgpowder metalorg processedg on th Besl and

ftgeproperties of IC-218 and IC-221 was determined at room temperature and 6000C
[20211 1Upowder metallurgy processed alloy exhibited higher ductility and lower
stregth haningot metallurgy processed material. The fatigue resistance of the ingot

mealryalloys also appeared to be dependent on melting technique. An ESR-melted,
extude aloypossessed greater fatigue resistance than a VIM and extruded material.

25C. AIR. 20 NZ 140

&W0 24% AL. as-HIP .120
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FIGURE 3 - ig Cycle Fatigue Behavior of Ni3AI + B and Ki3(AIMn) + B Alloys atI Room Temperature [181.

A more recent powder metallurgy processing route employed for producing
intermetallic compounds is self-heated high-temrperature synthesis (SHS), often called
reactive or exothermic processing. Unlike the previously discussed powder metallurgy
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Sm Fie-r which udbied pr-aloe -o , 511 -rcssn udline elemna -odes
In compasrion with pro-aloyed po~wdems eactvely sinseved and reactvel HJPed NIAI +
B alloys (221 exhibited higher strngth but Aslficanly low ductility. The lower
ductility of die reactiey proceudt meatrial was asmmtibed to the inhomogencites (pots
and second phase) pr-esent In the minicrasrcture Cr3bl 2). Aldhoug boron-doped NIAI
alloys ha ve been reactively procesed, they would also be expected to exhibit the elevated

meftalurgy processed maledal. To dao:, no Or alloyed NIAl-based alloys have been
processed by reactive processing. Since Or ks a necesury, alloying additiona to produce a
structural alloy, alloys without Or Kd ofttle commeamial inswast for elevated tenuperalure

TENKE ROP TMSOFRSACTIVE sflMIU D AND PRE-ALLOYED
POWER WTrAJLUROY NIAI + B ALLOYS

ptuceasng Y.S. U7S Elong. Rdencaxe

Reactive 353 MP& 687 MiP& 12% [221
Sinter ____________ _____________

RHIP 494MPa 677lih 2% [221

HIP Fie- 303MPa 1345MPa 34% [181
Alloyed _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

HIP +Ext 4l4MPa 15l7MPa 34% [181

TIW-Based Alloys
In 1956, McAndrw and Kessler identified the potential of ~tIW based alloys for

elevated temperature structural applications [23]. However, limited. low temperature
ductility (700CQ and fabriability concerns of y-7WA alloys limited, development efforts
[24]. More recently, critical microstructural effets on mechanical properties have been
identified in wrought binary alloys [25,26 which increased the room temperature ductility
from essentially 0% tensile elongation to nearly 3%. However, the role of processing on
the propertie of binary alloys has not been eammined. Ternary additions of Cr, Mn and V
to hypo-stoichiometric alloys further increased low temperatur ductility to approximately
3-4% elongation [27-29].

Although powder metallurgy methods were inititally used to fabricat materials [31,
32], the powders were stoichiometric and contained excessive impurites More recent
studies have almost exclusively examined cast and wrought materals. Several alloys have
been developed and reported in the literature; howeve, the TI-48A1-MN-2Cr at% alloy has
received the most attention [33,34]. Microstructural evolution and mechanical properties in
wrought alloys have been thoroughly summarized in a series of review articles (28,35-38].
However. only recently has the effect of processing on the properties of TIM-basied alloys
been explored. Due to hbicblty concerns with cast alloys [39,40], powder metallurgy
processig has been identified as a potental, method to improve woriability. Powder
metaellurgy processing may also result in an alloy with improved properies due to
incrased homogeneity and refined microstructures. Concerns about compositional and
impurity control and cost have limited the evaluation of powder metallurgy processing
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routes. However, improved melting techniques have reduced impurity contents and
Increased reproducibility 7Ue plasma rowaing electrode process (PREP) has been an
establishted method to make pro-alloyed 11-based powders. Recently, though. gas
atomnization techniques have been developed 141.42] and the development of reactive
sintering has increased the interest in powder metalurgy processing.

A comnparison of 11t48Al-2Ib-b2C alloys processed byr ingot Metallurgy and Powder
metallurgy techniques indicated that processing has a significant, effect on the properties
evaluated (43,441. PREP and gas atomization techniques were evaluated and compared
with the properties of investment cast and wrought alloys [43]. The powder processed
alloys, and in particular the gas atomized material, exhibited superior tensile properties in
the temperature range 250ý-1000 0C (Figure 4). In addition, the fabricability (Figure 5) of
the HIP consolidated powder processed Ti-48-2Nb-2Cr alloys was superior to the
homogenized ingot metallurgy alloys [45]. Earlier studies of powder metallurgy processed
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FIGURE 4 - The Effect of Temnperatuare on the Yield Strenth and Ductility of Ti-48A1-
2Nb-2Cr Alloys [43]. IWI Alloys -- TA-5A. TA-SD3-Wrought, and TA-40B1-
Investment CasL P/IM Alloys - TA-11A-Gas Atomized + HIP, TA-16A,
PREP + HIP and TA-43A-Gas Atomized + Extrude
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However, these HIP cycles have not necessarily been optimized for mechanical properties.
The effects of HIP temperature and pressure on the tensile properties of a gas atomized 71-
48A1-2Nb-2Cr alloy was examined [45]. Although full density was achieved at all HIP
conditions, material consolidated with WI temperatures near the eutectoid temperature
(-I 1250Q) in the -, +y yphase field (10900C) and in the -+ y phase field (I 1400C)
exhibited low ductility at room temperature (Figure 6). In addition, evidence of prior
particle boundary failure was observed on the fracture surface. HIP temperatures in the
+ y phase field (1230rC and 1300rC), exhibited the highest ductilities in the temperature
range 25" - 1000*C. A variant on the gas atomnization technique is to spray deposit Ti-
based alloys [48]. However, additional work is required to optiiz the system to
minimize impurity pick-up.
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Althioughi reactive procesing to produce IAl-aend alloys has recenty attractd
much &atmunto [49-511. schaful [52] produced a bbwy alloy from elemental2 podwdeI.
Hoever, the alloys Iu xoid fr Ihom deenmial powder typically ehitprpoerties infonior
to pro-aloyed powder and lngot nmealmugy pirocessing ted~mps MWe rectively
processed mautrials typicaly hav sigalicusat oxygen cuntaets, frequvently greawe ftan 1%,

Iand exhibit low wtength and ductility. Tie poor properties of reactively uintmed matlerials
also may be due to ndcisrouctwral ihmgeute resulting from the slow diffusion rotse
of Al in [49].

rocessing has been shiown to hav a significant dect on mecianical. propertme on
laboratory scale hestL However, processing nay hav a greater effect on fabiabiibty,
particularly for wsea-up from laboratory &devlpmen to production. Oaenutt and Sbih

reorI on wough processing and scale-up of ingot metalluzargyI4WA-2Nb,-2Cr alloys
[53]. Jsodwmai forging of small lboratoy sinoles (M70 dia. x 50 mun) was
acc V ll e without difficulty at 1175"CA.1I niln' on a 1.8 MN press. However,

isodherutal forging of larg ingots (190 mmn dia. x 114-229 an) at 106&-l11490CA)1 usizf'
was signficanty morm difficul The large forging , requied force approachin the 71.2
MN limits of the press. In addition, the forged uamieral did not respond to recrystallization
heat treatments in all came and exhbitded edge cracking.

In orer to iniprove high temperature strengt and creep resistance, efforts aebeing
mde& to utilize NiAI-baaed alloys as matrices in composites. Both diacontinuous and
continuous r1ifocemnt hav been examined and a variety of approaches have been used
to fabricate NIA!-bused composites. Consolidaton of pre-alloyed powders with particulate
reinforcement has beow used extensively to fabricate intemetallic matrix composites. An
IC-221 matrix was observed to react extensivey with T1iB2 whereas AI, did not react
with the matri but exhibied limited matrix bonding [54,551. TIC reinforcement exhibited
Only liit d paticantrix mintrction, andý compared with similarly processed matrix
samples, exhiibited a significant increase in strength in the temperature range 25-1 100*C
However, thec 25 vol% IICJIC-221 composite exhibited only limited ductility up to 1000*C.
Additional. testing indicated that the modulus of the composite was greater tha the matrix
at all teat temperatures and greater than NI-bine auperalloys up to approximately 800C.
Hot extrusions of pre-siloy powders of a modified IC-221 alloy, IC-396M. with 10% vol.
additions of several candiidate reinforements were examined. [56]. The ceramiic
reinforcements examined included 1114, NbC, HfO2 and Hf N. The HE N essentially
dissolved into the IC-396MA matrix which resute in a significant increase in strength due
to solid solution strengthiening of Hf in IC-396K~ No reif'=orm nt/mtrix inter-reaction
was observed in the composites fabricated with TIN, NbC and HfO2. However, no
significant strengthening was observed in any of these composites either.

Conmbining pre-alloyed powders with A1603 fibers has been used to fabricate: the
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21V/AlI0 3 interface. In comparison with the matrix, no increase in yield strength was
observed in the composite. However, the composite exhibited a significant decrease in
ductility and ultimate tensile strength. An IC-221/A160, composite also exhibited excellent
compatibility, and an increase in strength and creep resistance was observed at all test
temperatures in the composite (Figure 7). Similar to the IC-218/AlO3 and IC-15/Al203
composites, the ductility of the IC-221/AJ60 3 composites exhibited reduced ductility,
compared with the matrix.
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FIGURE 7N - The Effect of Temperature on the Specific Yield Strength and Ductility of
an IC-221 Matrix Alloy and an A120t Reinforced IC-221 Composite [59].

Vacuum hot pressing of IC-218 pro-alloyed powder with SCS-6 and Sipgm SiC
f ibers produced samples for compatibility testing [61]. Both tpsof SiC tps fiber reacted
extensively with the matrix. The Ni was observed to be the dominant diffusing species to
form Ni-skicides. The interfacial reaction formed during consolidation and continued to
grow during compatibility heat treatment studies. 7e authors concluded that diffusion
barrier coatings would be required to develop Ni3A)/SiC composites.

in stead of using pre-alloyed powders, reactive sintering of elemental powders
combined with the ceramic reinforcement has also been used to produce the composite.
Unlike the pre-alloyed powder matrices, the reactively sintered composites are almost
exclusively fabricated with boron-doped binary NotAe . Although the pre-alloyed powder
metallurgy processing typically requires 1000 0-13000C for consolidation, reactive HoPing or
sintering can be performed at 8000C. However, the actual temperature at the reaction front
can approach 15otC. Tierefore, the compatibility of the matrix and reinforcement must
consider the temperature and duration of the temperature rise. For this reason, SiC
reinforcement must be coated with Y203 to protect the SiC from the molten Ni-Al solution
[62]. Only minimal strengthening was observed in the composite due to the low volume
fraction of die reinforcement. The fiber volume content, however, must be increased in
order to obtain desirable strengthening effects from the reinforcements.

Pressure casting or melt infiltration has also been used to fabricate continuous A120 3
fiber reinforced Ni3A! composite. The process requires melt temperatures in the range
1400°-1700°C and 2.TMPa of argon pressure [631. The key issue to melt infiltration is
wetting of the fiber by the molten metal. Small additions (1-2 wt%) of Ti or Y can be
added to the melt to facilitate melt infiltration [64]. No significant reaction was observed
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to occur between the PRD-166 AI30 fiber and the NAI-beoed matri. Meaured modulus
vain. of the cnomposie we dose to thes mule-of-mixtures predictions along the fiber
directions. Modulus measurmnts p -.P i ndiu to the fibers wer significantly below die
predictloos. The ensile sauengtrs and dwtmcdl was uignificantly lowe than the matrix
alloy at romkniperatue and 100IC. Additional work is required to achieve a composite

¶with usWengnern - op lps

A signfiantmount of work has been performed on continuous fiber SiC
reinforced a'-1IAI-baed [654681 and orthorhomnbic 0f12AlM)-bssed [69-71] allos 7WM
based alloys, which pIn superior oxidation resistance and lower density, offer
potentially highe use oenpeatntms. Compatibility studies of potential 1L'flW matrices with
candidate reinforcements hav ofhe used proaloyed powders of the matrix alloys,
consolidated around the reinforcement by HKP or hot ptocessing. Saphikon (A15W fibe=
combined with p*4-aloyed powders with compositions TI-4WA1-Ta(RR), Ti-"81
3V(RSR)w and1-5OAI-2NM-.3Ta(PRE) and consolidated the fiber by HIP [72]. The
RMR alloys contained excessive oxygen and carbon levels and were two-phase .cqIy allwoy.
Much low ierstitial contents were present in the PREP alloys and fth TI-50A1-2Wb
0.3T& material is nearly a single phase *f-atloy. In all cawses very little wmaWhA10 3
reaction was observed. However, better matrixA4%0 stability was observed in die single
phase alloy. Extensive reaction between pre-alloyed TMW5Nb(RS) powder and SiC(SCS-
6) fiber consolidated by HIP [73], was observed. After consolidation, the interfacial
reaction continued during subsequent heat treatment. Application of a TI1 2 coating to a
SiC(SCS-6) fier prevented interaction with pre-ailoyed ri-47A1-2Ta powders during and
after HIP consolidation [74]. A MiC coating on the SiC fiber, however, did not prevent
matrix/fiber interaction. Althiough compatibl matrli/fiber combinations have been
identified, very few mechanical property data have been reported.

Ductile phase toughening of the low ductliy ?-1IAl matrix has also been examined
using powder metallurgy processing. Pro-alloyed powders of a single phase TI-50.5A1(at%)
alloy were combined with various volume fractions of 7INb powder, consolidated by hot
pressing and then forged to a pancake r75]. The fracture toughness of the composite (40
MPa/m) was significantly higher than the monolithic alloy (8MPa4m). However the
fatigue crack growth rafte and the faiguew crack threshold of tie composite was inferior to
the monolithic alloy. It should also be noted that, single phase y-TIAI alloys have been
reported to exhibit lower toughness and fatigue resstance than two-phase alloys [28]. In
particular, near lamellar and fully transformed two-phase alloys exhibit toughness

4 ~properties AUImia to the ductile phase toughened composite and fatigue resistance superior
to the comnposite (rubl 3). In addition, the long termn thermal stability of the composite
has not been established and may restrict the use temperature; and/or lifetime.

Precipitation of second phase particles in a master alloy (XD processing) or during
solidification of an ingot has been examined in several I.TiA alloys. TiIM-based alloys
with MRB2, CrINb)D2 and 1IN particles (or TI3AIN have been processed by XD techniques

[671. hecomnposiles anprocessed by ino ealurg echniqes; and am teted in the

imrvdcreep resistance, but the tensile ductility of the composites issignificantly
t reduced. In addition, no improvements in frwactre toughness were observed. Attempts to

us pwder metallurgy processing (PRE atomization followed by HIP) to refine the
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ROOM MRATURB FIRACTURE WM MESS OF MONOEXTHIC AND DUCTILE
PHASE RlNiPORCD TIAi-BASED ALLOY

Room Tmo ze r Fractmre

Afty Toughness (MRa4) Referece

TI-50AI 8 [75]

Ti-50AI + 20vol% T•Nb 40 (75]

i-4M (Duplex) 10-2D [371

1T.48A (.mnielar) 20-35 [37]

microstructure were successful 79]. Howeer. improvem ent in the mechanical properties
was observed and preparation of dhe PREP electrode was difficult and very costly.
Precipitaion of second phase particles during solidification of 741A based alloys has also
been evaluated [80]. Additions of B, and Ta and B to a T1-48AI alloy resulted in the
formation of IiB2 and (Ta.TI)B, respectively. Although the creep resistance of the TA +
Ta + B composite was superior to the monolithic AI alloy and the IAJITB composite,
the major stegthening contribution arises from solute (Ta) hardening of the meai

SUMMARY

Processing has been shown to have a significant effect on the microtructure and
properties of N3AI and TIA-based alloys and compostes. In these matials,
microstructural refinement and homogenition result in mproved properties and
fabricability. Both NMAI and TAI-based matials exhibit severe solidification segregation
during ingot casting. Since laboratory scale development is often performed on small heats
of material, the difficulties associated with segregation may not be manifest during the
development stage. However, once scale-up from laboratory to production is initiated, the
scale of segregation and the resulting problems may increase. As seen by the experience in
the scale-up of Ni'AI [13] and TIAI-based [53] alloys, these problems can be difficult to
overcome without examining alternate production routes. In addition, alloy and process
development and optimization without considering alternate routes for scale-up can be
misleading. The uiroved fabricability of powder metallurgy processing may be the most
importan t aspec particularly when scale-up of a new maMpoe is limited by
equipment capacity (e.g., forging) In addition, powder metalbugy, at this time, appears to
be the optimum method to fabricate TAI and NIAl composites. Until foil processing of
these materials is fuer cmealized, powder metallurgy processing that limits
gmatix/reinfMocement exposure to solid-solid interactions will be the optimum route. Melt

infiltration and reactive processing allow liquid metal to react with the reinfomcemnet,
which can often be catastrophic. The major limitations of powder processing are fiber
fracture during consolidation, availability of matrix powders, purity of starting materials,' .. and contaminmaion during prcesig

The advantages of powder metallurgy processing over ingot metallurgy processing for
difficult to work and segregation prone materials, s well documented. High strength W•-
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base superalloys for anr~aft gas turine disk applications ane almost exclusively processed
by powder meteallrgy routes. Te pode mulallarzy processing unprove falxicability
and ecacaprptisin comnparison with ingot ietallurgy Pxnsiam= For example.
RENA".,when p rocesse d by powder metallurgy techniques (Cxtrud + fbrge and HMP,
exhibits rdined tucomamand increasd emis& Properties [811 and fatigue resistance
182]. Snnilar considerations for the developemmt of NiAI and r~l-base materials should
be made. Examination of a singl coiqiositiosi or a single processing route can not fully
evaluat dhe pow"ta of thes and other advanced materials.

This waik was perfomed at Knolls Atomic Power L.aboratory, operated for the U.S.
Dearm-n of Energy by die Geneaul Electric Company undt Contact No. DB-AC12-
76iN00052.
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The Application of Combustion Synthesis in The Production of

Titanium-Based Ceramic and Ceramic-Metal Composites

H.J. Feng, K.R. Hunter, and J.J. Moore

Colorado Center for Advanced Ceramics
Department of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering

Golden, CO 80401

Abstract

This paper discusses the application of combustion synthesis in the production of dense,
near net shape ceramic and ceramic-metal composites that could be used as high
temperature structural materials. The current research program using this approach is
described together with the existing data for the combustion synthesis of TiC-AI203 -AI and
TiC-AI20 3-Ti ceramic-metal composites from a TiO 2-C-AI exothermic reaction mix. This
novel combustion synthesis approach utilizes an in-situ liquid metal infiltration together
with a simultaneous hot pressing technique. The reaction stoichiometry generates a
specific amount of liquid metal, ie. Al or Ti, which simultaneously infiltrates the pores of
the TiC-A12O3 ceramic matrix generated by the same combustion synthesis reaction. The
effect of reaction parameters, eg. stoichiometry, green density, combustion mode, and hot
pressing on the control of the synthesis reaction, product morphology and density is
discussed, together with the major critical issues associated with using this novel approach
to produce dense, near net shape ceramic-metal composite components.

Critical Issues in the Developnem of I ligh Temperature Structural Materials
Edited by N.S. Stoloff. DJ. Duquette and ARF Gianiei

The Minerals, Metals & Materials Society, 1993
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Introductio

Ceramic composites offer the greatest potential for applications at the highest service
temperatures. However, susceptibility to brittleness created from nanoscale flaws

seriously limits the current application of these materials. Incorporating a ductile metal
network in ceramic composite materials offers considerable potential for the application
of these ceramic-metal composites as structural materials. However, several critical issues
in the synthesis and processing of these composite materials need to be resolved.
The application of a novel combustion synthesis technique for the economical production
of these ceramic-metal composites is described in this paper. One of the major limitations
of combustion synthesis or self propagating high temperature synthesis, SHS, is that
relatively high levels of porosity, eg. 50%, remain in the product (1]. Figure 1 provides
a schematic representation of the SHS reaction in which Tig is the ignition temperature
and Tc is the combustion temperature. Under adiabatic conditions Tc will be the
adiabatic temperature, Tad, and using the Kirchoff equation:

ie. TUrS Tad

AH(Tad) = AH(To) + j Cpdt ± AH(trans) + I Cpdt = o

where To is the initial or starting temperature, eg., 298K, Ttrans is the transition point of
a reactant (-AH) or a product (+AH) and AH(trans) is the corresponding heat of
transformation.

The propagating mode of combustion synthesis occurs when the exothermic reaction
mixture is ignited locally and the heat generated is sufficient to propagate the reaction
through the samples in 1 to 2 seconds. The simultaneous combustion mode is much
faster and occurs when the whole of the reactant mixture is ignited at the same time, eg.
placing it in a furnace above the ignition temperature of the SHS reaction.

Experimental Reaction Systems

Several model composite systems have been investigated in which an excess amount of
Al is used both as a reductant in the reaction and as the metal component of the ceramic-
metal composite [2-61 one example is given below:

3TiO, + 3C + (4 +x)AI - 3TiC + 2A1 203 + xAl (1)
where x was varied between 0 to 9 [2].

The excess amount of liquid Al is allowed to simultaneously infiltrate the pores in the
ceramic composite, and hence improve the relative density. A variation of reaction (1)
is given in reaction (2) in which the Al is used to reduce TiO 2 and generate an excess
amount of Ti [6].

ie. (3 + x)TiO 2 + 3C + (4 + 4/3x)AI - 3TiC + (2 + 2/3x)AI205 + xTi (2)

This ceramic-metal composite (TiC-A 203-Ti) will, therefore, provide a potential for
increased operating temperatures.
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This novel approach, ie. SHS + in-situ
liquid metal infiltration, has resulted in an
increase in density of the composite from

f45% theoretical to approximately 75%
theoretical [2] in reaction (1). The

enthalpy (H)-temperature M plots for
these two reaction systems are given in
Figure 2 in which Xr and Xp refer to therespective reactant and product H-T plots
associated with the corresponding excess
amount of Al or Ti, eg. Xr - 3, Xp - 3
refers to 3 moles of excess Al or Ti. Also

TM indicated on these diagrams and in Table
Figure 1. Schematic representation of the I are the corresponding melting and
combustion synthesis reaction, boiling points of reactants and products.

It is apparent from Figure 2 that
conducting these combustion synthesis reactions under adiabatic conditions with a Tig of
1000°C and a stoichiometry of x - 0 will exceed the melting points of Al, TiO 2, A120 3,
Ti and the boiling point of Al. These phase changes will affect the stability of the
combustion front [7]. However, most SHS reactions are conducted under non-adiabatic
conditions since heat is lost to the surroundings from the reactant pellet,
ie. Tc<Tad. as indicated in Figure 2. Increasing x decreases Tad for both reaction
systems. However, unlike reaction (1), reaction (2) becomes more exothermic as the
amount of excess Ti (xTi) increases [Figure 2(b)].

[a] [b]
4000 .. ,

TIC "pt

MAlI mp 190000

0 Ala% Tranef. iPr

-2000 XpNO

-4000 L c MID 1 2i 0 0 000 40M
0 1090 2000 300 4000 Teapematre (K)

Temperature (K)

Figure 2. Enthalpy-temperature plots for reactants (Xr) and products (Xp) for [a] reaction
(1) and [b] reaction (2) for various values of excess Al or Ti, ie., Xr - 9, Xp - 9 refers to
an excess of 9 moles of Al or Ti in the reaction stoichiometry. Note that the heat of
reaction for reaction (2) becomes more exothermic as xTi increases.

Experimental Procedure

The reactant powders (Table I) were thoroughly mixed using porcelain ball milling and
pressed to various green densities, with varying values of x, into cylindrical compacts of
0.5 inches (1 2.7mm) in diameter and 1 inch (25.4mm) in length. These pellets were dried
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for 1 hour at 120*C and ignited in either the propagating or simultaneous combustion
modes using either a heated flat tungsten coil or a basket tungsten coil respectively in an
argon [Figure 3]. The Tig was determined using a Pt-Pt/1 O%Rh thermocouple and Tc was
determined using an Ircon Mirage two wavelength infrared pyrometer. A video camera
was used in the propagating mode experiments to record the stability and rate of the
combustion wave.

Table 1. Physical Properties of reactants and Products in Reactions (1)-(2)

Material TiO 2  C Al TiC A120 3  Ti

MprC 1830 660 3140 2050 1660
BptC 3000 2467 4820 2980 3287

SG . 4.26 2.25 2.70 4.93 3.97 4.54

size -44) -44 -44
w~eiicLrvity-- - -

The ceramic-metal composites produced were examined using optical and scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) interfaced with an energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) facility
and also by x-ray diffraction (XRD). The density of the products was determined 'sing an
immersion in water technique.

[a) [b]

Figure 3. [a] coil configurations for propagating and [b] simultaneous combustion modes.

Results and Discussion

The ceramic-metal product densities increased with excess Al or Ti, eg. from 45% to 75%
dense with x - 9 for reaction (1), while, in general, both Tig and Tc decreased with
increase in xAl or xTi [2,61. The effects of green density and excess Al on the stability of
the combustion reaction conducted in the propagating mode were evaluated from
examination of the slow motion video camera recording. A stable combustion front was
one in which a steady state rate of propagation was observed. A semi-stable combustion
front was one which oscillated, ie. the front slowed down, almost extinguished and
subsequently increased. An unstable wave propagation was defined as that which
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quenched out at some position along the pellet. Using these definitions, combustion
synthesis stability diagrams were constructed for reactions (1) and (2) and are given in

Figures 4(a) and (b) respectively. In general, increasing excess Al and green density for

[a] [b]
0.8 " __________70 ._,__,_-" _, _

UNSTABLE

65

=.0.7
Z' - Stable Send-Stable (u19raWica emcinoiiq
1 60

* ~~SEMI-STABLE .

;0.8
* U ~55 6 C

STABLE

0.5 So ,
0 2 4 8 Io 0 0 20 30 40 so

Excess Al (mole) [ece 1I (moIe)
Figure 4. Combustion synthesis stability diagrams for [a] reaction (1) and [b] reaction (2)

reaction (1) resulted in decreased stability of the combustion front aid eventually
quenching out. This is the result of increased heat losses from the SHS reaction on
account of increased thermal conductivity (increased green density) of the reactants ahead
of the reaction front and latent heat of fusion (increased excess Al). Although no unstable
fronts were observed in reaction (5), the combustion front became semi-stable on
increasing xTi greater than 5. For values of x>5 severe cracking was observed to occur
ahead of the combustion front [Figure 5]
which was also coincidental with the
onset of semi-stable propagation.

Samples from reaction (2) were also
produced by the simultaneous combustion
mode. No cracking ahead of the front was
observed. This is most likely a result of
the lower thermal gradients that are
present under this mode of ignition
compared with the propagating mode.
The increasing exothermicity of reaction
(2) with increasing xTi [Figure 2] has aided
in maintaining a semi-stable wave even up
to xTi - 50. Figure 5. Observed cracking ahead of

combustion front on reaction (2) for x > 5.

XRD analysis of the products identified the
expected product phases as TiC, A120 3, and Al or Ti only. Typical product microstructures
produced by both modes of combustion are given in Figure 6. The composite produced
by the simultaneous combustion mode for reaction (2) exhibited less porosity than the
propagating mode.

Although there is a considerable increase in density achieved by this SHS + in-situ liquid
metal infiltration approach, maximum density and near net shape processing can be better
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[a] [b)

[c] Figure 6. SEM photomicrographs of
(a] fracture surface of composite 3TiC-
2Al2O3-4AI (x - 4) indicating large
areas of Al,0 3 and fine TiC particles
surrounded by a network of Al.

bifracture surface of composite 3TiC-
1 0A1203-1 STi (x - 15) indicating the
flow of liquid Ti between the TiC-A120,
matrix,
(c] photomicrograph of composite 3TiC-
33A1203-5OTi produced by simultaneous
combustion mode.

* achieved by coupling this technique with simultaneous hot pressing. Applying a
compressive load, simultaneously as the exothermic reaction is initiated has resulted in
fully dense ceramic-metal composites of 3TiC-2A1203-9A1, ie. x - 9 [Figure 7] and
achieved compressive strengths of 1.lx to WO psi (758.4 MPa) [Figure 8]. The excellent

* j distribution of a fine Al network between the fine TiC and A120 3 particles is clearly
evident in the fractured 3TiC-2A]20 3-xAl (x - 4) ceramic-metal composite shown in
Figure 9. Increasing the relative density of the composite from 83% to 96% has
produced a considerable increase in compressive strength and decrease in scatter of the
data [Figure 8], even though the volume fraction of the soft ductile aluminum has
increased. The terraced appearance of the fractured surface of the samples tested in the

* compression tests [Figure 9(c)] indicate a potential for increased toughness. However, no
fracture toughness tests have been conducted as yet. Further improvement is possible by
lowering Tc to avoid melting A1203. Fully dense TiC A1203 cermic Composites have been
achieved using small amounts of A120 3 as a diluent and employing simultaneous hot
pressing and SHS [Figure 10] in a graphite die. The volume fractions of reactants and
products for reactions (1) and (2) for stoichiometries of x -0 and y (diluent) A120 3 in
which y was varied from 0 to 6 are given in Figure 11.
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Figure 7. The effect of excess Al on the Figure 8. The effect of excess Al on
relative density of the TiC-Al.O 3-Al compressive strength for TiC-A1203-AI
ceramic-metal composite using the ceramic-metal composites produced by
simultaneous combustion mode and a simultaneous hot pressing and SHS in
pressure of 3600 psi (24.8 MPa) applied to a graphite die, ie. same samples as
the reaction system in a graphite die given in Figure 7. The figures in

parentheses indicate the theoretical
density of the samples tested.

[a)]

[c] Figure 9. SEM photomicrograph of (a)
t ~3TiC-2A1 2,03 (x - 0), (b) 3TiC-2AI 203-

4A1 (x - 4) and (c) fractured surface of
3TiC-2A120,-4A1 after compression test.
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IS Figure 10. Effect of excess A1203 in the
reaction stoichiometry for reactions (1)

It. and (2) at x - 0 (no excess Al), ie.
3TiO2 + 3C + 4A1 + yAl2O3 - 3TiC +

3 (2 + y)A1203, on the relative density of
the ceramic composite produced by

'.7 simultaneous combustion and hot
pressing (3600 psi, 24.8 MPa).
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Figure 11. Effect of reaction stoichioneitry on volume fractions of (a] products for reaction
(1), [b] products for reaction (2) and [c) reactants and [d] products for reaction (1) when
x -O0and yAl2Ois varied between 0and6.
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It appears from these data, that the application of a simultaneously applied load during
the SHS reaction is beneficial in improving the theoretical density and compressive
strength of these ceramic and ceramic-metal composites. The addition of Al203 as a
diluent lowers the combustion temperature and aids in control of the particle size of the
product phases. The favorable distribution of a fine Al network in the ceramic-metal
composite produced by this simultaneous SHS-in-situ liquid metal infiltration and hot
pressing approach should result in improved fracture toughness and can be used in
conjunction with the use of A1,0 3 as a diluent to produce fully dense, near net shape,
tough ceramic-metal composites. The critical issues to be resolved using this approach
include a more fundamental understanding of the effect of the processing parameters on
the ceramic-metal system, eg. green particle and compact processing; the effect of excess
Al, Ti, and A110 3 on Tc and density control and their effect on the mechanical properties
of the composites; effect of loading on the reacting system; the level of oxygen in the
excess Ti produced via reaction (2) and the reproducibility of microstructure and
properties produced by this rapid synthesis and processing technique; and the elevated
temperature properties for ceramic-Al and ceramic-Ti composites.
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IMPROVEMENT OF ROOM-TEMPERATURE DUCTILITY OF INTEIRIETALLIC

COMPOUNDS BY UNIDIRECTIONAL SOLIDIFICATION
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Abstract

A major drawback of intermetallic compounds is their poor

mico-aloyng nd acr-aloyig.This paper presents a

using a floating zone method is found to Improve the room-

N13A1 has a columnar-grained structure and exhibits a large

Its tensile properties are presented. Application of this method
to TiAl is also presented.
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Polycrystalline Ni3Al is extremely brittle at room temperature
because of intrinsic grain-boundary brittleness (1-3], and
unless a small amount of boron is doped, it easily suffers from
intergranular fracture, showing much limited ductility [4]. Very
recently, Liu [5] and George et al. [6,7] pointed out that the
brittleness is due to environmental effect, i.e. moisture-
induced environmental embrittlement.

We recently found that unidirectional solidification (UDS) using
a floating zone method (FZ) effectively overcomes this problem
without boron doping. We call this method FZ-UDS [8,9]. The
stoichiometric Ni3Al grown by FZ-UD6 has a oolumnar-grained
structure and shows about 60% larger tensile elongation along
the columnar structure at room temperature. I t fractures
transgranularly and intergranular fracture which occurs in
brittle Ni3AI is significantly suppressed [9]. Of particular
interest is that it shows tensile ductility of about 15% even
perpendicular to the columnar structure, with the fracture mode
still being transgranular [10]. It indicates that the grain
boundaries of Ni3AI grown by FZ-UDS are resistant to
intergranular cracking. In addition, FZ-UDS has an advantage of
improving the ductility of Al-rich Ni3Al [11], which is
impossible for the boron-doping method [12]. This is favorable
for high temperature structural applications since Al-rich Ni3Al
has higher strength at elevated temperatures than Ni-rich Ni3Al
(13]. Thus FZ-UDS is a promising way to improve the ductility of
intermetallic compounds.

In this paper the FZ-UDS process, the solidification structure
of Ni3AI, and the room-temperature mechanical properties are
presented. Application of FZ-UDS to TiAl is also presented.

F7Z-UD of N13A1

FZ-UDS is carried out in a flowing argon atmosphere by a
floating zone method [8]. Infrared radiation from the double
halogen lamps is used as the heating source. This method has an
advantage of easy operation and permit us to control growth rate
strictly. Forced convection is applied to the molten zone to
reduce the temperature gradient in the radial direction and the
concentration gradient in the molten zone: the feed rod and the
grown alloy are rotated in opposite directions during the
operation. The growth rate is the most important controlling
factor of the solidification structure [8,9,14,15].

SlidificlAtion atructura

Solidification structure of stoichiometric Ni3Al is dependent on
the growth rate, as shown in Fig.l [14-16]. The structure grown
at 25 mr/h is a columnar-grained single phase Ni3Al which is
ductile at room temperature as described below. A striking
feature of this structure is high frequency of low energy
boundaries, Z1,3,9, and 19, as shown in Fig.2 [17]. In this
figure, hatched bars indicate the experimentally determined
values and open bars indicate the values predicted theoretically
for randomly oriented grains. The frequency of low energy
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(a) (b)

Figure 1- Optical micrographs of stoichiometric Ni3A1 grown by
FZ-UDS at the growth rate of (a) 25 rn/lh and (b) 50

As Solidified
Total GIL.369

1. 3 5 7 9 11 13 1S t7 'S 21 n 25 27 n5

Figure 2- Frequency of coincidence boundaries as a function of T
in the stoichiometric N13A1 grown at 25 rn/h.

(a) -. (b)

Figure 3- Optical micrographs of Al-rich N13A1 grown by FZ-UDS
at 25 rn/h. (a) Ni-26attAl, (b) Ni-27at*Al.

hasa txtue. eveal ype oftextures such as <100>, <110>,
<11>, nd 210 hae benobserved. With increasing the growth
rat th stuctre ecoes dulexstructure of Ni3A1 and NiAl
(L10typ PINi~). Fgur I~) sowsthat NiAl is precipitated

dendritically in the columnar-grained N13Al matrix. At a lover
growth rate below 10 rn/h it is difficult to keep the operation
stable for long time and NiAl precipitate intermittently [8,9gj.
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Al-rich N±i3A shows a duplex structure of Ni3Al and NiAl at any
growth rates. The precipitated NiAl is massive, as shown in
Fig.3, which is different from that in stoichioletric Ni3Al[11].

Fnrmatin wi~haniam of th• cnlu~nnr-_grainm Nl<•A1

Ni3Al and NiAl grow simultaneously from the liquid in the formSof lamellar strucur at the growth rate of 25 mm/h [14,16]. It
is similar to eutectic alloys although stoichiometric Ni3Al
undergoes peritectic reaction. The precipitated NiAl is not
stable below solidification temperature and dissolves into the
Ni3AI matrix when cooling starts after solidification.
Resultantly the columnar-grained single phase Ni3AI is formed at
room temperature.

MaChaninal propertiam of atoichiometric NI3AI

at rom tomparatur=

Tonsil& properties

The columnar-grained single phase Ni3Al shows large tensile
ductility along the columnar structure at room temperature, as
shown in Fig.4 [9]. The total tensile elongation is larger than
60 %. Compare it with that of equiaxed and brittle Ni3Al which
is fabricated by conventional casting.

see
NI-25atAI

700

600

So- F. 5o0
S~FZ-UDS

E 400 24mm/h

300

S200-
Ceuveniffigal

toog casting

Strain

Figure 4- Tensile stress-strain curves of th- columnar-grained
single phase Ni3Al grown at 24 mm/h, comparing with
that of equiaxed Ni3Al fabricated
by conventional casting.

The tensile specimen is elongated uniformly throughout the
entire gauge section. The stress-strain curve shows linear work
hardening in the wide range of strain after yielding and then
catastrophically fractures without necking. The linear working
rate, which ranges from 1000 to 1250 MPa, is rather small
compared with those of boron-nondoped [1] and boron-doped Ni3AlJ [4].
Of particular interest is that it shows about 15 % tensile

elongation even perpendicular to the growth direction, as shown
in Fig.5, indicating that the grain boundaries are resistant to
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crack initiation. Liu and Oliver first tried to improve the
room-temperature ductility of Ni3Al by directional levitation
zone melting and obtained tensile elongation of 14.1 0 in the
longitudinal direction of the columnar-grained structure [18].
They pointed out that the effect is due to the grain shape, i.e.
normal stress can be minimized along the columnar structure.
However, the present results suggest that the effect of FZ-UDS
is not due to the geometrical reason but due to the property of
the grain boundary.

Very recently Liu and his gruop found that polycrystalline, B-
free Ni3A1 with and without Zr exhibit much larger room-
temperture tensile ductility in oxygen than in air (5-7]. They
used special specimens which were produced by careful cold
working of polycrystalline ingots or single crystals and
recrystallizing. They concluded that Ni3Al is intrisnsically
ductile and suceptible to moisture-induced hydrogen
embrittlement at ambient temperatures. The moisture-induced
embrittlement may be suppressed in the Ni3Al grown by FZ-UDS. It
may be related to the large amount of low energy boundaries in
this alloy. However, there is a marked difference in fracture
mode between Liu et al.'s Ni3Al and the FZ-UDS Ni3A1, as
described below. The former Ni3Al fractures intergranularly
independent of environment and the latter transgranularly.
Additional study is therefore needed to clarify the cause of the
large tensile ductility of the FZ-UDS Ni3Al.

NI-25atAl

600 Strain rate. 4.2xiO1's-1

Sample A Sample B
i *oo /,S,

IGO IGOG

0G95 RIO
209

5%

Strain

Figure 5- Room-temperature tensile stress-strain curves of the
columnar-grained Ni3Al parallel and perpendicular to
the growth direction.

Fature mndp

The fracture mode of the columnar-grained structure is
transgranular type, as shown in Fig.6(a) [8,9]. Such fracture
mode is quite similar to that of the born-doped ductile Ni3Al
[4,9]. Many crystallographic slip traces are observed on the
fracture surface. On the surface of the specimen surface it is
seen that slip bands transferred across grain boundaries without
crack initiation (Fig.6(b)), i.e. dislocations can move from one
grain to the adjacent grain accompanying with accommodation slip
in the grain boundary region. Intergranular fracture which is
commonly observed in conventionally cast Ni3Al is suppressed in
the columnar-grained Ni3Al. In other words, the grain boundary
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(a) (b)

Figure 6- SEM micrographs of the (a) fracture surface and (b)
side surface of the tensile-tested specimen grown at
24 mm/h.

brittleness of polycrystalline Ni3Al is substantially improved
by FZ-UDS. Cold rolling of 25% is possible at room temperature
without intermediate annealing in the same way as ductile metals
[19].

Deformation microstructure

Primary and secondary slip systems of (111) are activated in
tensile deformation. The specimen surface is corrugated after 3
% elongation and the surface corrugation develops into
martensite-like plate with strain. Many stacking faults (SISF-
type) are formed in the plate. This suggests a correlation
between the formation of the SISF and the large tensile
ductility [16].

Mechanical properties of Al-rich NiIAI
at room temperature

Tensile properties

Soo

NI-26atMAI-- 60 NI-2at?,A • l-25at'%,y

s oo- and/Al

200

106

Strain
Figure 7- Room-temperature stress-strain curves of the

stoichiometric and Al-rich N13Al.
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It should be noted that Al-rich Ni3Al can be ductilized by FZ-
UDS. Figure 7 shows the stress-strain curves of the
stoichionstric and Al-rich Ni3Al [11]. As Al concentration
increases, the yield stress and the work hardening rate increase
and the tensile ductility, on the contrary, decreases.

Figure 8 plots the tensile elongation as a function of Al
concentration, comparing with that of boron-doped Ni3Al [12]. It
is well known that the effect of boron doping is strongly
dependent on alloy stoichiometry [12]. The tensile elongation
decreases with increasing Al concentration in Ni3Al and the
boron doping is only effective in Ni-rich Ni3Al. Alloying
elements such as Fe and Mn can also improve the ductility but
this is also effective in Ni-rich Ni3Al [20]. In contrast with
these micro- and macro-alloying, FZ-UDS can improve the
ductility of stoichiometric and Al-rich Ni3Al. This is an
advantage for high temperature structural applications since Al-
rich Ni3Al has higher strength at elevated temperatures than Ni-
rich Ni3Al [13]. Probably Al-rich Ni3Al is more resistant to

70 FZ-IIDS

SO
S50

400

•-20

24 25 25 27

Al concentration (at%)Figure 8- Plot of room-temperature tensile elongation as a
function of Al concentration, comparing with the
boron-doping effect [12].

oxidation than Ni-rich Ni3Al. The precipitated NiAl in Al-rich
Ni3Al may increase the creep resistance.

FranturA mode

The Ni3Al matrix shows the same fracture mode as the
stoichiometric Ni3Al, i.e. intergranular fracture. However,
cracks initiate at the interface between the precipitated NiAl
and the Ni3Al matrix, as shown in Fig.9 (11]. The precipitate
NiAl themselves are brittle and show cleavage fracture.

Applination of FZ-IIDS to TiAM

* FZ-UDS is also found to be effective in improving the room-
temperature ductility of TiAl [21]. The solidification structure
is strongly dependent on the growth rate and alloy composition
similar to Ni3Al. Figure 10 shows the optical micrographs grown
by FZ-UDS at several conditions. The alloys with 48 and 50 at %
Al grown at 5 mm/h exhibit a single crystal-like
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lA
(a) (b)

Figure 9- SEM micrographs of the (a) fracture surface and (b)
side surface of the tensile-tested specimen of Ni-
26atAl

Ti3Al(a2)/TiAl(y) layered structure. As the growth rate
increases, the alloy with 48 and 50 at % Al exhibit a columnar-
grained structure; however, the former consists of the layered
structure, whereas the latter contains y single-phase grains as
well. The alloy with 52 at % Al exhibits a y single phase,
regardless of the growth rate.

The room-temperature tensile properties are shown in Fig.11 as
function of alloy composition and growth rate. Concerning the
tensile elongation, there are two attractive regions where the
tensile elongation exhibits larger than 3 %. In particular, the
region B where the alloy has columnar-grained structure is
attractive because tensile ductility larger than 4 % and
relatively high strength. It is considered that such attractive

Growth direcdon

mull
Figure 10- Optical microstructures of Ti48 at % Al (a,b,c), 50

at % Al (d,e,f), and 52 at * Al (g,h) grown at 5 mm/h
(a,d,g), 24 mn/h (b,e,h), and 70 mm/h (c,f).
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•48- I 1

5 7 10 30 70 . 100

Growth rate (mmlh)
Figure 11- Changes in tensile ductility and ultimate strength

with growth rate and alloy composition of TiAl grownd by FZ-UDS.

properties are due to the columnar-grained structure with
texture.

Improvement of the room-temperature ductility of Ni3A1 and TiAl
by FZ-UDS is presented. The experimental results indicate a
possibility of improving brittle intermetallic compounds by
controlling grain boundary character and texture, which are
proposed by Watanabe [22]. FZ-UDS is a promising way to
fabricate ductile intermetallic compounds.
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STENGIMENING AND DUCTTUJZATWN~ OF TWO PHASE 1W ALLOYS

IN LVARML FRMI BY IERNARY ALLYING ADDITON

Mmahur Yunswdi and Huuyuki bui

Depsitinunt of Metal Science and Technoliogy
lKy~otunivrsky

In two-phase IW alloys, the lamdellur structures are of special interest and importance sinc
they are so common and persistent, not Only under as-cast condbitics but also after thermal
treatment. However, the lameilar structures are still poor indutit although they are
beneficial for toughness and high-epmeamturengh Thusitcewl eiwtercn
progress made in understanding the basicmehnclportsofheg m daW

Swhich compipse the two-phase in lanmeflar form, and discuss how an uinprvovd
of strength and dctiility in the I=m form may be achieved.
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ecnlthene has bumn an erwrnous increase in the research and developmen at livity an
ttiuialuunlnides, in prilarna the hIl Compound sinc it has imnmense potential assa

no w -M ;g-= stnctarl mnle!@ris a review, mee Kima uid Dimiduk [1))
The INHalmpuer &ous com ItIon range Hoever, it eta pm ariyn hM
rich side, and 7W ~ opomewt nearly equintomic or T1-" cf e- xhfbt a

two-ce in structurme copsdof the 1 (,ada vlmfrcino
alpCM2 phasei phae lied~e 1

in the reMearc 4a 1edOEIiatvt has beendevotedare s:c ~nno/~ba-2 two-phase
alloys rather than the Al-rich 7Wl compounds with a gssmma single-phose structure since the
former alosaemore ductiend Wowe than the latter compouds. In the last few years,

maredhroernnt i p opete f the tw-hs losi ulx form have
been achieved thog lolgwith ternary elements mud cnrlngtheir inco trutr by

p alesln f-121. However, the aInmellar structures are s ipo n ductility,
although they me benefivdal fr toughness and stmpr treghmA- ~ n elements
such as Cr, V, and Mn have been reported to increase the -oom-- rature dcityof the two-
phase alloys indpe orm. However, nome of them is effective in ductilizing die two-phase
basic mehaicaropertie of the gamma and alpha-2 phases which comprise the two--P~
alloys in lamellar form, and discuss how an improved balance of strength and ductility in the
lamellar form may be achieved.

When two-phase 1W alloys with near-equiatomic compositions are prepared by usual ingot-
metallurgy methods, the, gamma phase peIpo ItatesM from the -m -alpha C p roase lamellar

structure which is composed of the transformed and reanqGamma
lamellae are formed in such a way that dos plans and dietosin the gamnma phase

are~leIto he orreponingplaes drecion inthe alpha phase. However, three
1110 diectin ad oter wo ~O1 dirctin o th (11) p aneofte gamma phuiasen whith the
tetagoul b srutur ar no eanvlen toeac oher Th gamaphase can thus be formed

(1 1 ante u m phase wihrsettfi2 
> o 0 0)i the galpha phase [1318] the

occu by th nto fld e aallt h 1,12 o weve rtin mo re wo rk is

trns is7 o ealtphicosoa 
pJ M s tdin ? 11 ] h ae [130-nd <18). net

orde todiferetiat th vaiet of omans.Beteen alpha-2 lamelegmma tranesfor catin
tolaela form a190 aeardomi stut ure and ecgammha lamellha s coresp nd proponedo the

type(r b the ofAedge pattlern Ator odr the [1at2-ern D HorwB)eandmth e woro k ios

typeca (ameolr Btrbotrder Ci or uD).prticualrsoidificneda Fig. is thM- 93at thel reverantlmedlar

bountd-aries etofnh pseudo-twion an p20matternatps mr e s c om monly oll servted i , me atio ofD
enerives o in thupervain paeartbudre of the threerdiffereht typesA-Do the tADpruetwnpsuo

eachnindividuroal aelaonltypshasee lnestin the fiuraebepictdntherabgo tl: tom::ofthe fgr
bais ofde to hi tard-sphevrie t m ode domaTins. isentwein accord2 ancewihate, gremsulelts of an
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<F~,re>1: A typical exumple of the lamellar structure in an as-grown PST TW viewed along the
ci lO-TL1j/C a Possible four types of SAED patterns (A-D) are illustrated in the
upper part of the figure and the types of petatts obtained from each 1W lanella are depicted at
h boom of teo figure [18].

smaller than those estimated on the basis of a had-sphere model and hence they are much close
to the energy of the true-twin type boundary; otherwise the boundaries of the pseudo-twin and
120r-rotatiol ypes may not exist in the gamma phase because of their high energies.
Recently, it has been gested that the lattice mismatclis would, if unrelaxed, generate huge
elastic stresses at the iltervariut lamellar boundaries of these two types [24]. These
observations strongly sugget that sigificant relaxation of atoms occurs at these intervaiant
lameilar boundaries. This will be discussed again in the section on enviroPmeatal embrittlement
Kad and Hazzledine [251 have proposed a dislocation model for the intervariant lamellar
boundaries of the 120"rottional type. They have reported some observations of screw
dislocations which lie on the 120"-rotational ietrvariant lamellar boundaries and which are
consistent with their being misfit dislocations forming shear boundaries.

Ingots of two-phase alloys with nearly equiatonic compositions prepared by usual ingot-
metallurgy mehods have a microstructure composed of randomly oriented grains with the fully
lanmeia structure. However, when such ingots ar remelted and uniectionally solidified at an
appropriate rate, single-crystal-like ingots derived from a single alpha-phase grain and
composed of the lamcllar structure, can be obtained [26-291. Since numerous thin twin-related
gamma phase iamellae ar contained inthe major constituent phase, we call these crystals

X eSIanak from anlogy with the phenomenon, pXM~eth c
IMinn which-is often observed in mineral crystals 130].
The yield stress and elongation of PST crystals are plotted as a function of the angle#, at which
the lameilar boundaries lie from the loading axis, in Fig.2 and Fig.3, respectively [26-291. The
nrets of other deornatiem es on PST 1W show the same trend [31,32]. Similar
lameiar orientation dependence of yield stress has been found also in tension and bending tets
on polycrystalli s composed of the textured lamellar grains 133,34]. TEM
observations of defo structures revealed that deformation twins of the (111)<1 121-
typ, which do not disturb the Lo symmetry of the latticem and dislocations with b = 12c1 10]
exit abundantly, regardless of the anglee and loading mode [35]. This indicates that ordered
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Figur 2: Yield sftrs of PST 11Min tension and canpresson as a function of the angle* 1 28].
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twinning and slip along <1101 am] tc two major deformaton mod" of the s phase
coexisting with the atpha-2 phase, as has been shown pmviously by Huang [3].

lie yield stres and tkale elogaetiin of PST rystals m h y depdm oan the angle
between the bnh botndies and indhui,¶g.2 d 3). ld stress is high when
the - to am or .sil I theoding as, but it is very low for

isbec e when the Imellar boundaries are pale or
tORthe kxmf axis, s•hn . deInua pso oe {1I} planes beecting te

(th of deftematif). On the ohedr hand, for iuermeiie
orlenteaom, stha dfmIAtim occurs in h mla i to the mna boundaries
(the my--ty of -dImaton) and hw tfe and the Imellse of the alpha-2- do not ive rie to dect obstacles to shear dedoatskx of this type. In view of large
eLnt for the msy-type of deformation, whose citwackmihics are expected to directly
reflect the deformaiton dueaaerist of the ama lamella the gWIma phase itself in
equilibrium with the alphe-2 phase appea to be quite d b

However, regardlem of the angle #, fracure has been found to occur in a brittle manner without
showing any local contraction even after deformed to morn than 10% 128,29]. In particular,
specimeswith # - 30'- 90' fail by a cleavap-lile mode on a macroscopic habit plane parallel
to the lameular boundaries. Such fracture behavior, the very small plastic elongation for
orientation N (# = 90"), and the asymetrical orientation (#) dependence of elongation with
respect to # = 45" suggest that the resolved normal stress on the lamellar boundaries plays an
impotat role in the initiation of fracture. However, when the normal stresses calculated
resolving the measured fracture stresses on the lamellar plane are plotted as a function of C, a
concave curve similar to that shown in Fig.2 is obtained [291. This dearly suggests that some
plastic deformation plays a role as a precursor to cleavage-like crack initiation. Orientation N
exhibits a large compressive strain before fracture, while its tensile elongation is very limited.
Nevertheless, the yield stress is the same in both compression and tension, which dearly
indicates that yielding and terefre some plastic deformatien precedes fracture also in tension.
However, nothing has been known about the plastic precursor.

In general, no significant difference in yield stress between tension and compression is
observed in PST TiAI. This is because of the existence of six orientation variants in the Ti/I
phase in lamellar form and the switching of the deformation mode from twinning to slip and
vice versa in each variant corresponding to the change in loading mode.

The results of our recent preliminary study on the low-temperature deformation of PST crystals
of TW have revealed that an abundance of faulted dipoles derived from superlattice
dislocations, which are not observed in PST crystals deformed at room-temperature, exist in
those deformed at liquid nitrogen temperature. This suggests that a slip-mode transition occurs
below room-temperature. The faulted dipoles observed at liquid nitrogen temperaur seem to be
similar to those reported in studies on Al-rich single-phase TilA com 36-40. Lpsitt,
Shechtman and Schafrik have suggested that the presence of the faulted ribbon is partially
responsible for i•'f " the <1011 superlattice dislocations up to about 630'C and the
sessility of the superlatc dislocations a major reason for brittleness of the Al-rich single-
phase TWI compounds below 700"C [36]. Huang and Hall [31 have performed room-
temperature bend tests on consolidated bars produced from melt-spun ribbons, and have
reported that 48 at % Al alloys with a two-phase microstructure, whose deformation occurs via
ordered twinning of the {111}<1121-type and the motion of mobile 1/2<110] unit dislocations,
ae more ductile than 52 at % Al compounds with a single-phase gamma structure, which show

a lower propensity of twinning and a relatively high density of sessile superlattice dislocations.
However, PST crystals can be deformed to about 20% in tension even at liquid nitrogen
temperature. Thus, the preponderance of superlattice dislocations and the existence of their
faulted dipoles may not be directly reated to the brittleness of TiIl compounds. An answer will
be prov. to the r mof bteness in /il, in particular, the two-phase alloys
thr h u ning the plastic precursor to fracture initiation, that is the mechanisms of the
nucleation of catastrophic brttle crack after some plastic deformation. The fracture behavior of
"PST ThA will be discussed again in the section on eaviromnental embnttlement.
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The0 hard-type of deforantion occurs for both A 0(* 0) and N (4 90') orientations.
However, orientation N exhibitsa higher yniedsrs momad a much Iower Noil elongation than
orlenaedasA. Receatily, Inui, Toda mand Y-mussuial 1I) hs¶wn ngeo

w~e n siglecrystals of a W~ig
thaseII ' agu1rmi M Me inn phase in dhe PST TIM crystals, and performed

tedon cand c = 2em tests at moom tempeuatman. Figure 4 shows the orientation (#)
dependence of yield sumes for single crystals of the W~ig Popud n ST IW crystal
deomned incmrsin at (41]. The specimens of thaDi; conpound are

cadsthat thir odaaimcrepn otoeof the alplaa-2 phs in PST crystas.The
yield stres of the comopound is highe than that of PST TiW-for all orientations except for
orienation A whene the yiel st1a for the two interials are almost identical. Since the yield
stress of the DWig compound raid ncreases as the angle 4 increases, the differecem in yield
stress between the D019 compound and PST TIAI increases with incraesing 4. Thus, as the
angle 4 increases, it becomecs unlikely that the lamellae of the alpha-2 phase contribute to the
plastc deformation of PST crystals of TIW. In fact, it has been shown that the alpha-2 lamellse

tdeformed at the yield stress, and henam large coptbility stresses are expected to
develop 'In the regions ale"g the alpha-2/gaimm phase bouindaries. This would be a reason for
the didirence in yil stress betwen the two hard orientations A and N. The 4 dependence of
yield stress of the D019 compound reflects the # dependence of operative slip systems in the
compound [41-43].

A B C D0
W 3 1* 51 a

2000. 
N

11000'0

C

A B

0 30 so 90

*(degrees)

Figure 4: Orientation depndnc of yield stress of single crystals of a Wi01 compound with a

comiposition of71- 36.5 at% Al and PST rbiM [41].

The room-tempersture tensile properties of the polycrystalline two-phase alloys are directly
related to their mnicrostructure. The duplex microstructures result in tensile elongation of more
than 2%in binary Ii- 48 at %Al and 4% in ternary alloys containing Ma, Cr and V 1-1-S.
Fully lamellar microstructures generally exhibit poor ductility, usually less than I1%, and hence
a low strength due to premature fracture preceding yielding. Considering that PST TaM with 4
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W it - Au shows tumile elongmatiom as large as 10- 20% m sa tempatue the oom
tnpe ductility of te y•• o-p, alloys with fully i structures
.would be expeced to achieve highr values. A dmerese. 'n sin ms expected to result in an
incaein il. However, there is reported a or limit of 300 bnm tohe fully
laeilaw grain sm e thW t cam be achieved by heat treatiments 441. A further decresse in grain size
is believed to require qxca sproheme al 144J.

"The fracture processes and properties of the two-phase alloys depend strongly on their
microstructure. The Kic value for the duplex structure depends on the volume ratio of equiaxed
gamma ins to lameilar grains. It is is about 10 MPkiU [451. In contrast, the KIc

ame. litruucture, which increaseswith imring lamellar grain size, ranges from 20 to 30
MaP/ [45]. The microstructurs Cmsiating of equlaad mnina grnsm have been found toexhibit a planar crack path and no earing resistance. The dominant fracture process is the
formation of traingranular cleavage and grain boundary cracks. On the other hand, the lmUlar

ahire shows a tortuous cack path and a non-zero value of tearing modulus. The crack-
tip fracture process has been reported to be dominmed by the deflection of the main crack by the
lamelae, the fanation of a difused zone of iicrocracks and ligaments ahead of the crack-tip,
and the likage of the microcracks with the main crack by shear fracture of the near-tp
ligaments [451 (for a review, see Chan [46]). The microcracks are formed at boundaries of
lanmellar pains, along lanellar boundaries or at equtaxed gainma grains existing at lamellar grain
boundaries.

The delamination of lamellar boundaries has been found to occur mostly along gamma/gamma
interfaces (intervariant interfaces) at room tempertur but along both gamma/gamma and
prmma/alpha-2 interfaces at high temperatures 145,46J. The crack path deflection results in

ligaments and a larp plastic dissipation by fracturing of the umelar iaments. On of the
major reasons for the high fracture resistance of the lamellar structure in comparison to the
equiaxed gamma microstructure has been proposed to be the formation of such shear ligaments
by mismatched crack planes [45-471. The deformation feature of the ligament is somewhat
similar to that of PST TW crystals with orientation A. Since yield stresses for the gamma and
alpha-2 lameilae are almost identical for orientation A, the alpha-2 lamellac, which are much
harder than the gamma lamellae in PST crystals with other orientations (see Fig.4) and hence do
not contribute to the plastic deformation of PST crystals, can deform as the gamma lamellae
deform, and thus PST crystals with orientation A exhibit a high yield stress and a large
elongation of about 10 % at room temperature. This seems to support the shear ligament
toughening of the lamellar microstructure.

lka- atwn at high temper-

Our recent study of the high-temperature deformation of PST 1W crystals shows that not only
a slip-mode transition but also a change in the propensity for twinning occurs at 600( - 800'C
for both the hard and easy types of deformation. At room temperature, deformation of PST
crystals occurs by ordered-twinning of the {111}<112]-type and slip on {111}<110]. These
twinning and slip systems are still operative at high temperatures. However, the propensity for
the ordered-twinning was found to decrease at high temperatures [29].

Another important point concerns the activity of <101] supedattice dislocations. No <101]
dislocations amr observed in PST crystals of AIW deformed at room termperature, while at 8W
<101] dislocations are frequently observed. This is indicative of an increased activity of <101]
slip at high temperatures. Dislocations with b = 1/2<112] are found in specimens deformed at
both room temperature and 800*C. However, they are not expected to play a mao role in the
plastic deformation of PST crystals of TiAl since their density is small even at 806"C. 'nls is in
agreement with the recent observations ofdefomatio structures in Ti-49AI-3.4Nb (in at %) at
815C and 982"C by Soboyejo, Schwartz and Sastry [48], whose observations show that
twinning activity is limited and slip involves 1/2[110] unit dislocations and [1011 and [112]
superlattice dislocations. However, Huang and Kim [49] have reported that the dislocations in
both gamma grains and gamma lameliae in lameilar grains in 11-47AI-1Cr-lV-2.5Nb (in at %) i
"deformed under creep conditions at 900'C are of the 1/2<110[-type and neither supedattice
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dislocations nor any evidence of twin deformation ne observed. Recently, Chani and Kim [451
have found that the amount of twins and dislocations in Harie semnsof TI-47A1.2.6Nb
0.093Cr-0.85V (in at %) in knamellr form is considerably higher at SOOTC than at 2S*C. The
reasons for the similarities and difternces in these results are not yet clear. The high-

temerauredefrmation mode of the gammia phase in equilibriun with the alpha-2 phase may
sensiivly depend on the deformation conditions and chemical compositions.

A number of alloying studies have beeni made on ThU Wimed at improving its mechanical
properties, in particular, its ductility at Vomtnieaue However, direct compansons of these
results often do not mean much since aloyn adtions produce a change in mincrostructure and

wrcsing route, which exerts an influensce on the final mnicrostucture, often varies with
mnvestl~tor. PST crystals have a great advantage in studying al"orn effects on the mechanical

pr prisof h~ , i atclr n te m c aia rprisof the gamma phase in

q il b ium wi h t e a p a 2 p a e b c u e o h o l w n r p r i so f P S T cry stals: (1) P S T
crytal of1W lwas hve fuly amelarmicostuctre,(2)when the loading axis is

icieataninemdteagebten0an90toheaelr boundaries, they deform via
sher pralelto he amela bondaies(te esy-ypeofdefrmaonof PST crystals), and (3)

th eay-yeodfoatoocussllintegmaamle and the coexistinig alpha-2

A: 06 81A V-doped
_0 0: 0.6 atACr-doped

0~ :10 lat% Mn-doped
o: 0.6at.% Mo-doped
13:0. Oat%Ta-doped
17 0.6at.%Nb-doped

p40D

200

0 30 60 90

*(deg-ee)

Figure 5: Yield stress of PST crystals of some ternary TLAl compounds as a function of the
ange*.

Figure 5 collectively shows the observed values of yield stress in compression of PST crystals
containing six different ternary alloying elements, V, Cr, Mn, Mo, Ta and Nb. These alloying
elements are added so that they substitute for 0.6 - 1.0 at % of the total number of atoms in the
binary PST crystal with a nearly equistomic composition of 49.3 at % Al. The amount of

allyin eemetsis osly .6at . hisisbecause oftedifficulty of growing PST cytl
difficultry areoy notaknown. The osti eoalemfeatumre ofthen figur is %,athatg the biasnar PST cytal

aifitllysae known.Taieig mostngtalemfeatsure ofthan at is talthog the bnreaPSon forysthe

shows the lowest yield stres regardless of the loading axis orientation with respect to the
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lamellar boundaries. Mo, Ta and Nb seem to be more effective in hardening the gamma phase
than V, Cr and Mn since yield stresses for the intermediate three orientations for PST crystals
containing the former group of ternary elements are generally higher than those for PST crystals
containing the latter group of ternary elements. Mo, Ta and Nb have much higher melting
temperatures than V, Cr and Mn. This might be associated with the finding.

The results of X-ray, microanalyses of Mn-, Cr- and Mo-bearing PST crystals in TEM show
that Mo is enriched in the alpha-2 phase, while the atomic fraction of Cr and Mn in the alpha-2
phase is almost equal to or slightly higher than that in the gamma phase. Ternary phase
diagrams for the Ti-Al-Ta, Ti-Al-Nb and 11-Al-V systems 50-541 suggest that V and probably
Ta as well behave similarly to Mo, while Nb is slightly enriched in the gamma phase.
However, as far as we do not penetrate deeply into the ternary, the tie-lines in the
(gamma+alpha-2) two-phase field may not be inclined too much with respect to the 11-Al binary
line, and thus the difference in the concentration of ternary element between the gamma and
alpha-2 phases in the PST crystals is expected to be small. In fact, Mohandas and Beaven [57]
have reported that in some near-gamma ternary alloys containing Nb, Mn, V and Cr
homogenized at 1200"C for 48 hours, equilibrated at 1300"C and water quenched, no extensive
partitioning of ternary alloying elements between the gamma and alpha phases occurs. More
recently, Semiatin and McQuay have investigated the segregation and homogenization of a near
gamma two-phase alloy with a composition of Ti-47AI-2.7Nb-0.3Ta (in at %) and found that
the partitioning of the Nb and Ta solute between the gamma and alpha phases is almost
equivalent [581. Henc, the difference in yield stress between the ternary and binary PST
crystals for the intermediate orientations can be regarded as the extent of solution-hardening of
the gamma phase due to the corresponding ternary solute whose concentration is at the level of
the nominal composition.

The alloying effect for # = 0*, where the lamellar boundaries are parallel to the loading axis,
seems to be different from that for the easy-type deformation of the gamma lamellae. This may
be because for this orientation, the alpha-2 lamellae can contribute to the plastic deformation of
the PST crystals and thereby the alloying effect in the gamma phase and that in the alpha-2
phase, which are thought to be different from each other, are overlapped. Por # = 90, where
the lamellar boundaries are perpendicular to the loading axis, the trend of the alloying effect is
the same as that observed for the easy-type deformation of the gamma lamellae. This seems to
be reasonable since the alpha-2 lamellae may not contribute to the plastic detormation of the
PST crystals for this orientation. However, it is not understood why the increase in yield stress
due to additions of Mo, Ta and Nb is much larger for this orientation than the yield stress
increase observed in the intermediate orientations where the easy-type deformation of the
gamma lanellae occurs.

The results of tensile tests of these ternary PST crystals with 4 = 310 in air at room temperature
show that their elongation is larger than that of the binary PST crystals. The Cr addition is the
most effective in improving ductility of PST TiAI. Elongations as large as 30 % and 38 %
have been observed for 0.6 at % and 1.0 at % Cr, respectively. Mo is next to Cr in the
ductilizing effect. PST crystals containing other ternary elements show an elongation between
those of the binary and Cr-bearing PST crystals. Such results may not be explained in terms of
variations of intrinsic properties of the gamma phase such as lattice tetragonality, unit cell
volume, site occupancy and twinning activity. For example, our recent ALCHEMI examination
of the site occupation of Cr, Mo and Mn in the gamma lamellae in PST crystals indicates that
these three elements favor the Al sublattice. Huang and Hall [59] have reported the same result
on the site occupation of Cr in the gamma grains in a near gamma alloy with a duplex
microstructure, although Mohandas and Beaven [57] have reported that Cr shows no apparent
preference in the gamma grains in a two-phase alloy with about the same composition as that
used by Huang and Hall. Mn is believed to favor the Al sublattice [2,57]. These observations
seem to suggest that these three elements exhibit more or less the same site occupation behavior.
Why, then, is Cr the most potent to ductilize the gamma phase? Nb is believed to favor the Ti
sublattice [52-54,57,60]. However, Nb and Mn show a similar ductilizing effect in PST
crystals. Thus, we may not find any significant correlation between the ductility of the gamma
phase in the ternary PST crystals and the site occupation behavior of ternary alloying elements
in the PST crystals. The alloying effects on the ductility of PST crystals should be understood
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through taking account of some extrinsic factors such as "environmetel effect", as will be
discusserd i the section on environmental embrittlement.

Effects of Mn additions have been explained from the microstructural point of view 1601. At the
same time, Mn additions have been reported to increase twinning activity [611. There is little
doubt that (meancal twinning in the gamma phase contributes to the toughening of the two-
phase alloys [62-641. However, deformation twins and dislocations with b = 1/2<110] ae
abundantly observed even *in binary two-phase alloys deformed at room temperature and

deformation substrctures in ternary duplex alloys such as Cr- and V-bearing ones arsessentially the same as those in the corspning binary, .two-phase alloys 1591. _Additions of

ternary elemets such as Cr, V, Mn and Nb seem to have relativefy lete effect on ihe
deformation mode in the twonphase alloys. The intrinsic effect of these alloying olements has
yet to be clarified.

Ductiity of nolya_ mline amellar form

The polycrystallin lamellar structure is always brittle. This is closely associated with the
brittleness of PST crystals with orientation N. If alloying mements effective in , PSTcrystals with orientation N are found, such alloying elements should be effective in ductilizing
the poly rstlln lamellar form. One of the major reasons for the brttleness of PS crystas
with orientation N is a large difference in deformability between the gamma and alpha-2 phases
which results in large compatibility stresses at interphase boundaries (Fig.4). Not only in PST
crystals but also in polycrystalline two-phase alloys with a lamellar microstructure, it has been

generally observed that a large difference in the extent of deformation exists between the gamma
and alpha-2 lamellae [65-67]. For example, Appel, Beaven and Wagner [66] have reported that
propagation of twinning across the lamellar boundaries is generally halted at the gamma/alpha-2
interfaces and the stress field ahead of these terminated twins gives rise to the formation of
cracks. To ductilize PST crystals with orientation N, we should thus make a search for ternary
alloying elements which are preferentially soluble in the alpha-2 phase and cause significant
changes in its mechanical properties, e.g. a considerable increase in the ease of pyramidal slip
which is expected to reduce the large difference in deformability between the gamma and alpha-
2 phases. Such alloying elements have yet to be searched.

Recently, an interesting microstructural effect of the addition of Si in combination with Cr has
been reported in a two-phase alloy with a chemical composition of Ti-46Ai-lCr-0.2Si (in at %)
167,681. The Cr concentration in the alpha-2 phase in the alloy has been found to be
significantly higher than that in the gamma phase. This might suggest that the partitioning of
the major alloying element Cr between the gamma and alpha-2 phases can be controlled by the
minor alloying element Si. The Si and Cr bearing quarternary alloy is reported to exhibit high
strength and good room-temperature ductility [67,681.

If we can control the partitioning of the major alloying elements such as Cr, V, Mn, Mo and Nb
between the gamma and alpha-2 phases by adding a small amount of the fourth element, the
mechanical properties of the two constituent phases in the two-phase alloys can be modified
more or less independently and thereby the remarkable difference in strength between the
gamma and alpha-2 lamellac in the fully-lamellar structures may be reduced, which may lead to
ductihization of the two-phase alloys in lamellar form.

Environmenta Gmbrittlm=n

Two-phase all=y in .nol QrysaLliefor

A number of intermetallic compounds including Ni3AI, Co3AI, FeA! and Fe3AI show distinctly
lower ductility at room temperature when tested in air than in vacuum as reviewed by Liu 169].
The influence of strain rate and environment on the flow and fracture behavior of two-phase
"iAl alloys in polycrystalline form have been studied by several different research groups 170-
76]. Nakamura, Hashimoto and Tsujimoto [72] have reported that Mn-bearing nearly
equiatomic alloys in duplex form exhibit better ductility in vacuum than in air, although the
observed environmental loss in ductility at room temperature is relatively small and no
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significant difference in fracture mode is observed between specimens tested in air and in
vacuum. Fracture of the polycrystalline duplex alloys at room temperature generally occurs in
transgranular as well as intergranular modes in both air and vacuum.

Kim and Dimiduk [751 have investigated the influence of strain rate (5xlOS to 3x10-1 s-1) on the
room-temperature tensile properties of a near gamma two-phase alloy containing Cr, V and Nb
in air. The ductility has been found to vary with specific microstructure and specimen surface
condition. Electropolished duplex specimens show the most pronounced strain rate dependence
of the ductility, while the fully-lamellar specimens reveal the least. They have observed a
decrease in ductility with decreasing strain rate for the electropolished duplex specimens and
suggested that some environmental effect is involved in the fracture process [75].

Two-phase binary allays in PST form

Tensile tests of PST crystalswith - 31" and those with* = 0' have been carried out at room
temperature. Tensile ductility and fracture stress, in particular, for # = 31° have been found to
be sensitive to test environment; they are higher when tested in vacuum or in dry air than in air
or in hydrogen gas [76]. The tensile elongation and fracture stress are also sensitive to strain
rate; they increase when tested in air or in hydrogen gas while they decrease when tested in
vacuum with increasing strain rate.However, yield stress as well as work-hardening rate are
almost insensitive to both test environment and strain rate. PST crystals with 4 = O" also exhibit
similar environment and strain rate dependences of the tensile ductility and fracture stress,
although the extent of the dependence is weaker than that for PST crystals with # = 31". These
results reveal that PST crystals of TiA are susceptible to environmental embrittlement and also
suggest that the embrittlement may be interpreted in terms of hydrogen embrittiement.

In the case of PST crystals with # = 31", the fracture mode is directly related to the test
environment and strain rate [76]. When they are tested in air or in hydrogen gas at lower strain
rates at which the environmental loss in ductility is large, they fail in a cleavage-like mode with
a habit plane (gamma/gamma interface) parallel to the lamellar boundaries, otherwise fracture
occurs across the lamellar boundaries. Chan and Kim [451 have also reported in their study on
the fracture behavior of a two-phase alloy in air that the majority of the delaminated interfaces
observed at room temperature are gamma/ganmna interfaces, with the gamma/alpha-2 interfaces
less frequently observed. As mentioned in the section of microstructure, three different types of
intervariant lamellar boundaries can exist in the gamma lamellae in the lamellar microstructures;
(1) true-twin type, (2) pseudo-twin type and (3)120"-rotational order-fault type [18]. The ratio
of energies of these three intervariant boundaries is in the range of 1:3 : 2 to 1 : 7 : 6 [18]. To
reduce the energies of the higher energy boundaries, relaxation of atoms in the close vicinity of
the boundary planes is expected occur. Such relaxation of atoms is thought to have the potential
to accept hydrogen along them, offering a preferential path for hydrogen penetration. Then, the
bond strength of these boundaries will be reduced in the presence of hydrogen, resulting in a
cleavage -like fracture along them [76].

Two-phase ternary alloys in PST form

The results of tensile tests of ternary PST crystals with 0 = 31° in air and in vacuum at room
temperature reveal that all the ternary PST crystals exhibit larger elongations in air and smaller
elongations in vacuum than the binary PST crystal. Figure 6 shows stress-strain curves of PST
crystals with 4 = 31" cntaining 0.6 and 1.0 at % Cr at a strain rate of 2.0 x 10-4 in air and invacuum at room temperature. Elongation increases in air, while it decreases in vacuum with

increasing Cr content. The environmental loss in ductility is thus reduced by the addition of Cr.
SFracture m binary PST crystals with intermediate values of # in air occurs always along the

lamellar boundaries, while the ternary PST crystals with 0 = 31*, in particular, those bearing Cr
and Mo always fracture across the lamellar boundaries. These results suggest that the high
energy intervariant lamellar boundaries are strengthened somehow by adding ternary alloying
elements, and the alloying effect may not be attributed to their chemical nature since all the
alloying elements investigated, which shows a wide variety of chemical nature, are effective in
reducing the environmental loss in ductility.
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Figure 6: Tensile stress-strain curves of(a) binary, (b) 0.6 at % Cr-bearing and (c) 1.0 at % Cr-
bearing TAI PST crystals.

The alloying effect may be interpreted in terms of the eferential segregation of the ternary
alloying elements to the pseudo-twin type and 120"otational type intervariant lainellarboundaries. We believe such segregation reduces the vulnerability of these high-energy
boundaries to hydrgen attack. We have recently obtained direct evidence to indicate that the
ternary alloying elements in PST crystals segregate preferentially to the high-energy intervariant
lamellar boundaries, the details of which evidence will be described elsewhere [77J. Figure 7
shows the results of chemical analyses on true-twin type and pseudo-twin type mtervariant
lamellar boundaries in a Cr-bearing ternary PST crystal. These results have been obtained
through HR TEM observations of the intervariant lamellar boundaries in the gamma lamellae in
the ternary PST crystal using a high resolution electron microscope, JEOL-2010F equipped
with a field emission gun and an EDS chemical analysis system. The radius of electron beam
spot for chemical analysis was 0.5 nm. The preferential segregation of Cr is obvious in
comparison of the results for the true-twin type and pseudo-twin type boundaries. We have
made similar analyses on a Mo-bearing PST crystals and found similar preferential segregation
of Mo on the high energy intervariant lamellar boundaries [77].

We may thus reduce environmental embrittlement in the two-phase WAl alloys by alloying
additions. However, the reduction in environmental embrittlement by alloying is not due to
intrinsic changes in the mechanical properties of the gamma phase, but is due to a
Schange, that is the segregation of alloying elements to the high energy
intervariant lamellar boundaries. In fact, the results of tensile tests of ternary PST crystals in
vacuum at room temperature reveal that all the alloying elements listed in Fig. 5 give rise to an
increase in yield stress and a decrease in elongation. The intrinsic ductility of the gamma phase
does not seem to be enhanced by adding such alloying elements. Of the alloying elements listed
in Fig.5, Cr is the most effective in reducing the environmental loss in ductility. The addition of
a small amount of Cr might enhance the formation of surface oxide film which is effective in
increasing resistance to hydrogen attack. The addition of a small amount of Cr to the two-phase
alloys is thus thought to result in (1) microstructural changes involving the increase in the
volume fraction of transformed gamma phase and segregation of Cr to the high energy
intervariant lamellar boundaries, and(2)a change in the chemical nature of surface. Good
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Figure 7: Micro-chemical analyses of the Cr concentration profile in the gamma/mma
tervariant lameilar boundary regions in a Cr-bearing PST IAl: (a) for a pseudo-twin type

intervariant boundary and (b) or a true-twin type intervariant boundary. Mico-hemial
analyses were made on the spots indicated by A, B and C on the corresponding HREM images.

ductility of the two-phase alloys with Cr may be interpreted in terms of such changes in the
microstructure and chemical nature of surface brought about by Cr additions.

The effect of alloying additions on the room-temperature ductility of PST crystals with : 90"
is one of the subjects of our ongoing researches. Information on how the ductility of PST
crystals with this lamellar orientation can be improved is badly needed to find a research route to
improve the ductility of the two-phase alloys in lamellar form.

Siummar and remarks

The lamellar structures are beneficial for toughness and high-temperature strength, however,
they are poor in room-temperature ductility. Recently, significant progress has been made

Stowards clarifying the basic mechanical Pro of the gamma and alpha-2 phases coexisting
in the two-phase alloys using polysynthetically twinned, PST crystals. In view of the large
values of room-temperature tensile elongation shown by PST crystals, the ductility of the two-
phase TWA alloys in lamelar form would be expected to achieve higher values. We have
suggested that the remarkable difference in strength between the garma and alpha-2 lamellae, in
particular, for the orientationwhere stress is applied perpendicularly to the lamellar boundaries
should be reduced by alloying in order to improve the room-temperature ductility of the lainellar
form. Alloying elements such as Cr, Mn and V have been reported to increase the room-
temperature ductility of the two-phase alloys in duplex form. However, none of them is
effective in duct the two-phase alloys in lamellar form. Our knowledge of the specific role
of a particular alloying clement is still very limited. More extensive work in this field is
required.

This work was supported by Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research on the priority area
"Intermetallic Compounds as New High Temperature Structural Material" from The Ministry
of Education, Science and Culture, Japan and in part by the research grants from NEDO and
The R&D Institute of Metals and Composites for Future Industries.
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STRENGTHENING AND TOUGHENING IN REFRACTORY METAL ALLOYS
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The development and application of refractory metal alloys for high-temperature aerospace
structures is reviewed. Refractory metals are prime candidates for many high-temperature
aerospace components because of their high melting points, fabricability, and inherent creep
resistance. The use of refractory metals is often limited, however, by poor room temperature
properties, inadequate oxidation resistance at elevated temperatures, or difficulties associated
withjoining, welding, or forming. Materials selection criteria for high-temperature structures are
reviewed with an emphasis placed upon the distinctions between refractory metals and competing
high-temperature materials - including carbon, ceramics, and intermetallics. Each class of
materials has inherent limitations which govern their application. In some cases, materials
limitations are being solved through the use of engineered materials hybrids such as ceramic-
coated refractory metals or ceramics toughened with a ductile refractory metal phase. For many
applications, use of ceramics and intermetallics is limited by their technological immaturity. For
example, current understanding and application of molybdenum-based materials is based upon
nearly 40 years of application experience in high-temperature structures. As an example of a
materials development and qualification program, a brief synopsis of molybdenum alloy
development is presented. Topics surveyed include recent advances in the understanding of the
role of oxygen on the room temperature brittle behavior problem in molybdenum alloys.
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For many high-temperat aerospace applications, refiractoy alloys based on niobium (Nb),
molybdenum (Mo), tantalum (ra), and tungsten (W) are the matenals of choie. This isbecauac for apfcdn requiring very high opertng• temperatures. strengt leves are requiredthat exceed the cambilities of conventional high temperaure alloys such as stainless steels and

superalloys. The fiiur below shows some comparative selected data.

Re

2000

1000

TEMPERATURE, (0C)

• i Fig. 1 Strength as a function of temperature for selected refractory metals, ceramics, and
Sintennetllics

S~The favorable high-temperature strength properties of the refractory metals are in some cases
, offset by poor room temperature ductility and fabricability, embrittlement after welding or

joining, and in some cases inadequate oxidation resistance. Despite these limitations, refractry
metals are used successfully in :t number of demanding high-temperature structural applications -
picply in areas of propulsion and energy conversion. Selected data for the principal
rercoymetals are listed in Table I. As shown in Table I, the principal refractory metals have
been available for engineering use for over 100 years and have been used for aerospace hardware
for about 30 years. The refractory metals can boast a level of technological maturity which
strctra ceramics and intermetallics will not equal for some time to come. Also highlighted in

S~Table I are the principal limitations of the refractory metals: catastrophic oxidation at a relatively
i low temperature and poor low temperature ductility (for Mo and W) that renders fabricability
' ~diffiCult.

By comparisn, the production of alternative high-temperature structural materials (ceramics
and mtermetallics) has occu'rre over a much shorter time scale. Although ceramic "mill pro-
ducts" have been available for many years, it is only recently that the purity, density, and micro-
stutrlhomogeneity of cermnics have allowed their consideration as useful high-temperature
engineering structural materials. Key technological advances have included improved

Stoughness, greater availability of product forms, the introduction of ceramic-matrix composites,
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and gains in the area of superplastic forming. Intermetallic systems are at varying levels of
technological maturity. Aluminides of Fe. Ni, and Ti are presently under consideration for high-
temperatue application while a host of other intennetailic systems (e.g. silicides and beryllides)
remain at the stage of laboratory examination. Practically all intermetallic systems under
investigation today ae seen as potential replacements for superalloys. Thus far, no intennetaflic
materials have emered to challenge the refractory metals and ceramics for high-temperature
(T>1350C) service. For this reason, the principal emphasis of this review is on ceramics and

Table I

Selected Data for the principal Refractory Metals

Nb Ta Mo W
MetigPon(0 )2468 2996 2617 3410

Oxde el'oint (0C) 1490 1772 795 1500
Density (g/cm.) 8.58 16.68 10.22 19.26
Ductlle-Britle Transition (0C) -125 -273 30 300
Elastic Modulus (GPa) 110 186 324 405
U.S. Annual Consumption (nlt)* [1It 3425 387 18500 10275
U.S. Import Reliance (%) [111" 100 86 0 75
Year of Lsolation as Pure Element 1865 1865 1893 1783
Year of First Aerospace Application -1965 -1970 -1960 -1960

Only 10-20% is consumed annually as refractory metal mill products.
tAverage 1988-92

Traditional areas of aerospace application for high-temperature materials such as ; kat pro-
pulsion and re-entry systems have been supplanted in recent years by the demands of a.rotherm-
ally-heated hypersonic vehicles, proposed high-Mach jet propulsion, and the development of
thrust vector controls in advanced fighters. The demands of these fairly recent applications have
yet to be met satisfactorily and a new look at available thermal technology is called for. With
such applications in mind, the materials selection criteria for engineering structures which must
withstand a high thermal loading are considered below.

Materials Selection for I-ligh Heat Flux Environments

As a framework for the evaluation of materials for high-temperature service, it is useful to
consider failure modes associated with high-temperature structures. Optimum materials proper-
ties which mitigate these failure modes may then be discussed. In this way, the suitability of
various metal, ceramic, and intermetallic solids may be ranked according to their basic physical,
chemical, and mechanical properties. In constructing such a framework, the specific criteria are
considered that are applicable to high thermal loading applications: rocket propulsion systems,
aerothermally heated surfaces (i.e. hypersonic wing leading edges), and jet turbine hot stage
environments.

Faire Modes Obere in HiULD-Heat Flux _A__iod
Failure modes observed during the development of materials for high-heat flux applications

may be generally classified as shown in the schematic below.

Under optimized conditions, many materials can withstand some of these failure modes. To
withstand all of the above failure modes, however, requires a combination of an optimized high-
temperature material and a thermally efficient design. Examples include:

. W-based rocket nozzles may be infiltrated with silver to allow for transpiration cooling as
the silver vaporizes during use.

* Single-crystal superalloy turbine blades in the hot stage of modem jet engines contain
integral cooling passages to allow for air-film cooling.
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The materials pToperties which must be optimized to avoid the above four failure modes are
described below. It is noted that other selection criteria may play a decisive role for some ap-
plication. These include density, cost, nuclear cross section. liquid alkali metal compatibility.
and long-term creep strength. For purposes of simplicity, however, this review is restricted to
the high-beat flux apolrcaons.

MalEautn Ealsonnn
emial re'action bwThe suseptibility of a material to thermal degradation is determined by

S the refractory imit of the material. The refractory limit consists of two elements: i) the decom-
fposition temperature Tv at which melting, chemical dissociation, or sublimation occrs and

2) the thermal diffusivity. Thermal diffusivity - defined as the thermal conductivity k divided by
the volume specific heat pC, - is a measure of the rate of heat removal from the material. Thus,
if a material is to resist thermal degradation, it must have a high enough thermal diffusivity to
conduct away the heat before the temperature s to exceed its decomposition temperature. The
relative importance of each of these factors will vary with the application. For an actively cooled
strucure, a high thermal diffusivity would be preferred; for a passive thermal barrier, low ther-
mal diffusivity may be more desirable. The decomposition temperature and thermal diffusivity
for a number of refractory metals, ceramics, and carbon are presented in Table II below. On the
basis of the decomposition temperature TM, structural ceramics compare favorably with the
refractory metals. In terms of thermal diffusivity, metals have an advantage over oxides and
nitrides - principally as a result of their high thermal conductivity. Graphite and the refractory
metal carbides compare favorably with the refractory metals in terms of thermal diffusivity.

cdThermal Stress Failure Upon exposure to rapid fluctuations in heat, ceramics and cermets
typically respond by fracturing while metals do not. Since thermal stress failure occurs when
local t iheral expansion a is sufficeint to overwhelm the strength of the material, materials with
low thermal expansivity will be more tolerant to thermal shock. Since thermal strains are related
to thermal stresses through the Young's Modulus E, a low-modulus material will be more
tolerant to thermal shock than a high-modulus material. Since failure occurs when the local
fracture strength a is exceeded, a high-strength material will be more tolerant to thermal stress
failure than a low-strength material. In this respect, modern ceramic materals have made
impressive gains in the past decade. In the early 1960's when cermets and ceramics were
originally evaluated as potential rocket thruster materials, it was not possible to obtain fully-
dense material or to obtain the level of purity available in modern ceramics. Hence, strengths
were low in these early studies. For this reason alone, ceramics deserve renewed consideration
as high-temperature structural materials. A final material property affecting thermal shock
resistance is teth ermal conductivity k. Materials with a high thermal conductivity will have an
faility to minimize formation of temperature peaks (hot spots) and thus contribute to the thermal

shoktolerance of the material For monolithic materials, these maerials parameters are summed
up by considering the thermal shock index k-se Past studies have shown a direct correlation
between this index and the tolerance of a material to thermal shock [7]. The thermal shock index
for a variety of high-temperature materials is presented in Table I r.

The data for thethermal shock index shown in Table II highlights what has historically been
the greatest technological barrier to the application of ceramics for high-temperature structures.
Of all the engineering properties of high temperature materials, resistane to thermal shock is the.

..:•discriminator between those materials being utilized for high-temperature design (metals,
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graphite) and those materials that are unsuitable (monolithic ceramics). Efforts to improve the
thermal stress tolerance of ceramics have focussed on the engineered materials cermeu and
ceramic-miarix composites.

Table H

1500C FAILURE INDICES FOR HIGH-TEMERATURE MATERIALS [2-61

lbeadWd~- benal Sbo& Index: I
P k C, k/pC, TM a Ee a* ke/Ea

Wan 3) IWk iK W°s/S°K = 210 OC cflauK GP& Nip WAnX ( 10-) (X 10-2) (x 10-6) I

W 19.26 1.2t o.909t 39.17 3410 5.8t 325f 135t 86.2
Re 21.03 0.48 0.956 13.63 3180 3.0 300 150 30.0
Ta 16.68 0.68 0.956 24.35 2996 8.6 150 95 50.1
Mo 10.28 1.0 1.96 28.34 2617 8.4 255 70 32.7
Nb 8.58 0.68 1.91 23.67 2468 9.6 70 40 40.5

HfC 10.021 0.18 1.72 5.96 3888 7.3 205 70 8.4
Ta 13. 0.34 1.72 8.13 3875 8.1 175 70 16.8
NbC 7.616 0.32 3.11 7.72 350 8.9 260 70 9.7
ZiC 5.932 0.39 3.11 12.08 3260 9.0 205 70 14.8

HfB2  11.2 0.58 2.39 12.8 3377 8.3 170 70 28.8
ZrB2  6.09 0.23 5.26 4.38 3247 8.3 170 70 11.4

BN 2.270 0.23 10.99 5.52 3000 8 30 20 19.1
AIN 3.26 0.18 7.17 4.61 2235 6.7 170 10 1.6

Si3N4  3.184 0.072 9.08 1.91 1900(s) 4.0 35 10 5.1

ThO2  9.62 0.015 1.84 0.484 3050 11.6 70 10 0.2
HfO2  9.62 0.025 3.11 0.478 2812 10.9 70 10 0.3
ZrO 2  6.10 0.02 4.30 0.435 2700 12.0 125 10 0.1
Be) 2.886 0.15 12.42 2.38 2452 13.6 70 10 1.6

A120 3  3.736 0.04 7.17 0.853 2072 10.9 140 10 0.3

MoSi 2  6.24 0.10 3.35 0.478 2030 10.0 280 20 0.7

C 2.020 1.0 10.76 26.28 3677 (s) 6.3 10 j5 555.0

t A data arejfr 15W0 C
* Eimated Values for Ceramic Materials 121

A cermet is a microcomposite with a continuous minority metal phase binding together the
majority ceramic phase. The philosophy of extensive cermet research programs carried out in the
1950-60 era was to improve the thermal shock index of a structural ceramic through an increase
in the thermal conductivity (continuous metal phase). Materials evaluated during this era
included Cr-A120 3, Co-B4C, TiC-NiAI, and Cr2B-Cr-Mo. Disappointingly, cermet research
was largely abandoned by 1965 - it became increasingly apparent that cermets cannot withstand
thermal cycling or thermal shock conditions. Further, the presence of a continuous metal phase
did not always result in an increase for thermal conductivity relative to the monolithic ceramic.
This has been attributed to the great increase in the number of microstructural interfaces in a
cermet relative to a pure metal or ceramic.

Ceramic-matrix composites (CMCs) have the potential to exhibit improved resistance to
thermal shock by providing for greatly improved strengths relative to monolithic ceramics.
Alhouh CMCs are a fairly recent development, they have already been successfully evaluated
for engineering application in a rocket propulsion environment. An A120 3/SiO2 composite is
used as high-temperature seal in missile applications. A C/SiC CMC nozzle has been
su sully tested on the HM7 engine of the Ariane third stage [8]. This CMC boasts a 1400'C
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flexural strength of 700 MPa - well in excess of the strengths for monolithic ceramics listed in
Table IL. Developments in CMC research and the closely related field of ductile-phase toughened
ceramics now offer the potential for ceramics to be truly competitive with the refractory metals.

Chemical Corrosion Chemical corrosion is a material-specific and applicauon-specific
phenomenon - thus only a limited dgree of generalization is possible. The following points,
however, apply to all high-temperature materials:

Materials may be judged for a particular application by considering which chemical
reactions are thermodynamically possible at the temperature and environment in question;
what is the exact service environment, i.e. the oxygen and carbon partial pressures?
Oxide ceramics do not "oxidize" while carbides and metals do.

Porosity is detrimental because high levels of porosity provide a larger amount of surface
area for chemical reaction than does a fully dense body. Thus a plasma-sprayed coating
is more likely to degrade in a corrosive environment than a fused slurry coating.

* Thermal diffusivity (Table I) should be optimized to minimize chemical attack. This is
because the surface temperature (site of chemical reaction) can be moderated by the rate at
which heat is conducted away.

Refractory metals are historically temperature-limited by their poor oxidation resistance. Fused
silicide coatings have been developed for the principal refractory metals but extend the maximum
operating temperature to only 1650*C - well below the useful strength limit of these metals. Of
the various competing materials, borides begin to volatilize above about 800'C, and the carbides
and graphite require oxidation protection. The oxide ceramics out-perform all high-temperature
materials in resistance to hot corrosion. Unfortunately, the oxide ceramics are the poorest choice
based upon thermal shock criteria. It appears that the problem of hot corrosion resistance cannot
be completely overcome by materials selection at the present time. Rather, designs must be
configured to limit maximum temperatures to within the safe operating range for coated
refractory metal or carbon systems. (A further discussion of design concepts is offered at the
close of this section.)

Mechanica•LEr•sion Mechanical erosion is defined as erosion of the hot-structure surface by
impingement of exhaust products or atmospheric species. Strength is the governing factor in
defining the resistance of a material to mechanical erosion. Refractory metals and ceramics have
generally higher erosion resistance than C-based materials. Tests with a rocket nozzle geometry
showed that mechanical erosion of the nozzle throat is only evident in conjunction with surface
spalling, chemical degradation, or melting [21. In these instances, mechanical erosion simply
assisted in the removal of decomposition products. In the case of refractory metals, a liquid
oxide forms at elevated temperatures and mechanical erosion insures that a fresh metal surface is
continually exposed - thus hastening the failure process. The same study showed that erosion
resulting from simple mechanical impingement was not observed - the incident angle was too
shallow for significant interaction. Other potential applications such as a thrust vector control
system or a leading edge on a hypersonic aircraft may experience greater angles of impingement
with a particulate stream. Thus, the mechanism of mechanical erosion may assume greater or
lesser importance - depending upon the application.
Influence f Design Fators

In addition to optimization of materials properties for high-heat flux applications, described
above, thermal design plays a -.ritical role in preventing failure of high-temperature structures.
For those applications where thermal shock resistance is a design driver, several steps can be
taken to reduce the degree of thermal shock. Thermal shock failure occurs more readily in
constrained bodies - whether constraint is provided by surrounding cooler material or by
mechanical restraints. Thus a "tiled" design which confines expansion and contraction effects to
discreet elements is less prone to thermal stress failure than a monolithic design. Similarly, thin-
walled structures provide less constraint than bulk structures. A common design optimization
comes through the integration of a metal backing sheet to a thin ceramic thermal or oxidation
barrier. The metal sheet compensates for the poor thermal conductivity of the ceramic and helps
to dissipate heat as well as to delocalize stress-inducing hot spots. The ceramic provides for
resistance to erosion and chemical corrosion failure. Examples of this technology abound.
Silicide coatings are applied to Nb alloy C-103 rocket thrusters for oxidation protection to
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Il
1650 0C. Zirconia is plasma sprayed onto the Ni-based ailoys and serves as a thermal and
oxidation barrier in jet turbines 19]. At a development stage, oxide ceramics are being super-
plastically deformed and diffusion bonded to refractory metals to yield hybrid net-shaped saruc-
tares for elevated-temperature service [ 101. Thus, informed engineering design can utilize the
advantages of both refractory metals and ceramic materials to yield a sound high-temperature
structure.

The survey presented up to this point has necessarily been general in nature. Overlooked thus
far has been the enormous effort required to actually qualify a material for engineering
application. As shown in Table I, the principal refractory metals have been used for aerospace
application since the dawn of the space age. For each of the refractory metals, the range of
application has steadily expanded during this time as materials scientists have overcome
problems associated with joining, fabricability, reproducibility of properties, and oxidation.
Before emerging CMCs and intermetallics can qualify for engineering application, they will
undoubtedly pass through a similar cycle. Thus, it is instructive to present a detailed case study
of the developments with one material - Mo - which have occurred in the past 30-40 years. Al-
though Mo has a long history of el&vated-temperature application, it was not until the 1980's that
fundamental factors which affect ductility and weldability in Mo were clearly understood. Some
of the developments which have yielded the current state of the art in Mo-based materials are
described in the sections which follow.

Case Study: Optimization of Mo Alloys for Aerospace Application

The history of refractory metal alloy research and development from 1950 to 1975 has been
well reviewed recently by Perkins [1 1]. In summary, in the late 1950s tonnage quantities of mill
products were produced. At that time, the spectrum and range of quality of refractory alloys
were comparable to those of stainless steels and superaioys. Two decisions in the early 1970s
altered this picture dramatically. One was the fact that work on nuclear space power systems
was terminated in 1973 for an indefinite period. The second was the selection of reusable
surface insulation (i.e., the Space Shuttle tile) instead of coated refractory metals for thermal
protection of the Space Shuttle.

In the recent past, specifically the past three to four years, the above situation has changed
suddenly for two reasons. First, advanced compact nuclear systems are being reconsidered as
portable thermal and electrical power sources for possible aerospace applications. Second, the
advent of exotic vehicle designs such as the National Aerospace Plane (or derivatives of this
concept) demand the use of very high temperature materials that currently, quite simply, do not
exist. The renewed interest in refractory metals for these applications merits a review of the
current status of this group of materials.

Recent work on the brittle behavior of refractory metal alloys has been focused on
molybdenum base alloys. Molybdenum and its alloys have specific advantages over the other
refractory metals in terms of availability, high temperature specific strength, and oxidation
resistance in certain propulsion systems. The major problem with molybdenum is its brittle
behavior at room temperature and it is well accepted that poor room temperature ductility and
toughness have limited widespread application of molybdenum base alloys. This brittle

phenomenon can arise from a variety of sources.

The Group VI metals such as molybdenum, tungsten, and chromium are particularly
susceptible to embrittlement by oxygen, nitrogen, and sometimes, carbon. Although this general
observation is reasonably well documented, the details of oxygen effects in commercially
important molybdenum alloys are not appreciated.

Kumar and Eyre [12] have been able to show that as little as 6 at. ppm of oxygen can totally
embrittle molybdenum grain boundaries if the carbon content is very low (e.g., 0.4 at. ppm). In
their work, it was also shown that carbon is effective in reducing the driving force for such
oxygen segregation to grain boundaries. In this manner, carbon promotes ductile behavior. By
varying the amount of carbon with respect to oxygen, Kumar and Eyre showed that at C/O
atomic ratios greater than 2, oxygen segregation was severely limited during recrystallization or
slow cooling from elevated temperatures. These key observations are shown in Fig. 2. In the
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cae of vacuum arc cast ingots of commercial unalloyed molybdenum. the atomic ratio for C/O is
4:1 if the alloy contains the maximum allowable C and O levels. Typically, the ratio is greater
than this (often about 6) although for the cam whereO is high and C is low, C/O atomic ratios
of as low as 2 can be encountered. Based on the data of Kumar and Eyre, molybdenum alloys
having this type of atomic ratio (2:1) could be susceptible to oxygen embrittlement.
Furthermore, it should be pointed out that the oxygen levels in mill products of molybdenum
alloys can increase, by comparison with initial ingot chemistries, as a result of oxygen
contamination during processing.

' qIIE I n000 ,•TIAIINC

200 20W
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Fig. 2 (a) correlation of grain boundary fracture stress for molybdenum with oxygen coverage
of grain boundaries and (b) effect of carbon content on oxygen coverage [ 121. Oxygen
monolayer coverage at molybdenum grain boundaries is severely embrittling but the
degree of oxygen segregation can be controlled by increasing carbon content of alloys

Molybdenum Barstock

Although ductility in the longitudinal direction of commercial alloys of molybdenum extrusion
products, barstock, and rods is usually excellent, extremely poor transverse ductility is
invariably observed [13]. This latter property can be the limiting factor in components used inaerospace applications such as washers, nuts, and pistons. Traditionally, these components are
manufactured by machining from products such as extrudate or barstock. Acceptance tests for
these product forms are invariably based on longitudinal properties. During processing at room
temperature, the components described above are often stressed in a circumferential or radial

manner, and it is in these cases that brittle failures often manifest themselves.

The mechanical properties of unalloyed molybdenum and TZM (Mo-O.lZr-0.5Ti) bars of a
range of diameters were determined. The results of these tensile tests are that samples in the
longitudinal direction showed excellent ductility (usually over 20%); those in the transverse
direction, however, showed nil ductility.

The longitudinal metallographic sections of barstock show the expected microstructure for
stu relieved, molybdenum alloy products, i.e., elongated grains containing a well developed
subgrain structure. The transverse microstructure would normally be expected to consist of
small equiaxed grains. However, the grains are irregular in shape and can be extremely wide
and curved. This type of microstructure is associated with the development of a pronounced
<110> fiber texture in bcc metals subjected to large strains during extrusion, swaging, bar
rolling, and wire drawing.

In recent studies on molybdenum alloys, large numbers of grain boundaries were examined
for the presence of cracks. An example is shown in Fig. 3. The presence of fractured carbides
and associated cracks, distributed along grain boundaries, can be clearly observed. Such
features are considered to be particularly undesirable in molybdenum and its alloys because of
their extreme sensitivity to cracks and notches. Brittle behavior of molybdenum and
molybdenum alloy barstock in the transverse direction has been concluded to be a result of these
"cracked carbide stringers.
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An in situ Auger electron spectroscopy examination was carried out to isolate any influence of
oxygen on the brittle failure of molybdenum barstock No evidence was found to suggest that
oxygen segregation to grain boundaries occurs in barstock of molybdenum or molybdenum
alloys. This observation is in general agreement with the results described by Kumar and Eyre
in terms of the C/O ratios.

II
I pm

Fig. 3 Optical photomicrograph of grain boundaries from longitudinal sections of stress
relieved 35 mm dia. low carbon, arc cast Mo barstock showing presence of fractured
carbide crack stringers

It is possible, by careful consideration of recrystallization tempera:ure effects on the
",e.ecpita.ion of carbides on grain boundaries, combined with thermomechanical processing, to
emninate he above problem for molybdenum components such as flanges, washers, and nuts
[13]. The microstructural changes resulting from recrystallization and thermnomechanical
processing procedures are fractured carbide crack stringers are no longer at grain boundaries, the
grain size is considerably refined, and the orientations of the grain boundaries are rotated through
900 with respect to the stress direction to which components are typically subjected during
fabrication. The improvement in mechanical properties by the use of this additional
thermomechanical processing are dramatic for molybdenum and TZM; this is shown for Mo in
Table MI. For samples machined from recrystallized and upset forged discs, the tensile ductility
is increased dramatically from zero to 27.5%. Improved values of yield and ultimate tensile
strengths are observed, even by comparison with the longitudinal barstock values as a result of
the grain size refinement that accompanies the recrystallization and forging process.

Table III
Property Comparison between extruded and upset forged Mo

Yield stress, MPa UTS, MPa Elongation, %
Extruded bar

Longitudinal 621 662 22
Transverse 450 0

Upset forged 683 787 27.5

*Molybdenum-Rhenium Alloy

There is continuing interest in the development of a molybdenum base alloy that is ductile and
insensitive to the subtle problems described above. A successful solution was suggested many
years ago. This was the addition of rhenium to molybdenum [14]. In fact, two commercial
alloys, Mo-42Re (Mo-27.2 at.%Re) and Mo-47Re (Mo-31.4 aL%Re), have been available
since about 1960. By comparison with unalloyed molybdenum, however, these heavily alloyed
compositions have increased density, complexity of production, and cost. The development of a
dilute (Le., less than about 20%Re (11.4 at.%Re)) Mo-Re alloy that demonstrates the same

i improvements as the above commercial Mo-Re alloys is an enticing one that has been considered
; ~~inthepast. Early work by Klopp and Witzko [151. for example, demonstrated that in Muite Mo- ' '.

Re alloys, such benefits could be obtained in electron beam melted alloys. Recently, work by
Lundberg and co-workers [161 has again raised the issue of dilute Mo-Re alloys and has
purported to demonstrate improved properties. The preliminary evidence appears to show a
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maximum in ductility in Mo-Re alloys at about 11-13%Re (6.0-7.1 at.%Re). Upon initial
examination, the evidence presented by the above studies is convincing. As shown in Fig. 4, the
tensile ductility of Mo-Re alloys appears to go through a maximum at about 11-13%Re (6.0-7.1 a&.•Re). The increase in tensile ductility with additions of rhenium to molybdenum is

attributed to a solute softening effect. Support for the solute softening effect also appeared
convincing. Minima in yield strength and hardness were reported at intermediate rhenium
contents (although these minima occurred at different rhenium levels for strength and hardness).
Lundberg et al.. also stated that elastic modulus measurements lend additional support to the
concept that true solute softening takes place in the dilute Mo-Re alloys.
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Fig. 4 IL Room temperature percent elongation (closed symbols) and reduction in area (open
symbols) for pure molybdenum and Mo-Re alloys as function of %Re; asterisks next to selected
points indicate C/O atomic ratios of less than 2. Right: Room temperature percent elongation
plotted as function of CYO atomic ratio for unalloyed molybdenum and Mo-Re alloys; typical
range of CJO for commerical unalloyed molybdenum is indicated.

Subsequent work [17] has demonstrated that it is necessary to ensure that proper care has
been taken to control the CYO atomic ratio. The published experimental results [ 16] indicate only
about 1% tensile ductility for recrystallized unalloyed molybdenum. Recrystallized molybdenum
can indeed exhibit low ductility; however, these low values can usually be attributed either to
,segregation of oxygen to grain boundaries as a result of an insufficiently high carbon level or to
contaminated surface layers as a result of surface and grain boundary oxidation during
recrystallization in conventional research vacuum systems. Commercial unalloyed molybdenum
can readily be shown to exhibit tensile ductility values as high as 40% at room temperature forrecrystallized unalloyed molybdenum have been reported.

In Fit 4 ductility data from earlier work dating back to the 1960s are included with recent data
on d4,ltte Mo-Re alloys. These results indicate that the low ductility for unalloyed molybdenum
cited by Lundberg is perhaps a result of oxygen embrittlement because of low ratios of C/O.
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Data points with atomic ratios of C/O less than 2 are .•cated with asterisks in Fig. 4. Note that
all of the low ductility points in Fig. 4 are ones with C/O < 2, and that the highest ductility
points, in the Mo-(10-13)Re (Mo-(5.4-7.1 at.%)Re) range, are those alloys with C/O > 2. The
am• trend is obtained by plotting percent elongation as a function of C/O, as shown in Fig. 4.

that all the alloys with C/O S 2 tend to have low ductility - independent of the amount of
rhenium alloying addition. This suggests that the observed peak in ductility at lO-13%Re (5.4-
7.1 at.%Re) is an artifact resulting from the inappropriately low values of ductility measured on
alloy compositions outside the lO-13%Re (5.4-7.1 aLRe) range.

Creeo Resistance of Tun•ten Alloys

Refractory metal alloys strengthened by HfC precipitation have been considered for
applications at very high temperatures [18, 19]. This is because some. of, -, highest strengths in
metallic systems at high temperatmes have been measured in these allc "a,,• :' wodmrs have
observed that alloys containing eqniatomic ratios of hafnium/carbon ..... : op,.* ,m properties.
An unusual aspect of these alloys is that additions of excess hafnium or carbon ricer that required
for complete combination, i.e. the equiammic or stoichiometric ratio, ;ac. •d ,• providing
additional strengthening, have a weakening effect in both molybdenum base and tur.•ten base
alloys. An example of this behavior is shown in Fig. 5. In these studies, hafnium ar,• ,:arbon
were added to molybdenum- or tungsten-base alloys in amounts varying over a wide •ange to
encompass both hafnium rich and carbon rich alloys. In the quantitative analyses of carbide
Inecipitation in alloys in which Ibere is a limited solubility of the carbon and carbide former h; the
matrix, it can be shown that the amount of carbide available for precipitation is sensitive to the
'excess' carbon or carbide former added to the alloy. Specifically, a maximum amount of
precipitate is available in alloy compositions where the carbon is added to the carbide former in
the exact ratio needed for complete or stoichiometric combination. This is because at the solution
treatment temperature, excess carbon or carbide formers essentially use up part of the solubility
product that governs the amounts that can go into solution.

Based on a description of carbide precipitation by Wadsworth [18], the high temperature
creep and UTS data for molybdenum- and tungsten-base alloys containing various amounts of
hafnium and carbon have been re-assessed [18,19]. Significant differences are found between
the amounts of HfC assumed to be available for high temperature strengthening in the original
analyses, and the amounts that are available as calculated using the recently developed approach.
Also, by calculating trends in the HfC available for precipitation in tungsten-base alloys, it is
possible to show that excess additions of hafnium or carbon to these alloys do not have a true
weakening effecL It can instead be shown that additions of hafnium or carbon in excess of that
required for stoichiometric combination, result in a decreased amount of HfC available for
precipitation. It is this decrease in available precipitation that is the cause of reduced high
temperature strength as shown in Fig. 5.
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Hitch Temnurae Deformatim of Niobium-bae Allow

During creep, metal alloys can exhibit Class I solid solution behavior. According to the
l classification and description by Sberby and Burke [20) and Cannon and Sherby [21],

Class I solid solutions are found in alloys that have relatively large atomic size mismatches for a
given value of elastic modulus (22], although it has been pointed out that the solute
concenftlon, stress level, and the ratio of climb to glide diffusivities are also important variables
[23]. Often there is little or no subgrain formation [231, and the deformation behavior of the
alloys does not exhibit a direct dependence on the stacking fault energy [21]. During creep, the
alloys exhibit either little primary creep or an inversion of primary creep that often enters directly
into tertiary, or accelerating, creep. The activation energy for creep in Class I solid solutions is
for chemical interdiffusion and is often below the activation energy for self-diffusion of the
matrix metal. In Class I solid solutions, creep behavior is believed to be controlled by solute
drag on gliding dislocations. The law describing creep deformation can be written, in its simplest
formas I= K oan where a is the true flow stress, is the true strain rate, Kisamaterial
constant at a given temperature, and n is the stress exponent. In Class I solid solutions, n has a
value of 3; this leads to an inherent high strain rate sensitivity of m = 0.33 in the equation
0=kki where m= I/n and k= I/K.

Niobium forms complete solid solutions (or exhibits extended mutual solid solubility) with
most of the refractory metals. Many groups (Group IVB, VB, and VIB) of commercial
niobium-based alloys have been manufactured and studied; these are the Nb-Hf. Nb-Zr, Nb-Ti,
Nb-Ta, Nb-V, and Nb-W based systems. (The atomic size factors, I1i, defined as: 101 = [%
- aAY.A , whtre hB is the effective atomic volume of a solute B in a matrix A. and 0 is the
effective atomic volune of solution A, that indicate the degree of atomic size mismatch, for these
binary alloy systems are: 18.58, 27.11, 3.00, 0.26, 17.81, and 98.22, respectively [22].)

Recently, Wadsworth et aL [24] analyzed existing high-temperature data for a number of Nb
alloys and pointed out that these alloys behave like Class I solid solution alloys during high
temperature deformation. These alloys include binary Nb-Hf, Nb-Zr, Nb-Ti, Nb-Ta, Nb-V. and
Nb-W, as well as some ternary alloys. For example, it was shown several years ago that a
coarse-grained Nb-5.4Hf-2.0Ti alloy (known commercially as C103) could exhibit large tensile
elongations of over 200%; the phenomenon was observed at intermediate homologous
temperatures (about 0.7 Tm, where Tm is the absolute melting temperature) and at intermediate
strain rates (of about 10-3 s- 1). Other Nb-Hf based alloys include C129 (Nb-5.8Hf-5.6W) and
WC-3009 (Nb-l9Hf-6W). In a normalized form as diffusion-compensated strain rate versus
modulus-compensated stress, data from C103, C129, and WC-3009 are depicted in Figure 6. It
is evident that all alloys show a stress exponent value of 3 (i.e. m = 0.33). With respect to the
role of alloying elements on determining Class I behavior, it may be inferred that the role of W
does not appear to override that of Hf, or perhaps is equivalent to that of Hf. The maximum
elongation-to-failure data are reported to be over 70% for C129, 200% for C103, and 164% for
WC3009. The activation energies for C103, C129 and WC3009 are determined to be similar
with a value of about 300 kJ/mol. The similarity amongst the activation energy values for all
three alloys suggests that glide control by Hf atom drag is the controlling mechanism in each
case. In addition to the Nb-Hf based alloys, other Nb alloys indicating the Class I solidi solution behavior include D36 (Nb- 18Ti-5Zr), Nb-1I8Ta-5W-0.SZr, Cb753 (Nb-8.8V- 1.2Zr),
B66 (Nb-8.8V-4.6Mo-1.0Zr), and Cb752 (Nb-SW-3Zr). The significance of Class I solid
solution behavior in these alloys is as follows.

The strain rate sensitivity is known to control the rate of neck formation in tensile tests at
elevated temperatures [25]. Most ordinary metals and alloys have values of m : 0.2 and, as a
result, show modest tensile ductilities (from 50 to 100%) even at very elevated temperatures.
Superplastic alloys have values of m between about 0.4 to 0.6, although the methods for
measuring m can lead to variations about this range (26]. The high values of m in superplastic
metals account for their high tensile elongations; the largest reported value is about 8,000% [27]
although more typical values are between 300 to 1000%. The strain rate sensitivity of m = 0.33
fou.nd in Class I solid solutions is intermediate between that for pur metals and superplastic
alloys, and therefore extended ductility (150 to 600%) is predicted for these alloys,
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Fig. 5 Diffusion-compensated strain rate versus modulus-compensated stress for C103,
C129, and WC3009.

It is pertinent to point out that in commercial superplastic forming operations, (a) tensile
ductilities of over 200% are rarely required. (b) cavitation, as a result of grain boundary sliding,
can become unacceptable without the application of back pressure at elongations greater than
200% (e.g., in the 7000 series aluminum alloys and in the AI-6Cu-0.5Zr commercial alloy), and
(c) extremely high elongations are normally found at very low strain rates (~10-5 s- ). In
contrast, Class I solid solutions usually exhibit ductilities of 150% at reasonably high strain
rates (10-2 s'1). Cavitation should present less of a problem in Class I solid solutions, because
the mechanism of flow is not based on grain boundary sliding. It would thus appear that
complex forming operations with Class I solid solutions, such as refractory metals, should be
feasible. Superplastic forming of these metals may also offer an additional advantage in that the
special thermomechanical processing to produce the ultrafine, two-phase structures of
superplastic alloys will not be required
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PRECIPITATION IN HIGH TEMPERATURE ALUMNIEDES

M. Nemoto,

Department of Mateials Science and Engineering.

Fasculty of Engineering 36, Kyushu University, 812 Fukuoka(Japmn)

Microstructural control to produce multiphase structure has received much attention to improve
the high temperature strength as well as low temperature ductility of intermetallics. This paper
describes the overall view of approaches to obtain various morphologies of multiphase

itrealics, basing upon the phase diagrms. Special emphasis is to be laid on the
micostucresforme by the decomposition of supersaturated intermetallics of NiAI(B2)-

based, Ni3 AI(L12)-baaed and TIMl(L10 )-based matrices The strength of the multi-phase
intermetailics is dependent on the mode of interaction between particles and dislocations. In the
Ll 2-phase strengthened by the precipiftation of disordered coherent f.cxc. phase, dislocations are
attrcted into the disordered 7 phase and cut through the particles durng deformation, while, in
the alloys containing fine dispersion of partially coherent carbide particles, dislocations by-pass
the particles during deformation.
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Iandxhction

Intermetallics composed of aluminium and other metallic components have received
considerable interest as canditates fbr next generation high temperature structural materials
because of their high melting points, low densities and possible high oxidation resistances.
However most of them still suffer from lack of low temperature ductility and of enough high
temwpeah strength.

Intermetallics based on the LI 2-ordered structure are attractive as high temperature structural
materials because of their positive temperature dependence of yield strength. However, it has
been known that "the creep strength anomaly" does not exis[i]. As creep strength is concerned,
the single phase Ni 3AI( r )-base internetallics are inferior to recent two phase nickel-base
suralloys. Khan et aL[21 compered the creep strength of the r - r' CMSX-2 single crystal
superalloy with that of its constituent T alloy and showed that the T' alloy cannot compete
with the parent alloy.

For B2-ordered NiAl, significant improvements in creep strengh were first demonstrated by
Polvani et al.[31 by forming a two phase mixture of NiAl and Ni2ATi(Heusler phase). Similar
Heusler phases and other phases such as Laves can be formed in NiAI by ternary additions such
as Nb, Ta, Hf and V. The creep strength of these multi-phase intermetallics increased
appreciably but not to the level of recent nickel-base muperalloys[41-171. It was proposed that
optimizing the creep strength requires a balance of the compositions of the two phases, the
precipitate volume fration, the size ane distribution of the precipitates by analogy to the nickel-
bas superaoys[81.

Much work has been performed also to improve the ductility of inturmetallics since Aoki and
Izumi[9l found the drastic effect of B on the ductility of Ni 3AI. The ductility of intermetallics
could also be nmproved by macrostructural and microstruchnual control through heat treatments
or processng in tms of powder metallurgy and fiber reinforcement. However there have been
only a limited number of studies concerning the precipitation in intermetadlics. The pmesmt paper
descibes the oveall view to give the fine precipitation of second phases in LI 2-o ' Ni 3AI,
B2-ordered NiAI and LI 0-ordered TiM. The morphologies of deformation induced dislocations
are also compaired.

Optimum Microstructure for High Temperate Intermetallics

There should be several ways by which the high temperature strength of intermnetallics can be
improved: elimination of grain boundaries, solid solution strengthening, precipitation
stengthening and composite Strengthening. The first two mechanisms are known to be essential
to the high temperature materials but are already reported to be insufficient to exceed the
strength of the nickel-based supealloys(21. Therefoie the introduction of multi-phase structures
should be required also for intermetallics to attain higher strength over a wide temperature
range.

Recently Naka and Khan[81[10] have been successful in creating a r Ir' type two-phase
micstructure which is very similar to that of nickel-mased r iT' superalloys in the pseudo-
binary Fe-Ni2AITI and Nb-Ti2AIMo systems. Although the future of this approach looks
promising, these alloys would be in the category of superalloys based upon different disordered
matrix phases containing high volume fractions of ordered precipitates. It should be noted that
the optimum nmcrostructure for the imetrllic-based alloys might be different from that for the
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disordered phase-hsed alloys. In the nickel bas superalloys it has been known that most ofdeformationinducddislocationsmOVe l•jmeoinantly in the dsmtu 7 which formsnarro
channels between 7 'll].

-- -) (d )

Figure I variatinm of multi-phase intmetaflics(b)-(d) as compaired to the Ni-
base superlloy(a).

Figure 1 schematically shows the microsructural variations of nickel-base superalloys and of
intermietallic-based alloys In nckeml-basse superalloys. coherent Li 2-ordeed 7 ' is dispersed in
disordered 7 as shown in (a). The alloys proposed by Naka et al.[8[l0correspond to (b)
where intremetallic phases different to r' are dispersed in a disordered matrix different to
alloyed 7. The situation is reversed in intametallic-based alloys as shown in (c) where a
disordered phase is dispersed in an ordered phase. In (d), an intermetAllic phase is dispersed in
another intermeballic phase mati Other variations of multi-phase micostructue should also
be possible Therefo different behavior of dislocations can be expected in the intenmetallic-
based alloys. The optimum microstructure for the interrmetallic-base alloys might be then
different from that for the nickel-based supeialloys.

Optimizing the multi-phase microstrtures requires a balance of the compositions of the
existing phases, the precipitate volume fraction, the size and distribution of the precipitates. The
physical properties of the precipitate and of the matrix play primary roles to determine the
mechanical properties of the intermetallic-based alloy since the contribution to the high
temperature strength is dependent on the mode of interaction between particles and dislocations.

Precipitation in intermetallics can be attained basing upon the phase diagrams if the reliable
diagrams are available. If the two phases azzing each other in the phase diagram have
fundamentally similar crystal structum and lattice parmeters, extended solid solubility may be
obtained at high temperates. Then wide range of mirostructural variations can be achieved.

S~~Ductile Phas Toughnng

Ductile phase toughning involves the incrporation of a ductile second phase in a brittle
matrix[ 121. The purpose of the ductile phase is to interact or inUrfere with the progression of
cracks through the matix phase or to lead to dislocation generation at the interphase interface of
the ductile phase and of the brittle matrix. Such strain tiansfer can be facilitated by the Presence
of cohrency or specific orientation relationships between two phases.

Is"h atdllsal 131 have been mcemasful to improve drastically the ductility of N'MAI-bMed alloys
by the addition of alloying elements and by the control of microstructes. 'They fond that a
small amount of disordered phase formed by the addition of Fe, Co and Cr has a drastic effect
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on the dUCtility. To avoid the stx1gt decrasle, Yang et al.1 141 examined a number of alloys in
a three phase field incorporationg P -NiAI, P -Ni2AITi and T -Ni3Al phases in the Ni-Al-Ti
system. It was found that the presence of a substancial fraction of the relatively ductile T
phase in semicoherent epitaxy with 0 and A' conferred several per cent of compressive
plasticy on these alloys, where the 0 / P 'alloys are known to have a catastrophic room

tmeauebrittleness. However even the improvement was achieved in the room temperature
ductility by incorporating ductile phiases, it should be necessary to disperse fine second phases
to maintain the high tenspenature strength, especially creep strength.

Precipitation in lntemewtaics

In most of structural alloys, intermetallic compounds exist as dispersoids. There have been
surprisingly few studies on the phase decompositions in intermetallics. The mechanisms of
precipcitation strengthning of intermetallic-based alloys have rarely investigated. As far as the
present authors know, Ardell and Hovani 151 are the first who showed interest in strengthening
the L12 ordered phase by a fine dispersion of coherent precipitates. They expected that
dislocations in the CU3AI matrix will be attracted by the CD-rich precipitates for the same reason
that unit dislocations in disordered alloys are atftacted to precipitates which have a lower
stacking fault eniergy than the matrix as discussed by Hirsch and Kelly(161 in their stacking
fault strengthening theory. However, the effects of precipitation on the high temperature
strength of ordered alloys have not been well investigated. CU 3Au should not be sufficient for
this purpose, because the order-disorder transition temperature is rather low(Tc=664 K).

MkIbbe I lists various combinations of preciptate and matrix phases investigated in our recent
work to examine the m crostructural characteristics of model alloys. Coherent or incoherent and
ordered or disordered phases have been tried to disperse in Ni3Al, NiAI and ThAI matrices,
Some of our recent results will be reviewed below.

'Ibble 1 Intermetallics with precipitates under investigation in the present work

matrix precipitates coherency* alloy system

1,I2  Ni3AI T -Ni(Al/fcc) C Ni-Al-i
M23C6(cubic) I Ni-Al-Cr-C

B2 NiAI at -Cr(A21bcc) C Ni-Al-Cr
a -Fe(A2/bcc) C Ni-Al-Fe
P -Co(Al/fcc) I NiAl-Co
NiýlM(L2) C Ni-Al-Ti

12, Ni2AITi NiAl(B2) C Ni-Al-Ti
1,I0  TIAI 113AIC(cubic) I TiAl-C

7i3AIN(cubic) I Ti-Al-N

0.C coherent, 1, incoherent

Precipitatioa in NI3AI

M1A-ioree A detailed examination of micostroctire and strength of T '-Ni 3 (Al,11)-
basedtwo haI y has been performed by Tian et alj1171-[191 and Nemoto et al[20J. They
revealed a retrograde solubility of nickel in T ', iLe., the solubility of nickel in T'I has its
maximum value at about 1373 K and decreases with decreasing as well as increasing
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temperature as shown in Figure 2. It is possible to obtain a uniform supersaturated solid
solution by quen&-ing from this temperature and to disperse fine preipitates by aging. Actuuly

a ~Fig. 3 shows the variation of hardness of
78Ni18AI4TI and 79Ni 19A19.171 T /IT '-
based alloy by aging at temperatures betee
973 K and 1173 K after quenching from
1423 K[17].

Figures 4 (a) and (b) show the morphologies
of precipitates in the peak-aged and ovm aged

* d' 4C- - condition, respectively, takan by usinigthe
ordered lattice reflection from the makix 7.
The precipitates ame spherical or rouwid-cubic

b W dupe in peak-aged condition~but awe -~
in ove aged condition. High resolutionINi ALt J1 ectron microscopy revealed thatthe perfct

Figure 2 A schematic vertical cross section of lattice coherence. is kept between the
Ni-Al-TM phase diagram showing a retrograde vrecipitate and matrix MTe volume unaction Of

solubility of r in T precipitates was estimated to be 4%.

I (a)97

** 
jW

Aging Tin. I S

320-93

10 '0' '0. '0
Aging limo I s Figure 4 TEM microgrphsof T precipitates

in NCil8AJ4T (a) aged at 1073 K for 1.08 x
Figure3 Variationsofhardness78NilAl4'1' 104 s (3 h,peak-aged), (b) aged at 1073 Kfor
and 79MNI 2Al9Ti during aging. 3.6 x 105 s(100 h)

Figure 5 is a g=ZM dark field weak beam
image of dislocations in a deformed single
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crystaLTe supetlatice dislocations dissociate
in the matrix and they tend to be uncorrelated
by the absence of an APB, as they meet a
disordered particle. The particles are not
imaged in this dark field micrograph takln
with the superimposed spot of matrix and
precpitate relections. A detailed TEM
examination of the morphology of debrma-
tion induced dislocations revealed that the
dislocations have dissociated on the (010)
plane in the matrix and on the (111) in the

Figure 5 TEM weak-beam image showing the particle. This observation strongly suggests
dissociation of dislocations in the disordered that the fine dispersion of disordered T
particles at the peak aged condition in the suppresses the cross slip of superdislocations
NilBA14Ti aged at 973 K for 1.08 x 106 s and from {(I1} to {001} and thus increasing the
deformed 3% at 673 K. high temperature strength of T '.

Ni;Al-M.C 6. When 0.5 mol% of carbon is added to Ni 3(AICr), hardening was observed by
aging at temperatures around 1023 K. Figure 6 shows the variation of hardeness due to aging at
973 and 1073 K, respectively. Although the hardness increment is not very high, a typical age
hardening and overage softening are recognized by aging at 1073 K.

330 340
(a) &2hC (b) 9USC

S320 - 330 /
z TIz 3101073 K

30320 - 1073K
300

270 9 1 73 K/ 310093

270 973K913K
> 6 -1 L L . L280

0 10, , 10$ " 0 10, 10 0 10 0
Agig Time I sm Aging Time I sec

Figure 6 Variation of hardness of Ni24A14Cr-02 and -O.5C alloy by aging at 973 and 1073 K.

Figmrs7 (a) and (b) show the microstructus of the alloy aged at 973 K for 1.08 x 106 sand
at 1073K for 1.08 x l05 s, respectively. The corresponding selected area electron diffraction
(SAED) analysis revealed that the precipita~e is an M23C6 type carbide and has the orientation
relafionship (I00)-M23C 6 parallel to (100)-T ' and 1001]-M23C 6 parallel to [0011- i ', i.e.
cube-cube orientation relationshp. M23C6 is a chromium-rich carbide which posses a complex
cubic structem containing 92 atoms per unit cell, with a lattice parameter of about 1.06 nm.

Figure 8 shows an example of high resolution image of M23C 6 carbide observed from I 1101-
MlC 6. It is evident that the surface of the particle is bounded by Il 11) and a periodical
matching of lattice planes between the matrix and M23C6 is kept at the interface. The planer
faults are observed to lie on the (111) planes of M23C6 . These defects are characterized by a
distinct displacement across the wlt planes and considered to be growth defects.
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Figure? TEM mirograps of Nri24AAMCr-0.5C aged (a) at 973 K for 1.06 x 106 s and (b) at
S1073 Kfor 1.08 x105 s (30 h).

IFigureS8 (left) High resolution image of the inwterae between M23C6 and N13AL

Figure 9 (right) Dislocations in the Ni24Al4Cr-O.5C alloy aged at Y.for 3.6X x 0 s (100h)
and deformed 3% at 573 L. Orowan loops awe observed.iFigure 9 ia a clerk-flid weak buam image of defotmawin induced disocations in the alloy aged
at 973 K for 3.6 x 105 s3(100 h) and deformed 3% at 573 K. It is evident that the dislocations
bypass the carbide particles leaving loops sorrounding thmx. The observesd morpbolpg of

lockations is quies iffirn from that observed in the Ni 3AI with fine dispersion of coherent
disIod, ' r , in which dchmusion induced dislocations we attiacted into the particles and cut
through them at miy deft~mmmon tempersatues.

NLA-N&OkM Sigifiantimu'oriements in aeep suingh wuen first demonwsraed by Polvani
ata[3 F~ring ~a twopaemxw fW n N i2AI(wer phase). However

because of tde caftmaropluc roo temperture brittleness this alloy has not beow investigated so
far. Foeld et alI211 investigated the alloys along a line between the pseudo-binary NiAI and

* ~Ni2AM~ system and obtained evidenice for a spinodl ordering reacton in this system. Figure 10
shows the posaibilitiy of the wide range of microstructural modification of this system by
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controlling the heat treatments and by changing the alloy composition along the psendo-binary
firm

Nl-LJung and Sauthofif[221 investigated the creep behavior of NiAI-Fe and Fe-NiAI
systems, and revealed that the effeoct of the a -Fe, particles in B2-NiAI matrix was quite
anslogonsl to that of 32-NiAI particles in a -Fe niatix. In both cases the particles act as
dislocation obstacles because of the disocation-particle inteaction, and indeed adhering

dilcoswere observed at particles befsr detachment in the B2-NiAI casw

Phase transformation in the Fe-Al system depends stiungly on the comnposition of the alloy.
Ther is a possbiity of th paralle ractions of ordering and phase separationl231[241. Figure,
11I shows the TEM micratrutu of the aclys chosen lang the line, in the two phase region in
the Fe-Ni-Al phase diagram shown in Figure 12. It can he known that the microstucture widely
changes by heat treatments.THM examination revealed the possibility of the coexistence of a -
Fe and two kind of B2-ordered phases which have been observed by Liu et al[1251 in an Fe-
23.2A14.lNi alloy. The microstructure of this system is still to be chirified~

Figure 10 TEM micrtigmphs, of (a) 5OMi4A1lOr alloy aged at 1273K and (b) 5OWi4AIMT
aged at 1173K for 3.6 x 10 s (100 h) showing the precipitate of Ni2AMl in NimI.

Fgur 11I TF4Mirgah of (a) 4(IMi4A~i2e, (b) 20Ni28Al44Fe and (c) 1OISilAl7SFe
aged at 973K for 1.0O x I0 s (30~h).
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Figure: 14 Variation of the hardnes of B12-ordered NiAI-Cr alloy by aging at 973 and 1173 K
after quenching from 1423 K.

Figur 15(a) shows spherical precipitates formed in SONi42A1-8Cr aged at 1173 K for 3.6 x
106 s (1000 h) observed from the [1 111 diection of the matrix. The high resolution electron
microgiuph of the interflie bewtwen dhe Ot 4)r precipite and B2-ordered NiAI shown in Figure
15(b) reveales that the precipitate lattice have a perfect coherency with the matrix lattice The
loss of coherency of et -Cr precipitates ccurns only after prolonged aging. No punching of
loops would be expected for ci-Cr because the misfit between dhe a -Cr and the MAI matrix
lattices is only 028%[27). After prolonged aging dislocationis in the matrix might climb over the
particles leaving misfit dislocation loops at the interfaces. Deatiled analysis of the nature of the
misfit dislocations in unidirectionally soldified NiAI-Cr eutectic composites has already been
reported3011311.

High tempertum~ compresion tests indicated that the fine preciptation of a -Cr in NiAI
increase the strength of NWM apprechibly at intermediate tenmetures but the stength of NAI~
Cr decreases; gradually with increasing temperature and approaches to nearly thesme level of
monolithic HiMl with (osocimty321. T7EM examination of deformation induced
dislocatios suggested that the dislocations bypas the ce -Cr particles during deformation
inrvng crosa-sip at the particles.

FIgure 15 (a) TEMt micgroaph of NiAl-Cr alloy aged at 1173 K for 3.6 x 106 s (100Dh)

* showing the precipitation of spherical a -Cr, (b) HRBM
MAI-Co F~gm 16 sho% ath partia Ni-Al-Co onery phas diagram in which -hasein
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at 1373 K and 1573 Kam indicated 331. Isbida. at aL[ 13) have shown that the ductility of B2-
asdered NiCl cmi be significandy impoved by composing a multi-phase micznurucaur between
NiAI and the disorderd fxcc. Co phase. 7Ue pbase diagram aloso, shows the variou
Pombiltifti of mioxxosructuanl variation. For example, an ordinal jaucipitatiesi of MAI mawt be
expected in disordered Co. On tOw other h~ad, the precipitaton of &wdimudndo phase in 0 -
NiAl is also expecte in NiAL In the bimodal alloy used by Ishida, et aL 13] fth precipitations
of OD in MAIl and NiAl in Co wre exece by apropriate heat bantments.

1573Kol%

F~~gure.. 1673 aralscinoNil-opAse iga ihtealy nFgr 7
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Figure 17 (a)Variation of the hardness, and (b) compressve yield strength of NIM-Co byagn
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-T1i at 1273 IL However, the morphologies of therse carbides in TiMl or T13AM have not been
repored. Figmi 18 shows typical ase hardemnin and over age solkenin observed for bt h
alloys containing 0.5 mol% of carbon or nitrogen. The incremnent of yield strength IA-N
howeve, is MaOle than that obtained in TIM-C possibly because of the loss of thesoi
solution strengthening in TIM-N dngaf ing

(a) me(b)
973 K

* 973 K

107307 K

117 K
a 1173K loý. I

1173 K 2 13

0 fl47A.0I .

0-0 101 105 W M4 104 l01 106
Aging Time, tl/s AftngTime, tl/

Figure 18 Variation of cOnprOSSIve yield suuigth of 7WA-OMS(a) and TiW-O.5N(b) by agring
at 973 K, 1073 K and 1173 Krespectivre1.

TEMt exmination revealed the fine precipitation of needle-shaped carbide and tnirde at
dislocations and in the matrix during aging. Figure 19 shows the precipitates formed in TWA12N
by aging at 1173 K for 3.6x105 s (100 h). A tilting experiment easily revealed that the
precipiftaes have a needle-flk shape, and the square cross-section with the sides parallel to [0101
and [1001 directions of the matrix lattice. SAEDZ analyses indicated that the crystal structure of
th pe IupiNIMe wre of fth pertvuitde type in which the cron atoms occupy the octahedral sites
of L12 structure It should be noted that the needle-hike precipitates are formed only in one
direction parallel to the [0011 axis of the TIM matrix.

When the alloys wen age at lower temperatures, weak extra-spot appeared in the SAEJ)
patters for the. peIptes fly-and-erzrm procedure basing upon the SAED pattens indicated
the formation of carbon-vacancy long-range ordering, where the carbo atoms and vacancies
make rows along the [1001 direction in a needle-shaped pwavskite carbide The carbo atom
rows are considered to he neighbored with the vacancy colmns raeniing in an anisotropic ato
arruIgeanent in the (001) plane of the perovelkif carbide. Figure 20 shows schematially the
structure of the needle in which the domains A and B amn ileptd along theaxisofthe needkle

It houd e nled69almo sun anorphologm es structures has benobservedinf
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Figure 20 A schematic illustration of
the repeated two variants cf long range
ordering in a needle precipitate.

Figure 21 (left) Dark field image of
dislocations in TMSAI-03C aged at
1073 Kfor 1.08x 105 s anddeformed
about 3% at 673 K.

Summary

To satisfy the requirements to improve the room temperature ductility and the high
temperature strength of intruetallics, microstructura modifications in torms of phase
decomposition should be importaL The work on the LI 2-ordered Ni3AI, B2-ordmred MiAI and
L10-ordered TiAI-based alloys has shown various possibilities of precipitation of fine particles
in the ordered matrix. For example~, fine precipitations of disordered T and M23C6 carbide in
Ni3AI-based intermnetlflica, diaordered of -Cr and 0 -Co, in NiAl and a perovskIte type carbide
and nitride in TIMl-based intermetallics are obtained. Behavior of dislocations in these
intermetallics diffrs appreciably. In Ni3AI with a fine dispersion of disodered T , superlattice
dilcain dissociate in the matrix and they are strongly attracted to the disordered particles. In
Ni3(AICr) with M2 fC6 disperwids dislocations bypass the carbide particles leaving loops
sonrounding, them. The Moog attractive interaction might effectively contribute to HinCreases the

high temperature strength of internetaliHcs Further work is required on the relation between

This was supported by th(313K-in-Aid for -cetii Researh from tMinistry o
Echication, Sciene and Culture Japan under pap numbers (C) 0365050.
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P~RACTURE TOUGHNESS OF GAMMA BASE TITANIUM ALUMINIDES

T ERNARY ADDITONS AT ROOM AND ELEVATED TEMPERATURES

A. Gnanamoorthy, Y. Muloh, N. Masahash(- and M. Mizuhara'

Nagaoka University of Technology, Nagaoka, Japan.
'Nippon Steel Corporation, Kawasaki, Japan.

Abstract

Titanium aluminide base intermetallics posses excellent high temperature strength and
low density. However, low room temperature ductility and toughness restrict the
application of titanium aluminide base intermetallics for structural components. Effect
of aluminium content and ternary addition on the fracture toughness of gamma base
tianiumn aluminides were investigated at room and elevated temperatures. From the
experimental results, it was found that microstructure has strong influence on the room
and elevated temperature fracture toughness while ternary addition has no effect on the
room temperature fracture toughness but affect at high temperatures. Fracture surface
morphology depended on the microstructure and test temperature and had strong
correlation with the fracture toughness.

Ccitica loome irn ft elpn of Hijsi Tmeiwvmme Stauural Muenais
Edite by N Seaf.DJ. Duquu &Wd A.F. (limes.
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Itroiducton

Attractive high temperature properties and light weight of gamma base titanium
aluminide Intermetallic compounds make them most suitable for elevated temperature
applications provided their low room temperature ductility and toughness ae improved
[1-6]. Alumlnium concentration, microstructure, ternary additlons, processing condition
etc., have strong Influence on the mechanical properties of titanium aluminides [1].
Alloys with composition ranging from 48 to 52 % Alf have appreciable plasticity [2]. The
fracture toughness of gamma base titanium aluminide Increases with increasing amount
of lameliar colonies and binary TI-48A with lemoelar microstructure exhibit maximum
room temperature strength and fracture toughness [2,4]. However, fully transformed
lamellar microstructurs exhibits poor ductility compared to duplex microstructure. Duplex
microstructure have good balance of mechanical properties compared to single phase
mlcrostructures [1,21. Addition of ternary elements such as chromium, manganese,
vanadium, and niobium affects tie mechanical properties considerably. Ductility as high
as 4% has been achieved due to addition of ternary elements [1]. Still, the maximum
room temperature ductility and toughness achieved are below the acceptable limits for
practical applications. Detailed knowledge about the fracture mechanisms and
characteristics values of fracture toughness such as K,, J, etc., is necessary for
designing alloys with Improved fracture toughness. So for many investigations have
been carded out for better understanding of the fracture mechanisms of binary titanium
aluminides [7,8]. However, those of ternary titanium aluminides and the effect of ternary
elements on the fracture toughness have not yet been studied In detail. Hence, the
object of th present investigation, is to study the effect of microstructure and ternary
addition on the room and elevated temperature fracture toughness and fracture behavior
of gamma base titanium aluminides.

Materials and Expermental Procedure

Gamma base TI-50AI, T1i-46A1, Ti-47A1-3Cr and Ti-47Al-3Nb were used for the
current investigation. High purity ingots were prepared by plasma arc melting. The
Ingots were homogenized for 96 hours at 10500C in vacuum (4 mPa). The nominal
composition and microstructural details of the cast materials are shown in Table I. The
heat treated Ti-50Al contained mostly y phase with very little a. phase. A nearly
lamellar (oa/y) microstructure was obtained after homogenization treatment of Ti-46Al.
Heat treated Ti-47Al-3Cr contained both equiaxed y grains and lamellar Mqy colonies.
X-ray diffraction studies carded out on the samples indicated the presence of a-phase
in addition to % and y phases. Detailed TEM investigations performed also confirmed
the presence of third phase (8-bcc) in TI-47Al-3Cr [9]. A fully transformed lamellar
microstructure was obtained in the case of Ti-47Al-3Nb after homogenization
treatment. Final microstructures of test materials are shown in Figure 1. Test specimens
were made by multi-wire cutting and then machining to required dimensions and
surface finish.

"All compositions are mentioned in atomic percent. 4
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Table I Composition anid Microstructural Details of Test Materials

Chemnical Composition Second Grain
MateialPhase size

(in a. pct) (in wt. ppm) pJm

TI-50AI 49.1 50.9 - 170 5.0 a 0
TI-46AI 55.3 44.7 - 120 1.6 500

T1-47AJ-3Cr 48.1 49.2 2.75 250 7.0 a6~ 0

TI-47AJ-3Nb 53.5 43.5 3.06 170 8.9 a2 60

(a) TI-50AI (b) TI-46AI

(c) TI-47A1-3Cr (d) 11-47A1-3Nb

Figure 1 - Microstructures of Test Materials.

Fracture toughness tests using 20 mm thick CT specimens [101 were carried out for Ti-
4 1 47A1-3r to estimate K, fracture toughness, value. Chevron notched CT specimens

were fatigue precracked arid fracture toughness values were estimated according to the
ASTM test slandard for evaluating K, At high temperatures, valid plane strain fracture
toughness (K.j values are Impossible to estimate for the test materials because of the

-4,



non-llnearty In the load-displacement curve due to large plastic deformation and stable
crack growth. So, It Is essential to estimate the fracture toughness using the elastic-
plastic fracture parameter, J-Integral. A convenient Jtest method using side-grooved
"single specimen (111 of dimensions 5x10x55 mm3 was followed to estimate the fracture
toughness at room and elevated temperatures. The introduction of side-groove makes
the crack initiation point coincided to the maximum load point and enables to measure
the crack initiation fracture toughness value [111. A fatigue precrack was introduced up
to e/W ratio of about 0.55 using a sinusoidal wave of 10 Hz and stress ratio of 0.1 from
electro discharge machine notch. Precracked specimens were side-grooved using fine
diamond cutter of 0.3 mm thickness to a depth of about 25% of thie specimen thickness
and then fracture toughness tests were performed. Specimens were soaked in test
temperature for 15 min and in a vacuum of better than 4 mPa before testing.
Fractographical studies were performed using SEM.

Results and Discussion

Room temperature fracture toughness (K.) estimated using sufficiently thick Ti-47AI-
3Cr CT specimens yielded an average value of 34.8 MParn". The apparent fracture
toughness (K) values obtained using side-grooved bend specimens were almost equal
to those obtained using CT specimens (Figure 2). Thus, this relatively simple technique
using side-grooved single specimen for estimating a acceptable fracture toughness
value, which can be considered to be the plane strain fracture toughness, is found
saisfact ory at room temperature. Estimated Jfracture toughness at room and elevated
temperature are shown In Figure 3.

Fracture Toughness of Binary Gamma Base TiAl

In spite of similar heat treatment conditions, difference in aluminium content in gamma
base titanium aluminides resulted in different microstructures (Figure 1(a) & (b)). At
room temperature, the fracture toughness of Tr-46AJ with lamellar microstucture was
very high compared to the equiaxed Ti-50AI. This Is consistent with the results of
previous investigations [3,4]. Kampe at al [4] have reported decreasing fracture
toughness with Increasing volume fraction of equiaxed grains. The initiation fracture
toughness values strongly depend on the microstructure In the crack-tip region. In the
case of equiaxed material, this effect is negligible and have no Influence on the fracture
toughness values. But, in TI-46AI, the alignment of hard ;ý laths to the crack plane in
the crack-tip region decides the stress required to fracture and thus the fracture
toughness values. When the crack plane Is nearly perpendicular to the a0/y lath,
toughening due to crack-tip blunting plays a significant role. When the crack plane is
at an angle to the a/y lath, the crack tip Is not straight and the deflected crack tip
increases the fracture toughness. In addition, a straight fatigue precrack was obtained
in the case of TI-50AI compared to Ti-46AI in spite of similar precracking conditions.
A large number of Interlocking and bridging between crack surfaces in the fatigue
precrack region which Induces the stress shielding effect, may also contribute to the
fracture toughness of Ti-46AI.

Fracture surface morphology of the binary materials are shown in Figure 4. For the
binary TI-SOAI, the room temperature fracture was totally trangranu•lar cleavage with
typical 'river-pattems' (Figure 4(a)) Indicating very brittle nature of fracture associated
with low fracture toughness. The fracture surface of TI-46AJ showed different fracture
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-04-- Ti-50A1 (Equlaxed)
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Figure 2 - Fracture Toughness (K,) vs Temperature using
Side-grooved Bend Specimens.
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Figure 3 -Fracture Toughness (J10) vs Temperature.
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a Ti-SAJ at 00C 'b) 1I-46AJ ad 20-

(c) 1i-46AJ at 200C (d) TI-50AJ at 60000

(e TI-50AJ at 8000C (fTI-46AJ at 8000C

(g) T1-50A1 at 100000 (h) TI-46AIt at 100000

F-1gure 4 - Fractographs of binary y-base titanium aluminides

morphology depending up on the orientation of the lamnellar lath to the fracture plane.
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Intralamellar (along lameilar lath as shown in Figure 4(b)) and translamellar (across
lamellar Mz/y Interphase as shown In Figure 4(c)) fracture were observed.

The fracture toughness of binary materials was more or less constant up to 6000C.
Fracture surfaces of the Ti-50A specimens tested at 600C were also characterized
by dominant tranagranular cleavage mode of fracture. The slip-plane fracture with saw
toothed zigzag planes were also observed (Figure 4(d)).

With further increase In temperature, fracture toughness increased up to a critical
temperature and then decreased for both the binary materials. Upsitt at al [8] have
investigated the deformation substructure of T1W up to 9000C and suggested that the
mobility of dislocation controls the plasticity of TIAI. Dislocations are Immobilized below
7000C by an unknown obstacle [8] and results in low fracture toughness below 7000C.
Above this temperature, the increase in the mobility of dislocations Increases ductility
and fracture toughness. At Intermediate temperatures (around 800), intergranular
fracture dominates for both the binary aluminkdes (Figure 4(e) & (f)). In the case of Ti-
5AO with mostly equiaxed y grains, the grain boundaries are straight and offers less
resistance to fracture. But, in the case of "1-46AJ with lamellar microstructure, the grain
boundary is serrated and this increases resistance to fracture. In addition, interstitial
oxygen content in Ti-46AJ was low compared to Ti-50AI (Table I) and this generally
increases the grain boundary cohesion. This high grain boundary cohesive strength of
Ti-46Ai results in higher fracture toughness compared to Ti-50AI at 8000C. The
maximum fracture toughness was obtained at the same temperature about 8000C for
the binary materials. Ductile dimple fracture was dominant at 10000C in both the binary
materials (Figure 4(g) & (h)). Recrystallization may be the one reason for the softening
at 10000C and causes decrease in strength and toughness of the material.

Effects of Chromium Addition

The room temperature fracture toughness of "i-47AI-3Cr was very high compared to
the binary li-50AI. Presence of hard lamellar colonies in Ti-47AJ-3Cr increases the
fracture toughness. The fracture toughness of chromium alloyed material is more or less
equal to that of lamellar 11-46AI at room temperature and the fractographs revealed
dominant transgranular cleavage type of fracture as shown in Figure 5 (a). The high
room temperature fracture toughness can be attributed to increased slip and twinning
activity due to the addition of chromium, niobium and vanadium to gamma base titanium
aluminides [1]. Addition of chromium also strengthens and stabilizes the c; phase [12]
and permits easy mobility of dislocations. This increase in mobility of dislocations
contributes for the improvement in toughness. In addition, small amounts of ductile(3
phase contained in Ti-47AI-3Cr also contribute for increasing fracture toughness.

With increasing temperature the fracture toughness increased dramatically
compared to other materials investigated and the maximum fracture toughness was
obtained at about 8000C. Grain boundary separation was dominant mode of fracture in
the specimens fractured at 6OO0C, which Indicates that the addition of chromium
increases the tendency of intergranular fracture in the material Investigated. But in the
case of bend specimens [10], cavities or dimples were also observed on the fracture
surfaces. Generally, It Is considered as cavities are nucleated from the second phase
material or point defects, either vacant lattice sites or interstitial atoms at higher
temperatures. From the shape and size of cavities, it is clear that the cavities might
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(a) TI-47AJ-3Cr at 20°C (b) TI-47AJ-3Cr at 10000C

(c) Ti-47AI-3Nb at 600°C (d) Ti-47AJ-3Nb at 1000-C

Figure 5 - Fractographs of ternary y-base titanium aluminides.

have been formed due to the intergranular fracture of/3 grains from the base material.
The increase in the amount of second phase and impurities in Ti-47AI-3Cr might have
accelerated the cavity nucleation process. The plasticity of the P phase [9] also
contributes to the Increased fracture toughness. This type of fracture feature was not
observed In the other materials investigated. With further Increase in temperature, the
concentration of cavities considerably increased and at 1 000°C the specimen exhibited
entirely ductile dimple like fracture (Figure 5(b)). No effect of chromium addition on the
transition temperature, which coincided with those in Ti-SOAI and Ti-46AI was found.

Effects of Niobium Addition

In spite of similar processing conditions, the final microstructure resulted after
homogenization treatment for the niobium alloyed material was fully lamellar compared
to the equiaxed microstructure for the TI-50AI and the duplex microstructure for the Ti-
47AI-3Cr. An increased amount of a2 phase was obtained in Ti-47A1-3Nb compared
to Tli-47A1-3Cr. The presence of hard a2 laths results in increased fracture toughness
compared to binary Ti-5OAI. The fracture toughness of Ti-47A--3Nb was more or less
equal to that of 71-4M which also has the similar lamellar microstructure but with
coarse grains. Increased slip activity due to addition of niobium might have resulted in
high fracture toughness for Ti-47A1-3Nb [1,6]. The room temperature fracture surface
of TI-47AJ-3Nb was characterized by transgranular cleavage type of fracture similar to
TI-46AJ.
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The fracture toughness of Ti-47Al-3Nb was more or less constant up to 600C
similar to the binary materials. Increased grain boundary fracture was observed in the
niobium alloyed material at low temperatures (Figure 5(c)). The fracture surface of the
material tested below 8000C, revealed mixed taigranular cleavage and intergranular
fracture mode. The fracture toughness of TI-47AI-3Nb increased dramatically above
800C. The fracture toughness was maximum at 10000C and thereafter decreased.
Sobeyojo et al [6] have reported the Increased dislocation density In niobium alloyed
material compared to the binary material. Increased slip activity above 8000C increases
ductility and fracture toughness of the niobium alloyed material. In addition, curvature
of lamellae was observed by Sobeyojo at al [6] In the rnobium alloyed material above
9820C. The extensive bowing of lamellas was attributed to the sliding between lamellas
Interfaces [61. Fine lamellae thickness (lath thlckness-0.2 pm) also enhance the
lamellase bowing in the niobium alloyed materials. This causes high fracture toughness
in niobium alloyed makerial above 800°C and Increases the brittle-ductile transition
temperature. The fracture surface of fracture toughness specimens tested at 10000C
revealed ductile tearing as the dominant mode of fracture (Figure 5(d)).

Conclusions

Fracture toughness experiments were caried out at different temperatures for binary
and ternary gamma base titanium aluminides. Based on the above investigations
following conclusions were obtained.

1) The room temperature fracture was entirely transgranular cleavage for the binary
material and increased q2 phase resulted In a'lamellar-type' fracture mode. The fracture
mode changed from dominant low temperature transgranular cleavage to intergranular
fracture at intermediate temperatures. At high temperatures, ductile tearing was
observed in the materials investigated.

2) Fracture toughness of gamma base titanium aluminides strongly depend on the
microstructure and composition. Materials with lamellar microstructure possessed high
room temperature fracture toughness.

3) The fracture toughness of three phase (y+a;+P) Ti-47Al-3Cr material was high
compared to two phase (y+aj) titanium aluminides and fracture toughness increased
drastically at lower temperatures compared to other materials investigated.

4) Niobium addition has no effect on low temperature fracture toughness of the
gamma base titanium aluminides but Increases the fracture toughness abovL. 8000C.

5) With increasing temperature, the fracture toughness increased up to a critical
temperature depending up on the composition and then decreased. The brittle-ductile
transition temperature was affected due to addition of niobium, while chromium addition
had no influence on the brittle-ductile transition temperature.

Support for one of the authors (RG) from the Ministry of Education, Science and culture,
Japan is gratefully acknowiedged.
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DUCTIIJY OF NiAI DOPED WIrH SUBSTITUTIONAL ELEMENTS

S.Hanada, A.C~hiba, H.Z.Guo and S.Watanabe

Institute for Materials Research
Tohoku University, Sendai 980, Japan

Abstract

This paper reports on ductility of B-free Ni3Al alloys. Recrystallized Ni3M binary
alloys with Ni-rich compositions show appreciable ductility when an envirounmental effect is
eliminated, while the alloys with stoichiometric and Al-rich compositions remain brittle. The
ductility in the Ni-rich Ni3AI alloys is associated with low ordering energy.

The additions of ternary elements, which are classified as y formers, ductilize ternary
Ni3AI alloys(Ni-23 at%AI-2 at%X, X=Pd, Pt Cu and Co), whereas the additions of y'
formers embrittle ternary NiMA alloys(Ni-23 at%AI-2 at%X, X=Ta, Mo, Nb, Zr, Hf, V. Ti
and Si). The additions of small amounts (less than I at%) of y' formers such as Zr and Hf
also dactilize as-cast ternary Ni3Al alloys. Ductility of Ni 3AI alloys doped with substitutional
elements is discussed in terms of ordering energy and microstructure.

Cridcal Iuuo in doe Dcvclapun of Hmig Ternpentturc Stnjcwrai Mateials
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It has been found that Ni4AI alloys are ductilized both by microailoying with B[I] and
by mocroafloying with Pd, Pt, Cu and Co [2-4]. Extensive studies have revealed that the
ductiliztio by m1crouflying is karpread in wrnu of Nt cohesive sfth at grain boundaries
caused by B segregation, while the ductiliation by macrealoying is associated with lowering
ordering energy. Aoki and Izunmi reported that NiAI alloys are ductilized not only by the
addition of B but also by the addition of a substitutional element such as Zr [5,6]. Guo et al.[7]
and George et al.[8] also found ductilizaion of Ni3A! alloys by Zr additions. The addition of
Zr in Ni3AI ha been revealed experimentally and theoretically to raise ordering energy. Thefefore,
the ductilization by Zr addition can not be explained in terms of ordering energy.

It is widely known that ductile nickel-lbae superalloys contain the minor elements such
as B, C, Zr and Hf [9]. The additions of these elements to nickel-base superalloys are
generally believed to increase grain boundary strength and cohesion and eventually to suppress
intergranular facture, although the underlying mechanisms are not well understood. Among
these minor elements, it has been confirmed that B additions are effective in ductilizing Ni3AI
alloysl1,10], while C additions have little effect [11]. However, ductilization of Zr- and
Hf-doped Ni3AI ternary alloys has not been systematically studied.

This paper aims to describe the relation between ductility of Ni3AI alloys and ordering
energy and to demonstrate the effect of Zr and Hf additions on ductility of Ni3AI alloys in
comrpaison with nickel-base superalloys for the better understanding of Zr and Hf behavior in
the alloys.

Effect of Ordering Energy on Ductility of NiAl Alloys

It has been found that ductility of binary Ni3AI alloys in the composition range from 23
to 26 atAI increases with decreasing Al concentration, using recrystallized samples with an
avenrge grain size of approximately 100 p m which were prepared by repeated cold forging
and annealing [12]. A single phase of NiAI was found in this composition range by optical
and transmission electron microscopy in agreement with the result on the phase diagram of the
Ni-Al system [13]. Tensile tests performed at 290 K in a vacuum of 10.2 Pa revealed that
ductility indicates a pronounced alloy stoichiometry effect. However, recent studies on
envinmmietal embrittlement have shown that the vacuum of 105- Pa is insufficient for suppression
of the embritement [14], suggesting that tensile properties without environmental embrittlement
should be examined in a vacuum of at least less than lf' Pa. Otherwise it may be a convenient
way to measure ductility of Ni3A alloys in liquid nitrogen, since water in air is frozen at 77 K
and the chemical reaction between Al and H20, which is considered to cause the environmental
embrittlement, is suppressed. The result is shown in Fig. 1, where ductility at 290 K in a
vacuum of 10.2 Pa [12] is also included. It is evident that elongation is much larger at 77 K
than at 290 K in the composition range tested. This suggests that the elongation at 290 K is
affected by moisture-induced environmental embrittlement. It should be noted in Fig.l that
ductility increases with decreasing Al concentration. Recently, Liu [15] have reported that
binary Ni3Ai alloys containing 24 and 23.5 at%AI show tensile ductility of 7.2 and 8.2% at
room temperature in dry oxygen. These results indicate that tensile ductility in binary Ni3A!
alloys depends on the composition.

Calm et al. [16] have shown from the experiments of thermal dilatometry and high
X-ray.0if1r•ayt m y that the order-disorder transition tem for binary Ni3l

alloys decraes with decreasing Al concentration. On te basis of the cluster variation method
Enomoto and Hsraa [17] have also reported the similar tendency to Cahn et al. Chiba et al.
[18] have more recently observed th domain stuctures of melt spun binary Ni 3AI ribbons.
No qp;tet ani-phase domain (AP)) was observed in Ni-26 and 25 at%Al, while APDs were
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Fig. 1 Ductility of recrystallized Ni3Al binary alloys at 77 K as a function of Al
concentradion.The dotted line indicates ductility at 290 K in a vacuum of I 02 Pa.

distinctly seen in Ni-rich Ni3AI alloys. The domain size was found to become fine with
increasing Ni concentration. These observations imply that ductilization of B-free Ni-rich
Ni4AI alloys is attributed to lowering ordering energy.

Ackland and Vitek [19] have calculated the atomic structures of grain boundaries in U 2

ordered alloys. They found that grain boundaries in strongly ordered alloys show very little
relaxation, resulting in the presence of columns of cavities in the boundaries, whereas grain
boundaries in weakly ordered alloys show extensive relaxation, leading to much more
homogeneous structures. This implies that a Ni-rich Ni3A! alloy with low ordering energy is

* ductilized because of high cohesive strength at grain boundaries. Besides the structural change
in grain boundaries, dislocation reactions at grain boundaries are facilitated by lowering ordering
energy. Consequently, a great number of dislocation reactions become available. This leads to
the relaxation of stress concentration at grain boundaries produced by piling-up of dislocations
and to ductility iprovement King and Yoo [20] have calculated numbers of allowed dislocation
reactions between glide dislocations and grain boundary dislocations in ordered alloys. They
revealed that the number of available reactions is always larger at grain boundaries of disordered
alloys than at grain boundaries of ordered alloys. Thus, a NiA! alloy with low ordering
energy is ductilized because of the ease of dislocation reactions at grain boundaries

It is suggested from the results described above that a ternary Ni3AI alloy is ductilized if
the addition of a ternary element lowers the ordering energy. The change of ordering energy
due to the addition of a ternary element has been discussed on the basis of thermodynamic
calculation [21], cluster variation method [171, experimental and thermodynamic investigation
[13] and microstructural observation of APDs [22]. These results are consistent with each
other. One of the results, obtained by ia [13], is shown in Flg.2(a), where the interaction
parameter between Ni and a ternary element X, Vmx, is plotted against VA, the interactionS•-- parameter between AJ and X. He concluded that ternary elements added to Ni3AJ alloys are
classified as y' formers and y formers. Furthermor he showed that when an alloying

element X tends to substtute for the Al site in Ni3AI, the addition of X stabilizes the 7' phase(

7'former), whereas wTen X tends to substitute for the Ni site, the y phase is stabilized by
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Fig.2(a) Relation between the interaction paramemers V=11 and Vx ( 13].

the addition of X (y former). Therefore, it is suggested that the stronger the tendency for a
ternary element to substitute for the Ni site, the more the ordering energy of Ni.AM decreases.
As shown in Flg.2(a), Pd is situated farthest above the divided line. This means that Pd has the
strongest tendency to substitute for the Ni site. Recent results on ALCHEMI have confirmed
this preferential substitution [231.

Several elements in Fig.2(a) were added to Ni3Al in compositions of Ni-23 at%AI-2
at%X(X=Pt, Pd, Cu, Co. Cr, Fe, Mn, Ta, Mo, Nb, Zr, Hf, V, Ti and Si) and arc-melted
alloys were tensile tested at room temperature in a vacuum of 10~ Pa. Results are summarized
in Fig.2(b). Ductilizatlon and embrittlement caused by the ternary additions are estimated by
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comparing ductility in teta ry alloys with ductility in the binary Ni-23 at%AI alloy. It is
obvious that Ni4Ai is ductilized by the addition of y formers, whereas the embiulement
appears by the addition of yformers. No significant change in ductility was observed in the
ternary alloys doped with Cr, Fe and Mn which are located near the divided line, although they

are classified as y -formers. To rule out a possibility that the ductility impovement by ternary
additiom is not intrimic but it results from suppression of environmenal embittlement, ductility
of Pd-doped Ni4AI was investigated in different environments. Fig.3 shows stress-strain
curves for recrystallized Ni-23 at%AI-2 at%Pd with an average grain size of about 50p m. The
alloy exhibits evidealdy environmental embrittlement. It should be noted, however, that 18%
elongation in oxygen is larger than 13% elongation of recrystallized Ni-23 at%AI in oxygen.
Also, ductility was higher in as-cast Ni-23 at%AI-2 atPd than in as-cat Ni-23 at%AL Thus,
it is concluded doht ductility in Ni4AI alloys is related to ordering energy.

700-

600( (7X 10Pa)

500

' 4 0 07 

a Ni-23AI-2Pd
r•ir Recrystallized

IOU 10 (d--.50p m)

0 4 8 12 16 20

Strain (%)
Fig.3 Stms-strain curves for recrystallized Ni-23 at%AI-2 atPd in different environments.

Ductility of Zr- and Hf-doped Ni1A! Alloys

Fig.4 shows composition dependence of elongation and yield stress of as-cast Ni-23
at%AI alloys doped with Zr at room temperature in dry oxygen. Elongation increases remarkably
with increasing Zr concentration and exhibits a peak of approximately 30% at 0.4 atZr,
although yield stress increases gradually. Elongation of as-c at NiMAI alloys doped with 0.4
atMZr is plotted in FIg5 as a function of Al concentration. One can see a pronounced alloy
stoichiometry effect. Very little ductility, which is equivalent to that of binary NiAI alloys, is

f obtained at 24-26 ateAL With further decreasing Al concentration elongation increases rapidly
and reaches 35% elongation at 22 at%Al in contrast to binary Ni-23 at%Al which showed 5%
elongation at 23 at%AL

Recrystallized Zr-doped Ni3AI alloys with an average grain size of about 100 p m were
prepared by repeated cold forging and annealing. Yield stress and elongation are plotted in
Fig.6 as a functio ofZr concentratio It is evident that ductility of Zr-doped Ni3AI alloys is

Sslightly less than the binary alloy and decreases with increasing Zr concentration. Surprisingly,
elongation is lar in the as-cast Zr-doped alloys (Fig.4) than in the recrystallized alloys at
compo•iions higher than 0.2 at%Zr. Low ductility of the atter might be explained by the ,
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Fig. Ductility and yield sures of as-cast Ni-23 atbAI alloys doped with Zr at roomn temperature

in dry oxygen as a function of Zr concentration.
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Pig.5 Ductility of as-cast Ni3AI alloys doped with 0.4 at%Zr at roomn temperature in dry

oxygen as functon of Al concentration.

introduction of microcracks during cold forging which is associated with initiation of failure in
tensile tests. However, since the decrease in ductility of the latser is gradual with Zr concentration
in contrast to the rapid increase and subsequent decrease in ductility of the formner, less ductility

- -- of the recrystallized alloys is considered to be intrinsic. In the preceding section it was
iflusatred that the ductility of the termary Ni3AI alloys can be interpreted in terms of ordering
enegy. Zr is classified as a y ý-former whose addition to NiAl raises ordering energy and O
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Fig.7 shows the SEM fractograph of the as-cast Ni-23 atbAl-0.4 at%Zr, consisting

predominantly of very irregular intergranular facets and of few tmansgranular surfaces. Auger

Fig.? SEM fractograph of as-cast Ni-23 at%6AI 0.4 atZr-

electnm spectraecpy fiom the intergranular fracture indcated Zr segregation at gran boundaries.
There was no evidence of impurity segregation. Thus, the ductility imnprovemnent of the as-cast
Zr-doped NI3M alloys may be attrbuted to Zr segregation and/lor grain boundary morphology.
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To check this, the cast alloys were annealed at 1373 K for 24 h. According to Auger analyses
flat grain boundaries without Zr segregation were produced and ductility of the 04 atZr-doped
alloy became to be equivalent to that of the as-cast binary alloy. It is now recognized that a Zr
addition ductilizes Ni and Ni-base superalloy8 by inhibiting segregation of impurities such as S
to grain boundaries through sulfide formation. Using Auger analysis, Liu et al. [101 have
detected slight concentrations of S on grain boundaries of Ni-24 at%AL Therefore, the ductilization
of the as-cast Zr-doped NiA! alloys may be explained partly by supression of S segregation to
grain boundaries. The effect of Zr segregation in the as-cast Ni3AI alloys on ductility is not
clear at present.

Lozinskiy et al. have systematically investigated the concentration dependence of the
ductility in S- and Zr-doped Ni and found the ductility improvement by Zr additions [24].
Doherty et al. [25] have studied ductility improvement of a superalloy by small additions of
minor elements, and they found that Hf has the same effect as Zr. That is, the ductility against
Zr and Hf concentrations shows a pronounced peak. They explained that the occurrence of the
peak in the ductility against dopant concentration is due to a combinatio of ductility improvement
caused by the suppression of S segregation to grain boundaries and the embrittlement from the
formation of intermetallic phases, e.g. NiHf, Ni4Zr, etc. at grain boundaries. Referring to their
results, the effect of small additions of Hf to Ni3 AI alloys was investigated as a function of Hf
concentration. The results are plotted in Figs. 8 and 9 for as-cast and recrystallized Ni 3AI

35 Ni-23Al-xHf As-cast 500
-,30 A R'T'in 02 0

~25C0

.• 20 300c0g
200

-- a-- Elongation 100
• .,0-Yield saress

S~0 ' 1'00 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2

Hf concentration (at%)

Fig.8 Ductility an dyieid stm of as-cat Ni-23 at%AI alloys doped with Hf at mon temperature
in dry oxygen as a function of Hf comnentration.

alloys. It is apparent from the companson with Figs.4 and 6 that the concentration dependence
of ductility in the Hf-doped Ni3AI alloys is very similar to that in the Zr-doped ones. Zr and Hf
ae reported to dissolve substitutionally in Ni3AI. Tha solubility limit at 1273K is in excess of
at least I at%. This mems that no inwenetallic phase form by the addition of Zr and Hf in
concentrations up to I at% of this work. Therefore, embrittlement of Zr- and Hf-doped NiAAI
alloys is attributable to high ordering energy. Thus, it is suggested that various factors are
concerned with the ductility of as-cast Zr- and Hf-doped NitAI alloys; i) elimination of S
segregation at grain boundaries and ii) morphology change in grain boundary which result in
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Fig.9 D~uctility amd yield stress of recrystallized Ni-23 at%AI alloys doped with Hf at room

temperatur in dry oxygen as a function of' Hf concentration.

ductility improvement, iii) increase in ordering energy, which leads to embrittlement. On the
other hand Hf additions to Ni-base superalloys are believed to increase cohesive strength at
grain boundaries (25]. More detailed studies on chemistry, structure and morphology of grain
boundaries are now in progress.

Ductility of binary and ternary Ni3 AI alloys was investigated under conditions where
environmental embrittlement is eliminated. The obtained results are summarized as follows.
(1) Ductility of B-undoped Ni3Al binary alloys exhibits a marked alloy stoichiometry effect, dtha

is, ductility increases with decreasing Al concentration.
(2) 2 at% additions of Y formers such as Pd, Pt, Cu and Co to Ni-23 at%Al ductilize the

ternary alloys, whereas 2at% additions of y 'such as Ta, Mo, Nb, Zr, lif, V,Ti and Si
embritle the alloys. No significant change in ductility appears by the additions of weak y
former such as Fe, Mn and Cr.

(3) Ductility of binary and ternatry Ni3Al alloys is interpreted in terms of ordering energy.
(4) Zr and Hf additions less than I at% ductilize as-cast NiA I alloys probably by roughening

grain boundaries and suppressing S segregation to grain boundaries. The ductilization
disappears after recrystallization.

This work is supported in part by Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research on Priority Area
f~romn the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture, Japan.
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ABSTRACT

A methodology for the straightforward and consistent evaluation of the

constituent properties of CMCs is summarized, based on analyses from the literature.

The results provide a constitutive law capable of simulating the stress/straint behavior

of these materials. The approach is illustrated using data for two CMCs: SiC/CAS and

SiC/SiC. The constituent properties are also used as input to mechanics procedures that

characterize stres redistribution and predict the effect of strain concentrations on

macroscopic performance.

Critical Isses, in the Dcvelopnerit of Hligh Tempersaure Stnectura Materials
Editeti by N.S. Stoloff. DJ. Duquette and A.F. Giamnes

The Minerals, Metals & Materials Society, 1993
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1. INTRODUCTION

For the structural application of ceramic matrix composites (CMCs), it is necessary

to have a methodology that prescribes the influence of strain 4oncentrations, such as

notches, on tensile properties. Ideally, this methodology should have explicit

connections to the constituent properties (fibers, matrix, interface), such that efficient

design procedures can be implemented. This article contributes toward this objective by

surveying the tensile properties of CMCs and the mechanisms that govern their

properties, in a manner that leads to a methodology for relating macroscopic behavior

to constituent properties. A mechanics approach that addresses the influence of strain

concentrations is then summarized and compared with preliminary experimental

results.

CMCs usually have substantially lower notch sensitivity than monolithic brittle

materials 1-4 and, in several cases, exhibit notch insensitive behavior.5-7 This desirable

characteristic of CMCs arises because the material may red istr•bute stresses around strain

concentration sites. There are two fundamental mechanisms of stress redistribution. 4 12

(i) distributed matrix cracking and (ii) fiber failure involving pull-out. An understanding

of these effects provides a basis for devising a methodology to characterize and predict

properties. In most CMCs, the Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) methodology

successfully devised for metals cannot be used,2A, 12-14 because failure does not occur by

the propagation of a dominant mode I crack. Alternative mechanics are needed, based

on the actual mechanisms c failure. A more relevant mechanics is that based on the

Large-Scale Bidging of matrix cracks by ftlSe 13 -15 (LSBM). However, even LSBM is

inadequate. It must be augmented by Continuum Damage Mechanics (CDM)1 6 in order

to establish a rigorous methodology.

The basic approach has the following features. An informed background needed

for progress is provided by experimental results used in conjunction with models of
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matrix cracking and fiber failure. The matrix cracking and fiber failure observations are

conducted on 2-D materials in tension and shear. Larle-Scale Bridging Mechanics are

used to rationalize the observed damage mechanisms. The tensile pmperties measured

in the presence of holes notches, when combined with damage observations,

establish the mechanics approach needed to rationalize the influence of strain

oncenttramons.

The strategy is facilitated by devising mechaism map that use -dimensiomal

parameters, which combine the basic constituent properties listed on Table I in

mechanistically relevant ways. A list of these parameters is presented in Table IL The

most successful methodology will ie that using the mimmum number of constituent

properties needed to represent the constitutive behavior. At mechanism transitions, the

mechanics needed to characteriz Composite behavior often Change. 17

2. BASIC RESULTS FOR 1-D MATERIALS

2.1 Phenomenology

Models for a range of damage phenomena found in I-D CMCs, have been

established and validated by experiment.18-4 0 These models provide the basis upon

which the behavior of 2-D and 3-D CMCs can be addressed. The underlying

phenommology involves matrix cracking and fiber failure. Matrix cracks form first and

interact with predominantly intact fibers,2 ,18 -24 subject to interfaces that debond, at

energy ri, and then slide at a constant shear stress, 1 .J This process commences at a

lower bound stress, a:. The crack density increases with increase in stress abovea

and may eventually attain a saturation spacing, Is. The details of crack evolution are

governed by the distribution of matrix flaws. The matrix cracks reduce the elastic

More rgorous debonding and sliding behaviors have been aaly• 2' but have not yet been found
-cesmry for tOw deivaln of usefui ro mr uIw laws.
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modulus, E, cause hysteresis in the presence of sliding interfaces, and also induce a

permanent strain, ep. These matrix cracking effects are schematically illustrated in

Fig. 1. The intent is to relate these quantities to the constituent properties (Table 1)

through non-dimensional parameters (Table M.

The matrix cracks may enhance the stress on the fibers and encourage fiber

failure.SlS However, when ,% fiber fails, the stress does not reduce to zero everywhere

along that fiber. Load transfer can still occur through the sliding stress, T, even though

the matrix has many cracks.25-27 As a result, the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) may

exceed the value expected for a 'dry bundW (fibers with no matrix). Two bounds

appear to be involved. When failed fibers and matrix cracks do not induce a significant

stress concentrton within intect fibers, global load sharing (GLS) applies.25 Then, the

effective gauge length relevant to fiber failure is governed by the load transfer length.

Consequently, the UTS becomes independent of the actual gauge length. Conversely,

when an unbridged segment of matrix crack exists (because of processing flaws, etc.),

the stress concentration induced within the fibers reduces the UTS., 15 In this case, fiber

pull-out appears to control the UTS.41 Constituent properties that lead to this transition

in behavior will be discussed below.

2.2 Matrix Cracks

A summary of the matrix cracking results is presented, which apply to materials

with relatively small debond energies (SDE). More complete results are presented

elsewhere.21. 24 Long matrix cracks interacting with fibers are subject to a steady-state

condition, which leads to a ower bound cracking stress, given byZI8,19

r 6rfE r q/E. (1a)

EL - - fwr2.REL
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where q is the residual axial shes in the matrix, which is related to the misfit strain, Cr,

by;19

=/E O[EI/EL(1-V)]frl (1b)

with ~ 1. The first important non-dimensionral relationship is thus (Table ED,

U./EL = (NX Q c)

As multiple matrix cracking develops, the slip zones from neighboring cracks

overlap and produce a shieling effecti20'22 When the shielding proceeds to completion,

a saturation crack density results. This occurs at stress k with an associated spacing, ,
given by2O

7.R= 4r,.(1-f2EE.i/fxELRr (a

The coefficient X depends on crack evolution: periodic, irandom, etc. Recent.estimatel 2

indicate that, X - 1.6. The second important non-dimensional formula is thus (Table ED,

/R= Z 9(2b)

The actual evolution of nutiix cracks at stresses above Unmc is governed by the size

and spatial distribution of matrix flaws. Uf this distribution is known, the evolution can

12£ may be melated to the thermal expansion Ccefficient of fiber lx, and matrix ain by ,
-0 (ccm - af),)T, where AT is the coolin range, taken as a positive quantity. However in same

came, there are additional contributions finns phase taransfomation, inrinsac suems, etc.
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be simulated 20 (Fig. 2).t A simple formula that can be used to approximate crack

evolution is9

Direct application of Eqns. (1) to (3) requires that the elastic properties be known

and, moreover, that the constituent properties (T, rm and 1) be independently

measured. 9 '° However, it would be more convenient if a methodology existed that

related the constituent properties to readily measured macroscopic features. With this

objective, a series of formulae have been derived from basic solutions for debonding

and sliding at interfaces, as matrix cracks evolve.21AI•31 Matrix cracks increase the elastic

compliance. Numerical calculations indicate that the unloading elastic modulus, E', is

given by3'

EL/E1 = (RPoujfEIE.j (4)

where 4a is another non-dimensional function (Fig. 3). Initial unloading occurs with

modulus, E'. However, the displacements caused by reverse sliding soon dominate.

These lead to an effective unloading/reloading modulus,E1 and generate a hysteresis

loop, width 8e. When the stress ap is below (Is, such that limited slip zone overlap

occurs, the unloading modulus and the loop width (Fig. 1) are independent of the misfit

strain, Q, but relate to the sliding stress, T. They are also independent of ri, for

SDE.24 32 The unloading modulus is given by2 a'l3 3 2

* In some cases, mug mautrix cracks can fom at stresses below -. c. 3- These ocur dether within mai-
rih regios or anmd pcesing flaws. However, the non-linear -cmposite properties are usually
dondated by fully4-d matrix cracks that Lwm at usaes above Z (Fig. 1).
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where( M s the third important non-dlmertmonal parameter (Table ED, given by

M = b2 (1-a~f~f)2R/47,tEjf (6)

The width of the hysterisis loop 8e is24.32

Be = MuIP[-1d (7a)

such that the loop width at half maximum, 68 e/2 (at CTrp/) is

BX= M(/2 (7b)

The peManent strain, Ep is sensitive to the sliding stress and the misfit, as well as the

debouid energy. It is given W1,2 42.32

ep= 29f[I-EIj[1-EI+2Zr]+e' (8)

where IEý and Lr are two non-dimensional parameters (Table H) that introduce the

influence of the debond energy r1 and the misfit strain £~given by,212432

ET U (2/C1)1E. 1 R ZTU
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and e" is the extension associated with relief of the residual stress caused by matrix

cracks, in the absence of interface sliding31

e (E .4'E) [fa2/1- aif)1[E/L -1J (10)

The abuve results can be combined to give an expression fk, the secant modulus, ,.2 4

The resulting constitutive law may be used to simulate stress/strain curves.24 The

results may also be used to evaluate T, ri and IQ, provided that Is has been measured,

as elaborated below.

At stresses above k, the behavior is less well-documented. It has generally been

assumed that the tangent modulus Ft is that assodated exdwively with the fibers,18

t = fE(11)

However, deviations from Eqn. (11) often arise.22

Finally, it is noted that certain matrices (especially oxides) are susceptible to stress

corrosion cracking.25 This phenomenon leads to timedependent matrix craadng, which

can occur at stresses below d .

2.3 Fiber Failure

Several factors are important concerning fiber failures within a composite matrix

(i) Fibers begin to fail prior to the UTS.25-2 7 At the UTS, the fraction of failed fibers

within the characteristic length, 8o is sufficient that the remaining intact fibers are

unable to support the load. (ii) The stochastic nature of fiber failure dictates that the

fiber failure sites have a spatial distribution around the fracture plane. Consequently, a

frictional pull-out resistance exists. This resistance allows the material to sustain load,

I , beyond the UTS. The associated pull-out strength Sp is an important property of the
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composite. (ill) When unbridgsd flaws exist in the material, the matrix cracks introduce

stress cOncentrations within intact fibers. This effect may lead to a reduced L8I1S

The basic stochastics of fiber failure have identified two non-dimensional

parameters: a characteristic strength25.36

S.= S.i.Rj"(12a)

and a characteristic length

= L.(.R/iLf6 '(12b)

related by

S, t8,/R (120)

When multiple matrix cracking precedes composite failure, and when GLS applies, the

UTS is gauge length independent a~t large lengths (Lg 5: 8& The 1713 is given by25

S. f S.(m) (13)

where

F(m) =[2/(M +2)]?'* [(mn+ 1)/(m +2)]

At shorter gauge lengths (Lg < 8d, the U7S increases as Lg decreases26 (Fig. 4).

In principle, it is possible for composite failure to be preceded by relatively few

matrix cracks, with GLS still applicable. Then, because the average stress on the fibers is
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lower, the UIS is predicted to be higher than So. In the limit wherein only one matrix

crack has forme, the U7S (subject to GIS) is

S - f S.Gm) (14)

where

G(m) -[(5m 1)/5mjexp[- 1/(m +l)]

The spatial distribution of the fiber failures that occur upon loading results in fiber

pull-out on the matrix fracture plane. The mean pull-out lenigth, R (for T., > Ac:), has the

non-dimensional forM25,36

9 i/ S. = )4~m) (15)

There are two bounding solutions for the function I MFg. 5). Composite failure subject

to multiple matrix crackng gives the upper bound. Failure in the presence of a single cack

gives the lowe bound.

Because of pull-out, the system has a resiadual strength, Sp,, (Fig. 6a) given by

S~= 2rfh/R(16)
*2f S.;(m)

The preceding results are applicable provided that there are no unbridged

segments along the matrix crack. Unbrldged regions concentrate the stress in the

adjacent fibers and weaken the composite. The effect can be addressed usn Arge-
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Scale Bridging Mechancs (LSBM). Simple linear scaling considerations require that the

strength T depend on a non-dimensional jim iuda$'15 (Table 11),

A = ae S2 /EL r. (17)

where ro is the area under the stress/displacement curve for the bridging fibers, S is th~e

fully-bridged UTS and 2ao is the length of the unliridged segment. The flaw index A

must be specified for each bridging law, based on rI0 The functional dependence of

strengtht S' on A has been determined by numerical analysis for two limiting cases.37 A

lowr bound arises in the presence of bridging without pull-out (S - Su, Sp - 0), with

flaw irldeALS1 (Table WD.

A,= 3I[f/('-f)r (EAE/Ej)(a.'I/RS)(1a

The dependence of the UIS on A b is plotted on Fig. 6a. An upper bound obtains when

theUMS is pull-out dominated (S - Sp), with flaw index8,37AI (Table U),

A., = 2(a./qi(Sp/EL) (18b)

The degradation is plotted on Fig. 6b. The behavior between the bounds has not been

well-established. It involves Coupled bridging and pull-out. one result 37' (plotted on

Fig. 6a) suggests that the lower bound is more relevant when A b Z 0.3, whereas the

upper bound is a reasonable approximation when A b> 1.5.

Experimental validation of the above results requires independent measurement of

Sc and m. Tests conducted on pristine fibers are not relewnt, because fiber degradation

usually occurs upon composite processingIOX3A2 Two approaches have been used. One

approach entails removal of the matrix, by dissolution,1 which is only feasible if further
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fiber degradation does not occur. The second approach involves fracture mirror

measurements on faled fibers, after tensile testing of the composite .10,. A2

3. CHARACTERISTICS OF 2-D MATERIALS

3.1 Matrix Cracking

General comparison between the stress/strain, 0(e), curves measured for I-D and

2-D materials4l (FMgs. 7 and 8) provides important perspective. It is found that 0(e) for

2-D materials is quite closely matched by sirtk7 scaling down the I-D curve from S to

S/2. The behavior of 2-D materials must, therefore, be domirzat by the 00 pliest which

provide a fiber volume fraction in the loading direction about half that present in I-D

material

The only significant 2-D effects occur at the initial deviation from linearity. At this

stage, matrix cracks that form either in matrix-rich regions or in 900 plies evolve at

somewhat lower stresses than cracks in I-D material&29,3 0 However, the associated non-

linearities are usually slight and do not normally contribute in an important manner to

the overall non-linear response of the material. For example, matrix cracking in the 900

plies often proceeds by a tunneling mechanism9 ,43A4 (Fig. 9). Tunnel cracking occurs

subject to a lower bound stress1 1A3,44

a = [r.Wgtr- YR(EL+ET)/2ET (19)

where g is a function that range between 1/3 and 2/13." The unloading modulus

associated with tunnel cracks LS44

SFurthermore, since some of the 2-D materials are woven, the S/2 scaling infers that the curvatures
inroduced by weaving have rdnimal effect on the stress/sain behaviors.
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=f/ h(Ef/E~,f,t/T:) (20)

with L being the mean crack spacing in the 900 plies. The function h varies between 1

and - 0.6 as t/ changes from - 0 to > 1. The corresponding permanent strain is44

C = (1.-ETV2/FL)aYR/EL (21)

The actual evolution of cracks at stresses above ac depends on the availability of flaws

in the 90* plies.

"Extension of these tunnel cracks into the matrix of the 0* plies results in behavior

similar to that found in 1-D material. Moreover, if the stress ý% acting on the 00 plies is

known, the 1-D solutions may be used directly. Otherwise, this stress must be

estimated. For a typical 0/90 system,ao ranges between C and 26, depending upon the

extent of matrix cracking in the 900 plies and upon ET/EL.44 Preliminary analysis has

been conducted below using,Fo = 26, as implied by the comparison between 1-D and

2-D stress/strain curves (Fig. 8). Additional modelling is required on this topic.

3.2 Fiber Failure

The matrix cracks that originate in the 900 plies and extend through the 00 plies

must induce a stress concentration in the fibers. The phenomenon is analogous to that

considered above for 1-D material containing unbridged segments. When the stress

concentration is small, the L"S should be given by Eqn. (13), but with f replaced by fl.

In a typical case (fIlf = 1/2), the UTS would be Su/2, consistent with experimental

findings on several CMCs (Fig. 8). In other cases, the stress concentration is important

and the UTS is significantly smaller than Su/2-
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Major factors governing the stress concentration are the modulus ratio, Er/EL, the

crack spacing, f, and . That is, small values of ET/EL, E and T alleviate the stress

concentration.
4 1

3.3 Shear Damage

When loaded in shear, 2-Es CMCs are'subject to non-linear deformation.45 The

deformations are governed primarily by matrix cracks. Typical shear stress/strain, T(y)

curves (Fig. 10) indicate that CMCs can normally sustain larger shear strains than tensile

strains prior to failure. The matrix damage often consists of cracks oriented at 450 to the

fiber axis. Since fiber sliding is inhibited in shear loading, the elastic compliance of the

composite with matrix cracks may be a useful upper bound for the shear strength.

Consequently, when normalized by the shear modulus of the composite (Fig. 10), the

T(y) curves found for a range of CMCs tend to converge into a band.

4. TEST METHODOLOGY

The preceding characteristics suggest a methodology that can be used to efficiently

evaluate constituent properties, which may then be used to make predictions about

composite performance. The basic philosophy is that straightforward procedures be

used, with consistency demonstrated between independent measurement approaches.

The measurements that are experimentally convenient include: the fiber pull-out length,

h, the matrix crack spacing at saturation, is, the stress/strain (a, e) behavior, the

fracture mirror dimensions and the bending deformation of a bilayer (Table I).

The steps are as follows. Generally, the fiber modulus is known, whereupon Em

can be evaluated from the measured initial composite modulus. Both Sc and m are

known, provided that fracture mirror measurements have been made. Curvature

measurements made on bilayer provide Q. At this stage, measurements of pull-out,
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saturation crack spacing and unloading/reloadi•g hysteresis are used to determiner,

r, and rm, as well as to provide checks on the magnitudes of Sc and Q.24,34

Specifically, the magnitude of T is obtained from the hysteresis loop width at half

maximum, 8 e 1/2, measured as a function of kp (Eqn. 7b) and checked using the

unloading modulus, E (Eqn. 5). Typical results are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. Then, the

misfit strain, 0, and the debond energy, r/, are evaluated from the permanent strain Ep

(Fig. 13) by using Eqn. (8). Additional procedures have been devised to determine 0.24

The misfit is compared with the bilayer measurements. Thereafter, the fiber pull-out

lengths are used to provide consistency checks on and Sc, by using Eqm. (15), with the

approprate bound for k.

When the preceding measurements provide consistent information, two other

results can be used. The saturation crack spacing, I., allows estimation of Tm (Eqn. 2),

which may be compared with values found for the-monolithic matrix material. The

same value of Tm can be used to calculate the matrix cracking stress, a (Eqn. 1),

which can be compared with the onset of linearity found in the stress/strain curves.

Finally, with Sc and m known, the UTS may be compared with the strengths
predicted from global load sharing analysis (Eqn. 13) and fiber pull-out analysis
(Eqn. 16). This comparison gives insight about the influence of matrix flaws on stress

concentrations expected in the fibers.

The procedure is briefly illustrated by referring to a comprehensive set of results

obtained on both SiC/CAS6,9,24,30 and SiC/SiC29,346 (see Figs. 11-13). The constituent

properties for these two CMC systems obtained using the above methodology are

summarized in Table I3L More complete assessments are provided elsewhere.24 A The

comparison between these two systems is interesting, because the constituent properties

are very different. (i) In the SiC/SiC system, the fibers have dearly been degraded

during processing. (ii) The large difference in ? indicates that the C coating placed on

the fibers in the SiC/SiC material (by vapor deposition) has very different properties
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than the C interphase in the CAS system, which is governed by reaction during

processing. The high stiffness of the SiC matrix may also have an important influence

on •. (ili) The SiC/SiC system has a substantially larger debond energy, ri, which is the

origin of the relatively small permanent strain.

5. SIMULATIONS

When the constituent properties have been evaluated in a consistent manner, the

stress/strain curves, for SDE materials, at stresses prior to saturation may be simulated

by using Eqns. (1) to (10).2434 The procedure is straightforward for 1-D material,

provided that Eqn. (3) is a reasonable representation of matrix crack evolution. Some

examples are presented in Fig. 14a.24 Further work is needed to predict the behavior

above i%. The simulation capability for 2-D material depends on the assumption made

about the stress CO acting on the 0P plies. If this stress is considered to be, do = 26, the

simulations for SDE materials, based on SiC/CAS (Fig. 14b), agree quite well with

experiments except at small plastic strain. 34 Further research is needed to understand

the behaviors at small plastic strains.

6. EFFECTS OF STRAIN CONCENTRATIONS

6.1 General Considerations

When either holes or notches (or other strain concentrating sites) are introduced,

experimental results have indicated that CMCs can exhibit (at least) three classes of

behaviorIZ,40 as sketched in Fig. 15. Class I materials exhibit a dominant (mode 1) crack

emanating from the notch, with fiber failures occurring as the crack extends across the

material. Class H materials experience multiple (mode 1) matrix cracking from the notch.

These cracks usually extend across the net section prior to fiber failure. In class HI
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materials, shear damage occurs from the notch and extends normal to the notch plane

prior to composite failure. In all three cases, strssea are redistributed by matrix cracking

as well as by fiber pull-out.

The characterization of notch effects for CMCs exhibiting these three classes of

behavior appears to require different mechanics, because the stress redistribution

mechanism within each class operates over different physical scales. Class I behavior

involves stress redistribution by fiber bridging/pull-out, which occurs along the crack

plane. Large-Scale Bridging Mechanics (LSBM) is preferred for such materials.8,1 3-15

Class II behavior allows stress redistribution by large-scale matrix cracking.

Consequently, a mechanism-based, Continuum Damage Mechanics (CDM) is regarded

as most appropriate. 16 Class MIT behavior involves material responses similar to those

found in metals,12,40,41 and a comparable mechanics might be used: either LEFM for

small-scale yielding or non-linear fracture mechanics for large-scale yielding. Since a

unified mechanics has not yet been identified, it is necessary to devise mechanism maps

that distinguish the various classes, through constituent properties. Initial attempts are

elaborated below.

6.2 Mechanism Transitions

The transition between class I and class HI behaviors involves considerations of

both matrix crack growth and fiber failure. One hypothesis for the transition may be

analyzed using LSBM. Such analysis allows the condition for fiber failure at the end of

an unbridged crack segment to be solved simultaneously with the energy release rate of

the matrix front. The latter is equated to the matrix fracture energy.15 By using this

solution to specify that fiber failure occurs before the matrix crack extends into steady-state,

class I behavior is presumed to ensue. Conversely, class U behavior is assigned when

the steady-state matrix cracking condition is achieved prior to fiber failure. The

resulting mechanism map involves two indices:15
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5 - (RS/a.'9)(E.2/ELE1)[(1-f)/ff .a
m 3/.

and

c. =a/S (24b)

With S and Ci as coordinates, a mechanism map may be constructed that distinguishes

class I and class II behavior (Fig. 16). While this map has qualitative features consistent

with experence, the xperiments required for validation have not been completed. In

practice, the mechanism transition in CMCs must involve additional considerations.

The incidence of class MrI behavior is found at relatively small magnitudes of the

ratio of shear strength, T, to tensile strength S. When T/S is small, a shear band

develops at the notch front and extends normal to the notch plane.10,40 Furthermore,

since T is related to G (Fig. 10), the parameter G/S is selected as the ordinate of a
Mechanism map.12,41 Experimental results suggest that class MI behavior arises when

G/S Z 50 (Fig. 17).

6.3 Mechanics Methodology

i) Class I Materials

The class I mechanism, when dominant, has features compatible with LSBM. These

mechanics may be used to characterize effects of notches, holes and manufacturing

flaws on tensile properties, whenever a single matrix crack is prevalent. For cases

wherein the flaw or notch is small compared with specimen dimensions, the tensile

strength may be plotted as functions of both flaw indices: A b and A p (Fig. 6). For the

former, the results are sensitive to the ratio of the pull-out strength Sp to the UTS. These
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results should be used whenever the unnotched tensile properties are compatible with

global load sharing. Conversely, A p should be used as the notch index when the

unnotched properties appear to be pull-out dominated.

When the notch and hole have dimensions that are significant fraction of the plate

width (ao/w > 0), net secton effects must be included.S, Some results (Fig. 18) illustrate

the behavior.

Complete experimental validation of LSBM for class I materials has not been

undertaken. Partial results for the material, SiC/CB, are compatible with LSBM, as

shown for data obtained with center notches and center holes1 2 (Fig. 17), with A - 0.8.

For this material, the unnotched properties appear to be pull-out controlled,10,12 and the

constituent properties give a pull-out notch index, A p - 0.76.

ii) Class II Materials

The non-linear stress/strain behavior governed by matrix cracking, expressed

through t (Eqn. 5) and Ep (Eqn. 8) provide a basis for a Damage Mechanics approach

that may be used to predict the effects of notches and holes. Such developments are in

progress. An important factor that dictates whether continuum or discrete methods are

used concerns the ratio of the matrix crack spacing to the radius of curvature of the

notch.

In practice, several class H CMCs have been shown to exhibit notch insensitive

behavior for holes and notches in the size range: 1-5 mm (Fig. 19). These materials

include: SiC/CAS6 and SiC/glass (1070).7 The non-linearity provided by the matrix

cracks thus appears to allow stress redistribution to an extent that essentially eliminates

the stress concentration. 7,47 The elimination of the stress concentration has been

established both by notch strength measurement6 ,7 and by thermoelastic emission

tests.
46
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iii) Class III Materials

Class MI behavior has been found in several C matrix compositesIO,12 (Fig. 16). In

these materials, the extent of the shear deformation zone Ipis found to be predictable

from measured shear stegths, T, in approximate acrdance with 12

4,/a. - a/T (

Calculations have indicated that this shear zone diminishes the stress ahead of the

notch, 12 analogous to the effct of a platic zone in metals, and provides good notch

properties. For several C/C materials, it has been found that the shear band lengths are

small enough that LEFM characterizes the experimental data over a range of notch

lengths. For edge notched specimens, it is found that,12 KIC - 16 MPa4m'(Fig. 20).

However, conditions must exist where LEFM is violated. For example, when A p/ao 5 4,

the stress concentration is essentially eliminated and the material must then become

notch insensitive.12 Further work is needed to identify parameters that bound the

applicability of LEFM, as well as establish the requirements for notch insensitivity.

7. SUMMARY

Test methods have been described that relate constituent properties to macroscopic

behaviors in a consistent manner. The approach has been illustrated for two CMC

"systems. It is expected that the methodology will be used to predict stress/strain curves

and examine their sensitivity to comstituent properties. These properties may be used to

delineate mechanism maps that represent transitions in macroscopic performance,

especially in the presence of strain concentrations. Mechanics procedures for each

mechanism have been described in a preliminary manner. A concerted effort is needed
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to further develop and validate the mechanics, which should have applicability to a

wide range of tcnlgaly important CMCs.
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TABLE I

Measurement Methods

CONSTITUENT PROPERTY MEASUREMENT

Sliding Stress, 'T i ulOtLigh 2 6 j2Z
- Hysteesis Loop, 8 E 1/2232

*Fracture Mirrors"~2

*~~ B ilayer Distortio 9

*tMisfit Strain, 0 * Permanent Strain, £f)23,2A

- Residual Crack COpening32

* Monolithic Material

Matrix Fracture Energ, F.~ - Saturation Crack Spading 1.22

* Matrix Cradcking Strvs, 6=1

DebondEnergy, rj Permane~t StrainY, £212
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TABLE 11

Summary of Non-Dimensional Coefficients

a U = (c2/c1)E1.LC/e, Misfit Index~2 4' 32

up

= b2,( - a~f)2 Rifp/47,zEj 2 , Hysteredsiindex24.32

L - r. 1(i-f) ElE./fv2 ELR, Crack Spacinglndex22

M= 6% r. f 2 E,/(I- f)E.2R E, Matrix Cracking 1ndexZ18,19

Q = Elf (i/EL(I - v), Residual Stress 1ndex19' 24

A a. S2/EL r, Flaw Index8

A b = f/(1 f)f (EEL/E.2) (a.'9/RS.), Flaw Index for Bridging' 15

Ap (a./ii(SP/EL). FlwIndex for ulut74
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TABLE III

Important Constituent Properties For CMCs:
Comparison Between SiC/SiC and SiC/CAS

MATERIAL
PROPERTY

SiC/CAS SiC/SiC

Matrix Modulus, Em (GPa) 100 400

Fiber Modulus, Ej (GPa) 200 200

Sliding Stress, z (MPa) 15-20 I00-150

CONSTITUENTS Residual Stress, q (MWa) 80-100 50-100

Fiber Strength, Sc (GPa) 2.0-2.2 13-1.6

Shape Parameter, m 3.3-3.8 4.Z-4.7

matrix Fracture Energy, rm aJm 2) 20-25 5-10

Debond Energy, ri jm 2) - 0.1 -2

$ Matrix Cracking Stressw Wm Ma) 140-160 200-220

DEPNDNT Saturation Crack Spacing, do (jLm) 110-130 15-20

PROPERTIES Pull-out Length Ki (Jim) 250-35 25-40
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. L. A scematic indicating the consequence of matrix cracking in CMC5 on the
stress/strain behavior.

Fig. 2. A schematic indicating the parameters that influence the evolution of matrix
cracks in 1-D CMCs.30

Fig. 3. Effects of matrix crack density on the elastic compliance of l-D CMCs.31

Fig. 4. Effects of gauge length on the ultimate tensile strength predicted by global
load sharing analySiS.27

Fig. 5. Bounding solutions for the non-dimensional fiber pull-out lengtli 2 5

Fig. 6. Strength degradation in elastically isotropic CMCs subject to unbridged
segments (length 2ao) a) combined bridging and pull-out; b) pull-out.8.3

Fig. 7. A comparison of stress/strain curves for 2-D C:MCs all reinforced with Nicalon

fibers (with f - 0.4). The SiC/CAS is a laminate, the SiC/SiCM has a plain

weave: the other materials have a 8-harness satin weave.41

Fig. 8. A comparison of I-D and 2-D CMC tensile properties obtained for SiC/CAS
and SiC/SiCcvi. The lines marked (1/2)1-D are the results for 1-D material
reduced in Scale by (1 /2).41I Fig. 9. A typical matrix cracking mode in 2-D CMACs. 9

Fig. 10. The shear strength of various CMCs normalized by the composite shear
modulus.4S

Fig. 11. The unloading modulus measured for 1-D and 2-D SiC/CAS and SiC/SiCcvi
showing comparisons with the model (Eqn. 5) for various sliding stresses.24 -34

Fig. 12. Variations in the relative hysteresis loop width with crack density obtained for
2-D SiC/SiCcvl showing comparisons with the model (Eqn. 7) for various
Sliding stresses.24
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Fig. 13. Variation in permanent strain for a 1-D SiC/CAS material showing

comparisons with the model (Eqn. 8) for various values of the sliding stress,
using an independently determined value for the misfit strain, with (17 -

* Fig. 14. Simulated stress, strain curves for SDE material a) 1-D material with notational
constituent properties. b) 2-D material simulation obtained by assuming

do = 20, compared with experimental measurements (constituent properties
relevant to SiC/CAS).

Fig. 15. The three classes of behavior found in CMCs and the associated mechanisms

of stress redistribution.40,41

Fig. 16. A proposed mechanism map for the transition between class I and class U
behaviors. 15,4 1

Fig. 17. A proposed mechanism map for the transition to class MI behavior.45

Fig. 18. Effects of holes and notches on the tensile strength predicted using LSBM. Also
included are results obtained for SiC/CB.12

Fig. 19. The notch strength of a 2-D SiC/CAS composite revealing that this is a notch
insensitive material.6

Fig. 20. Use of LEFM to characterize the notch strength of C/C composites.12

*<
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NOMENCLATURE

ai parameters found in the paper by Hutchinson and Jensen 21

ao length of unbridged matrix crack

bi parameters found in the paper by Hutchinson and Jensen 2l

ci parameters found in the paper by Hutchinson and Jensen 21

f fiber volume fraction

f1 fiber volume fraction in loading direction
h mean fiber pull-out length

Ip plastic zone sizeI mean matrix crack spacing

is mean saturation crack spacing

m shape parameter for fiber strength distribution
q residual stress in matrix in axial orientation

t ply thickness

2w plate width

E Young's modulus of composite
E. Young's modulus of material with matrix cracks

Ej Young's modulus of fiber

EL ply modulus in longitudinal orientation
Em Young's modulus of matrix
EL ply modulus in longitudinal orientation

Es secant modulus

Er ply modulus in transverse orientation
EL unloading modulus

Et tangent modulus

L mean crack spacing in 900 plies

Lg gauge length

L reference length

R fiber radius

S tensile strength
Sc characteristic fiber strength

%So scale factor for fiber strength

Sp pull-out 'strength'
Su UTS subject to global load sharing

S. tensile strength in presence of a flaw or notch
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T shear strength

a compliance coefficient
Sresidual stress coefficient

'y shear strain
8 displacement

characteristic length
8e hysteresis loop width
r strain
e e elastic strain
E p permanent strain

e * contribution to permanent strain caused by matrix cracks

v Poisson's ratio (assumed to be the same for fiber and matrix)
pull-out coefficient

0 stress

0R residual stress in 0/90 material along fiber axis

(h lower bound stress for tunnel cracking

di debond stress
i%= matrix cracking stress

FOo stress acting on 0° plies in a 2-D material

Ti peak stress
as saturation stress

dr misfit stress
T interface sliding resistance
X matrix cracking coefficient
r fracture energy
ri interface debond energy

To dissipation associated with traction law

rm matrix fracture energy
Smisfit strain
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PLASTIC ANISOTROPY IN MoSi 2 SINGLE CRYSTALS

T. E. Mitchell and S. A. Maloy

Center for Materials Science
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mepizo 87545

Abstract

Single crystals of MoSi 2 are an order of magnitude stronger when compressed along [001] than
along any other orientation. This is because the easy slip systems, 1011}<100> and

I 101<111>, have a zero Schmid factor acting on them so that harder slip systems are forced
into operation. We find that [001] crystals compressed at 10000C yield oy slip on 1103}<331>.
TEM shows that the 1/2<33 1> dislocations tend to decompose into 1/2< 111> and <110>
dislocations. This decomposition process apparently inhibits the mobility of 1/2<331>
dislocations at higher temperatures and another system, 1 101 }<11 >, becomes operative at
13000C and above. [021] crystals have been tested for comparison and are found to yield at
much lower stresses on the easy systems. In the design of advanced high temperature structural
materials based on MoSi2, the large plastic anisotrc iy should be used to advantage.

This research was supported by the US Department of Energy, Office of Basic Energy Sciences.

Critical Issues in the Development of High Temperature Structural Materials
Edited by N.S. Stoloff. D..-. Duquette and AF. Giamei

The Minerals, Metals & Materials Society, 1993
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Molybdenum disilicide (MoSi2) has attracted considerable interest in recent years because of its
potential as a high temperature structural material due to its good oxidation resistance and
strength at high temperatures[l]. It is brittle at low temperatures with a modest fracture toughness
of arotmd 3 MPa ml/2; this can be improved by a factor of 2 or 3 by additions of ZrO2 or SiC[l].
MoSi2 is generally reported to become ductile at temperatures above ~1000oc. However,
Aikin[2] reports a brittle-to-ductile transition temperature of 1400°C; it is likely that the transition

] temperature depends on the silica content at the grain boundaries[3].

I MoSi2 has the tetragonal CI Ib structure, space group I4/mmm, with unit cell parameters
t a=3.204A and c=7.848A. Each Mo atom is surrounded by 10 Si atoms at a distance of 2.616A

and eah Si atom is surrounded by 5 Mo atoms and 5 Si atoms also at a distance of 2.616•; the
crystal structure is illustrated in Figure 1. Elementary dislocation theory suggests that mobilej dislocations should have vectors with the shortest lattice and the closest

SBurgers vec tors move on
packed planes[4]. Burgers vectors of possible perfect dislocations are given in Table I[5].

"• ¢- Si

Figure 1 - Tetragonal unit cell of MoSi2.

Table I Burgers Vectors of Possible Perfect Dislocations in MoSi2

Burgers Vector Ibl (/•) Possible slip planes

<100> 3.204 {011}, 1013}, 10101, (001)

1/2<111> 4.531 {lI0], 10Ill
<110> 4.531 { 1 I0 }, (001)

1/2<331> 7.848 {110}, 10131
[001] 7.848 { I00}, { 110}

The <100> dislocations have by far the shortest Burgers vectors and these dislocations are
indeed commonly observed in deformed MoSi2. However, other dislocations are required to
fulf'fll the Von Mises criterion in polycrystalline materials[6] or single crystal orientations where
the Schmid factor is zero (e. g., [!301]). The next two Burgers vectors in Table I, 1/2<111> and
<110>, have identical magnitudes, as do the last two, 1/2<331> and [091]. The reason for the
identical magnitudes is that the c/a ratio in MoSi2 is essentially exactly x/6 and the { 110} planes

, " . . .... • -i. . .... r--- - • . • •.



have hexagonal symmetry, as illustrated in Figure 2. (The unit cell has overall tetragonal
symmetry because the AB stacking of the I 101 planes destroys the hexagonal symmetry).
1/2<1 11> and <110> dislocations have both been reported, although the latter probably occur by
dislocation reactions[5, 6]. The occurrence of 1/2<331> dislocations has also been documented,
in spite of their long Burgers vectors[7, 8]. An early description of [0011 dislocations[9] has not
been confirmed. Table I also gives potential slip planes for each of these dislocations and their
spacings are listed in Table H.

[10 0

°0

[t 10] (010

Figure 2 - 110) and {1031 planes of MoSi 2. Both are stoichiometric and 11101 has hexagonal
symmetry.

Table IH Spacings of Possible Slip Planes in MoSi2

Slip Plane Stoichiometric? Spacing(A) Possible Burgers Vectors

11101 Yes 2.266 1/2<111>, <110>, 1/2<331>, [001]
40131 Yes 2.026 <100>, 1/2<331>

1100) Yes 1.602 <010>, [001]

(001) No 1.308 <100>, <110>
10111 No 0.988 <100>, 1/2<111>

Table H also indicates whether the plane is stoichiometric, i. e., whether a given plane contains
atoms in the correct MoSi 2 proportion or consists of alternate layers of Mo and Si atoms. The
choice of slip systems is still not intuitively obvious from Tables I and II. Dislocations with
<100> Burgers vectors might be expected to glide on 10131 planes, which have the largest
available spacing, followed by (0101 aAid (001): instead they choose to glide on 10111 planes[6,
10]. Dislocations with 1/2<111> Burgers vectors should and in fact do glide on 11101 planes;
we report below that they may also glide on 10111 planes at high temperatures for [001] crystals.
Dislocations with 1/2<331> Burgers vectors have available to them the widely spaced
stoichiometric ( 110) and (013) glide planes; both of these planes have been reported in the
literature[7], although recent observations on [0011 crystals deformed at 1000OC and on
polycrystalline material deformed at 9000C suggest that 10131 is the operative slip plane[g, 111.
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Figure 3 shows diagrams of some likely slip systems in MoSi2 - (01 1)<100>, 110)<111>,
1013)<331> and 101 1)<l I 1>. As will be shown in the present paper, each of these systems
operates in different regimes of orientation and temperature. In particular, for MoSi2 crystals
with the [001] orientation, the first two easy systems are suppressed, necessitating the operation
of other systems. Because of this, MoSi2 is highly anisotropic and, as first shown by Umakoshi
et al[7], [001] crystals have a much higher yield stress. Here we will extend these measurements
of yield stress anisotropy, using transmission electron microscopy to unfathom some of the
mysteries of dislocation behavior in MoSi 2.

o 0

* 0

(011}<100> (11011/2<I11> 101311/2<331> {0111/2<111>

Figure 3 - Some possible slip systems in MoSi 2.

Single crystals of MoSi 2 were grown by J. Garrett of McMaster University using the
Czochralski technique at a rate of 180 mm/h. Specimens were oriented by the Laue back-
reflection x-ray technique and cut into parallelepiped compression samples 1.5mlxl.5mmx5mm
with a diamond saw; final polishing of the faces was with lpIn grade diamond. The compression
axis was selected to be the hard [001] orientation for one set of samples and a soft [021]
orientation for another set. These orientations are shown in the stereographic projection in Figure
4 which also includes the poles of all the possible slip planes and directions. In addition, one
sample was 100 off the [0011 orientation towards [1101. Compression testing was performed
under displacement control at temperatures from 1000 to 16000C using one of two rigs. One
compression rig had alumina rams and single crystal YAG pads and was operated in argon with a
strain rate of 10-5s-I.The other rig was made of thoriated tungsten, had SiC pads, operated in
vacuum and gave a strain rate of 10-40s-. TEM thin foils were prepared using standard techniques
and examined in a Philips CM30 transmission electron microscope operating at 300kV in order to
characterize the dislocation microstructures.

Results and Discussion

Yield Srese
Yield stresses for all of the crystals tested to date are shown plotted against temperature in Figure
5; included are data for the two orientations, [001] and [021], and the two strain rates, I"0 and
10-5s-I .The data are complicated and detailed discussion will be given below. However, some
general observations can be made at this point. Firstly, the [001] specimens are an order of
magnitude stronger than the [021 ] specimens (this is even more anisotropic than the data reported
by Umakoshi et al[7]). Secondly, the yield stresses decrease steeply with increasing temperature,
except for complications between 1000 and 13000C for the [001] orientation to be discussed
later. Thirdly, the yield stresses for the [0011 orientation are highly dependent on strain rate with
a factor of two or more difference in stress level between 10- and 10-5s-1 ; such a strain rate
dependence corresponds to a stress exponent of around 3.
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10 01 (0:11 (01[3) o o11- tO21l

-• (11 3)

Figure 4 - Stereographic projection of MoSi 2, showing the [001] and [021] compression axesand the poles of the slip planes (filled-in circles) and slip directions (squares).
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600 'U--OIIfaWdd

4, 00 aMples craked befo-re yield 0

0 ([0211
200 141

900 1100 1300 1500 1700

TEMPERATURE (0C)

Figure 5 - Yield stress plotted against temperature for two orientations and the two strain rates.
O~serati~ons nIndividu~alStcimen •

(0011 Specimen Tested at 1000CC. This specimen was tested at a strain rate of 10-5s-1. It yieldedwith a small load drop at 700 MPa, followed by increased stress and further load drops until the
load limit of the testing machine was reached at a stress of 1400 MPa. The total strain was
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measured after the test tobe only 0.3% and so theyield stress is indicated in Figure 5as abar
extending from 700 MPa at the first load drop to 1400 MPa at the load limit. Slip lines were
detected on the surface corresponding to (0131I planes. Dislocations with 1/2<331> Burgers,
vectors were found by TEM (see below) and so the slip system is concluded to be
(01311/2<331>. This system has a Schmid factor of 0.39 for the [001] compression axis while
the easy (01 1)<100> and (1101 1/2<1 11> systems have zero Schmid factors. A thin foil was
cut parallel to the (103) slip plane and a typical area is shown in Figure 6. A g~b analysis was
conducted and the results are indicated in Figure 6.

Figure 6 - Dislocation microstructure in the (103) slip piane of [001] MoSi2 deformed at 1000'C.

It is seen that the microstructure consists of dislocations with 1/2[331], 1/2[1 111 and [1101
Burgers vectors. The 1/2[33 1] dislocations mostly lie in the [33 1] direction, i. e. they are screw
dislocations. Many of the 1/2[l111] and [110] dislocations lie in pairs along the [010] direction
which are connected to the 1/2[331] screw dislocations. It is concluded that the 1/2[331]
dislocations decompose by a reaction of the type:

This reaction is energetically favorable because the angle between the Burgers vectors of the
product dislocations is 1200. We call equation (1) a decomposition reaction rather than a
dissociation reaction because all of the dislocations have perfect Burgers vectors and no faults are
involved. The highly angular nature of the dislocations in Figure 6 with dislocations lying along
the [331] and [0101 directions indicates that glide is controlled by a strong Peierls stress. The
decomposition presumably occurs after the 1/2[33 11 dislocations have stopped gliding. The
dislocation products tend to stay in pairs because they have low mobility even though they repel
each other, the [110] dislocations have a zero resolved stress acting on them while the 1/2[l111]
dislocations have a zero Schmid factor in their preferred (110) plane and must have a very high
Peierls stress opposing their motion in the (101) plane. Other features in Figure 6 are the
prominent rows of dislocation loops which were analysed to have [100] Burgers vectors and lie
along the [010] direction. This is shown even more clearly in Figure 7 which is from a foil cut
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perpendicular to the slip plane. The strings of loops evidently form from dipoles and we envision
the following series of steps in their formation:

1. lt2[331] dipoles form by self-trapping of dislocations of opposite sign lying along [010].
2. The decomposition reaction (1) occurs.
3. The 1/2[11 1] dislocations of opposite sign annihilate by glide on the (101) plane leaving a

[110] dipole.
4. The decomposition reaction [110] -> [100] + [010] occurs which is energetically neutral.
5. The [010] dislocations which are screw in character glide in the (101) plane to annihilate

and leave a [100] pure edge dipole.
6. The [100] dipole undergoes fluctuations induced by pipe diffusion and self-climb to

produce a string of loops lying along the [010] direction.
Note that this process involves only localized diffusion rather than bulk diffusion such as occurs
at higher tempeatures, as described below.

Figure 7 - [001] MoSi2 deformed at 1000OC viewed perpendicular to the (103) slip plane.

[Q01H Specimens Deformed at 1200M. Specimens compressed at this temperature showed no
signs of yielding even when taken to the limit of the testing machine corresponding to a stress of
1400 MPa, as indicated by the arrow in Figure 4. This surprising result suggests that the

S~mobility of the 1/2<331> dislocations decreases with increasing temperature. A possible
S~explanation for this is that the the decomposition reaction (1) occurs before a significant amount

' ~of glide can occur. As pointed out before, the <100> dislocations have no resolved stres acting
on them and the 1/2<1 11> dislocations are required to move on {0111} where they evidently
experience a high Peierls stress. It is also worth returning to the observation that yielding at
1000eC occurs in a series of load drops, suggesting that 1/2<33 1> dislocations nucleate at the
surface and move into the specimen in bursts. The nucleation event itself may be inhibited by the
decomposition reaction at higher temperatures, thus pr.,enting plastic flow. The key to
understanding this behavior is that the 1/2< 111 > dis. "ations only become mobile at •
temperatiure of 13000C and above, as described next.

[001l Spcijmen Deformed at 1300 to 1600n. Specimens compressed in the high tempraur

Il

regime yielded smoothly with none of the load drops characteristic of the 100OOC test. Figure 4
shows that the yield stresses are very high but decrease rapidly with increasing temperature from •
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950 MPa at 1300oC to 300 MPa at 15000C for the 10-s-5 strain rate and from 1500 MPa at
14000C to 600 MPa at 16000C for the 10-4s- strain rate. Surprisingly, slip lines could not be
detected on the surfaces of the crystals after each test, implying that slip occurs on a fine scale.
Figure 8 shows a typical microstructure for a crystal compressed at 15000C. Dislocations occur
mostly in small-angle tilt boundaries and g.b analysis shows that the Burgers vectors are all
either <100> or <110>. Thus the boundaries are on 1100) or I 110) planes and consist of
<100> or <110> edge dislocations respectively. However, both <100> and <110> dislocations
have zero Schmid factors for the [001] compression axis and so they must have formed by
dislocation reaction. In view of the observation that the 1/2<331> dislocations are only mobile at
temperatures around 10o0C, we propose that deformation is being produced by the motion of
1/2<111> dislocations, most probably on 11011 planes. There are 8 of these slip systems, all
equally stressed for the [001] compression axis, with a Schmid factor of 0.33. The <100> and
<110> dislocations then arise from interactions such as

1/2[1 il] + 1/2[l i] ---> [100] (2)
and

1/2[1111] + 1/2[11i|] -- > [110] (3)

Both reactions (2) and (3) are energetically favorable and and can give rise to sessile edge

dislocations. For example, in reaction (2), if the reacting dislocations lie respectively on (101)
and (101), then the product [100] dislocation will lie along [010]; these are therefore pure edge
dislocations which can then climb into low energy tilt boundaries to produce the observed
microstructure.

Figure 8 - Microsticture in [001] MoSi2 deformed 1% at 1500IC and 10"4s-I, (001) foil.

10211 Specimens Deformed at 1000 to 1200fC. Specimens compressed at 10000C were always
found to crack before yielding. However, at 11000C and above, yielding took place smoothly at
stresses an order of magnitude below those for [0011 crystals. Slip traces were detectable and
were found to correspond to the 1 110) slip plane. A typical dislocation microstructure is shown
in Figure 9 for a [021] crystal deformed 1% at 1100 0C; the foil was cut parallel to the observed
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(110) slip traces. Two sets of dislocations were identified in Figure 9 by g.b analysis: the
S dislocations in one set have a 1t2[l 11] Burgers vector and hie along [110], corresponding to the

expected (110) slip plane; the others have a (0101 Burgers vector and lie along [1011, which
means that they are pure edge dislocations with a (101) slip plane. It is concluded that [021]) is a
suitable orientation to activate both the (110)1/2<111> and (1011<010> slip systems. The latter
has a lower Schmsid factor, implying that it has a lower critical resolved shear stress, as discussed

Figure 9 - Microstructure in [021) MoSi2 deformed 1% at I 1000C, 10s-50, (110) foil.

[0211 Speimens fleformed at 13I an- 40C With increasing temperature, a greater
proportion of <100> dislocations were found and less 1/2<111> dislocations. A typical
microstructure for a crystal deformed at 13000C is shown in Figure 10. The dislocations are

Figure 10 - Dislocation Microstructure in [0211 MoSi2 deformed 1% at 13O(DC, 10-50-.
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much less angular than at 1100CC, indicating an increase in the amount of climb. In fact, the
[010] dislocations tend to lie parallel to [1001 at 1300oC, compared with [101) at 1100I C; this
could mean that the glide plane has switched to (001) at the higher temperature but climb seems a
more likely explanation in view of the tilt boundaries that are produced in the [001] specimens at
the same temperature.

SpaJme off F0011 Deformed at 1400C. The compression axis of this specimen was 100
offthe[001] orientation towards [1101 and was prepared in order to test the sensitivity of the
slip behavior to the exact orientation. The specimen was tested at a strain rate of 104s-I and
yielded at a stress of 1200 MPa followed by a drop in stress to 1000 MPa; this compares with
1500 MPa for the exact [001) specimen in Figure 4. A typical dislocation microstructure is
shown in Figure 11. All of the dislocations were found by g~b analysis to have 1/2[111]
Burgers vectors (except for the partial dislocations described below). They lie largely along the
[110] direction, implying that the slip plane is (110). The Schmid factor for the (110)1/2[111]
system is zero for an exact [001 ] compression axis but it is 0.15 for the actual axis 100 off [0011].
Because of the large disparity between the critical resolved shear stresses for the motion of
1/2<111> dislocations on I 1101 and {101) planes, this Schmid factor is enough to activate the
easier system in spite of the low resolved stress acting on it. The observation of partial
dislocations and stacking faults in Figure 11 is unique to this investigation; attempts were made
to image dissociated dislocations by weak-beam microscopy in all the previous specimens,
without success. The partials in Figure 11 were identified by g.b analysis and the following
dissociation reactions were found:

1/2[111] ---> 1/3(001] + 1/6[331] (4)
and

1/2(111] ---> 1/6k301] + 1/3[001] +1/2[010] (5)

Figure 11 - Dislocation microstructm in MoSi2 oriented 100 off [001] defmoed 4% at 1400oC

Reactions (4) and (5) are illustrated in Figure 12; both involve a decrease in energy and both have
faults associated with them. The partials in reaction (1) have Burgers vectors joining Mo and Siatoms and so the fault is an anti-phase boundary(APB). The outer partials in reaction (5) produce
complex stacking faults. In addition, both of the dissociations are produced by climb; for
example, the APB in (4) lies in the (001) plane and so the 1/3(001] partials must have moved by
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climb. These dissociations are still under study but our present conclusion is that they occur after
the 12<l 111> dislocations have become immobilized and are probably unimportant to the glide
process.

(0

1/2<111> ->1/6<331>+1/3<001> 1/2<111> -> 1/2<010> + 1/3<001> + 1/6<301>

Figure 12 - Unit cell of MoSi2 showing the partials in reactions (4) and (5).

Critical Resolved Shear Stresses

It is apparent that glide occurs under various circumstances on four systems - (011 1<100>,
41101 1/2<111>, 101311/2<331> and 1011) 1/2<111>. It is therefore important to know the
critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) for each of these systems as a function of temperature, in
order to be able to predict the slip behavior as a function of orientation. CRSS values have been
calculated from the yield stresses in Figure 4 by using the appropriate Schmid factor and the slip
system inferred from the TEM investigations. The results are shown in Figure 13 where CRSS is
plotted against temperature for the four slip systems.

500--

4005

3 0 01

~200 013)WTh331>

(110)M1211>

"100 911100< 150> l1s

I 
TEMPERATURE (°C)

Figure 
13 - CRSS 

versus 
temperature 

for the four slip systems 
in MoSi2

Several assumptions have been made in calculating the CRSS data in Figure 13:
S1. For the [021] orientation, 1011 }<100> and { 110) 1/2<111> slip are equally activated by

the applied stress so that, because 1011}<100> has the lower Schmid factor, it has the lower
CRSS.
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2. Slip on the (013)1/2<331> system only occurs around 1000oC for the exact [0011
orientation and the effective CRSS probably increases with increasing temperature because of the
instability of the 1/2<331> dislocation.

3. At some temperature between 10000C and 1300'C, 1011 11/2<111> slip becomes easier
than (013) 1/2<331> slip and becomes dominant for [0011 compression at higher temperatures.
Tho data in Figures 4 and 13 illustrate the tremendous plastic anisotropy in MoSi2. The (001]
compression axis is much stronger than any other orientation but it is essential to maintain the

orientation to within a few degrees to avoid activating any of the easy systems. This is true not
only for single crystal MoSi2 but also for polycrystalline material with a strong [0011 texture
produced by some suitable mechanical or melt processing technique. This is a preliminary report
and the investigation of the mechanical properties and slip behavior of single crystal MoSi 2 is
continuing( 12].
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MICROSTRUCTURAL EFFECTS ON CREEP STRENGTHENING

OF IMSi2 MATRIX COMOrSITES

Amit K. Ghosh and Ajoy Basu
Department of Materials Science & Eng inering,

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 481092136

MoSi2 intermetallics, in monolithic form or reinforced with SiC particulates and
whiskers, have potential application in future gas turbine engines. In this paper we have
examined the creep strenthening mechanism in these materials, and the influence of
microstrucunrl size, the distribution of SiC reinforcements, and the effect of stress state
within the temperature range of 1100 to 14000 C. The matrix grain size has been found to
have a significant effect on creep rate for grain sizes less than 30gn. A model proposed to
explain this behavior suggests that intense deformation occurs in grain comners during the
boundary sliding process. Results obtained from tension and compression tests indicate that
while creep by dislocation climb-glide dominates the matrix behavior as in a metallic
material, progressive microcracking within the reinforcement phase, the associated grain
boundary cavitation and glassy phases at the grain boundary can introduce a weakening
effect. Studies with the particulate and whisker reinforced materials have revealed areinforcement aspect ratio effect on creep strengthening.

The silicides of refractory metals such as Mo, Nb and W have potential as high
temperature structural materials as well as matrix materials for composites with service
capabilities above 1000"C. Of these materials, molybdenum disilicide exhibits excellent
high temperature oxidation resistance, approaching that of SiC, because of the formation of
a protective silica film [1-21. In spite of its high melting point (20300C), at -10000C MoSi2
begins to yield and exhibit dislocation motion like metals do [3]. At an even higher
temperature (-12000C), the yield strength of MoSi 2 drops further and its creep resistance is
also reduced [4]. Aikin and others have claimed that grain boundary SiO2 (a viscous layer)
is responsible for lower strength of these materials [5-6]. Consequently, attempts are being
made to produce clean alloys by addition of SiO2 removers (e.g., C, Er, CaO, etc.) [7-10]
and to improve the mechanical properties of MoSi2 by synthesizing composites with hard
ceramic phases as well as ductile metallic phases [10-121. SiC reinforcement has shown
excellent bonding characteristics with MoSi 2 [9], and it also rids the SiO2 inclusions from
MoSi2 grain boundaries via chemical reaction. Furthermore, SiC whiskers have been
previous'j shown to have potential for creep strengthening of MoSi2 [13-14]. It was also
shown that grain boundary microcracks can be present within such composites [9], thus
suggesting that the creep behavior might be a function of the imposed stress state - tensile
vs. compressive. When reinforcements are distributed in a fine scale through the
microstructure, they can change the grain size of the matrix material as well. The objectives
of this study were to examine the effects of reinforcement type, damage, and the
microstructural scale in MoSi2 composites containing SiC particulate and whisker
reinforcements, and their effects on tensile and compression creep behavior.

MoSi2 powder (-325 mesh) from Cerac was used for consolidating monolithic MoSi 2.
Particulate and whisker reinforced composites were prepared by mixing MoSi2 powder
respectively with powders and whiskers of SiC, (20 vol% in each case). Table 1 lists the

Critical Issues in the DevelcpmCnt of High Temperature Structural Materials
[Edited by N.S. Stoloff, DJ. Duquette arid AF. Giamci
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source of the constituents and their particle size. For the SiCp composities, a slurry milling
approach was used to develop a homogeneous inntmate mixture of fine scale constituents.
In the case of SiC whiske reinfoircement, ultrasonic blending was used which led to preater
agglomeration of reinforcements and a large interparticle specing. The powder mixtures
were hot rssed in a grahite die at 170OPC for 2 hours under 28 MNa pressure. Hot
pressed biles were cut nda portion Hi~ed at 1700*C for 90min under 200 MPa pressure.
The oxygen content of the monolithic and SiC, composites were respectively 0.6 wt% and 4
wt%.

TABLEI.
MIE AND SOUCE OF MATRIX AND lM MFOCDIDIT

MATERIAL AVE. PARTICLE SUZE SOURCE

MoSi2 5 jimt Cerac, Inc.
Milwaukee, WI

SiC.) 0.7 jim HC. Stark
Germany

SiCW 0.5 um dia. Tateho Chemical

50 pn length Japan

Charateiztin fMicosrctr

The optical miicrograhs Of MoSi2 and the two composites are shown in Fig. 1. Grain
boundaries were reveale in cross-polarized light. The average grain size of monolithic
MoSi 2 was 30 pim, that of SiCp reinforced material was 3 pim, and SiCw reinforced material
was 7 gm. T'he monolithic imaterial showed small spherical SiO2 particles (not a continuous
film) on the grain boundaries and a small amount of porosity, the total volume of both was
approximately 5%. Previous work with high resolution TEM showed that the interface
between SiC and MoSi2 is free from contaminants without a special orentation relationship.
The reinforcement agglomerates were always located on grain boundaries and a
considerable amount of void formation was found within the agglomerated regions (see
Fig. 2). The void density was approximately 6%.

AVg. Grai sim 30 Avg. Grain *Me -=t Avg. Grain sine = 7 iM

Fig. 1. Miicrostructures of hot-pressed MOSi2 and MoSi2/SiC composites.
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i.7
Rectangular samples, 3 mm x 3 .mm x 6 mm, wae cut fron the billets and two type of

compression tests were conducted in the S•empetm range of 1100-14*0C by pressing the
samples betweel rigid SiC aie n argon environmen The Mtests were conducted on
an plst machine fitted =& a ento" furnace also in a high purity argon environment.
The first set of tests wen step strain rate tests in which the samples we first strained at a
strain rate of 1040 to a steady level of sues, followed by decramental step strain rate
tests. Steady ress values were achieved at each strain rate level which wer subsequently
used to plot log (strain rate) v. log (stress) plots. Constant Ste creep tests we also
Performed by subjecting DSEte. samples to controlled load levels. A constant stress on the
cIreepin spcmen wa-Ms maintained by Increasing this load with continued creep strain under
the assumption of constant specimen volume. Croshead displacement corrected for
machine compliance was used to determine sample strain. Normal creep curves with
primary, secondary and tertiary regions wer observed. Minimum creep rates were
determined from the strain-time plots, and plotted as a function of stress.

From the cylindrical billets, slices were cut perpendicular to their axes and a gauge
section with large grip tabs was fabricated by diamond grinding. The specimen cross-
section was 3 mm x 3 mm and the gauge length was 6 mm. A special SiC grip was
fabricated to pull the tabs from beneath them (i.e. loading on edge not face). Constant stress
cre tests wen conducted in a manner described previously for the compression tests.
Typically severl load levels were explored from each specimen. The onset of tertiary creep
(or fracture) was found to occur at much smaller strain levels and more abruptly than in
comPnssion.

Fig. 2. SEM photograph of MoSi2ISiCp
composite showing microvoids
within regions of SiCp

w = cunei sm mapm ci liaPn d MiO%
0 - OWp ibu, NMuu ad anWed Nol

M...tstSsutsfr oi22
Compresslon

W0 Tuemla V a P-4
a.L7 t Fig. 3. Step strain rate and creep 2test results for MOSi 2< ' under compression and

* ~tension loading at 1200C.

10 100 1000
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Figre shws tran rte s.stress data for Mo&i2 at 12000C fran compressio Creep
And ste-stain ra teests as well as from tension creep tests. The results include hot-pressed
and turd matserials, and exhibit somne degree of scatter. An average curve drawn through

thDompression data points shows a stress exon nt()!for creep of about 4.3 at hi~
sftrsses and 3.0 at the lw stas which is iniaieof dislocation cre [15-16].
tension data shows a 40-50% weaktening relative to compression, and ithsan n value of
2.7 (at low stresses). The lower n for tension may be a result of concurrent grain boundary

mircaking which was observed in this material (Fig. 4). Such microcrackting in the
form of wedge crack is Possibly diffusion assisted. Fig. 5 shows step-strain rate test dama
for 1 100C, 1300*C and 1400PC as compared with the compression curve for MOM0 from
Fig. 2. This family of curves clearly illustrates a deresing n with increasing temperature.
However, at 1100 and 12000C (homologous temperatures of 0.60-0.65), the observed creep
behavior fits climb-controlled creep models of Weertman [151, and Weertman and
Weertman [ 161 and also viscous glide models with sumes exponents varying in the range of
3 to 4.5. A value of n = 3 was also found by Umakoshi et al. for single crystal MoSi2 117].
Transmission Electron Microscopy of dislocation structure of specimnh eomda

Fig. 4. Intergranular cracking druring
tensile Creep Of MOSi2 At I 20
creep strain - 0.9% at 50 M~a.
Failure occurred when the sample
was loaded to 100 Mba.

MOSt2 (P/WM) 2
104 A ? ig 5 Step strain rate test data in

/ Fi. copresionfor MOSi2 at

~10-5 /0 sevra tmperatures,f/ C compared with the curve
z / for compression from Fig.

I/e 3. Stress exponents (n) at
.'/10-4 are: 5.7 U110M0C,

~ 3.8 (12000C), 3.5 (1300 0C)
le 20 and 2.4 (14W00C.

*1 10 100 1000

Stresa, Mfa
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13000C indicated dhe formation of dislocation cells and subgrains (Fig. 6) as further
eviidence for the glide-climb process. Subgran size was 'in the , nf of 0.5-0.2 p~m and the
dislocations which have been identified wihthis structure arn (0 0)<l00>, toll )<1007,
(O13)d0(D>, 1001<110> and j101)1Th'<1ll>. Crheae results are from K. Kung of the
Uniest of Michigan) AlD of the high tempranv daa rtimg. 5 and thoe. from Refs.
[13) and [1] are plotted in the form of Zee-Hollomon paraete (Z - iexp (Q%71) in
Fi..Te data lie in a nrrow band exhibiting an activation enryfor creep of about 372

kmo.This latter value compares with 433 ki/niol as ftound by Salnnaet al. [13) and
23OJmiol of Alumaet aL(l9l. The two segmients of this curve show values of n -4.4 for
the higher stress range and n - 1.7 for the lower stress range, as in Ref. 1131. The material
in the present work has, however, a higher strength lee.These observations strongly
sugres that dislocation climb-glide creep in this material is accompanied by grain boundary

sliin, ndat low stresses and above 1300*C sliding is possibly accommodated by
Mrcese and occurs concurrently with cavity growth.

The effctof mreinfrcements on composite strength is shown in Fig. B. Composite test
results are indicated by dama points along with other data shown by curves. A sipfficant
weakening relative to MoSi2 (solid line) was observed for the 20% SiCq reinforced

Fig.6. TM briht field micrograph
of Mobi2 deformed at
1 300C incopesn
which showsthfoain
of dislocation cells and
mubgans. (Photo Courtesy

101 MO6I2

Fig. 7. Zener-Holiomon parameter,.
potted against stres for all lo oe' owf matd

compression data on MOSi2 *~ * hiam.
shown in Figs. 3and5.Thle lees
data of Sadananda et &L [ 13]1
and "hag and Gibala [18] .01
are included for *
comparison. A lower value N

of n occurs at streses below Ae "0
72 MNa t.
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cor, -ite. SiCw (20%) produced a somewhat lessar weakening effect. The data of
Sa( ia et al. [13) is crass-plotted to indicate that this whlsker-reinforced material
(fa od a4 Los Alamos National Laboratry) showed substantial strengthening over
MOA-uutnk MOSI2. Furthermore, the data of Mason and Van Aken [201 is shown for their

arc-mlod OWMOSi3 r script muicrostructuro outectic composite. Ibis also
shows stae ng ove the P Mo~i2 matrix. The values of n for the composes were
not significanty diferent flo that of the matrx and were in the range of 3 3F

The Npp@=dy unsual composite weakening effect in this study as well as Ref. [91
may be partly raio as a result of particle and te presence of voids or

damage within the SiC clusters. Hwever, this can account for no mom than 20% loss in
creepstrength. Possible sources for the ail ivose a .might then be: (i)a
greater amount of grain boundary silic le"dn to viscous guhn rains, and/or (ii) a
grain sie effect (no" normally expece in the dislocation creep regime). To examine these
possibilities, we plotter ! Fig. 9 a collection of mm rate vs. stress data for the MoSi2
matrix (without neinO. .. :"b for various grain sizes and oxye conent from a number of
sources [5, 10, 13, . '. e P/M material data from Aikin (5] falls on present data
(solid line), and his superc•,%ti XD-processed MoSi2 (extremely low oxygen) (5] shows
slight strengthening. Srinivw n -Id Schwartz [18] produced fine grain MoSi2 (- 3 Prm g.s.)
by mechanical milling in an laert toironment. With only 0.15 wt% oxygen, the strength of

1,6

1 T6 10 A I , a L Fig. 8. Step strain rate and
-7 w••,.creep test results in

U4 ~ compression (I2Woo0
f ' for MoSi2/20%SiCpsand MoSi2r20%SiCw

' ( ijomposites (data
points) compared with

an Nmonolithic MoSi2 from
IN- 4 Fig. 3 and from Refs.

Iwo; O$W .P , 1 Z map13 and 20.

I.10 100 1000 40=0

MU0 2+15% 3102/ Maw"(
0e bf. 10) / O3 OM,,

Fig. 9. A collection of strain race Sd Ib PUn

vs. stress data for MoSi2 " s nA•d
at 12000C -- solid line 0 10o-5 n_ I,
(30 pm g.s.) is from
Fig. 3. Data for dfferentv n /Ak
grain sizes and SiO2 1 alcontet (see text) ar from • , / _,4f

S~~Refs 5, 10, 13, 19 and 21.
S:- :Closed triangle is for P/M

K " MoSi2 from Ref. 5. 10.7 Ot -

5 • 10 100 1000.
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dthir mat-ra is found to be an order of maýi lower - that of our MoSi2 mmix
material which contains 0.6 wt% oxygen. The data of Alman et al. [21] is also for a gain
size of about 3 pm. The oxygen content is not known in this case, but the line: joining the
last two daa points exhibits a stress exponent of about 3.1, which is not signficatntly
different from tht of the matrix. Thi 3 rim grain size MoSi2 is, however, at least an order
of magnitude weaker than the 30 p g.s. material investigated in this worL Furthermore,
the data of SadanrAda at &L [13] shw lower acmep stength in comparison o t fno the
------ work em though their oxygen content (0.3-0.5 wt%)is lower than Ours. Th

MoSi2 containing 15% gain boundary SiO2was previously studied [ 10]
showed weakenin by about 80%, but not by an order of magnitude. This curve is alsoinclued Finst. 9 %AUV=W. Thus, oxygen(.or siO2 oz€nten byU itefwy • no e!
mjr con.tributor to the lowering, of creep strength MoSt2" Furhermor, when SiO2 i
present at th Vai .boundary,. avicouSiO2 layer is expected to produce a rs exponent
value batweme 1 and 2, which is significantly less than what is observed hem Despite one
unusual data point of Sadananda et al. [13], Fig. 9 clearly shows an overall effect of grain
size on creep strength, i.e., increasing grain size leading to higher creep strength without
significantly influencing the stress exponent. The additional da for MoSi2/WSi2 solid
solution alloy [13] indicates that even with refractory additions the strengthening achieved
is less than the overall grain size effect. It must be emphasized that this overwhelming grain
size effect on creep strength is found primarily in the dislocation climb-glide regime, albeit
in concurrence with grain boundary sliding, an effect which is not commonly recognized.

To investigate the universality of this matrix grain size effect on dislocation climb-giie
creep, we plot in Fig. 10 strss for a fixed strain rate as a function of grain size taken firm
the literature [22-24]. A number of intermetallic alloy systems are represented at a
homologous temperature of about 0.6, within the climb-controlled creep (3.4 < n 5 5.7)
regime. A grain size dependence is visible for each intermetallic alloy. Using a simple
relationstp = BdP, where a is stress for a fixed creep strain rate i, d = grain size, and B
= a temperature dependent costant, the grain size exponet, p, is found to be within the
range 0.43-0.76. It should be noted that similar grain size dependene at 0.5 Tm was found
by Banrtt, Lyton and Shby y [25] for copper for grain sizes below 100 Iin. Here also, theeffect seenis to become smaller for grain sizes larger than 1lO pn

With grain size dependence of e matrix behavior in mind, the creep strength for

MoSi2anditscomposites at e = 10-" is plottdinFig. 11 asafunction of grain size. All
composites are found to be stronger relative to their own matrices, (i.e., for the same grain
size). SiCw reinforcements appear to provide greater strengthening relative to the matrix
than either SiCp and MosSi3. The efficiency of strengthening expressed as (Aa/aOgf,
where A = strength enhancement, am = matrix strength, vf = reinforcement vol fraction is
2 for SiCp, 2.4 for SiCw (this work), 3.8 for SiCw [Ref. 13] and 1.52 for Mo5 Si3. The lower
strengthening efficiency of SiCw in this work is possibly due to the microstructural damage
present.

A Qree Def • MdlfrMti
A simple model has bee developed to explain the grain size dependence of dislocation

creep rate. The basic concept was proposed by Gifkins [26] in which grain boundary
sliding is accommodated by triple-pifold formation. Whether or not folds form,
significant stress and strain concentration can be present near triple points during grain
boundary sliding. Even though some diffusional strem relaxation [27-28] can occur in this
region, at lower temperatures where dislocation creep is the primary deformation
mechanism, relaxation is incomplete. In ordered intermetallics, the grain interior can
maintain strong directional bonding and lower diffusivity in comparison to the disordered
grain boundary and triple-point corner regions. Fig. 12 schematically shows a two-
dimensional grain boundary inclined at 45° to the compression axis. A state of
compression, resolved into shear plus biaxial compression when applied on the segment of
the boundary, will lead to sliding tendency under s imos pressure. Deformation of
the grain corners must take place to accommodat any sliding which can occur. Thus the
sliding shear rate, y eki, where ek local strain rate in grain corners, which is greater
than that within grain interior due to a stress concentration factor, k. The dislocation creep
rafte in grain corners can follow the sam general stress dependee as the gain interior
except that dislocation sources grnumerous and easily activated. Thus, if the general grain
creep law is given by iI = Ao", the constant A can be higher and stress exponent n can be
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LLVtJR±L le6- I TH mOM) Fig. 10. Creep strength at constant
fl* 4.5. TMIMS~OUAstrain rate as a function of

Van size for a variety of
j fintermetallic allos frTomI

ro~ us ,ww compared against MoSi 2
Peaws data (12000 C) from Fig. 9.

T" (H 0-7) ( T H - homologous
ONuINONu*"weoUa temperature; for Ti3AI P-

P.0.53 transus is used for
normalization.) The slope, p

10 (grain size exponent) values
0 100 amshown.

Grain si pmn

1000

W0%

20% slow

100 Fig. 11. Stress vs. grain size data, at a
1 20%8c strain rate of 10-5 s- for

Pm 20%UC monolithic MoSi2 from Fig. 10,
copaedwthdaa o vriu
compardsiths dataFi. for varou

T 1200*C samesrin rate.
(k- 10-3 94)

101
1 10 100

Grain sims pm

a/2

'Of

byj a iini as uAKa)"

4 ~Fig. 12. Schematic af a simple model of creep in compression showing intense deformation
zones in grain comners which control the rate of grain boundary sliding.
Background creep in the grain matrix is described by power law: i A Onl.
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lower for the triple-joint regions. If we neglect any change in n, but consider a sourceenhancement factor, P3, the 1oa stai rt in the corner becomes

c a r = PA(ky)n = (f4k8 )Gs (I)

Since gain boundary sliding contribution to overall strain raw, im., is proportional to
sliding shear rate t, and the number of active grain corners per unit taur,

to.~ .(N. /d') - ti~c (N. / d') (2)

where Nc - the number of active corners/grain (diameter -d).
Substituting Eq (1) in Eq (2), the tow strain rate can be given by:

S= is+i& -Agn +a NcAkn (Oo/d 3 ) (3)

where ai = a constant of proportionality. Eq (3) can be expressed in a simple form as

i = (A+AAl/d)c, (4)

where the constant Al - ot NcoAk. Thus, the creep Eq (4) combines a strongly grain size
dependent part with a grain size independent part in an overall dislocation creep frameworL

Using the matrix creep data for 3 gim and 30 pm grain size materials from Fig. 9. the
constants A and Al, in Eq (4), can be determined and then the strain rate vs. stress plots for
a number of other grain sizes, 7 pm and 18 pm and 100 pm, can be calculated (linear plots)
as shown in Fig. 13. Composite strength data (points) from Fig. 8 are cross-plotted in Fig.
13 to demonstrate strengthening effect in each composite. This extent of strengthening can
be explained by existing composite creep models [29-30].

Damage also plays an important role in composite strength. Pre-existing voids and
micrcracking during creep can decrease the strength level if no superimposed pressure
exists on the grain boundaries. In tensile tests, there is a net tensile stress component
normal to the grain boundaries aiding in the boundary opening up during grain stretching
and boundary sliding. The strain increment from this provides enhanced creep rate as
shown in Fig. 14 for both the matrix and SiCp reinforced composite. This strength
differential effect is greater for composites since the initial damage is much greater for
composites. It is interesting to note that while tensile specimens fail with virtually zero
creep ductility, under compression the fine grain composites can undergo significantly
higher creep strain than MoSi2 matrix before fracture. Thus, grain refinement can impart
greater toughness at the expense of creep strength.

1. Monolithic MoSi2 in the 1100-1400*C temperature range deforms primarily by
dislocation climb-controlled creep, with concurrent grain boundary sliding. Creep stress
exponents vary between 4 and 2. Sliding is accommodated by dislocation creep at 1100
and 1200°C, and diffusional creep at higher temperatures. Dislocation cells and
subpain form during primary creep at hih temperatures. The activation energy for
creep is about 374 kJ/mol.

2. A grain size dependence of creep strength is observed for grain sines 30 pm and less
with an exponent of 0.76 forgrin size. Thus, creep strnt increases with increasing
Vain size, eventually r g around 100 pm size, a behavior common with other
mmteallics and some mtls.

3. A dislocation climb-glide creep model with concurrent grain boundary sliding which is
accommodated by intense deformation at grain corners is found to explain the observed
ran sze dependence.
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Fig. 13. Calculated strain rae vs. 10-4 3pm -
SUMes ploes for matrices 4/ /
with different grain sizes? A

(dashed lines) compared
with composite data for 1 047/
the Same grain sies. MWe
solid lines are for 3 and 3
P&M 5.9. MoSi2 are from 2%soFg9.The large arrows Iw ra -Wo
indicate the extent Of/
composite strengthening Is PM
relatiVe to matrix. k
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V a'Fig. 14. Strain rate vs.
10' ae stress data for

MOSi2M2%SiC.1
in compression

104 and tension at
1200C -
with simlardata

10-7 TeaNW l., red on monolithic
TuI2C MoSi 2.

1 10 lO ow

4. Addition of SiCp and SiCw reifo~rcements to MoSi2 matrix produce creep strengthening
relative to the matrix present within the composites. However, relative to coars grain
matrix, weakening often occurs because reinforcement addition can cause significant
grain refinement.

5. Creep streng9th Of M0S12 and its composites are lower in tension than in compression
because grIn boundaries ame prevented from separating readily during compression
testing. Coposites with a greater flaw density within reinforcement regions are mome
sensitive to this strength differential effect.

The authors acknowlede the financial support of this work through the U.S. Air Force URI
Grant No. DOD-OMVR 90-0141 (Dr. A.H. Rosensinein, Grant Monritor).
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Fundamental Research on Functionally Gradient Materials (FGM)

for Relaxation of Thermal Stress

Ichiro SHIOTA

National Research Institute for Metals
3-12, 2--chome, Nakameguro, Meguro-ku,

Tokyo 153, JAPAN

Abstract

A planned space plane will fly at speeds in excess of Mach 10. It is
estimated that the surface of the fuselape will be subjected to a very high
temperature, 2000K, by aerodynamic heatng. High performance jet and rocket
engines for the space plane also will be subjected to very high temperatures.
Therefore, the surfaces of the fuselage and engine parts should have a proper
thermal barrier.

Ceramics as thermal barrier coatings on a metal part form a kind of
composite. However, if an ordinary composite is heated, internal stresses with a
sharp peak due to the thermal coefficients difference may cause cracks or
spalling. If we eliminate the interface by gradually changing the composition
from ceramic to metal, the internal stress will be reduced, as there is no
stress concentration present. Such a material is called a functionally gradient
material (FGM).

Science and Technology Agency (STA) of the Japanese Government had started
a 5-year national project to develop FGMs since 1987. Roughly classified, four
processes; i.e., gaseous, powder configuration, spraying and self-propagating
high temperature synthesis (SHS) were applied to fabricate FGMs in the project.
A 300 nun square panel of FGM and FGMs with several curves were fabricated,
and the project successfully ended in March 1992. The concept of FGM can also be
applied to fiber-reinforced plastics, electronics, biomaterials, etc. New
national project to develop energy conversion FGMs will be started in April,
1993, by STA.

Introduction

The space plane will be designed to fly from Japan to Europe or U.S.A. in a
few hours. Flying path is not decided yet, as it depends on the performance of
the materials and designing of the plane. It is expected to fly at speeds of
over Mach 10 in rather dense air, and fly at a speed of Mach 25 in a vacuum
orbit. When the space plane is flying in air, the speed is much faster than a

Critical Issues in the Development of tigh Terperte Stmrcsal Materials
Eded by N.S. StoloEf. 0 Dqoef uid A.F. Giosamei
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traditional space shuttle. It is anticipated that the fuselage is subjected to
intense beat. The nose cone and the air inlet of the engine of a space plane may
be exposed to 2000K, which is a much higher temperature than that encountered by
the space shuttle (1700K). No monolithic material is available which has
sufficient toughness and heat resistivity to withstand this high temperature.

Generally speaking, ceramics are heat resistive, and metals are tough for a
structural member. Thus thermal barrier of ceramics is often coated or stuck on
a metal member. In the case of a space shuttle, two kinds of ceramic tiles are
applied on the fuselage, forming a oomposite. All properties, such as heat
resistivity, thermal expansion coefficient, Young's modulus, etc. have a large
discontinuity at the interface between ceramics and a metal member as shown in
FI 1.a). When such the composite is heated, thermal stresses with sharp
gradients are induced at the interface due to the difference of coefficients of
thermal expansion (CTE) between two different materials. The stress often causes
delamination or spalling of the coated ceramics. It is well known that ceramics
tile often debond from the fuselage of the space shuttle.

At such elevated temperatures, no traditional heat protective system is
reliable at a reasonable stress level at the interface as described above. Then
the space plane should have a proper thermal barrier on the surface of the
fuselage-

A shuttle has small engines on board, but they are used only to control the
position. This is because the shuttle is launched by a huge rocket. Then the
engines on the shuttle nee ' not to be used at severe operating condition. In the
case of the space plane, it has to fly by itself. The turbo-jet engine will be
used at a speed of up to Mach 4, a scram-jet engine is used at a speed between
Mach 4 to Mach 7 and a rocket engine is for over Mach 7. Then all the engine
parts such as turbine blades, combustion chambers, etc., will be subjected to
severe condition. Then highly heat resistive materiais should be applied not
only to the fuselage, but also to the parts in high performance jet- and rocket
engines.

Relaxing the stress, which is introduced by the difference of CTEs, is the
most essential to construct the space plane. If we eliminate the interface by
changing the composition gradually from ceramics to metal, every property will
change continuously in the material. Then it does not have sharp stress
concentrations, because every functionality changes continuously as the internal
composition varies gradually from ceramics on the face to metal on back side as
shown in fti. 1.b). Such the material is a functionally gradient materials, FGM.
At the moment, FGM is highly promising materials for the space plane. Three main
groups of designing, fabrication and evaluation, cooperate with each other.

Designing of FGM was mainly performed by Tokyo Institute of Technology
group (1) and Daikin Co. group (2). The procedure is as follows; At first, a
thin layer (dz) in an FGM is assumed to have a uniform composition as shown in
ft 2. As the illustration, it was considered that a ceramic-metal gradient
material in the form of a thin plate, in which compositional graduation occurs
along the thin layer direction (the z-axis). The plate is now assumed to be in a
stationary sate under a prescribed thermal gradient field. Thermomechanical
analys of the plate was conducted. Then the shape of the dispersoids is
assumed as ellipsoid, and when the ratio of x, axis and x2(x3) axis is changed,
and the xik much loW than the others, the dispersoids are cylindrical. If
the x, axis and x2(x3) arc the same, the dispcrsoids are spherical, and if the
x, axis is much shorter than x2(X3), the dispensoids ame platelet. Besides the
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shape of the dispersoids, the orientation of the dispersoids can be determined
by determining the axis, if need.

Thus the properties of the thin layer can be determined from the properties
of constituent materials by using ,w-ell known rule of mixtures.

Assuming that the constituents of FMM compromise phase A(ceramnic), phase
B(metal), and micro-pore, the fraction volumes for constituents, expressed as
VA, VB, Vp respectively, satisfy the following equation as shown in Fig. 3(a).

VA + VB + VP 1 (1)

In order to simplify the treatment, the nondimensional parameter is
introduced as follows:

VB'= VB /(VA + VB) (2)

As shown in Fag. 3(b), we define the distribution function for VB' with
non-dimensional 

thickness z.

1 0_ O zzIzo
VB'= f(z) =j(f -fo) • - z, z-z 1  (3)

ft Zx z

Then, the fractional volumes of the constituents A and B can be expressed

as functions of VB' and an independent distribution Vp, as follows:

VA = (1- Vp)(1 - V') (4)
VB = (1 - Vp)VO

Estimation of Effective Properties

In order to calculate the temperature distribution and the thermal stress
distribution in the FGM, effective material properties, such as the thermal
conductivity A, the coefficient of thermal expansion a, and the elastic
constants including Young's modulus E and Poisson's ratio v, for intermediate
compositions of the FGM are required. There are several ways implemented in the
system for estimating the effective material properties of the intermediate
compositions, which are classified into two different categories, that is,
heuristic and theoretical approaches.

Heuristic Approach

In the field of composite materials, different types of rules of mixture
have been proposed theoretic•,ly or experimentally with respect to rather
simpler microstructures. We implemented these rules for the required material
properties based upon the microstructure. These rules are all expressed
generally in the following fo.7m:

P(z) = VA(Z)PA + VB(Z)PB + VB(z)VB(Z)QAB (5)

In these equation, P denotes any one of the properties, PA and P11
correspond to the basic properties of each constitutent phase, and QAB is a
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function of VA, VB, PA, P8 and Vp.

Micromechanical Approach

Eshelby (3) solved the general problem of the elastic field of an
ellipsoidal Inclusion embedded in an infinite homogeneous medium (called a
Smatrx").

In order to treat prtcical situations of composite materials, Wakashimc hta
inal. (4) extended paresby's equivalent inclusion method for a single e(4m)d toaS the case of numecrous iniomogennity having many different shapes (called

fillrs-). Wakashima (5) also developed the generalized Eshelbys approach

which can calculate thermo-nf e tic properties using the ellianc idal inclusion
model. This approach was adopted as the alternative way to calculate the
effective properties of intermediate cmpoitions with complex microstructures.

Let the fillenr in the an M be modeled with an ellipsoid which has
independent paraaeters of aspect ratio L (cc/a) and orientation angles (0,c) as
shown in d 4. Then, effective paspeties such as the compliance tensor M can
be obtained from the following equation.M - Ma= X vrMr - Mo) Br (6)

where M denotes the global compliance tensor. The subscript o refers to a matrix

phase and tye subscriptr u refers filler phases. Br denotes thi. phase stressS~concentration-factor tensor, and the elements of Br are functions of ellipsoidal

parameters as well as elastic constants of matrix and filler. Micro-pores can bd
considered asone of the filler phases.

Fuzzy Transition in Phas i Composition

In any type of rule of mixture or iroehn C• onstitutive theory.

there exists aimteict o between the matrix phase and the filler phase, and
these phaises are not necessarily interchangeable. However, it is not dear at
what fractional volume the matrix phase changes into a filler phase. Sometimes,
the nicrostructure changes frout one type to another in sonic intermediate
compositions. To overcome this uncertainty, we introduce " Fuzzy Set Theory" for
the treatment of the fuzzy transition in phase composition and microstructure.

Consider a material combination of A and B in which there appears many

different microstructures ranging i (i=l to i). We define the probable effective
properties, such as the global compliance, with fuzzy membership functions to as
follows:

M = Y ui(ViO)MI (7)

where Mi denotes the global effective properties calculated from equation 6 for
i-th microstructure at the value of Ve'. Note that the membership functions can
be controlled by the position of microstructural change pj and by the width d.
j=l to I-I ) as shown in Pg.5.

For example, a material combination of zirconia (ZrO2 ) and nickel (Ni) is
examined. The effective material properties of the FGM fabricated by plasma
spraying was investigated in the paper (6), in which spherical particles were
assumed as the microstructure:

i. Spherical Ni particles embedded in the ZO2 matrix.
ii. Spherical ZWO2 particles embedded in the Ni matrix.
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Ihe calculated results revealed that, zexept for effective thermal
conductivity, the effective material properties display almost linear variations
with the volume fraction of Ni because the QAB term in equation 5 had little
contribution. The effective thermal conductivities calculated for the two
different microstructures, indicated as types iand il, are shown in fi 6(b).

Here, we coider the probable situation, in which the miocrostructure
changes from the type i to the type iH as the volume fraction of Ni increases:

iii. u transition from type i to type ii at p 1 0.5 and the
transition width d 1 -0.4.

The memberhip functiom for the two different microtructures are shown in
ig 6(a), and the probable effective thermal conductiviles calculated from

equation 7 are plotted in Flg.(b) with a solid line. Because the higher order
membership functions are employed, the effectcve property shows quite smooth
transitions. The fuzzy transition parameters herein proposed are heuristic
variables. Therefore extensive experimental investigations should be carried out
for a variety of material compositions and microstructures.

Then whole properties, including internal stress of FGM can be estimated by
lamination of the thin layers with different compositions. If we vary the
compositional gradient in FGM, we can estimate the optimum compositional
gradient to minimize the internal sess. The information of the optimum
gradient is supplied to fabrication group.

Fabrication and Structures

The processes adopted to fabricate FGMs in the project can be classified
into four groups: gaeous process, powder configuration process, spraying
process and SHS (Self-propagating High temperature Synthesis) process.

Gaseous Process

In the cas of the gaseous process, PVD (physical vapor deposition) and CVD
(chemical vapor deposition), the grain size of the crystals in the FGM is
submicron. Then these processes are suitable to form a thin FGM. We can obtain
an smooth compositional change from ceramics to metal, even total thickness is
less than 10 pmo. This process is suitable to form a thin FGM which might be
subjected to a high temperature gradient, as the deposition rate is rather slow,
especially in PVD process.

PVD process Fabrication of FGM was carried out by NRIM group (7) and
Sumitomo Electric Industries Co. group (8). An HCD (Hollow Qathode Discharge)
type instrument was used. A schematic illustration of the instrument is shown in
ft. 7. The Ar plasma generated by high DC current heaft the source metal in the
water cooled copper crucible. Then the metal evaporates and migrates to the
substrate. The metal vapor can be ionized by the Ar plasma, and easily forms a
ceramic such as carbide, nitride or oxide by introducing reaction gas such as
hydrocarbon, nitrogen, or oxygen, respectively. Deposition rate of the metal orS-ceramics depends on electric power, vapor pressure of the metal in the crucible,
surface area and temperature of the metal. In the case of Cr, which has rather
high vapor pressure, deposition rate of the metal or its compounds is
approximatly 100 ptm an hour, and 30 pm an hour for Ti. An example of the FGM
structure obtained by this method is shown in Fig. & No interface between TI
and TIN can be observed in the figure. However, we can understand the gradual
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compositional dhange frau the gradual change of the indentation sine by Knoop
teat.

CVD o CVD prmocss was attempte mainly by Tohoku University group (9)
and Nippon 01 Co. group (10). The experimental set-up Is Illustrated in f. 9.
A SIQ 4 -'H 4 -H 2 sysMm was adopted and the substrate was heated In a hot-wall
type reaction chamber. The SMI, reservoir was kept at M293K and its vapor was
carried into the furnace by bubbling hydrogen carrier gas. The sas flow rat and
the ratio Of SI 4  to CH4 wer controlled by a program controller. The
deposition conditions we shown in TWble 1. The deposition temperature (r...)
was selected between 1673 to 1773K. The total gas pressure (Ptot) was 1.3 kPa.
Deposition time (tdop) was kept at 9 ksec. The change of gas composition during
deposition is shown in ft. 10.

The speimen obtained by deposition at 173K and 1.Pa with pattern A had
many pores throughout the film. The spedmen resulting from deposition at 1673K
and 1.3kPa with pattern B had pores near the substrate. A plate-like depost
having a compositional gradient from C to SIC was fabricated by controlling the
SIC/C rato in the pas phase during deposition. The CYD conditions having a
compositional distribution resulting in minimum thermal stress were 1773K and
1.3kPa (pattern B), and 1673K and 1.3kPa (pattern A). Fig. 11 shows a
cros-sectional profile of SiC/C FGM fabricated at 1773K and 1.3kPa (pattern B).
"Though the structure changes to the thickness direction, Si content, which means
SiC content, increased gradually from the bottom to the top of the FUM.

Powder Configuration Proces

is process is classified into two methods. One is Direct Method", in
which powder mixtures with different composition are piled up directly. Trhe
other is "Thin Sheet Method" in which sheets of powder mixtures with different
composition are once formed, and they are piled up in the compositional order.

Direct method This method was performed mainly by Tohoku University group (11).
In the case of powder configuration process, the grain size of the

crystais in an FOM depends on initial powder size. A step POM is usually
obtained, when layers with various composition are stacked manually. The
thickness of FOM of more than 10 - can be obtained easily by this proce, but
the size of panel area is limited by the hot-pessing or sintering equipment. At
the beginning, it was difficult to obtain a thin FOM with continuous
compoidonal change. However, a very thin layer can be recently formed by using
computeri equipment, then compositional change became pccally onnuous.
Si mu sintering by using laser beam during preparing powder mxture is
also attempted. Sintering balance Is the most essential for sound FGM, as proper
sinterinmg temperature for metal is usually lower than one for ceramics. Then
temperature gradient sintering is sometimes required. The device is shown in
IlPg. 12. The beam emitted by the YAG (yttrium-aluminium-garnet) laser of 300W
rating is passed through the focusing lens to relate the beam diameter, then
reflected by the oscilating mirsor, after which it is led through a quartz
glaSs window into the furnace chamber, to irradiate the samuple. The furnace
chamber is equipped with a molybdenum heater for uniformly pre-heating the
sample. Also, while not used in the present experiment, the furnace can as
necessary be further amanged to cool the sample hon the reverse side.

An example of nrostructure ro section is shown in fI 13. No cracks
"of visible size are observed, which is indicative of quite good quality sinter.
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Thin sheet lamination method IWB method was; attempted mainly by NICK pooup
(12). The flow chart of the thin sheet lamination method is shown in ftg 14.
Slurry, mIture of the powders and the orpsic additives such = binder.
defoaculant, plasticisr and solvent, is flattened by a blade to form a sheet
on the moving film. Appropriate volume faction of the organic additives; in the
sheet h aimost proportional to the soruhee are per unit volume of the powder.
Thils Ire - k cabld as "doclor-blaide sheet femmingl process" The thickness is
controlled by adjusting the Vp between the edp of the blade and the iMe. The
produced sheet is called as "Vow sheet"

Two methods wre used to form a multi-layer sheet. One kIspsin the
sheets with dNiffee composition, which ae formed separately, to makec one
body. The other is, piling up th ensuries one after another In order of

The amu-layer shee is dried, and all the orgenic additives and solvent
were vaporized by heating to 723K at the rafte at SK/b (dewazing) 7
shateing. The Ashet wa slntred at 1423K for 2 boom in Ar-10%H2t atmospherr

To avoid the distortion and the cracking during dewasing and sdnteing. ame
shrinkage of each layer of the sheet should be equal. In ftIg 15, the linear
swhrinag of bodies from fine ZaO 2 powder (average diameter of 0.03 pm) and Ni
powder (4 1m) are shown by a thick lNet. A coarse powder at ZrO2 (1S gim) ks
added in the raw material to contiro the sbrinkaep, and the results are shown in
the same figure by thin lines. fg. 16 is the microstruiture of RIM produced
according to this Idea. However, it is dear that the body mae from the cas
powder have more porosity than one without the coarse powder.

Fabrication of FGM by spraying was carried out by NRIM group (13) and
Nippon Steel Co. group (14). The former group adopted " Twin torches method" and
the latter adopted - One torch method" . 1'lg. 17 Shows the schematic illustration
of the twin torches method. NI-bas alloy (NI-Cr-AI--Y) and ZrO2 -bas ceramic
(Zn 2 -8%y 2 03 . by the name of BYMZ powders with particle sine of 10 to 44 Im
were used in this study.

Thbe graded coating -ao 0.3 to 0.4 -m thicnes were tried with the
established spraying conditions by pre-expermet. The microstructures of graded
coaing me shown in Fig. 18. It ill bvious in twin torches method to get the
graded coiatin easily by programming of feeding rate -of each powder.

Pores in the costing may decrease the tensile strength andcorsn
resistance of coating but smem extent of porosity were improve the thermal
resistance. So, the porosity of monolayer coathing of Ni-Cr-AI-Y and 8YSZ
coathigs was observed by buoyancy method. T7he reFt revealed that almost no

recognizabedlrence in porosity of Ni-Qr-MA--Y coatings as for the change of
t ~operating current and powder feeding rate in this experiments (these values are

apparent values). Porosity of 8YSZ coating slightly decrease with increasec of
opertin curent bu thres no difference in regard to the change of powder

feeding rate.
Flat grain sine in FOld is obtained, when the initial powder is fine.

However smallest Wsin of the powdler ix limited by cepability of feeding to the
sprayi ng tonh asto fine powder bs diffcul to foed. Approximately 0.3-1 -m

of thcnwcnb bandesl.Tbp-arP cnb ple ooti

Im re k o enl holaeo hmigb uiglo u dri
spraying-", h..ateptd
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SHS Process

Fabrication of FGM by this method was pedormed mainly by Osaka university
group (15) and GEIl Tohoku group (16). In the case of SHS process, large hea k

* generated durieg chemical reaction so form TIC fros M and C or TIBa fromn 1I
and B. The reaction. was initiated by electric ignition. Suci beast is the driving
force of sitrng I or hygI- ,-waaple to clmnf &

during slowring. NI to TIC and Ca to TID2 FUe are obtained by this p arocess.
In the case of the TIC, it generates a high formation eniergy of 185 hi/mol

which give the adiabatic combustion temperature (Ted) reaching to its melting
point of 3343K. The NI addition can dilute the reaction heat and reduc the Tad.
Flg.19 dhowsthe variation of T~j as a functonof M content.Sold line is
the thermoynamically calculated temperature and open circles are the meaurted
ones. A good coinckdence between theoretical and measured temperaturesmea
that the combustion reaction propagate in a adiabatic state. The Tad is a
uaeful parameter to control the micosrouucture, although it does not correspoed
to the reaction. temperature at the combustion udntedin because the ignition
agent supplies additional exothermic heat. The Tad undrop-heating, condition
can be easily calculated. The addition of TIC ceramic: powder is a useful way to
control the mkucostructure without changing the composition. It can adt not only
to reduce the reaction temperature, but to prevent grain growth of MIC. When the
reaction temperature exceeded the boiling pawnt of NI (3000K), the sintered body
frequently included larg pores. On the other hand, the combustion synthesis
hardly occurred when NI content was highe than 50 wt%, but fine TIC caystal
were formed in the Ni mautri, which was probably caused by precipitation 6Mon
the Ni solution at the cooling. Based on these experiments on densification and
mierostructure control for non-graded IIC-Ni, the test samples of FOM wr
fabricated. Fig. 20 shlows the gree composition, msicrostructure and elements
distribution for an FOM of Mi-Ni, which eleven layer of reactant with a
thickness of 1 mou were laminated to 100% Ni. Different contents of 71C powders
were added to each layer to keep Tad constant at 1600K for Ni compositions less

change through FGM of 1000K Computer aided desmg using heat transfer and
thermial stress analyses was being conducted to optimize the FGM structure for
high temperature use.

Evaluation Method and Poete

Imnportant properties of FUMs are strength and heat resistivity. We have to
know the properties of every elemental part in FUM to decide an optiumun
structural or compositional graduation.

Mechlanical Poete

Mechaica Pproetie Were measured mainly by Tohoku University group (17)
and MEL (MMll group (18). The strength of cone part is different frm the other
part, as the structure in an FOM is not uniforn. Uf internal stres exceeds the
failure strength at a certain part, the FOM wXl be broken. Then we have to know
the strength of every part. In the case of metal and ceramics, there are
established testin methods to check the strength. We usually use tMisile test
for metal, and bending test for ceramini. It In difficult to compare both data
each other. However, there are ceramnic part and metal part in one body of an
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FOM. Then, it should be established that a new method which can ddethe
strength of whole ram fromt brittle ceramics to ductile metal. Takahashi and
Hashide developed a now "aMeN putch tes (SF-Testr , which can decide fracture
Strength and Young' modulus. Originally. omn" puncht (SF) Weftin procedure has
been developed for the evaluation of doctile-brittle trauitlo. temperature on
radiation damage fr IaI I reactor structural stoeck and material degradation
in power plant. The specimen is =Ulmly fastened Iewe the upper and lower

In this project, the SF-ea is modifed to obtain good reproduciblity for
FGMs. A schenaickd Illustration of the ?dSP-tAstieg equipment is shown in Fig. 21.
The sample size bt 10mam x 10 mm, and the thickness is 0.5 to 1.0 mo. The sample
is supported by the ring shape lowerdie. Load is applied to the sample by the
upper puncher. The deflection of the asample duoing the test was deteced by a
hWO aceurat trazaducet which is connected at the bottom of the MaOs rod. An
example of the MSP-test is shown in ft. 2L. As shown in the figure, absorbed
energy decreased asonotoulcally as increasing ceramic content.

ft is very diffloult to observe the internal stress in POM directly. X-ray
technique or ultrasonic: method are not useful, an the constitution and structure
in an FGM are hinhmogemseom. Then estimation by using FEM method was
adopted. An example of the results is shown in Fil. 23. The internal stress in
the FOld is obviously less than one in the directly joined sasople.

Therma

Thermal properties were observed mainly by Tohoku University group (19).
Shizuoka University group (20) and NAL (21).

Laser shot test for thermal shock resittance and measurements of thermal
properties such an thermal conductivity, thermal expansion coefficient and so on
are carried out by evaluation group.

A schematic Ilustration of thermal shock testing device is shown in ft.
24. Irradiation time was controlled by using the chopper. Thermal shock failure
was detected by using AE during irradiation. An example at the rnsuks Ii shown
to Table 2. NFOMS (Non-FOld) suffered cracks or debonding, while the FOld did
not.4

Thermal stability is also important, as an FOld is thrDyamclynn-
equilibrium because of heterogeneous structure. On that point of view, NRIM
group carried out to reveal the thermal stability of POld (22-23). The stability
is influenced by its structure, which can be roughly cloassfied into two types.
One of them consits of sub-micron crystals, which are often found In FGlds by
gaseous processes. The other type has larger crystals than ove 1 pm, which it

¾ ~obtained by processes using powders for starting materials such as powder
metallurgy, S11 and plasma spraying process. In the former case, it was revealed
that finse sam and random orientation of the crystal were most essential to
improve the stability. While less porosity was important for latter type. ht was
also revealed that the substrate metal without affinity to the elements in FGld
was preferable (7).

Ail poese succeeded to fabricate flat POWd of 30 mmn in diameter by the
end of UMars L990. On the bases of the reukfs, we also sucedn in

fabricating an FOld panel of 300 mm square, an FOld with a corved surface, as a

plane and the pipe or half of a pipe is for lending edge. Somelma, we need to
apply acoolng pond atthe backof thePOW A coolig pond b joined at die
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bac at an FIGM by bemxiag, h the eas of a pipe sd bulat a pipe, FOM is
Ame e0 a coeoft pipe Scstmel., we cment apply a coaling wassm. lbs.. F~hf
have bams exposed to rachel combusihon gas for head resisance test sWmuhklg
the red anvkoameet, w1ich revealed Nowe heat rabithy thes NrIn TBC.

Therma foligne of SCdV 13M ander cycli hunting was aso carried ant.
Dacumo of thIM usv themsal oomuhdlvlly of SIC NPOlU and SIC/ POM was
observed after 30to 40 qeles of booling oW cooling. M&s was caused by
vertical craskhg ws;c was observed In the SIC NRIM. This creking thonght to
be des lo, the thasal 'sme under cyolic heatingl. On the other band, SICC POM
didl nomsllr such cradug; under doth ne - eoId r

Larg area heisting by Xemmc lamp sad exposing FGlds in oaket combustion
gas are also carried oat by NAL Ip m-p. AN dafta Iiuaete the POWd are muhman
bighly heat eimiv a than trItmMoo thermal baremL

Othor Prossilost Anenmiale of FOM

In a mao of a plstim with FRP (fber reinforeed plosties) dski,
delsdnalomis the mOst aerious problem. The delanimatiom can be eliminated by

Vulul cup o voossehacion t rinfinanaftat the interlace.
In the mat of electronene fild FUlds can be applied to joining of

elechrods or sao.For examnple, lomperature or flow rake of bot liquid or
hot ps in a pipe is often required. Usually ceramink insulator is applied
between electrodes and the pipe. However, thermal cycle by flowing of bot flui
my cause a gap between them. The gpp con be eliminated by using FOld. The
FOld can be applied in a aeaorbelhkaain t whicli is tough to thermal
cycling. The seusor as useful to detect defaormtion or temperature of the
surface of cranhot coatainer such as a boiler.

N an FGN is applied to porcelain tooth, it may have a strong and compact
core, and porous ad bio-compatlble ceramic. on the surface. Then domse will
grow into the pores. Synthetic booes may have the similar structure.

The coacepit of FOld is useful not only in the field of thermolsrs
rezaxaton bet ash in other various fields as described above. The FOM Is
applicAble In, every pubt whieb may have problem. doe to interface.
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Creep Resistance
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Cr .l Apetwe, In the DevelpuWn

ofCeep RedLWt SNperaboy & ntrmetaUks

M. Nauny
Materials Technology Dept.
ABB Power Generation Ltd.

Baden, Switzerland

A major thrust in the development and use of gas turbines is the efficiency through better
life-cycle management as well as by using higher turbine entry temperature. The continuous
effort of developing improved creep resistant nickel-base superalloys has been driven by the
need of achieving higher turbine entry temperature. The possibility of further development in
the nickel-base superalloys field, to achieve larger jumps in the temperature capability of
these alloys, is getting smaller by approaching the incipient melting in nickel-base alloys. The
emergence of intermetallics class of materals gives a new dimension for the development
process of creep resistant materials. This paper will present and discuss the limitations in the
development of creep resistant nickel-base superalloys taking into consideration the possible

stethening mechanisms and the relevant requirements for the applications. The prospects
of developing creep resistant intermetallics Suitable for gas aubine applications will be
invesated in the light of the state-of-the-art and the ihrent advantages and limitations of
such class of materials.

Critical Issues in the Developmrn of High Temperatur St•ucturl Mateuials
Ediled by N.S. Stoloff, DJ. Duquette and A.F. Giamci

The Minerals. Metals & Materials Society, 1993
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Increased operating temperatures and improved efficincies ae p gsy in the
continuing d •vdopit of aircraft and lan based gas tdms A mort u v si.s

reduced Wegh (1.Te otnou fdvuoa nproe rapriat ch-
requred to achieve lower •f•uel t m rae and h oe

deofioVvnent an the amelcel-base to ad

Mrlmco•poith tt can be uu w ma igle

the nickel-ba spe-alloys is the continuous increase of dc wuithtion for th et

ýTeposibltyo piter deeomn intencdses~ irWito - law

temperature ca tdue to thaeoying with healy reietoin emle.
The imn etainc cass of materials ee lied a tons nickel-base pe as lloss
in specific applications ldue maxintrinsic ofsthe for ont ta. Such duvatae can be
physical such as lower density or higher (D) point. The application of i al as
replacem of superalloys is faced winu of limitations. Thee iitationm can be
related to processing intermetawic or to sensitivity to environmnta effects in some cases or

their unusually lower ambient ductility and lower fracture toughness in other cases.
In the present paper the critical issues and prospects in the further development of nickel-
ban superafloys and the limitations for the development of potential candidates of
intermetalics will be presented and discussed.

Devteomntg! of Creen RedsitMt Niekd-B= SueM•'Ov

Mkre- •dMWcsmc charatrs•

A typical conventionally cast (CC) nickel-bas superalloy ex•n'bits -mm equiaxed grain
structure and consists of an FCC solid solution strengthened matrix y with precipitated y'
particles. The y precipitates have an ordered FCC stucture and are coherent with the
surrounding matrix. In addition to the Y particles, the CC nickel-base superalloys, contain
different types of carbides locatel on the grain boundaries as well as inside the grains. A full
account on the detailed microstucture characteristics and the role of the different
microstructural constituents in the strengthening mechanisms of the alloy is given elsewhere
(2). Creep and thermal fracume in both wrought and cast alloys that have equiaxed grain
structures are always associated with g boundaries that are transverse to the applied
stress. Vermsyder and co-workers reasoned that by controlling the grain shape to reduce the
density of transverse grain boundaries i.e. by producing elongated grains parallel to the
stress axis, grain boundary fracture might be inhibited and ductility increased (3). The
approach of DS was applied to nickel-base alloys by Versnyder and Guard who showed a
correlation between the elongated structure and improved high temperature mechanical

4•. properties (4).
Although the pincipal motivation for the development of DS was to control the grainSmorphology of superaloys, the process also influences several other microstructural
charactristics. Thus, a sharp crystallographic texture is obtained due to dominance of the
fast vrowing <100> caysal orientation parallel to the direction of solidification. The
dendrites are s aligned.
After it has been realized that the creep rupture life is controlled by the volume fraction of
fine -, work on SC was resumed (5). In CC high-strength su pe oys, even when heat
treated very close to the incipient melting temperature, - is only partially solutioned, i.e.
substantial amounts of coarse a-ast -f-' eutectic remain. Thus, the melting point limitation
actually hinders realization of the fill strengthening potential. The SC strcture allows the
removal of grain bounda s heng elements suchasB, IIT, Zr and C, which restlts in
an apprecible increase of the incipient meltin point of the alloy (6).
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The mechanical Aloig(MA) proc.. was developed to produce complex nickel-base
supenRaoys Weghndwith oxide particles (ODS) (7). The process consists of repeate
ftacturing and rewelding of powder particles by the lication of high-e~
impact throcns. The Process iusall cred out in%' re -,t7;

l alloyed powder is p Wae in a coniner and then hot extruded. The last ep in
roesug of zone amneling i.e. annealing in a steep temperature gradient, the hot

extruded mate . The esulting product is a recrystallized barstock with large elongated
grain structure. The MA nickel-base alloys exhibit song textures (7). For example, MA
6000 exhibits a <1 10> texture (7).

Cn= eh ~avior 91 CC- DS & SC Nk41uHBme Sunendlov

The high temperature creep strength of nickel-base superalloys depends on such factors as
solid solution hardenin, of the matrix, grain boundary strengthening by carbides and most
importantly, on the ability of precipitates of the ordered phase to impede dislocation motion.
Dislocations must overcome Y particles by one of a variety of mechanisms. These
mechanisms are namely: cutting the precipitates, looping between by Orowan mechanism or
by diffusion controlled cimb.(8, 9). The operative. mechanism will then depend on stress,
temperature and the dispersion parameters, i.e. saze. spacing and morphology of the Y
particles. It has become a normal procedure to represent creep data for most materials over
a wide stress range by the power law relationship:

i = A on exp (-Q/RT) (1)

where i, a, T, R, A, n and Q are the steady state creep rate, applied stress, temperature, gas
constant and empirically determined constants respectively. For microstructurally complex
materials such as nickel-base superalloys, the analysis of creep data by using equation (1)
yields values of n>> 4 and Q >> QqD (self-diffusion activation energy). Hence, various
investigators have proposed te use of effective stress term i.e.
(a - co) where co is a measure of the inherent resistance of the material to dislocation
motion, in equation (1) (10). Hence, the proposed equation is:

e = A' (a - ao)m exp (-Q'/RT) (2)

where A' is constant, m is a constant of the value -4 and Q'-QSD. Stevens and Flewitt
presented an extensive analysis of creep data for the nickel-base superalloy IN738, using the
concept of effective stress (11). They reported that at 8500C and high stress > 315 MPa the
dislocations may overcome Y' particles by cutting whereas at low stress by-pass of the y'

recipitates involves diflusion-controlled climb (11).
The principal creep strengthening mechanisms in DS superalloys are the same as in the
conventionally cast alloys. Since the creep fracture of superalloys with equiaxed grain
structures is generally associated with grain boundaries normal to the applied stress, hence, a
reduction in density of the transverse grain boundaries, by DS process, will enhance the
creep rupture ductility and life (12).
Several investigators have established that creep rupture of strengthened nickel-base
superalloy single crystals is strongly orientation and temperature dependent, even at
onentations lower than 15 degrees from <100>. In particular it has been shown that
although the <001> oriented crystals have excellent creep resistance, the highest stress
rupture lives are attained with crystals whose orientations are close to <1 I I> (13).
The high temperature capability of the MA class of alloys is due to the stable oxide
dispersion particles as well as to the large elongated grain structure exhibited by this class of
alloys (7).
The MA nickel-base ODS superalloys exhibit a unique creep behavior, i.e. threshold
high creep sess exponents and high activation energy values (14). These anomalies have
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been atoeIze by descoribing the stress dependence of the creep rates in terms of an

atrcieinteraction may edit. This effect of attrative interaction, between mOxde etls
and dislocations in MA nickl-bn stqperaloys, bas beeit used to model thetheolsu
for dislocation clinmb (15). Recently, it has been reported that creep properties of the alloy
MA 6000 adibia moag orebutondpnd ene rp(16).
Eigun... presents the results onrmvp naptur strength of different DS nickel-base
axperalloys as compared to CC D1N73 i ti figure one can observe the advantage in
creep strength of teDS 1N792 over that of CC IN738LC as well as the improved creep
strengt of DS CM247LC over both alloys. In figut2, the creep rupture strength of the

MA70ODS superalloy, SC CMSX4 and the base line of CC VN7SLC, are presented. T7he
creep advantage of the SC alloy over the CC IN739LC is obvious as well as the improved
unique creep properties of the MA 760 at lower stres range.

a0t,,.. to W0000_h naptfutiefte (1011)

6W!~ DS IN792

400 DSC24L

2001

0, -__ ~ -

600 700 S00 900 1000 (0 c) 1100

Figure 1- Rupture stress vs. temperature of Ni-base superalloys

80Stross to 1000 h rupture time (MPa)________

soof CMS3C4

600~

C 
4

Figure 2 - Rupture strength of SC & ODS alloys
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For iiliustriul annfication of nicke-base supera~oys, the hot corrosion resistance is
colddend to be mniortuwt for spcfccopn s. Uubtwmdy, mry aiiecoemuinu the
crepstrw is a voldby a oreupndI- degradaton in corrosion resistance. This

ishto Ieseto is =thedvwonmmnhv at ealinordertoremlomitwith other- dualMeets, EiwgaI shows how the creep, str4&t varies with the aflo
-1-6 ui ba to ho dorr&sIon.Thebalance betwen corrosion reistance and c, mop wa&r itis

ca uidell a Eainilatlon to Aither impirovemut in the mueop S-1eg of nickelbooe

Depth of atO tac; re rig (Om)

1400 DS C1SLC a.M. Uel

1200-

1000-

Soo0 CC IN92

600-
CC It138LC

400-

200- 
2

0Straga lo 10000 h rsuatwe at 5002C (MPa)

Figure 5 - Relationship between creep strength and corrosion resistance for Ni-base

They~ solvus temperature and the iniin etn nnickel-base suiperafloys are considered
the second limitation fo~r their apiaon at hihrtemperatures. -igrn presents the
incipient melting of different ailoy copsition. The process of SC and DS of gas turbine
blades is rdneycomplex and it inovsadjutn crucial parameters, such as growth rate

andthrml Sadit inorerto obtain the dsrdstructure (19). Process modeling has
been a s olnto nunderstanding the sobidffication but als to optimize its
parameters. The real prod..,; in this process moeingW are tipically transient, three-
dimensional and nonlinear in character and may involve fluid flow and stress analysis. With

mieieshes required for accuracy, such problems can quickly take on the character of a
grand challenge. This situation represents a technology barrier. The size of the component to
be cansinSC or DS form is limited by the high tempgwature strength of the ceramic mold as

Thesinn ofhe anewa lactor for MAty howevers i the zonlabe ceramic satep.al han thmistroess oneh
Ihnl atainofM a D nui umteperaoture limit atind at thsefmnum todfer cmpe onuenacrss
isthe ziemwded cross section (7)cab minuimd attawional sufcepratuouedfre isuc
lmitedil bythancipent frmel ti 2.Hng e of a a*fn u theaaeratec therei m aximumrsseion thresatd

Illeothr fitorfor A sperllo s te zoe anehindersthep apIcathispones ofnOD
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Figure 6 - Incipient melting temperature of CC, DS & SC alloys

in the mas ten years, a sizabe m~mbe of intermetallics have been studied fbr several
apliatos (20, 21). At the time being, only few of these interinetallics can be defined as

reaaI potentia caddae for - -on in turbomachinery.
Teeintermetallics are y-r alloy and MiAI and to a lesser extent MoSi2. TWAbl I

g'ives a s ummary of thear physical and mechamical properties.

Table I Properties of Candidate Intermetallics

Alloy Strmucture Modulus Melting Point Density

________ ________ [UP&l [0C1 Wc~

TiAI .ALin....... 175 1460 3.9

BAI2. . 189 1640 5.9
r mosi C1 359 2030 6.3

The imiproved creep properties, based on density corrected stresses, of y-ltiAI base alloy Ti-
4SA1-2Cr-2Nb as compared with that of IN7SLC are shown in fAMra7 (22).
The creep strength capability of alloyed NLAl single crystals has been shown by Darolia and
is illustrated in figmaml (23). The stresses in this figure are not corrected for density, hence
the corrected stresses will show the creep advantage of alloyed NiAl over ften6 80

In the case of MoSi2, the creep strength of the monolithic materlial is not good at high
tepeaur.Nevertheless, th omoie versions may have a creep strength advantage as
~recntlby Sadan&etafa(24).

iJ
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7% e i oxidation and corrosion behavior of the materia is an important Wczor to be
forV itsn applications at high temperature. T7he oxidation behavior of a larg nmmbder

Of* Nnmneai sytm have been summnarized by Meier (25).
The oxidatdion behavior of y-raM was studied by Memer et al. (26). They reported good
oxidation resistance i.e. abiity to form an A1203 layer for y-4iAI up to approx. 800*C,
depending on the aluminum content. Oxidation resistance of ylTIAJ can be rh npoe
by afoigadditions such as Nb (27). The corrosion behavior of Y Tim at 80Cas

detemind Ibume ri tetshas been fiund to be comparable to the corrosion resistant
nickelbase sprlo N79and IN7SLC as shown

sprlos(26, 28). Tehtcroinbhvo fusoe n " N~ o o
~ Dulia (281). He pointed out that the corrosion behavior of NNA can be

Biprodbycrmu and yttrium addtion.
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in the casn c(Moft2 the oxiadain, and corrosion behevior has bew reported to be excdelb
of ISiay tofonn a Proecive * Of i2.Nth rteless MOSi2 can

catstoplcaly(pegt) during oxidation at tenLrrres 1/ 600PC. Recsntly,
hmudte mas proposed that the Opearn e~ict con be avoided theMo terWmatc is Not
ex9posed to Oxiygen for long shne in thO immediat vWIcitY Of S0C or If OR UaW&e Se

ovrdby a S'02 layer Ibrne by high temparature preoxidaion (29).
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UnItrmsely, )40 a rNts. wrta ft me at amassew er t in p to approx. 900C.
If~s~ do only peedhlis to an this untwist in struciwal pwts is by microsumruw

TheOitw tmghuu(Kj fhu inUsrmsialli, as shown in fmjW I I reais el
lwrthan dthft Ima know A prlys (30, 3 1) and cmbe considered oneote
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Figure I - Fracture toughness at RT of intermetallics compared with CO IN738LC

Aswell known, lower values of threshold stusmntnst range (AY-0) and KIC menhg
Ssemns of the materials to defects and discontimnities in the structure. This is consiered a
lmitation in tppy sen. monolithic MoSi.2, to h tenperature
obmrones Tll te behavior of such = a makes it eental to resort to:,~~~b dtictule PhUs a s•p~es.
The min ctu r can be te -imt factor for applying alloyed SC MA to industrial gas
htubine an omponnts As ha b reported htin eit mure, the SC mshud bgrown
and then processed to use components e.g. blade shae (23). It is not feasible at the
nmomen to grow SC larger than few inches. Heam, large irndutrial gas tubine cmoet
of 10n to 20 in length, canm bi e in near fture Srom SC etaic

Camdcuom and Rmmnentiou

*,, For nickel-bae superalloys:

- Their use will be limited to componen that can be processedfrom SC ad DS forms and se aeiltemperature of maxinwmm10°2

I 1000C.

-Proces mnoxdeing can improve the cost effectiveness of the .
casting process but will not help to drastically change the
maxamunu citable size.

- The compositional balance to offer a compromise between corro-
sion and creep resistance dictates that the Inumar requremnt
should be specifled i.e. corrosion vs. creep strength.
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For y-TIM NIAI and MoSi2 b"Mg Uulic

- Design capability should be emphasized to construct with low

- The y-TIAI can be used to the limnit of its OWiWton resistmc
i.e. approx. 8OoC-goWC. The nmin weight saing advantameca
be made use of in the rotatig comnPOeent to replCe ""me-os

. The SC NiM is lmite to saaB compomnsts due to casting tech-
nology mmm

- For M0%i the -pest' effect low tenpersture ductility and
fracture tougims are the main limitations for the use of this
mteral. Miterials toughenin and preoxidation can be coons-
dered as viabe means to unprove the possibility of mdateias
applications.
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CREEP AND DAMAGE PROCESSES IN

MULTI-PHASE CERAMIC MATERIAM.S

D. S. Wilkinson
Department of Materials Science and Engineering

McMaster University
Hamilton, Ontario L8S 4L7, CANADA

Abstract

A brief review Is presented of the creep and creep fracture behaviour of a range of
multi-phase ceramic systems. Three main classes of material are considered,
ranging from soft ceramic matrices reinforced with btrong particles such as

whiskers, through metal infiltrated ceramic compacts, to glass bonded ceramics.
Thus a wide range of matrix volume fraction from 90 to 1 %, is considered. The
creep resistance is seen to depend generally on that of the soft phase, and on the
rheological Influence of the hard phase. At intermediate volume fractions, network

formation plays a major role. The creep fracture behaviour in all classes of material
shows two regimes - at high stress, failure is due to a single dominant crack
emanating from a flaw; while at low stress, generalized damage is seen. A modified
Monkmen-Grant relationship is often found, suggesting that increasing creep
resistance is the main route to improved lifetime at high temperatures.

CQi..cM Ium in On DcvroprmI ot Hioh Tonemt•n•, Swath" Mauiusl
F~ed by N.S. SIOIWf DJ. Duquene and A.F. Usaman
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Introduction

The aim of this paper Is to review our understanding of the processes which control
creep and creep fracture in multi-phase ceramic materials. Attention will be
focussed throughout on systems in which a hard reinforcing phase is embedded in
a softer matrix. Such systems include ceramic materials to which particulates (in
the form of particles, whiskers or platelets) have been added, ceramic powder
compacts which have been infiltrated by a matrix phase, and ceramic systems which
during processing produce a soft (usually amorphous) matrix. Thus the matrix phase
can occupy a wide volume fraction range from near 100% down to about 1%.
Because of space limitations, the treatment given here is somewhat selective, and
only representative materials from each class of composite discussed will be
presented. The discussion of creep phenomena is especially brief as a separate
review in this area will appear shortly [1]. Likewise, only selected references to the
available literature will be offered. A number of reviews wh1 ,.h treat related topics
have been prepared in recent years, and the reader may obtain further details in
certain areas by reference to these [1-81.

Microstructural Classes

The discussion of creep and fracture behaviour will be based upon a division of
materials into four microstructural classes. The distinction developed below is
somewhat arbitrary, but there are several features which distinguish each class. We
start, as a point of reference, with pure ceramic materials, i.e. those which do not
contain amorphous or extensive second phase regions, focussing on the well
documented behaviour of alumina. We will then consider systems which contain
discrete second phase particles (primarily whiskers), fabricated by mixing two
powders and sintering, with or without external pressure (class I). The most studied
material in this class is alumina reinforced with silicon carbide whiskers, although a
wide variety of similar systems have been recently developed. The volume fraction
of the hard phase in such systems is usually low (up to about 30 vol%), and the
particles are generally only in point contact with one another. Materials obtained by
infiltration into a powder compact produce composites with a higher volume fraction
of the hard phase (of order 50 vol%, class II), and in which particles make facet-to-
facet contacts. The most important example in this class is siliconized silicon
carbide. This material is made by infiltration of a SiC powder compact by liquid
silicon. The silicon penetrates the contacts between particles, thus providing a thin
silicon film along each SiC-SiC interface. Finally, we will consider materials in which
the hard phase occupies a very large volume fraction (greater than 90%), with the
particles bonded together by a soft phase (class III). Most silicon nitride ceramics
fall within this class. These materials are typically sintered (with or without the aid
of external pressure), using oxide and/or nitride additives which form a liquid phase
and thus promote densification. On cooling, all or part of the liquid forms a glass
which coats the silicon nitride particles. The glass exists in two forms. An
equilibrium [91 film of nanometre scale thickness persists along boundaries between
crystalline phases. For materials with a grain size of about 1 prm, this occupies 0. 1-
0.3 vol% of the composite. Any excess 21ass occupies larger pockets, either in
wedge shaped regions between grains or as grain-sized regions throughout the body.

There are two important thresholds in volume fraction which need to be considered
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in understanding the role of second phase additions on mechanical behaviour. The
first Is the percolation threshold, the volume fraction at which a network of touching
particles extends throughout the solid. For spherical particles this occurs at about
18 vol%. For anisotropic particles (i.e. whiskers or platelets) percolation occurs at
substantially lower volume fractions. Thus the class I materials straddle this
threshold. The second threshold occurs when one can no longer pack additional
particles into a given volume without modifying their shape. For spherical particles
of uniform size this is given by the random close packing model, with a volume
fraction of about 68%'. As one approaches this threshold the contacts
betweenparticles change from predominantly point-to-point, which allows for particle
rotation during flow, to primarily facet contacts. In which the deformation process
within the facet boundary regions controls the composite properties. Thus, while
class I and II materials can be densifled by sintering of the soft phase alone, in class
III materials It is the hard phase which must sinter.

(a) (b)

4FIg. 1: A schematic illustration of the important microstructural
features of (a) class I and (b) class III materials. Class 11 materials
contain some features of both.

Of course, this division of materials into distinct classes represents an
oversimplification. More complex microstructures are possible in which, for
example, a low volume fraction of whiskers are added to a class III material (such

4 is the case with SiC-whisker-reinforced SI3N4 ) (10,111. Alternatively, siliconized
f silicon carbide can be produced with a high volume fraction of SIC through the

addition of graphite powder which reacts with silicon during processing and leads
to a bimodal size distribution [12,131. Nonetheless, this provides a useful way of
classifying and distinguishing the creep and fracture behaviour of microstructurally

- - different types of composites.

Larger volume fractions can be obtained however, if powders of substantially
different sizes are mixed together.S~335
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In many two-phase materials, the softening temperature of the individual phas is
sufficlently different that one can m iuae that only one phase deforms while the
harder phase remains essentially elastic. To a first approximation at lesat, this is the
case with all of the systems under consideration here. Thus the creep response of
the composite depends primarily on that of the softer matrix phase. However, this
response is modified considerably by the rheological Influence of the non-deforming
particles. If the particles are assumed to be uniformly distributed and non-interacting
(i.e. no network formation), then the response can be modelled by considering an
isolated particle embedded within the matrix material. For a linear viscous matrix
(which might be either a glass or a crystalline solid undergoing diffusional creep),
this behaviour has been modelled by Dryden at al. 1141, assuming a spherical particle
sitting in a spherical shell of matrix material. This model is appropriate at low
volume fraction 0, below the percolation threshold, in which case it yields the
Einstein limit for the effect of particles on fluid viscosity,

-L1+ 5 (1)

where 7 Is the effective viscosity of the composite while q, is that of the viscous
phase. This predicts only a modest increase in creep resistance, about 25% for
0-10%. This model is also effective at high volume fractions when the particles
can no longer flow past each other but can only approach one another by squeezing
the viscous medium which separates them. In this limit the model predicts an
effective viscosity given by

_= (2)

While this simple model overestimates the absolute magnitude of the viscosity
increase, as predicted by a more exact model [141, it does contain the essential
physics of the problem and predicts the correct dependence on 0. This suggests
that the viscosity is a sensitive function of the volume fraction of the viscous phase.
A careful analysis of these models however, indicates that 1-0 should be thought
of as the "effective" matrix volume fraction, given by the thickness of the
interparticle soft layer, normalized by the grain size. In other words, the excess
matrix material which occupies pockets throughout the structure do not significantly
affect the creep response, although they do affect creep fracture, as discussed
below. We therefore see that for a normalized thickness of 0.1%, as suggested
above for silicon nitride, the effective viscosity of the composite will be about 10
orders of magnitude greater than that of the viscous matrix phase.

For intermediate volume fractions this approach is inadequate. instead we need to
recognize the role which a percolative network of non-deforming particles plays in
the creep of the matrix. This problem has yet to be modelled adequately. However,
to a first approximation we can recognize that as the body deforms the network
must deform also. This occurs by rigid body motions (both translations and
rotations) as the matrix deforms around the particles. If the matrix deforms by a
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diffuslonal process, then the appropriate length scale for diffusion is Increased from
the grain size of the matrix material to that appropriate to the network. This is at
least as large as the dominant length scale of the reinforcing particles. For whisker
or platelet reinforced materials this can lead to an Increase in the diffusion length of
about one order of magnitude. Since grain boundary diffusion scales inversely as
the third power of diffusion distance, this suggests that a strength Increase of about
3 orders of magnitude can be anticipated for this process.

Single Phase Materia

The creep behaviour of single phase ceramics such as alumina has been well
documented 12,31. In the current context we need merely note those characteristics
which distinguish it from that of the composite systems. For example it has been
established that the creep rate in alumina is Independent of the loading direction (i.e.
tensile or compressive) (151. Creep curves show a relatively short lived primary
(- 1% strain in tension) followed by a well defined steady-state regime, observed
In both tensile and flexure geometries [151. The stress exponent for creep varies
between 1 and 2, with the higher exponents being more common for fine grained
(- 1 pm) materials. This is suggestive of creep controlled by grain boundary sliding
processes leading to superplastic behaviour, and indeed, fine grained aluminas are
known to be superplastic down to a relatively low temperature (e.g. 1250*C
[15,16].

Creep Strengthening In Ceramic Composite

Log (normalized creep rate)

! -2

-4

-6

S~-8

S-10
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Volume fraction

Fig. 2: The creep rate of a range of composites, normalized by the

creep rate of the matrix phase is plotted as a function of the volume
fraction of the non-deforming phase i .....
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We will consider here only SiC-whisker-reinforced AIlOA. In common with the
matrix, these materials exhibit a well defined steady state regime during creep.
Analysis of the daft Is complicted somewhat by the effect of the whiskers on
processing which leads either to the use of different sintering additives and
processing conditions in the composites and the whisker-free materials, and/or

differences In matrix grain size. The difficulty In densifying these materials is of
course direct evidence for the formation of whisker networks, as noted by Lange
[171. Despite these concerns, some general conclusions can be reached about the
creep of these materials. First, recent results have shown that the stress exponent
for creep is between 1 and 2 at low stresses (i.e. the same as that of the matrix
itself), and rises with increasing stress due to the onset of cavitation during creep
1181. There appears to be very little improvement In creep resistance for whisker
loading less than about 10%. This is consistent with the model quoted above (see
eq. 1) for non-interacting particles. For higher whisker loadings, the creep resistance
Increases by about 100 times and is then insensitive to volume fraction. This is
shown in Fig. 2, in which the effect of reinforcement on matrix creep resistance is
shown for a range of composite system.

Class 11 Composites

Higher volume fractions can only be achieved by using equiaxed particles and
modified processing routes, as in siliconized silicon carbide. The creep resistance
of this material is characterized by a marked creep symmetry (i.e. the creep rate at
a given stress is much higher in tension). At high stresses cavitation is important
in tension while in compression, creep is controlled by deformation within the SiC
particles themselves. At low stresses neither of these processes is seen. Instead,
the creep asymmetry is associated with the viscous squeezing process. Models for
viscous flow [1141 do indeed predict a difference in the creep response in tension and
compression. Moreover, the reduction In creep rate predicted by the models for a
normalized Si layer thickness of about 0.01, which is about 10-7, is broadly
consistent with the experimental data (see Fig. 2). However, additional effects
related to nature of dilational flow may also be Important as recently proposed by
Wiederhorn and Fuller [81.

Class II Compostes

Silicon nitride can be thought of as a glass matrix composite containing between 90
and 99 vol% of A-Si3N 4 particles. The creep resistance of these materials is 8-10
orders of magnitude greeter than that of the glass itself (see Fig. 2), which is broadly
consistent with the model for viscous flow presented earlier. Moreover, the marked
creep asymmetry also suggests the presence of viscous flow. The clearest evidence
for this process is found in a study of a Y20-AI,20 doped material in which the
creep rate is found to decrease dramatically as the glass is squeezed from between
boundaries under compression [191. However, a gradually decreasing strain rate is
a commonly observed feature in silicon nitride creep studies 181. Reference to eq.
(1) suggests that creep strengthening of class III materials can be achieved by j
increasing the viscosity and reducing the volume fraction of the glassy phase.
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Improvements of this nature over the past decade roughly, have led to about a 10 5
improvement in creep strength for silicon nitride ceramics, and it remains likely that
further improvements can be achieved.

Damage prochsses have received less attention than creep itself in multi-phase
ceramics. In some cases this Is simply a reflection of how recently materials have
been developed. Most of our knowledgi of whisker-reinforced ceramics for
example, has been developed since about 11910, and creep studies of these systems
have been undertaken only in the last 2-3 years. That creep should be studied
before creep fracture Is clear. First, the former is much easier to undertake, and
since, at least to a first approximation, these materials obey a Monkmsn-Grant type
of relationship, lowering the creep rate is the key to extending lifetime also.

In general, the creep fracture of all of the materials considered here occurs by a
process involving crack propagation, often accompanied by generalized damage in
the form of grain boundary cavitation. In many materials two distinct regimes are
evident. At high stresses (and lower temperature) failure occurs by slow crack
growth with the development of a single dominant crack and very little unconnected
damage. This regime is connected with a very high stress exponent for creep life
(typically of order 50), i.e. a distinct threshold stress for failure is observed. At
lower stresses, a multitude of microcracks is observed which eventually link up to
cause failure. A much lower stress exponent is observed in this regime, close to
that for creep itself, thus leading to Monkman-Grant behaviour. This is exemplified
by a relationship, valid over a wide range of applied stress and temperature, between
the steady state strain rate and the time to failure of the form

e" tf = CM (3)

where Cm is the Monkman-Grant constant and is approximately equal to the failure
strain unless primary creep is extensive. For true Monkman-Grant behaviour the
exponent m should equal one, in which case both the stress exponents and the
activation energies are the same for creep and fracture. This leads one to conclude
that the same mechanism governs both processes. In many instances however,
while a single curve is obtained for a range of temperatures (thus indicating a
common activation energy), the exponent deviates from one. This suggests that a
different mechanism but with the same temperature dependence governs creep and

I fracture. This is possible for example if creep is due to core diffusion-controlled
dislocation climb, while fracture is controlled by grain boundary diffusion-controlled
cavity growth. Thus care must be exercised in interpreting the mechanistic basis of
the Monkman-Grant relationship.

In both failure regimes, cracks nucleate at flaws in the material. In many instance
these are quite different from the flaws that lead to failure during fast fracture
testing at lower temperatures. Indeed, the critical flaws may not even exist in the
material as it enters service, but can develop as a result of environmental
degradation. An example of such behaviour, a pit developed on the surface of a
silicon nitride flexure bar is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3: A pit (about 40 pm wide) has developed on the surface of a

silicon nitride flexure bar by oxidation during creep. Such pits can act
as failure origins (201.

Single Ph" Materials

The creep fracture behaviour of pure alumina has been extensively studied in recent
years [15,16,211. A typical stress rupture plot is shown in Fig. 4, which clearly
shows the transition from slow crack growth to the generalized damage regime.
This is accompanied by a marked increase in ductility from less than 1% to about
10%. Above the transition only a single crack is ever observed, while below it many
microcracks are found on the surface of both flexure and tensile specimens. These
are nucleated, in this material, In regions which have undergone abnormal grain
growth. Such regions abound In hot-pressed aluminas due to Incomplete mixing of
sintering aids, and range from single large grains to large clusters of such. As the
stress decreases diffuslonal accommodation makes crack nucleation more difficult.
Thus, the size of the clusters which can nucleate cracks Increases, and the crack
density actually decreases. This Is accompanied by a rapid Increase in ductility and
truly superplestic behaviour is observed, even at temperatures as low as 112006C.
However, even In this high ductility regime, it is not possible to rationaize creep
fracture data in terms of cavity growth models. Instead failure is controlled by crack
propagation In a creep-relieved C" stress field [161.

SClass I Compositla

This class of material Is typified by the AI2 0,ISIC system, in which SIC whiskers are
added to alumina matrices with volume fractions ranging from 5 to 30%. Creep
fracture stuldes to date have Involved flexure testing only. As shown in Fig. 5, for
20 vol% SIC, the two fracture regimes mentioned above are found only at
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temperatures in excess of 12000C 1221. The fracture surfaces and danage
morphologies In both regimes are similar to those seen In pure alumina. The
deveopen of a threshold at 11 O0*C and below can be attributed to crack bluntin
due to enionetlneractions Involving both the oxidation of the SIC whiskers
and reactions between SIC and alumina 1221. In summary, it appears from the
limited data so far available. that creep fracture In whisker relvnforced oxides is
similar to that in the matrix materials thmeelves. although the stresses required to
produce failure In a given time are Increaeed.
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FRg. 4: A stress rupture plot for hot-pressed alumina at 1 2500C. The
high strength data is collected in flexure, while the lontger term failures
are the result of tensile testing. Since the high stress failures allow
insufficient time for relaxation the strength is independent of stress
state (15].
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Class U Compoehe

When the vokume fraction of the reinforcememn rises to about 50%. then a well
percolated network of second phase particles i developed such that Interparticle
contacts not only involve touching corners but shared faces. Such is the case for
example with siliconized silicon carbide. Thus many SIC-SIC boundaries are found
with reloavely thin (i.e. 10-100 nm) films of silicon between them (241. These
highly constrained regions are the primary sites for damage In such materials
124,251. This material cavitates readily and several quantitative studies of damage
have shown that the level of damage (e.g. area fraction of cavities on a polished
plane) increases linearly with strain beyond an incubation stain [24,261. In fact, the
cavitated volume fraction is almost equal to the strain leading some authors to
suggest that the tensile strain is due almost entirely to that produced by cavity
growth [271. While this requires that all of the cavities grow on facets normal to the
tensile stress and thus contribute only to the strain in the tensile direction (a
somewhat extreme assumption), this behaviour does suggest that cavitation is
controlled by deformation and that cavity growth contributes substantially to the
tensile strain, and thus to the creep asymmetry noted in these materials. This
explains the strong Monkman-Grant behaviour observed in this system, as illustrated
in Fig. 6. This plot shows that the time to failure and steady state strain rate are
well correlated over a range of temperature and stress. Note however, that the
exponent is not one but closer to 1.2, i.e. creep has a stronger stress dependence
than does fracture.

le-

0 104 da1a

STheoretkai Pmdhftions
l�tat = O S x 10-

,0"04 10.5 104 10,

Raup%"t Tim% to (a)

Fig. 6: The time to failure is correlated to the steady state strain rate
over a range of temperature through the Monkman-Grant relationship
with an exponent of 1.2. The material is Sohio KX01, a Si-SiC
composite containing about 67% SiC particles [281.

Class Il Composites

We now turn to ceramic systems in which a large volume fraction of hard particles
is held together by a small amount of a binder phase. The prototypical example of
this class of material is the silicon nitride family. A large body of creep rupture data
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has been collected on a range of silicon nitride materials. The most studied material
is Norton NC-132, a hot pressed material containing MgO as the additive 14,291.
Quinn has used this date to develop a fracture mechanism map which differentiates
the regimes of stress and temperature in which failure occurs either by slow crack
growth of by generalized damage 129,301. This is shown In Fig. 7. This behaviour
is then broadly similar to that observed in other ceramic systems. However, the
slow crack growth regim persists out to longer times in these materials, and thus
relatively little data is available on the generalized damage regime (referred to on the
map as =creep fracture'), even in the most heavily studied systems.

a, N1i • ,"

-~" Fat134 ft
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:• Fig. 7: A fracture mechanism map for an MoO-doped hot-pressed
S~silicon nitrida. This map summarizes the resuits of about 1,000
S~flexural tests over a wide range of temperature and stress [4].

The development of this clas of materials over the last twenty years has led to an
S~decrease in the volume fraction of the glassy phase and an increase in its

' refractoriness. Thus, early materials (suich as NC-i132 ) were prone to the
: development of microcracks from wedge shaped amorphous regions. These were

S~replaced by materials with Y2O3 and A1203 as additives. These materials can be
densifled without external pressure and produce a more refractory amorphous phase,
thus raising the temperature for the onset of creep fracture 1201. However, the
relatively large volume fraction of glass (about 8-10 vol%) still leads to wedgeI cracking, making these materials also susceptible to slow crack growth. More

'• i recently this problem has been relieved by eliminating AI 2,O. The resulting materials
Si need to be HIPed or hot pressed, but much lower glass contents (on the ordar of 3
S• j vol%) can be achieved. In these materials cavities can form along the silicon nitride

junctions. The appearance of these cavities is similar to that obsearved in some pure ..
f ~~~materials such as alumina. Cavity formation and propagation in these regions is ;..
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highly constrained thus leading to longer creep lives (271, although with reduced
ductility.

Doesite the changes in damage tolerance and ductility brought about Changes in
processing, the greatest Improvemnent In cweep lie Is due to enhanced creep
resistance through the monklunenGrsnt relationship. Wiederhomn and Fuller 181 hae"
recently shown that the creep rupture data for a wide range of silicon nitrides fall On
almost the same curve (Fig. 8). However, Materials danstWe with YV0 alon
generally show about a 100 decrease In strain rate for a given stress as compared
with an Mgo-doped material of a decade ago (81. They therefore exhibit much
longer lives for a given strss and temperature. The scatter In failure time of about
one order of magnitude represents differences In creep ductility brought about by
differences In processing and microstructure (i.e. more damage-tolerant and flaw-free
materials). It Is interesting to note that the moat recent materials fall to the left of
the scatter band, suggesting these materials have generally lower failure strains.
While this Is secondary to lifetimae, It suggests that such materials may be
susceptible to enhanced crack growth from large defects and may be prone to cyclic
fatigue damage at elevated temperatures.

1011,

141

a-6 Farbe
o 0- and andJudkw

L 101 10 100 100

Time to Failure, hr.

Fig. 8: The Monkman-Grant relationship is obeyed by a wide range of
silicon nitride ceramics containing different sintering aids and using a
range of processing routes. The variability In lifetime using this plot
covers about one order of magnitude, Indicative of the variation in
creep ductilitles 18). For original references, see original paper [8).

An additional feature of this class of materials is the instability of the amorphous
jphase. In particular, glass in larger pockets is particulary susceptible to

devltrification 1201. This can affect both the creep resistance and damage tolerance
of the material. In some systems devitrlflcation Is nearly complete and the
composition of any remaining glass is substantially more refractory then the initial
glass. In this case the creep resistance is dramatically Improved and by virtue of the
Monkmen-Grant relationship the creep Wie extended. This Is the case for example
with glass-bonded aluMinas In which devitrfication leads to a 100-fold increase in
lifetime. In some mater"al however, devitrificatlon Is incomplet. This occurs for
some sintered silicon nitrides In which the glass composition is close to that for a
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stable glass. In the Y20g-A140-SK)2 system for example, a stable glass exists at a
coomposito of about 1:1:4. In Kyocera SN220 for example we have found that the
glass rmhas this composition when about 1/3 of the glass remains. Thus full
devitrifilcaton is not possible In this system (Fig. 9). Moreover, the creep resistance

of this material is essentially unchanged by devitrific•tlon. This is because there is
ample glass In large intergrsnular pockets, while creep is controlled by the thickness
and viscosity of the glass In knergranular films. Thermodynamic
conslderstions(9,20] suggest that this will be unchanged by devitrification In the
pockets. The result of this process is unchanged creep resistance accompanisd by
a loss of damage tolerance provided by the large glass pockets. Thus in this system,
devitrification leads to a dramatic reduction of creep life lby more than a factor of
10, Fig. 10). This example makes clear that while Monkman-Grant behaviour gives
guidelines on the control of lifetime through creep resistance there are additional
factors which play an important role in the fracture behaviour of these materials.

sl0l

a ennealed

as sinLered

A
0.%

Y2S'2 0 &IA Al 6Si 2 01 3

Y20 3  AIsY3012  A12 03

Fig. 9: The Y20r-A 20 3-SiO 2 phase diagram showing the composition of
the intergranulr pockets in Kyocera SN220 before and after annealing
(400 hrs. at 12500C).

Conclusions

In this brief review of the creep and creep fracture behaviour of a range of multi-
phase ceramic systems, one can see how the creep resistance changes dramatically
as the volume fraction of the hard phase Is Increased. A range of strategies have
been developed in which creep resistance is improved by both Increasing the creep
resistance of the softer matrix phase and by decreasing the volume fraction of this

( • i * •i: - phase. Thus small volume fractions of a hard phase have been added to relatively •
S .... : :•: strong matrices such as1 alumina, while large volume fractions of a hard phase are:- "

needed when a soft matrix such as a glass is used. Dramatic Improvements in creep

" " -vesistance of such systems have been achieved In recent years. While differences



In details exist amongst the materials considered, the damage mechanisms exhibited
by a wide range of composites are broadly similar. At high stresses cracks are
nucleated at large flaws in the most highly stressed region of the structure. The lack
of additional damage suggest that once nucleated, cracks propagate rapidly leading
to failure. Below a transition stress, the development of generalized damage is
found. A much lower stress exponent for failure, comparable to that observed for
creep itself Is found. Cracks are still nucleated at flaws, but these are now often
generated during service. Failure in this regime generally obeys the Monkman-Grant
relationship. However, as improved processing leads to increased creep resistance
and lifetime, this Is often accompanied by a loss of ductility. This may lead to an
increased susceptibility to high temperature fatigue.

01200C

* 200. 63.5 WPe
L

0 74.0 WPe

* 0 80.0 MPa

100.

0  100. 200. 300. 400.

i ~Prelvnneeiiing Li m* (hr")

Fig. 10: The creep life of Kyocera SN220 at 12000 C, as a function of
the annealing time (also at 12000C) prior to creep. A 24 hour anneal
is sufficient to dramatically reduce the creep life (at 64 MPa for
example, by about 160 hours).
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DESIGNING FOR IMPROVED MMG TEMPnERATURE STRENGMhL

CREEP, OXIDATION, AND FATIGUE RESISTANCE IN Si3N4

Depmen of MateiasScine and bi~neral Ensie
Unvriyof .aibi, ekly CA 947i Fnngý

Center for Advanced Materals, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, CA 94720

Abstract

One of the critical issues in many covalently bonded ceramics such as Si3N4 is that of grain
boundary control. Grain boundaries can be engineered to avoid retention of the intergranular
glassy phass which form as a result of sintering with oxide densifying additives. Long-range
research on intergranular glassy phases and glass crystallization, using high resolution
characterization, has led to a sintering process that forms intergranular crystalline rare-earth
disilicates. The resulting "composite" is not 100% crystalline at grain boundaries, but shows
great improvements in high temperature flexural strength (retention of -90% of the room
temperature strength at 1300* C) as well as oxidation and creep resistance compared to
conventional silicon nitrides, without adversely affecting room temperature fatigue behavior.

*Currently on leave as Director of Technology Transfer Cenre, Hong Kong university of
Science and Technology, Clear Water Bay, Kowloon, Hong Kong.

Critical heum, in the Development of 14gh Tmunpomhu Stucbura MaemuJ,
* ~Fdied by N.S. Stolofr. DJ. Duquette =Wd A.F. 0,un

Thse MinmW%, Mutsl At Matenal, society, 1993
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To achieve moin efficient research towards the improvement of materials, it is necessary to
understa the relationships between synthesis and processing-structure (characterization)
properties and peomance by iterative theory adexp*imenL Processing determines
-m-rocture and chemical distibution of omuponents and impuritie, which in turn greatly

influence most of the mechanical propertie desirable for high temperte Opplcatons. Inthe
caw of many ceramics whose bonding characteristics requite processing with sintering aids to
achieve denslcation, the resulting materials often contain residual, glassy phases at grain
boundaries (Fig. 1). S13N4 is a typical example (Fig. 2a). These phases, depending on
..os u.tl viscosity, e., d mc lctical and etic propeRi I).
A basic understanding of such intergranular and interphase interfaces is therefore essential if
impovemens i perfomncare to be achieved. A program towards this end has been under

way at Beeley for some 15 years. In the course of this progamn, techniques wen developedfor high resolution electron optical characterization of intergranular phases [1,2]
(inorphOlOgies, .composition), studies of crystallization of glasses [3,4], and, finally,

successful processing to obti mostly crystalline intergranular phases [5]. Similar efforts
have been made by other researchers (references 6-14). However, the use of the heavy RE
lantande oxides (Sm -* Yb) has received little attention outside our current research. Such
problems are not limited to ceramics, as the case of aluminum alloy intergranular embrittlement
illustrates (Fig. 2b). This paper summarizes our current microstructural research [5,15,16] and
fatigue studies [17] in Si3N4. In all materials studied, sintering with RE oxide additives has
been successful in obtaining RE2Si2O7 crystalline grain boundary phases.

Amorphous film Si4 Creep

Partly crystalline Some SWaoRN Creep

Ferrites Magnetic: permeability

Varistos Voltage drop required

Additives 8 Na ahimiai NO~ conduction

f •Z.02 /mullit Varied (creep, etc.)

Lattc defects Su

YeruxCu3 7 .1  Defects limited;
Trnsfoaation, (REpoor g.b. conduction5Edeefemt

(Pb)Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 Poiyo ids of
Polytypoidsa coSpounds Tc;

poor g.b. conduction

Figure 1 - Schematic diagram illustrating some generic problems of properties, both
mechanical and electronic, associated with grain boundary phases developed during

Si ~processing. .
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at grain boundaries and triple point (Ref. 1, courtesy J. Am. Ceram. Soc.)

(b) Aged Ml-Zn-Mg base alloy to maximize tensile strength; the intergranular
precipitate-free zone (PF2) is responsible for embrittlement (courtesy J. Inst.
Metals). Such structures were responsible for the catastrophic failure of the first
comet jet aircraft iLe., befoire the concepts of fracture toughness were developed.
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The vuil ocesadva and waigr~dsued is the wink swmizd bere am Om in
detail. in referinces, 4. 1, l~n1.Far peuagwMt do m...th oxides, contolled

candaroukh 1400 C ftin bauin ma (IdO C) reults inbu cmlt
~ia~a toaform lb REASIOY aybfMn phs -l 7 l boundderls. Mw hoc of

reimions for S*4i - sasa -ha 00 lbld n ýMse *4-i
SOwhet RE ofrset I , Ios Pdy .adY wutlvui md.FgrSilutrte lb DyaI~k Wpa *r lb Y1N b C -M 35M203- 0100 iO phWMes a -4e

REnly wok phs sasw idi respect to SI(3(i c.iiatios urdic )fSl is

2-Si2Masmtg aidso and iu s at the need3b(7 olia to coonul sopoto nin taeuly

Previous researchers have need Y203 - ftO~ sinterng aids (6) .but wink [4A5 indicated
* that the glassy phase; was slbilised by partitioning of Al and N daring crysillinatimi FMg. 4).

5102

Decreased RE2Si2O7
Strength

Y
b

Decreasedx Oxidation Resistance

Si 3N4 RE203

Rare Earth Disilicate: a/b -0.5

20 mol. N1 RE25t207: x/y - 0.2

Fiue3-Isothermal sti ofteS13N4 - Si03 - RE,2Si2O 7 -RE 203 phase diagram
illustrating Vrain boundary design.

Thus, A120 3 has been eliminated as an addtive in our subsequent research. However, even
mnacroscopically low levels of impurities (< 200 ppm Fe + Ca + AM)mi our Ube Si3N4 starting
Powder can conIcentrate in the glass. When this occurs, stable low-meltingpoint glass layers
can remain. Calcium seems to be particularly deleterious in this regard. The detection of

dmurtes thus requires careful high resolution electron microscopy and spectroscopic
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FigureS- &M PIP Fel MRcto ai gaIs din --wia hayu~izfed RE oxideshered Si3N4.
Nowth lrgeainc ratio fnTri ran and the intergranular disilicas phases

(ref. 5, courtesy A Ceram. Som.).

Fue5 shows the ht field election microgaphs of the sintered juodcts ui 1 the ixRE
oxdsindicated, a~tspect ratio gr ainto Si awe surmueaby the 1E2 i207 phas

(dark contrast) shown at higher in Figure: 6. The disilicate phases wr
chrceie [y51.adelcto These high aspect ratio matrix Samn are

fimprtat incrmZ ='and uchnomials gam reasonably good Kic fracture toughness
valuese.g.,-8bMu4rr in compac tension tsts. The diffuse dark field images in Fgure 7
and 8show that somersda glass re aingaain boundaries, and at the interfaes between
RE2SiIO 7 crysal - and SN4;at triple points. Preliminary analytical eectronmicocp
indicates these glassy rgosctanseveral cationic inmprtie, notably CaL Thus, whilst it
has been proposed Afta termynic argunants [19] that a thin glassy layer will always be

PMW itapparstheimpurities; (frown the Si3N4, SM)2uad RE20 3 starting powders) also
Play en OrtM rolea in lass retention Although such glasses wre often only two to three
1101clff layers thick~ their viscosity and thus composition coul still be the limtithig wori
high amerl nuciiatical behavior and pmrinane -mi

t Figure 9 shows typical inicrostructures and microchermical analyses of the "traditionally"
sintered Si3N4 using A1203:Y20 3 sintering aids, Usually [6] in the ratio 2:5. T7he diffuse dark
field shows there is a glassy phase separating all Si3N4, and the only crystalline region is the
Y-nch (but Al-containing) oxynitride phs at triple points. The residual glass appears to beI ~mostly silic [41 and separates all crystalline interfaces.

Since it is possible to achieve 99% theoretical densit by sintering with RE20 3, and since the
resul1tant sinterin product is nearly all crystalline (Figures 5-7), it is anticipated that the high
teMPert= flexural strength and Creep resistance will be greatly enhanced. This is indeed the
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Figure 6 - Higher magnification TEM showing dark (absorption) conktrat at all grain
ionuIe muatipbejundmchs Jie bmargrwawu pbas is Yb2MMi~ in ths Case.

Cayu aII'mn 12W C, S hr

BF DDP OF

0.5 pm

Figue 7-As ig 6 shwinglare Crystals of dhe (RE)2Si2O7 Phase, but in the diffus dark
fildk (DF) image a thin glassy layer is vesolved at gVain-gVain boundaries. The DF
image (right) is taken using a &dislcas refectio. It is seen that the crystalline
phase has nudleated and grown rapidly at the expense of the matrix, and that the

* ~~silicate phase is mostly in a single crystalline condition. (Courtesy K~ Cinibulk.) -
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d frmthe regions indicated. The crystaline -contaisnin phase exists Only at
triple points and afl crystalline Incerfaces are surrounded by a silica-rich gls.
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case, as shown in Fwgur 10. for Si3N4 siomed with SiO2 and Yb2O3. It should be noted that1
91% at the room. a m.; strungth is eand upt 13000 C. This is to be cnmlto
Si3K i withe uad A203. which Afatl to retain s00e110 byond -1000' C. The
latter bohavior is now known to be duie to &U glassl a aniel o

viscft'ssimabyIgMne9. Thatiod Is,6-o *eo~ wedeftu
byd rxboudoyphan vaier then OtC .Srs 1100 imlrI

that of Figue 10 waus fanud for the odme RB-damsed coyt ( 16]. Th as flexuu strnth
damn wone o __sauin ta_ ad a. -A cdue set&ný by =a ±Am ll
Lxbrssmry [0.hs nou so specify temdo-W con-dions becauseabe flexuralo
of ceramics depend on specimen size, porosity, deflects, aet. This is the reasonfrth
dI*M eces In terosuyem strangth dewa m Figure 10.

SW

4W

300

000 200 400 S00 S00 1000 1200 1400

Figure 10 - Plot of flexural strengths finns 250 C to 13000 C. Standard deviations are -10%
and -5% of mean strengths at 250 C and 13000 C. The cumv which shows a
marked decrease in strength> 10000 C is for A1203 - Y203 sintered materials.
(Courtesy K. CinibuHLk)

The creep strain versus time behavior showed a continuously decreasing cree" raze. This has
also been reotdfor Si3Ns Iy others [14,21-26]. Steady-state creep conditions iam attained

*1 ~only after70hours FigurelI shows the creep strain rate-applied stress data, which are
similar for all the materials. The creep exponents are small and correspond to creep
mechanisms involving grain boundary cavitation. This has been verified by fratograhic

* I analyses [ 16]. These creep rams are anmonst the lowest reported in the literature. The creep
on the Oxidation behavior (section 2.3). Oxidation initiates at glassy phases; with impurity

- - ~diffsion to the surface. This results in "purification." increased viscosity, and even
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devitiflcation of the glass. Cavitation occurs at the glss intrfce with diffusive mass
transport causing cavity growth at the expense ofRE2Si2O7. Although coalwescc of cavitie
occurs, microcrack formation was not observed [16].

"£ Yb n-2.0

"£ Er n-1.7

0Dy n-1.6
0Gd n-2.0

10Sm n-1.8

10-

S 10 10 00
Stes Ma

FiueII- Po f"taysae re tanrfswt Uidsrs t10PCi i.Ce

Tigue RE Po of "-isteady state" reeitailrts with applized stress at 14000 C inr ovr20huseairs Cree

given in reference 15. The results in Fig. 12 show that the kinetics ame parabolic with a rate
constant of from 3.3x 10 (EF2Si2O7 - Si3N4) to 6.lx IO-4 (Gd2Si2O7 - Si3N4). The data
indicate that a diffusional process corresponding to motion of REY+ ions is the rate controlling

During oxidation, dslcescyalzeat the surfaces in morphologies depending on crystalmtrcturies determined. from x-ray analyses [15]. Figure 13 shows the results of scanning
electron microscopy studies. The observationsa consistent with previous results showing
that outward diffusion of cations and inward diffusion of oxygen results in a comnpositional
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atbeneath the murface oxide layer. This cooditioln results in a parabolic oxidationor[26-281. The effect is nol due to a proective oxide film.

0.70-.

0.000S

& Yb
0.50 0 Er

10.40

10.30
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0.101

0 20 40 60 60 100 120 140 1 60 180 200

Figure 12 - Plot of oxidation rates (specific weight gain) at 1400o C (after ref. 15).

The importance of the existing disilicate phase and the devitrification of residual glass issignificant in these materials, since the oxidation rates are better by about afactor of xiO0 thanlipreviously reported for Si3N4 prepared witl, "conventional" oxide sintering aids (e.g.,references 26-28). The data of Figure 12 indicate that the relative rates of oxidation are roughlyproportional to the eutectic temperatures of the RE203 - SiO2 systems, indicating that a lowervicst residal.. amorphous phase results in a higher rate of oxidation, as the rate-limitingstep is diffusion of additive and imprit cations throgh the amorphous phase to the oxidined
surface.

Although much attention has been paid to toughening ceramics, fatigue behavior can be animportantI, indeed limiting, condition for use of ceramics under cyclic loading conditions.Dauskardt et al. [29] indicate that the threshold sumes intensity for fatigue crack propagation inceramics is on the order of one-half of the corresponding KIC values. Currient-work [17] onRE20 3 sintered Si3N4 is consistent with this observation. Very little difference in fatigue
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Figue 1 - Sconary lecron mapshowing RE disilicalle phases fonned by oxidation at the

surgare 13Th~~e needle morpholog is associated with Ca impurities in the Gd- and
Dy-containing ceramics (ref. 15, courtesy L. Am. Cerami Soc.).

mMutoh. Takahashi, et.a]
SBar-On and Beals

Strwaa Inweasiy Ramp AK (Mf'Jni)

Figure 14 - Fatigue data for RE2Si 2O7 -Si 3N4 samples (data points) plotted with previous data
(shaded) indicating very little differences in crack growth (courtesy B.
Clornelissen).
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Figure 15 - Fatigue fractured surfaces imaged by scanning electron microscopy, showing
mntergranular failure in RE203 sinterd samples (courtesy B. Cornehssen).
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behavior at room temperature is noted between RE20 3 sintered Si3N 4 and "conventional"
Si3N 4 containing appreciable amounts of residual intergranular glass. An example is shown in
Figure 14. Stable crack propagation under cyclic loads could be terminated by holding at the
maximum load, proving that true fatigue rather than an environmentally-assisted cracking
mechanism was responsible for the observed crack growth. The exponent m in the classical
Paris power law equations [30] generally varies from 24 to 28, consistent with results for other
ceramics [31]. The results of Figure 14 can be understood by considering that fatigue fracture
propagation in Si3N4 is mostly intergranular (Figure 15), and that amorphous material is
retained at the boundaries between Si 3N4 grains (Figure 8) even after bulk crystallization. The
immediate crack tip environment is therefore not altered significantly compared to conventional
Si 3N4 . Compact-tension fracture toughness tests of fatigue-cracked specimens yielded KiC
values of -8 MPa41m.

These fatigue studies will continue with efforts to carry out comparison testing on well-
characterized glassy Si3N 4 at room temperature, and similar tests on crystalline "composites" at
higher temperatures.

Conclusions

The results of sintering silicon nitride with heavy rare-earth oxides to produce stable RE2Si2O7
crystalline phases at grain boundaries are very encouraging. Greatly improved high
temperature strength, creep and oxidation resistance have been achieved. Long range research
has resulted in the ability to "tailor" or "engineer" grain boundaries. Initial results of fatigue
behavior show no detrimental effects of the intergranular crystalline phase on fatigue behavior.
The research is continuing, with emphasis on optimizing the sintered microstructures and mo
controlled fatigue experiments, especially at high temperatures.

This work was initially supported by the National Science Foundation but is now supported bythe Director, Office of Energy Research, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, Materials Sciences
Division of the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC03-76SF00098. I am
especially grateful for the excellent work and support of the students and postdoctoral fellows
who have contributed so much to the understanding and development of silicon nitride
ceramics during the past 16 years or so. I also thank Bastiaan Cornelissen for providing his
unpublished thesis data, and Professor R. 0. Ritchie and Dr. R. H. Dauskardt for
collaborating in the fatigue effort.
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Fatigue of Superalloys and Intennetallics

N.S& Stoloff
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Abstract

The fatigue behavior of intermetallic alloys and their composites is contrasted to that of
nickel-base superalloys. The roles of nmicrostructure and slip planarity are emphasized.
Obstacles to use of intermetallics under cyclic loading conditions are described and future

research directions are suggested.

Critical Issues in the Develolmneent of High Temnperature Struciwnall Materiels
rdited by N.S. Stolofr. DJ. Duquette and A.F. Giamei
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The objective of this paper is to review our current understanding of the fatigue behavior
of nickel base superalloys, and to compare their behavior with that of ordered
intermetallics. Such comparisons are useful in helping to determine whether intermetallics
can successfully replace superalloys in applications that may be fatigue limited. However,
there is a much larger data base available for superalloys, inasomwci as studies of fatigue

behavior of intermetallics have lagged investigations of monotonic behavior, Further,Ssuperalloys are multiphase alloys with large volume fractions of one or more strengthening

precipitates, while the intermetallicsi that have been studied to date are typically single
phase or two phase with only a small volume fcaction of the second phase. Nevertheless,
some useful guidelines for improving fatigue lives and fatigue crack growth resistance of

both superalloys and intereetallics have been developed and are described in this review.
vra fatigue behavior of intermetallic matrix composites also will be described briefly in
this paper.

Overview of rtuualynefy Behavioo

High Cyce Fatigue

High cycle fatigue (HCF) is not considered to be a predominant failure mechanism in gas
turbines, since it typically involves a resonance condition which is easily designed away.
Therefore, relatively few studies have been carried out on the influence of metallurgical
variables on HCF. A recent study of HCF behavior of P/M Astroloy confirmed that yI
size has virtually no effect on HCF life at 25°C even though strength is increased

appreciably (1). This is somewhat surprising, since in a stress-controlled test the yield
strength should affect crack initiation. When the data were normalized for yield strength,
the coarse y' produced a higher endurance ratio, about 0.7 compared to about 0.5 for fine
S1', see Fig. 1. In most cases, HCF endurance rawios relative to yield stress at 25°C are
of the order of 0.55-0.6, as shown in Table I (2). Therefore, when comparing different
alloys, HCF resistance will increase with increasing strength (3). As temperature increases
to 725°C, the endurance ratio of Astroloy rises steadily, to a maximum value of 1.0 for
coarse y•,, also shown in Fig. 1. These value-, are still lower than for intermetallics a,
comparable temperatures, as seen in Table I and as will be discussed later.

Cyclic Hardening and Low Cycle Fatiue

Nickel-base superalloys are characterized by planar slip, due to a combination of shearable,
coherent yI, or y '1' precipitates in a low stacking fault energy Ni-Cr-X matrix. Coarse
planar slip is favored by small y 1 size, large grain size, low temperature, low inelastic
strain and high strain ::ates (4). Cyclic hardening is lowest in the underaged or peak aged
conditions. Cyclic hardening followed by softening is noted both in y, and y"
strengthened superalloys such as Nimonic PE 16 (5) and IN 718 (6,7) respectively and in
several single phase intermetallics (8) (Ni3 AI, FeCo-V, Ni3Fe); however, one intermetallic
in which appreciable cyclic softening has not been seen is NiAl (9,10).

Apart from effects on cyclic hardening, coarse planar slip associated with peak aged
superalloys lead to early crack initiation. For the peak aged condition the maximum shear
measured in any slip band can be three to four times higher than for underaged or
overaged conditions, due to rapid softening of peak aged material.
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The low cycle fatigue behavior of polycrystalline PE16 has been studied at room
temperature as a function of y particle size and total strain amplitude (5). The cyclic
hardening response was very dependent on strain amplitude, with a much smaller
dependence upon y particle size, see Fig. 2 (5). Similarly, the Coffin-Manson plots are
not significantly affected by aging condition.

Unlike HCF, where strength is the most important factor, LCF behavior is controlled by
ductility. Thus the most ductile alloys display long lives in LCF, while the strongest alloys
are the most resistant to HCF when the data are plotted on the basis of total strain range
(3).

Table I High Cycle Fatigue (HCF) Data, T=250 C, RwO (2,22,23)

Alloy Ao010
oys

Aluminides
Ni-24AI HIP 1.79
Fe-24AI (DO3) 0.84
Fe-24AI (B2) 0.76
T~i-25AI-10Nb-3V-1Mo 0.83! T-25-11Nb 0.85

T'AI 0.80 (R=-I)
NiAI+0.28a%Fe (400(C) 1.7
NiAI+0.28aFe (550°C) 1.2

Superalloys
Waspaloy 0.57
Udimet 700 0.60
Mar M 200 0.55
Astroloy 0.45-0.6
Astroloy (5500C) 0.6-0.9

Titanium Alloys
Ti-24%V 0.71
Ti-32%V 0.36
Ti-6A1-4V (B-Annealed) 0.45

Fatigue crack propagation is a critical factor in the selection of
superalloys for turbine disks, due to the severe consequences of failure arising from a small
flaw. Extensive experimental work, therefore, has been carried out on nickel base
superalloys. For relatively high values of crack growth rates the data are well
characterized by the Paris-Erdogan equation:

da/dN = AAKm (1)

where A and m are material constants dependent upon frequency, temperature and load
ratio, R. Certain trends in the crack growth behavior of commercial superalloys have been
reported. Crack growth rates tend to decrease with increasing strength (11) and increasing
grain size (12). The influence of strength is to be expected since fatigue crack growth tests
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Fig. 1 Influence on temperature Fig. 2 Cyclic response curves for
on HCF lives of P/M Astroloy the UA, PA, and OA conditions of
normalized by yield stress. Nimonic PE 16 as a function of
y, size - 1Asm (1). cumulative plastic strain tested at

&et/2=0.60 and 2.60 pct. UA=under-
aged, PA=peak aged, OA=overaged (5).

are usually conducted under stress control conditions. The explanation for the effect of
increased grain size is not so cleaw; some researchers suggest that increased surface
roughness and consequent closure effects are responsible, while others cite factors such as
slip reversibility (13) and lower average strains in the critical process zone at the crack tip
(14). The most detailed investigation of microstructural effects have been carried out on
Waspaloy, an alloy with a relatively low volume fraction (25%) of coherent y' precipitates
(15). These studies have shown that coarse grained material is more resistant to crack
growth than fine grained material, independent of precipitate size. The influence of
precipitate size is not as clear, but there is a tendency for reduced crack growth rates with
decreasing precipitate size.

Temperature effects on crack growth rate are very significant, with both creep (16,17) and
environmental interactions playing a role at elevated temperatures (16,18).

Crack growth studies on single crystals show that the rate of growth is dependent on the
relative orientations of the load axis and the direction of crack propagation. Fatigue
cracks propagate along {111) in MarM 200 (19), but may also propagate along {001} in
MarM 002 at elevated temperatures (20).

A recent study of fatigue crack propagation in the single crystal alloy Rent N4 was carried
out on (0011 and [1101 oriented samples in the range 210 C to 1093°C (21). Temperature
had no significant effect on growth rates at or below 9270C, but at 10380 and 10930C the
growth rates were about lOx higher, as shown in Fig. 3-(21). At 210C cracks propagated
along {111} planes at low AK, but for AK>-30MPamz/n a less crystallographic mode was
observed. At all temperatures cracks followed a path through the matrix or the y/y'
interface, rather than through the y' particles.
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Fig. 3 The effect of temperature on the fatigue crack growth rate
(R=0.1) of single crystal superalloy Rent N4 (21).

Overview of Intermetallics Behavior

High Cycle Fatigue

Table I (2,22,23) shows that whereas superalloys display endurance ratios of 0.55-0.6 at
room temperature, intermetallics show much higher ratios, in one case reaching 1.79. At
500C an endurance ratio of 0.98 was reported for P/M Ni-24at%Al in the HIP +
extruded condition, tested in air (22). Recent work on NiAl polycrystals doped with
0.28a%Fe showed that the endurance ratio at 400'C (below the brittle to ductile transition)
was about 1.9 while at 550'C (above the brittle to ductile transition) the ratio was about
1.5, see Fig. 4 (23). By comparison, Udimet 700 has an endurance ratio of only 0.6 (24).
The high endurance ratios of intermetallics at both room and elevated temperatures arises
from the very rapid cyclic hardening in these alloys, which tends to delay crack initiation.
However, many intermetallics (e.g. Ti3AL TiLA, Fe3Al) display very rapid crack
propagation, so that failure may soon follow the initiation of a crack. This may explain the
very poor high cycle fatigue resistance of *2 alloys compared to IN 100 at 650*C, see Fig.
5 (25). Even when a2 is reinforced with continuous SiC fibers, IN 100 is superior.

Low cycle fatigue studies are difficult to carry out with many intermetallics due to lack of
appreciable tensile ductility. Nevertheless, the LCF behavior of several high temperature
intermetallics, including Ni3Al, NiAI, Ti3AI and TiAI, has been reported.

NiL3AuI tyMa. Strain-life data for Ni3AI alloy IC-218 (Ni-16.Sa%AI-8Cr-0.4Zr-0.1B)
prepared by hot extrusion of powders, are shown in Fig. 6 (2). Note that the LCF
performance of IC-218 is superior to that of several other structural alloys, including steels
and Ti-6AI-4V, especially at high strain amplitudes. These results were attributed to high
tensile ductility of the fine grained microstructure and good crack growth resistance of a
simila Ni3AI alloy, IC-221 (34).
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Fig. 4 High cycle lives of P/M Astroloy Ni3 Al+B and
NiAl+O.6%/Fe normalized for yield stress (1=2,2).
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Fig. 5 High cycle fatigue of continuous Fig. 6. Comparison of LCF behavior of
Ti3Al composites reinforced with SCS 6 Ni3AI alloy IC-218 with several
fibers~, compared to superalloy IN 100, commercial alloys (2).
M50C, 0.2H7, R -,0. MMC-L is longitudinal

MML.T is transverse orientation (25).
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Ni•]1giyAIIIa. Recently there have been several reports of LCF behavior of NiAL
Lerch and Noebe (9,26) have compared the fatigue behavior of powder-processed (P/M)
and cast + extruded (C+E) polycrystals of equiatomic NiAL Two temperature regimes
were selected. above and below the ductile to brittle transition temperature. At room
temperature a Coffin-Manson Oot was obtained for C+E material (9). The data obeyed
the equation A c - 0.0O3Nfu• . The influence of processing technique and environment
on the fatigue lRfe at 72"C also was investigated. At low temperatures cyclic hardening
is continuous to failure and fracture always iniated at fabrication defects (e.g. inclusions
or pores). At 727C NiAI displayed higher fatigue lives than superalloys on a strain range
basis, see Fig. 7 (27), but had shorter lives on a stress range basis. Interestingly, C+ EI
material was superior to the P/M alloy based on strain range, but was inferior based on
stress range. However, when the P/M samples were tested in strain control at 727C in
lxlO"6 torr ( Pa) vacuum, lives improved by a factor of three, Fig. 8 (27), so that lives were
comparable to those of C+ E samples at high strain ranges.

Cullers and Antolovich (28,29) report that powder processed Ni-49.5a%Al displays cyclic
hardening at 600 and 700K that resembles the room temperature behavior: i.e. hardening
is continuous until final fracture and there is little stable crack growth. (At 1000K, on the
other hand, a maximum in hardening was noted by Noebe and Lerch (27) after a few
cycles followed by slight cyclic softening until failure). Lives increased substantially
between 600 and 700K, but considerably less than expected from the large increase in
monotonic ductility that occurs over the same temperature range (29). At 1000K, on the
other hand, lives increased by about 100 times relative to room temperature for a plastic
strain range of 0.2% (26).

NiA le cstl. Bain et al (30) have studied the cyclic deformation of <001> single
crystals of Ni-49.9AI-0.lMo at 298 and 1033K At the higher temperature, fatigue lives of
the single crystals were nearly identical to those for polycrystalline stoichiometric NiAI, and
the Coffin-Manson relation was obeyed.

.0o1

0.001 0 010a

102 lO3 104 1015w.ptd Wycle Fatique Uifa .Nf

Fig. 7 Comparison of NiAi and super- Fig. 8 Fatigue life of polycrystalline
alloy fatigue life (27). NiAi at 100K (27).a
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Smith et al (10) have provided preliminary room temperature fatigue data for <121>
oriented equiatomic single crystals. At room temperature single crystals as well as
polycrystal harden and fracture with little or no stable crack growth.

At high temperatures, e.g. 1000K, the fatigue lives of < 100> oriented NiAI single crystals
in air resemble those of P/M polycrystals (Fig. 7 (27). However, fracture mechanisms are
dissimilar in the two materials. In single crystals, cracks initiated and propagate
approximately parallel to the loading direction until crosslinking occurs, just prior to
failure. In polycrystals, on the other hand, cracks grow intergranularly.

A variety of crack initiation sites is observed in polycrystalline intermetallics. Crack
initiation at 25*C is intergranular in wrought Fe3 AI (31) and C+E NiAI (9). In the latter
case specific crack initiation sites (e.g. voids) always were observed. The same defects do
not influence cracking in this material at 1000K, probably because of the high ductility
above the brittle to ductile transition temperature of about 773K (27).

In most other reported cases in polycrystals crack initiation is along slip bands (e.g.
FeNi3 V and Ni AI+B at room temperature and Ni3AI+B and NiAI at elevated
temperatures (32). However, some intergranular cracks also were observed in NiAI at
700'K (28). Also, cracks initiated at casting pores in a directionally solidified Ni3AI alloy
(56).

Single crystal studies have shown that persistent slip bands form readily in Ni3 AI (33) and
NiAl (10), with intrusions and extrusions developing after a few hundred cycles. The
development of surface damage in these and other intermetallics such as FeCo-V and
Ni3Fe closely resembles that seen in conventional metals such as copper and iron (32,33)
as well as superalloys (17). However, internal substructures are different in the
intermetallics.

Crack propagation

Nfi3 _AiAll=. We have carried out detailed studies of crack propagation in two
aluminides, a Ni3 AI base alloy, IC-221 (34,35) and Fe3AI (36). In both alloy systems
environmental effects are very important: for Ni3Al due to oxygen and for Fe3 AI due to
moisture and/or hydrogen. Crack growth rates for Ni3 AI alloys as well as other L12 alloys
are lower than for nickel-base superalloys at room temperature and at 6000C, see Fig. 9
(34). Also, crack growth rates increase with increasing temperature in spite of a rise in
flow stress over the same temperature range. Crack tip embrittlement by oxygen seems
to be a major factor, although creep processes also influence growth rates at temperatures
above about 7000C (34,35). Crack growth rates, da/dN, increase with decreasing frequency
in both vacuum and air for alloy IC 221 (Ni-9wAl-8%Cr,1.8%Zr,0.02%B) at 800WC but
the rates always are higher in air (35). While increased growth rates at low frequency in
vacuum are indicative of a creep effect, the higher growth rates in air undoubtedly reflect
a contribution of environmental embrittlement. Intergranular fracture occurs in air at all
test frequencies, while transgranular fracture is noted in vacuum. Secondary cracking is
enhanced at lower frequencies, suggesting that diffusion of oxygen is required for such
cracks to appear.
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Fe 3A1 Alloys. Although Fe 3Al alloys are not intended for service above
about 5000C, it is instructive to use this sytem to illustrate the potent
effects of ordering and of external environments on the crack growth behavior
or ordered intermetallics.

Binary Fe 3A1 alloys generally are intermediate in growth rates (in air)
between superalloys and L12 intermetallis, e.g. Ni 3A1 or (FeNi) 3 V, at low
AK levels; at high AK, crack growth is more rapid in Fe 3Al (32).

Recent work has shown that hydrogen (36,37) or moisture (38) is very detri-
mental to fracture ductility of iron alutinides. Our own research has
extended the study of environmental effects to cyclic loading. Crack growth
rates for an Oak Ridge-developed Fe I alloy, 28.62Al,4.8%Cr,O.5ZNb,O.2lC,
bal Fe (FA-129), are shown in Fig. lOa) for the partially disordered B2
condition, and in Fig. lOb) for the fully ordered DO3 condition, both atroom temperature. Note that the lowest crack growth rates are observed withoxygen for both ordered conditions. Values for the slopes as well as

apparent threshold and critical stress intensities for fracture for each
environment and ordered condition may be found in Table II. Values of AKTH
and AKc are lower than reported previously (36,37), because of a machine
error in the previous work. In every respect the D03 condition is less
resistant to cyclic crack growth and fracture, especially in each of the
aggressive environments: air and hydrogen gas. It is now generally
considered that moisture in contact with iron aluminides (Fe 3Al and FeAl)
breaks down by chemical reaction at the surface of the sample, therebyliberating hydrogen, which is the specific embrittling agent (38).

Chromium reportedly improves the ductility of Fe 3Al in monotonic tension
tests in air (39), but offers no benefit under cyclic loading conditions.

Growth rates are actually higher for FA-129 than for a binary alloy with
similar Al content, both tested in the D03 condition (32,36). This unex-
pected result may be due to the influence of chromium on the repeated for-
mation and rupture of the oxide film on a freshly exposed crack surface.
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Fig. 9. Comparative crack propagation rates as a function
of AK for Ni3A1 alloy IC-221 and a number of commercial and
experimental alloys between 5500C and 6500 C (34).
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Fg. 10 Crack growth of F(3AI alloy FA-129, 25°C.
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Table I I Fatigue Crack Growth Data for FA-129 at 250C

AKTH AKC
Condition Fracture Surface m (MiaW'm) (Ma'm)

B2 Oxygen Dimpled, few striations 3.0 20.0 35.9
B2 Air TG, many striation 6.9 14.5 29.9
B2 Gas TO, few striations 8.8 13.8 25.9
DO3 Oxygen Dimpled + cleavage 8.5 13.5 25.1
DO3 Air Mixed, few striations 11.2 13.3 19.8
D03 Gas Mixed, no striations 25.1 11.1 17.4

The influence of temperature on crack growth rates of FA- 129 also has been studied (36).

Growth rates decrease between 250C and 1500C in the B2 and D03 conditions. However, at

higher temperatures growth rates rise again for the D03 condition. (Tests of the B2 condition are

limited to low temperatures due to the occurrence of D03 ordering). Even at 450°C, crack growth

rates are lower than at room temperature, presumably due to the fact that hydrogen diffuses too

rapidly at high temperatures to cause embrittlement. Therefore, it appears that hydrogen

embrittlement is maximized near room temperature, as is the case for structural steels.

t13Al and Ti3 AI Comoosites. Although crack growth phenomena in Ti3A1 alloys have been

studied extensively, little had been published prior to a series of recent papers on Ti-24AI- I 1Nb

(a2) and Ti-25A-1l0Nb-3Mo-1 V (super a2). One of the most interesting aspects of crack growth

behavior is the potent effect of microstructure, see Fig. 11 (40).
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Note that a coarse Widmanstitten microstructure provides the greatest resistance to crack
growth. A similar strong effect of microstructure on HCF behavior of super a2 at 600YC
has been reported by Luetjering et al (41) and has been attributed to the resulting yield
stresses. A bi-model microstructure produces higher yield stresses and longer lives than
an equiaxed or lamellar structure. Fatigue crack growth resistance improves when the
alloy is cycled in vacuum.

Evidence for environmental effects on crack growth of a2 at both room and elevated
temperature has been provided by several groups. There is an effect of frequency on crack
growth rates in laboratory air and in vacuum (10" torr) for Ti-24-11 with coarse
Widmanstatten a 2 surrounded continuously by transformed B (42) (this is a microstructure
with relatively high FCG resistance). Crack growth is much more rapid in air than in
vacuum. Similar observations have been made at temperatures in the range 650-800WC
(43,44). Crack growth rates of Ti-24AI-1lNb decrease between 25°C and 2500 C, but then
increase at higher temperatures (44). Crack growth rates in air decreased with increasing
frequency, and were further decreased by testing in vacuum. Crack growth rates for super
a 2 are considerably lower in vacuum than in air at 7000C; m increases from 2.3 in vacuum
to 4.0 in air (45). Growth rates of Ti-24AI-llNb increase by about ten times at 649*C
when frequency is lowered from 100Hz to 0.01Hz, see Fig. 12 (46). In general, fatigue
crack growth rates in a 2 increase with moist environments (probably due to the release of
hydrogen), lowered test frequency, increased hold times and increased test temperature
(47,48).

Small crack behavior in Ti3AI alloys has befn reported (49,50). Long crack and short
crack data for cast, forged and rolled super a 2 correlate well with AK*ef which is defined
as:

AK*eff = AKV + AK-AKc (2)

where AK, is the value of AK*eff at AK=0 and AKc is the closure level for small cracks
and is about 0.4AK for super a 2. Comparison of the growth rate of small cracks in super

!0 2**W .,,,,,a i 10".0.2 * SllA Wli....,,. M11u1. II,)

1 li..I . 8 a 100HZ
. 1.0 Hz

1400 0 0.01 Hz (Ref. 5)

-~0 10.'34 010180.~m • •IO " 8°°°88

* 649*C

10O.
1'"10 50

Ia~' 51s
* o 0 AK (MPa4m)

&K IMP41/m|

"Fig. 11 Effect of microstructure on Fig. 12 Variation of fatigue crack
crack growth of Ti3 AI at 25 0C (40). growth rates of Ti-24-AI-llNb with

frequency at 649°C (46).
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a2 with those in 7075 Al and in the superalloy Astroloy is shown in Fig. 13 (49). Note that
super a2 has a growth rate slightly higher than for Astroloy but about 10-100x slower than
for 7075 Al. Sop-.~ small cracks arrest in each of the three alloys.

For Ti-24A-1-1Nb small cracks develop arbitrary shapes that are influenced by
* microstructure and texture; the shapes in turn affect crack growth rates. With a

basketweave microstructure as well as with two other microstructures, small and long crack
data correlate well when crack closure is accounted for (50). However, for an aligned
colony structure small crack growth rates were always higher than those for long cracks.

Perhaps the single factor most likely to influence the fatigue crack growth resistance of
titanium aluminides is the use of fibrous reinforcements. Fig. 14 (25) shows that although
the crack growth rates Of a2 and y are higher than for the P/M Ni base superalloy IN 100,
the longitudinally oriented composite Of a2 (Ti-24A1-llNb) with continuous SCS-6 SiC
fibers is far more crack growth resistant than is IN 100. Unfortunately, the transversely
oriented a2 composite displays the highest growth rate of all. (Note: the specimen
geometry differed in that thin tubes of Ti-48Al-IV (y) were utilized; also, the frequency
of tests of the a2 composite was 3.33 Hz, which would be expected to result in a somewhat
lower growth rate than at 0.2 Hz).

TiA]. Data for TiAI(y) alloys are even more limited than for Ti3AL. Due to the low
toughness of y, &K values rarely reach 20 MPa-;m prior to fracture. Note in Fig. 14 that
the growth rate of Ti-48Al-IV is comparable to that of super Q2 (25). Sobayejo et al (51)
have reported the influence of microstructure and temperature on fatigue crack growth
behavior of a P/M Ti-48%Al alloy tested in air. Crack growth at room temperature was
slightly slower than for a Ti-6Al-4V alloy. At 700'C, crack growth was even slower,
probably due to oxide-induced crack closure.

16 Small Faligue crack~s IQ-0

0 A25 of 1.
M0 A262

0 & A2 4d

M 39 CGA s3
0a 10,1 NA 709 I0Q,, ~ S~

1 ~ o100 1000
10 1~ IQ, 102 6K (MP&4m)

AlK, MPa4mn

Fig. 13 Comparison of crack growth Fig. 14 Comparative plot of fatigue
rates for small fatigue cracks in crack propagation rates for tests at
Super Alpha 2 (A2), coarse-grained 650'7C, frequency = 0.2 Hz, and R = 0. 1
Astroloy (CGA), and the alumni- (25). MMC are Ti-24Al-1 lNb/SCS-6.
numn alloys 7075-T651 and 7091 (49).
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The constants A and m in Eq. 1 are extremely sensitive to test conditions for Ti-48Al-2Mn-
2Nb, see Table 11 (52). The slope m varies from 8.2 for as-cast material tested at 7000C
in vacuum to as high as 56.2 for a sample heat treated for 2h at 1200*C and tested at
7000C in air. (This range of slopes is similar to that noted with Fe3 A! alloy FA-129 as a
function of long range order and environment, as was shown in Table 11 (36). James and
Bowen (52) point out that "static failure modes": transgranular cleavage of allotriomorphic
y grains at room temperature or transgranular decohesion at 700 or 800'C contribute to
high values of m. Therefore, microstructures containing large amounts of y grains are not
resistant to cyclic loading at elevated temperatures. Rather, a two phase lamellar a 2/y
microstructure is preferred. Although this alloy displays no change in crack growth rates
between 70(0C and 800M, vacuum decreases the crack growth rates by about an order of
magnitude.

Ductile-Phase Toughened Composites

With the exception of the a 2-SCS-6 system, crack growth data have been reported only for
composites reinforced with ductile phases; data have been published only for tests at room
temperature in air. As in the case of monotonic tests, particles do not confer much
advantage due to the lack of crack-stopping ability of low aspect ratio reinforcements. For
example, sub-critical cracks grow at stress intensities as low as 2-3 MPaem in MoSi2 -Nb
composites (53). For this reason it has been suggested that increasing the aspect ratio,
together with a reduction in particle-matrix interface strength, is necessary for improved
crack growth resistance in these composites (54).

The most detailed study of crack growth in ductile-phase toughened composites has been
carried out on y-TiAI reinforced with 25 or 50/um TiNb particles (54,55). As in the case
of MoSi2-Nb composites, cracks can propagate subcritically at very low stress intensities,
less than 6MPa-im, see Fig. 15 (55), compared to a fracture toughness of 25MPam.
However, the Paris slopes, m, are considerably reduced by TiNb, from 29.4 to about 9.6
for 20vTiNb. A particularly striking observation was that the crack growth resistance of
monolithic TiAl appears to be diminished by the particles, particularly at near-threshold
levels, as shown in Fig. 15 (55).

Table III Grack Growth Data for Ti-48A1-2Mn-2Nb (52)

Heat Treatment Test Conditions A m
mm/cycle

as cast 8000C/vac. 1.62x1015 9.4
as cast 7000C/vac. 3.36x10"t4  8.2
as cast 700'C/air 7.34x10"15 10.0
2h/1200"C 800"C/vav. 7.21x10"26 22.8
2h/120(0C 700*C/air 2.33x10-57  56.2
24h/1200°C 8000C/vac. 1.88x10-25 22.8
24h/1200"C 700*C/air 1.47x10"31  29.2
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Fig. 15 Crack growth rates of y TiAI and TiAl +TiNb
particulate composites (55).

Discaish

Intermetallics with 11 2 structure are the easiest to compare with superalloys because of the
common crystal structure. It is clear that crack initiation under stress control is relatively
difficult in single phase Ll 2 alloys, in spite of the planar slip associated with intermetallics.
Further, crack growth rates at both 250 and 6000 are lower than for either single phase or
precipitation hardened nickel base alloys, as was shown in Fig. 9 (34). It is doubtful that
planarity of slip is the decisive factor, since slip is planar in both the single phase
intermetallics and in the precipitation hardened superalloys.

The titanium aluminides are extremely sensitive to microstructure, test temperature and
frequency. The crack growth rates of both TiAI and Ti3AI show a high value of m, see
Table IMI, especially at low temperature and in air (52). Short crack data for a 2 alloys

generally correlate well with long crack data when crack closure effects in long cracks are
subtracted out. However, microstructure does affect short crack behavior of Ti-24AI-llNb.

Strong effects of temperature, environment and microstructure also are found in crack
growth data for Fe3AI (31,36,37) and Ni3AI (34,35) alloys. As in the case of titanium
aluminides, Fe3AI alloy FA-129 displays Paris exponents that range from "normal" values
of about 3-4 for B2 material tested in vacuum to as high as 40 for the fully ordered DO3
condition tested in hydrogen gas, as was shown in Table II (36). Temperature is extremely
important, as the detrimental effects of water vapor and hydrogen on Fe3 AJ disappear
above about 100*C. However, at high temperatures factors such as decreasing yield stress,
creep-fatigue interactions or environmental interaction of oxygen with fatigue cracks can
sharply increase crack growth rates in Ni3AI alloys.

Summary and Conclusions
On the basis of fairly limited data for intermetallics, the following conclusions may be

drawn:
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1) High cycle fatigue endurance ratios are higher for nickel and titanium aluminides
than for superalloys. However, this may be at least in part due to the very high
strengths of the superalloys, so that absolute values of endurance limit may be

comparable-
2) Cyclic hardening followed by softening occurs in superalloys as well as in most
intermetallics, the only exception being NiAl.
3) Low cycle fatigue behavior of NisAl and NiAl is superior to that of superalloys
when expressed on the basis of strain range.
4) Crack grw rates of Lv2 alloys are lower than for superailoys. Intermetallics
are extremely sensitive to environment, frequency and temperature.
5) Hydrogen and moisture adversely affect fatigue crack growth resistance in Ni Al,
Ti3Ah and Fe3 AI alloys at low temperatures; oxygen has a simila detrimental eaec
at high temperatures for Ni3 AI and Ti3 AI alloys, as well as superalloys.
6) Microstructure strongly influences crack growth behavior of Ti3 AI alloys
7) Crack initiation in Ni3As and NiAs single crystals occurs after the development
of the same pattern of surface damage as seen in conventional alloys.
8) Ductile phase toughening of intermetallics under monotonic loading does not
lead to improved fatigue resistance.
9) Additional research on fatigue of intermetallics, needs to be performed in the
following areas:

a) LCF as a function of temperature, especially for Ni3AI, Ti3AI and TiAI.
b) environmental effects on crack initiation and growth.
c) short crack behavior
d) influence of surface modification on fatigue behavior.
e) all aspects of fatigue behavior of "newer" intermetallics such as MoSi2,

Laves phases, AI3Ti and Nb3AI.
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A
CREEP FRACTURE AND CREEP-FATIGUE FRACTURE IN

CERAMICS AND CERAMIC COMPOSITES

S. Suresh

Division of Engineering, Brown University
Providence, Rhode Island 02912, U.S.A.

Abstract

This paper summarizes recent advances in the area of subcritical crack growth in ce-
ramics subjected to static and cyclic loads at elevated temperatures. Attention is devoted
to the specific role of pre-existing and in-situ-formed glass films in influencing creep frac-
ture and creep-fatigue fracture. Experimental results on the effects of cyclic frequency
and load ratio, along with detailed transmission electron microscopy of crack-tip dam-
age, are presented. The differences between the mechanisms of crack-tip and crack-wake
damage are highlighted. Some general conclusions are drawn about the dependence of
high-temperature damage tolerance on interfacial glass films and about the susceptibility
of ceramic materials to cyclic fatigue fracture.

Introduction

The increasing need for strong, oxidation-resistant, and tough materials in high-
temperature and high-performance propulsion systems has led to enhanced interest in
the elevated-temperature mechanical properties ceramics and ceramic composites. The
new generation of ceramics and ceramic-matrix composites are now candidate materials
for replacing conventional alloys, such as nickel-base superalloys, for a range of high-
temperature structural applications, in competition with intermetallics and structural
silicides. Considerable work has been done in the past decade to identify the mechanisms
which can potentially improve the resistance to crack initiation and subcritical crack
growth at low temperatures (typically below 1000"C). However, the micromechanisms of
fracture and slow crack growth in ceramics subjected to sustained and cyclic loads in the
elevated-temperature environment have remained largely unexplored.

A limited number of experimental studies (e.g., [1, 2]) conducted in the 1970's led
to the notion that the mechanisms responsible for failure under static and cyclic loads
at high temperatures were the same for ceramic materials. Consequently, it was in-
ferred that high-temperature cyclic crack growth rates could be uniquely derived from
sustained-load crack growth rate data. However, more recent experimental work encom-

passing a broader variety of materials, test conditions and microstructures has shown
that cyclic crack growth, in general, cannot be predicted solely on the basis of static
fracture results, and that some ceramic materials do exhibit intrinsic differences in the S

SEduW by N.S. SwkrEV D.i. Duq"Me ail ASF. Giare
The Minerals, Metals & Matmials Society. 1993
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micromechanisms of crack-tip damage under static and cyclic loads, as evidenced by
transmission electron microscopy of crack-tip region (e.g., [3-91).

This paper briefly summarizes work on crack growth, over the temperature range
1050-1400°C, in some monolithic ceramics and ceramics reinforced with SiC whiskers.
Particular attention is devoted to the examination of the effects of glass phase on sub-
critical crack growth under sustained and cyclic loads in the elevated temperature en-
vironment. It is shown that intergranular and interfacial glassy films, which form in
situ ahead of the crack tip as a consequence of the oxidation of Si-containing phases in
the material, promote an overall crack growth response that is similar to that arising
from glassy films introduced during the processing of the ceramic. Transmission elec-
tron microscopy of crack-tip damage as well as electron/optical microscopy of crack-wake
morphology and contact are presented in an attempt to elucidate the influence of cyclic
loading on high-temperature fracture. Specific examples discussed in this paper focus
exclusively on oxide ceramics with and without reinforcements, primarily because of the
large amount of exprimental information which has become available on these systems in
recent years. Furthermore, the experimental conditions described here pertain to situa-
tions where creep-fracture and creep-fatigue fracture are amenable to characterization
on the basis of linear elastic fracture mechanics.

Role of Pre-Existing Glass Phase on High-Temnerature Crack Growth

Figure 1 shows the variation in tensile crack propagation rates per fatigue cycle,
da/dN, in 1050°C air as the function of the stress intensity factor range, AK, for a 90%
pure alumina, which is commerically available as AD90 from Coors Ceramic, Golden,
CO. (This material has an average grain size of 4 ism, tensile and compressive strengths
o' 221 MPa and 2482 MPa, respectively, at room temperature, and a tensile strength of
103 MPa at 1000°C.) The results shown in Fig. 1 were obtained by Ewart and Suresh
[6] using four-point bend specimens pre-cracked in uniaxial cyclic compression. Depsite
the normal scatter in data, some distinct trends emerge. At fixed AK and load ratio, R,
the fatigue crack subjected to a loading frequency v = 0.13 Hz exhibits a significantly
faster growth rate than at 2 Hz. Figure 2 shows the results of Fig. 1 replotted in terms
of crack velocity, da/dt = (da/dN) x v, versus the maximum stress intensity factor,
K... = AK/(1 - R). Also included here are the crack velocity versus nominal K under
static loads in 1050°C air. At comparable values of maximum stress intensity factor,
the crack velocity under static loads is up to two orders of magnitude higher than that
under cyclic loads, with the difference being particularly more pronounced at lower stress
intensity levels. Figure 3 also includes predictions of cyclic crack growth rates on the
basis of static fracture data based on the expression

It is evident that the predicted growth rates deviate significantly from experimental
values, especially at low stress intensity factor levels.

The AD90 ceramic contains impurities of silica and magnesia, and trace amounts
of iron-, sodium- and potassium-oxide which are introduced as amorphous films at grain
boundaries from the sintering aids added during processing. During high temperature de-
formation, the grain boundary films undergo viscous flow which results in the nucleation
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and growth of cavities along grain boundary facets [6]. Ligaments of glass films bridging
the faces of an intergranular crack in the alumina are shown in Fig. 3(a). Although
viscous deformation of amorphous grain boundary films and the attendant intergranular
fracture process are essentially the same under both static and cyclic loading, distinct
differences also exist between the two cases which provide at least a qualitative expla-
nation for the apparently lower grwoth rates seen under cyclic loading [6-91. (1) The
deformation of glassy intergranular films in the crack-tip region and in the crack wake
is highly sensitive to the loading rate (i.e., cyclic frequency and waveform). As a result,
the rate of fracture along grain boundary facets populated with the glass phase would
be expected to be affected by whether the loading is static or cyclic, and by the fre-
quency and waveform of cyclic loading. Experimental work has conclusively shown that
both cyclic frequency and waveforms have a pronounced effect on crack growth rates;
lower frequencies and waveforms with longer hold times at the peak stress (e.g., square
wave form) promote higher crack growth rates [6, 8]. (2) Microscopically tortuous crack
profiles are seen under both static and cyclic loads as a result of intergranular fracture.
However, several differences have been identified between the two cases. First, repeated
loading and unloading in cyclic fatigue creates debris particles of the ceramic within the
crack walls, which enhance roughness-induced fatigue crack closure (e.g., [7]) over and
above that created by the micro-tortuosity of crack path. Second, the pumping action
of the crack walls under cyclic loads can "squeeze out" the glass film from the crack, as
shown in Fig. 3(b). (3) When the concentration of glass film is significantly reduced (as,
for example, in high-purity aluminum alloys such as the 99.9% pure AD999 alumina),
the aforementioned effects contributing to apparent differences between static and cyclic
load failures are also essentially suppressed [6]. Consequently, very little subcritical crack
growth is observed for both sustained and cyclic loads at elevated temperature for the
high-purity ceramic.

Role of In-Situ-Formed Glass Phase on High-Temperature Crack Growth

We now consider examples of materials which, during high-temperature deformation,
form large amounts of glassy films in the crack tip region as a result of environmental in-
teractions. The material selected for illustrating such effects is aluminum oxide reinforced
with 33 vol.% of SiC whiskers, which is a laboratory version of a commerically available
Grade WG300 composite from Greenleaf Corporation, Saegertown, PA. The material,
which is uniaxially hot-pressed in the form of plates with practically full density, has
matrix alumina grains with an average diameter of 1.5 pmn, a-SiC whiskers of 0.1-1.0
pm diameter and a whisker aspect ratio of 10-100 [3, 10]. The whiskers were randomly
oriented in the as-received material. Figure 4 is a transmission electron micrograph
of the as-received microstructure of this ceramic composite. Here, perfect mechanical
bonding between the matrix and SiC whiskers is evident. Note also the absence of any
intergranular or interfacial cavities in Fig. 4. Transmission electron microscopy of the

untested material exhibited very little pre-existing glass phase, with only trace amounts
of Si, K, Fe, S, Ca, Y, and Mo [10].

When the SiC-containing alumina is subjected to deformation or fracture in air at
temperatures typically in excess of 1200°C, the oxidation of SiC occurs initially according
to the reaction [4, 10-13]:

2SiC + 302 -- 2SiO 2 + 2CO.
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In an unnotched and/or uncracked test specimen exposed to such high-temperature aid-
dation with or without an applied stress, the oxidation products leading to the formation
of silica glass will be confined only to the near-surface region because of the paucity of
oxygen in the interior sections of the specimen. However, when the specimen contains a
through-thickness notch or crack, the availability of oxygen uniformly through the thick-
ness of the specimen in regions ahead of the crack-tip results in the formation of glass
phase at SiC-alumina interfaces uniformly ahead of the crack-tip. Detailed transmission
electron microscopy of crack-tip region by Han and Suresh [3] show that the amount of in-
situ-formed glass phase increases with increasing applied K or K.., decreasing loading
rate, increasing concentration of glass-forming phase (in this case, SiC concentration),
and increasing temperature. Although full details of the above reaction are still not fully
understood, available experiments indicate that silica glass is the primary reaction prod-
uct influencing deformation in the early stages of creep ahead of the crack tip [10-141.
However, SiO 2-A120 3 reaction can also result in the formation of alumino-silicate glasses
and, given sufficient time, of mullites. In the high-temperature environment, melting of
the glass films is followed by stress-assisted viscous flow in the crack-tip region leading to
profuse cavitation. Creep deformation arising from the formation of interfacial cavities
is more pronounced when the viscosity of the glass is low and when the glass phase wets
or penetrates the grain facets.

High-temperature crack growth experiments have been conducted in the A12O3-
33% SiC composite in the air environment over the temperature range 1300-15(00°C
using fatigue-pre-cracked four-point bend specimens. Subcritical crack growth has been
observed over distances of several millimeters under both static and cyclic loading con-
ditions over a wide range of stress intensity factor values. Figure 5(a) is an example
of a cyclic fatigue crack profile in the composite subjected to tension fatigue in 14000C
at AK = 3.2-5 MPav/m, R = 0.15 and v = 0.1 Hz. Diffuse microcracking is visible
along the crack wake in addition to periodic deflections/bifurcations of the crack tip.
Figure 5(b) shows the development of a diffuse microcrack zone in the same r-Aterial
after unloading from a tensile load in 1500°C air.

A detailed understanding of the microscopic mechanisms of damage during stable
crack growth can be obtained from transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of the de-
formation zone immediately ahead of the crack tip. For TEM studies in the A120 3-SiC
whisker composite, thin sections from the crack-tip region were prepared using the fol-
lowing procedure. A dose-fitting wedge was introduced into the notch in the specimen
using a thermosetting plastic. The specimen was then cut into thin slices about 100 pm
thick, along planes perpendicular to the plane of the notch. Circular discs, 3 mm in
diameter and covering the region of interest around the crack tip, were cut from these
slices using an ultrasonic vibratory drill (Gatan model 601). The discs were then thinned
further by glueing them to a glass slide and polishing them with a dimpler using a
diamond compound. They were subsequently thinned to perforation by ion beam milling
with a single gun at a voltage of 5 kV and a current of I mA [3, 10].i It is important to ensure that the aforcmentioned technique for thin foil prepa-
ration prior to TEM observation does not lead to damage in the sample, which may
be misconstrued as damage occurring during high-temperature fracture or fatigue test
in the ceramic composite. Therefore, TEM observations of crack-tip damage made on
the ceramic composite specimen (which were subjected a priori to elevated-temperature
fracture) were compared with similar observations made on as-received (untested) ma-
terial (for which TEM foils were prepared using the same thinning, polishing and ion
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milling procedure). Figure 4, which is a typical transmission electron micrograph of
the as-received (untested) microstructure of the Al 20 3-SiC composite, does not reveal
damage.

Figure 6a is a TEM picture showing examples of cavities formed at the interface
between a SiC whisker and the alumina matrix. The cavities grow along the interface
(Figure 6b). The viscous flow of glass along the interfaces and matrix grain bound-
aries results in debonding of the SiC from the surrounding matrix and in the complete
separation of the alumina grain facets, as illustrated in Figure 6c.

The kinetics of SiC oxidation and the geometrical changes in the SiC whiskers in the
crack-tip region are also determined by whether the ceramic composite is subjected to
static or cyclic loading at high temperatures. Under sustained loads, a significant fraction
of the SiC whisker can be converted to glass pocket in the vicinity of the crack tip. Figure
7a shows examples of glass pockets formed within SiC whiskers (regions indicated by the
arrows) in the A12 0 3-SiC composite subjected to slow crack growth under a sudtained
stress intensity factor of approximately 3.5 MPaý,S at 1400 0C. However, if the ceramic
composite is subjected to cyclic loads (even with the maximum stress intensity factor
being the same as that in the static tests), such extensive oxidation of SiC is not observed
because of periodic unloading. On the other hand, cyclic loading causes the SiC whiskers
(in the crack-tip region) to break. Figure 7b shows a broken whisker from a cyclic fatigue
test. Note the meniscus of the molten glass phase (indicated by the arrow) flowing inside
the broken whisker [3].

Figure 8 shows the variation of fatigue crack propagation rates, da/dN, with the
stress intensity factor range, AK, for the A12 0 3-SiC composite subject to load ratios of
0.15, 0.40 and 0.75 in 1400°C air at a frequency of 0.1 Hz. Similar to the trend seen in
the fatigue of metals at room temperature, increasing the load ratio causes an apparent
reduction in the threshold AK for crack growth and an apparent increase in the rates
of fatigue crack growth. At R = 0.15, an increase in test frequency leads to slower crack
growth rates, similar to the trend seen in AD 90 alumina at 10500C.

The variation of crack velocity, da/dt, in the alumina-SiC composite is plotted in
Figure 9 as a function of the applied stress intensity factor KI for static crack growth
experiments conducted in 14000C air (open symbols). Also indicated in this figure are
the fatigue crack velocities, (da/dt) = (da/dN) x v, as a function of the maximum stress
intensity factor, K,., for the cyclic fatigue tests conducted on the ceramic composite in
1400*C at R = 0.15 and v = 0.1 Hz and 2 Hz. Similar to the trend seen in the alumina
ceramic, the cyclic crack growth rates in the ceramic composite are significantly lower
than those seen under static loads. Furthermore, an increase in test frequency results in
"a reduction in the rates of fatigue crack growth. It is found that the predictions of cyclic
crack growth rates, on the basis of static crack growth data, deviate significantly from
the experimenal results. These differences between static and cyclic crack growth rates

j have been attributed to (i) the differences in the microscopic mechanisms of deforma-
tion ahead of the main crack-tip (e.g., Figures 7a and T7), (ii) enhanced levels of crack
closure, frictional sliding along ;nterfaces, and bridging of the crack faces by whiskers
under cyclic loading conditions and (iii) rate-sensitivity of deformation of the viscous
glass phase along interfaces. Note the similarity of the effects of static and cyclic loading
on high-temperature crack growth in the ceramic composite to those seen earlier for the
monolithic alumina. Figure 10 schematically summarizes the effects of various mechani-

cal loading variables on static and cyclic fatigue crack growth in ceramic materials whoc
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high-temperature crack growth response is influenced by the presence of interfacial glass
films.

In both monolithic ceramics (such as polycrystalline alumina) and ceramic compos-
ites (such as alumina reinforced with SiC whiskers), pre-existing or in-situ-formed glass

i films at interfaces accommodate deformation at the crack-tip by the nucleation and
i growth of cavities. The predominant role of this cavitation process in controlling crack-

tip damage also results in the suppression of any dislocation plasticity within the matrix
grains. In this context, it is interesting to examine recent experiments on molydisilicide-
matrix composites with SiC reinforcements. MoSi 2 and MoSi 2-50 mol.% WSi2 alloys
are known to undergo a brittle-ductile transition at approximately 1000°C. These in-
termetallics also contain silica glassy films at interfaces as a result of the reaction (e.g.,1151):

5(Mo,W)Si2 + 702 -# (Mo,W)sSi 3 + 7SiO 2.

During high-temperature crack growth in (Mo,W)Si 2 alloys with SiC reinforcements, the
presence of the glass film promotes intergranular and interfacial cavitation in the crack-
tip region in much the same way as that seen for the ceramic materials. The presence of
the glass also appears to suppress dislocation plasticity and slip within the matrix. As
a result, the high-temperature subcritical fracture characteristics of the silicide-matrix
composites are qualitatively similar to those of the alumina-SiC composites schematically
sketched in Fig. 10 [15]. Since carbon reduces the extent of glass by aiding in the following
reaction,

2SiO 2 + 6C -+ 2SiC + 4CO,

attempts are currently underway [16, 17] to develop high-temperature silicides with
reduced amounts of glass phase through proper additions of carbon.

Discussion and Concluding Remarks

In this review, it is demonstrated that the presence of glassy films, either pre-exising
or forming in situ in the high temperature environment, can have a profound effect on
the subcritical crack growth response of ceramics and ceramic composites. Experimental
evidence available in the literattre indicates that interfacial glass films generally have
the following effects on creep fracture and creep-fatigue fracture in ceramics and ceramic
composites:

SAn increase in the apparent differences in crack growth response between static and
cyclic fracture at elevated temperature, as compared to brittle solids with little or
no amorphous intergranular phases.

o An increase in the sensitivity of high-temperature crack growth to cyclic frequency,
waveform and hold times as a consequence of the strain-rate-sensitivity of the glass
phase to deformation.

e A noticeable increase in the tendency of the material to develop interfacial cavitation
and microcracking.
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o A decrease in the thresholds for creep crack growth and creep fatigue crack growth.

o Expanded range of subcritical crack growth (i.e., greater spread of K or AK val-
ues over which subcritical fracture occurs) during static and cyclic fatigue at high
temperatures.

o Suppression of dislocation activity within the matrix.

It has traditionally been assumed that ceramic materials do not exhibit true cyclic
fatigue effects due to the absence of cyclic plasticity. However, the results reviewed in
this paper and those reported elsewhere [18-21] dearly show that cyclic fatigue effects
can occur in ceramic materials in many different ways:

1. A mechanical (cyclic) fatigue effect wherein the macroscopic mode of fracture under
cyclic loads is distinctly different from that seen under monotonic loads. The mode
I fatigue fracture of notched ceramic materials in cyclic compression [18, 19] is
an example of this mechanical fatigue effect and it is distinctly different from the
splitting mode of failure (parallel to compression axis) under monotonic compression.

2. A microscopic fatigue effect wherein the mechanisms of deformation and failure
under cyclic loads is distinctly different from that seen under static loads. The
differences between failure mechanisms observed under static and cyclic loads in the
elevated-temperature failure of the A120 3-SiC composite (Figures 7a and 7b) under
cyclic tension are examples of this microscopic fatigue effect.

3. A micromechanical fatigue effect wherein kinematically irreversible cyclic deforma-
tion arises in ceramic materials as a consequence of microcracking, phase transfor-
mations, creep, interfacial sliding or crack bridging, analogous to slip irreversibility
in metal fatigue. The generation of localized residual tensile stresses and the nu-
cleation of compression fatigue cracks [18, 19] is an outcome of this kinematically
irreversible microscopic deformation.

4. A mechanical fatigue phenomenon arising from crack-wake effects wherein differ-
ences in crack closure, crack bridging, or grain bridging result in apparently dif-
ferent crack growth rates between static and cyclic fatigue, even though the basic
micromechanisms of deformation and failure are similar [20, 211. The differences
between static and cyclic fatigue crack growth rates at high temperatures in the
polycrystalline alumina ceramic are an example of this type of fatigue effect.
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Fig. 5. Fatigue crack profiles in air. (a) 1400*C and (b) 150000.

ii
Fig. 6. (a)-(c) Examples of the growth of cavities along grain boundaries and interfaces

ithe immediate vicinity of a fatigue crack tip in the alumina -SiC composite in 1400*C
air.
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Fig. 7. Differences between the mecha-
nismns of (a) static (darkc-field TEM in-
age) and (b cyclic fatigue damage in the
crack-tip) region for the ceramic composite
in 1400'C air.
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ENVIRONMENTAL EMBRITFrLEMENT OF ORDERED INTERMETALLICS AT

AMBIENT TEMPERATURES
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Abstract

It is demonstrated that the environmental embrittlement of ordered intermetallics, which is
caused by hydrogen released from moisture in air or hydrogen gas in environment at ambient
temperatures, takes place in, various kinds of crystal structures, alloys and microstructures.
First, the phenomenology of the environmental embrittlement, i.e. atmosphere, temperature
and strain rate dependencies, as well as alloying, doping and microstructural effects, is
presented in terms of mechanical properties, fractography and microstructural features. Next,
possible mechanisms of embrittlement involving the kinetics (i.e. decomposition, migration
and condensation of hydrogen) and the bond breaking are discussed. Finally, some evidence
indicating suppression of the embrittlement through selection of deformation c',ndition,
alloying and microstructural modification is presented.

Criticul latwus in tdie Developsctm of Highi Temperature Sgauseftal Materials
Wirred by M.S. Stoloft. DJ. Do"=eu andl AF. GuianeA
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Introduction

It has been believed that a number of ordered intermetallics, which possess attractive high-
temperature structural properties, have superior environmental resistance because they
generally have a high melting point, good thermal, chemical and microstructural stability.
Also the poor ductility and brittle fracture of ordered intermetallics which have limited their
use as engineering materials, were overcome by the substantial recent efforts. However, as
many observations on their mechanical properties are reported, it is clear that the
environmental resistance of most ordered intermetallics is not always high under the
dynamical condition, such as in loading and also in ordinary atmosphere, such as air. It has
been demonstrated during the last and this decades that the environmental embritdement of
ordered intermetallics, which is caused by hydrogen released from moisture in air or
hydrogen gas in environment at ambient temperatures, occurs severely in various kinds of
crystal structures, alloys and microstructures.

In this article, the phenomenological features of the environmental embrittlement of ordered
inturmetallics, which are evaluated by mechanical property and fractography, are summarized
in terms of testing condition (i.e. atmosphere, temperature and strain rate dependencies) as
well as of material condition (i.e. alloying, doping and microstructural effects whether
polycrystal or single crystal). The mechanisms responsible for the environmental
embrittlement, which involve a number of processes such as decomposition, permeation,
migration and condensation of hydrogen and the bond breaking, are presented. Also, strong
evidence indicating suppression of the embrittlement through alloying, doping and
microstructural modification, and some attempts to control the embrittlement through
modifying the surface composition and selecting the appropriate deformation condition are
presented. Finally, it is demonstrated that the environmental embrittlement of ordered
mtermetallics is a major cause and an extrinsic factor for their low ductility and brittle
fracture. Another kind of environmental embrittlement, which is operative at elevated
temperatures and is associated with oxygen released from air, is excluded from this article.

Phenomenological Features

Just as traditional materials such as high strength-low alloy steels and titanium base alloys, it
has been known that some L12 ordered intermetallics of (Fe,Ni)3V [I], Ni3Fe [2], boron-
doped Ni3Al [3], and CoMTi [4] alloys are embrittled by electro-charging of hydrogen at low
temperatures, and ThAl [5,6] and TiAl [7] alloys are embrittled by hydrogen gas exposure at
high temperatures (Table I also lists other materials showing such hydrogen embrittlement).
This kind of embrittlement is due to the compulsoriy injected hydrogen into materials.
However, the fact that these ordered intermetallics are more susceptible to hydrogen
embrittlement and more critical than traditional materials was first shown in b12-type CoMTi
polycrystal which has been known to be intrinsically ductile [4,8]. Figure 1 shows that when
CosTi polycrystals are tensile-tested in vacuum, air and hydrogen charging obtained
elongation value was lower in air than in vacuum, and the lowest value was observed in
hydrogen-charging. This result reveals that the embrittling species is hydrogen and also the
embrittlement in air is due to the moisture or hydrogen gas in a low level in air. Since this
finding, a number of alloys were shown to be simply embrittled in air at ambient
temperatures, as summarized in Table I. It is demonstrated from Table I that the
environmental embrittlement is operative in various kinds of crystal structures, alloy systems
and microstructures, one limiting form of which is single crystal. Table I also indicates that
the environmental embrittlement has been observed in ordered intermetallics which were
ductilized by alloying or found to be intrinsically ductile.

The effect of testing atmosphere

As shown in Figure 1, the elongation strongly depends on the environment. A number of L12
ordered intermetallics of Co3Ti and their alloys [4,8-1i], (CoFe)sV alloys [ 12,131, Ni3AI and
their alloys [14-19], NisSi and their alloys [20-231 in both of polycrystal and single crystal
form were tensile tested in various atmospheres (including liquid medium) such as vacuum,
air, oxygen gas, Ar gas, hydrogen gas, distilled water, mixture of Ar and hydrogen gas.
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Table I Ordered intennetallics showing the environmental (and hydrogen) embrittlement

Type Single/ Alloys Environmental Hydrogen BREneica
polycystalembrittlement embrittlement addition

=12 polycrystaI WbAr o
NibAl+B o 0 0
NisAI+Be 0
Nib(Al,Mn) 0 0
NibAl+Zr+B 0 0
NiuSi 0
Ni3Si+B 0 0
Ni3(Si,Ti)+B 0
Nis(Si,Ti)+C 0
COM ~ 0 0
CosTi+X 0
CosTi+Fe 0
CosTi+Al 0
Co3Ti+B 0
C03Ti+C 0
CowTi+Be 0
(Co,Fe,Ni)3V 0
NiiFe 0

single Ni3(AITi) 0 0
Ni3(A1,Ti)+B 0 0 0
Nis(Si,Ti) o o
Ni3(Si,Ti)+B 0 0
(Co,Ni)3Ti 0 0

Llo polycrystal TiAl 0 o
TiAI+Cr 0 0

DOt, polycrystal TisAl 0 0
B2 polycrystal FeAl o o

FeCo+V 0
NiAl 0 0

M0 polycrystal FesAl 0 0IFe3Al+Cr o o 0
Others Ioycytal Ni2Cr o
"Environmenta enirilement" means the embrittlemnent occurring in air or in other
atmosphere while "Hydrogen embrittlement" means the embrittlemnent occurring by
cathodic charging or by hydrogen gas exposure. Note that "Beneficial addition" means
doping or alloying elements resulting in the suppression of the environmental (or
hydrogen) embrittlemnent. Also, the blanks in the column of "Hydrogen embrittlement"
mean that the effect has not been investigated.

Observed result was that the tensile elongation is generally the highest in vacuum, low in air
or distilled water, and the lowest in hydrogen gas or cathodic charging. However, the yield
stress and the strain hardening were insensitive to the testing atmosphere.

Testing atmosphere effect on the tensile ductility was also observed in bcc-derivative crystal
structures such as D03type Fe3Al and B2-type FeAl [24,251. Trend is quite similar to that in
L12 ordered intermetallics. When samples were tested in air, these alloys were severely
embrittled, although the yield stress was again insensitive to testing environment. CuZn also
showed the apparent environment embrittlement in distilled water, but may be categorized as
stress-cracking in a solution [261.

Figure 2 shows another example where environmental (and also hydrogen) embrittlemnent was
observed in monolithic 'y-TiAI alloy with Llo structure; the elongations were lower in air and
in hydrogen gas than in vacuum [271. Quite the same environmental effect was observed in
TiAA base ordered intermetallics, the ductility of which was evaluated by three-point bending
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Figure 1 Stress-strain curves of Lb1-type CoMT polycrystals with and without boron
which were tensile tested at room temperature in various atmospheres.[RT
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Figure 2 Stress-strain curves of Llo-type TiAI polycrystals which were tensile tested at
room temperature in various atmospheres. Two sets of tensile deformations
were performed to confirm reproducibility.
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Figure 3 Com~parison of the stress-strain curves of Ni3(SiTi) single crystals with [0011
orientation deformed under two vacuum degrees of 2.7xl105 Pa and 6.7x]0-4 Pa.
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Figure 4 Variation of the tensile elongation wafm strain rate for Ni3(AI,Ti) single
crystals with [001] orientation which were doped with a trace amount of
boron and tensile-tested in various atmospheres.
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Figure 5 Variation of the tensile elongation with strain rate for B32-type
FeAI polycrystals deformed in air.

[281. It was recently reported that -t-TiAI titanium aluminide consisting of a lamellar
structure, that is, pobysynthetic twinned crystal (PST) shows the apparent environmental effect
on their mechanical properties [29]; it was higher when tested in vacuum or in dry air than in
air or in hydrogen gas.

Interesting result was shown in DOI-type Fe3Al and 112-type FeAI [23,241, and L12-type
Ni3Al alloyed with Zr [181 and (Co,Fe)3V [12,131; the highest elongation value was not
obtained in samples tensile-tested in vacuum but in oxygen gas, indicating evidence that the
environmental embrittlement is suppressed.

Figure 3 shows the effect of vacuum degree on the tensile elongation of L12-type Ni3(Si,Ti)
single crystal with [001] orientation (30]. The tensile elongation of sample tested in vacuum
degree of 2.7x 10- Pa was higher than that of samnple tested in vacuum degree of 6.7xIl04 Pa.
This result suggests that the ductility of this material is still affected under this range of
vacuum degree, meaning that the environmental embrittlement in ordered intermetallics is so
severe in contrast to ordinary materials such as iron and steel.
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Strain rate dependence

The strain rate dependence on the tensile ductility was investigated in a number of L12 type
[4-11,15,16,21,22,30] and B2-type [31,32]-type ordered intermetallics. As examples, Figures
4 and 5 show the results on Ni3(AI,Ti) single crystals with [001] orientation which were
doped with a trace amount of boron and tested in a variety of atmospheres [33], and the result
on FeAI polycrystals deformed in air [311, respectively. Tensile elongation generally
decreased with decreasing strain rate, depending on the testing atmosphere, although the yield
stress and the strain hardening were primarily independent of strain rate. In some cases, an
apparent ductil ,-brittle transition was observed. Figure 5 demonstrates that the tensile
elongation of FeAI (B2 structure), which has been believed to be intrinsically brittle, rapidly
increased in a strain rate range beyond 10-1/sec. Thus, the strain rate effect indicates that the
environmental embrittlement is dynamic effect due to the competitive process of hydrogen
with the applied deformation rate.
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Figure 6 Variations of small punch fracture energy (SPEE) with temperature for
CoaTi polycrystals deformed in air.
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Figure 7 Variations of the tensile elongation with temperature for Lih-type Ni3(SiTi)
single crystals with [001] orientation which were deformed in air and in
vacuum, respectively.
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In addition to the above, some ordered intermetallics like TiAI PST with a lamellar structure
was shown to be sensitive to strain rate [29]; the tensile elongation increased with increasing
the strain rate. Thus, it is noted that the strain rate effect was observable whenever alloy
shows the effect of the testing atmosphere on the tensile ductility.

Temperature dependence

The effect of temperature on the embrittlement has been reported in some L12 ordered
intermetallics of Co3Ti base alloys in polycrystalline form [9,34], Nb(AI,Ti) in single
crystalline form [33], Nb(SiTi) in both polycrystal [21,22] and single crystal [30] form, and
in B2 ordered intermetallics of FeAl (36.5%A!) polycrystals [35]. Figure 6 shows the
variation of toughness (i.e. fracture energy) of CoiTi polycrystals which was evaluated in air
by the compressive punch test as a function of temperature [341; the minimum in toughness
was observed around room temperature (i.e. 300 K), indicating that the toughness loss is
limited to ambient temperature. With an increase in test temperature to 400 K and also with a
decrease in test temperature below 200 K, the toughness was recovered to high values. As an
another example, Figure 7 showf the variation of elongation with temperature for L12-type
Ni3(Si,Ti) single crystals with [001] orientation which were deformed in air and vacuum[301;
the elongation minimum appears around room temperature when samples are deformed in air
and low degree of vacuum (6.7x10-4 Pa). As already described in a previous section (Fig. 3),
when sample is deformed in high degree of vacuum (2.7x10"M Pa), the elongation increased
and consequently the minimum in the curve of the elongation vs. temperature disappeared.
This result means that the minimum of the elongation, i.e. the embrittlement at room
temperature therefore can be attributed to the hydrogen embrittlement. However, there were
some cases at which even when samples were deformed in high degree of vacuum the
elongation displayed the minimum around room temperature [9,33] (for an example, see
Figure 8). This result indicates that residhal hydrogen contained in the sample may affect the
elongation property. Otherwise, vacuum degree may be not high enough. More work is
needed to know the roles of hydrogen from environment and residual hydrogen in the
material.
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Figure 8 Variations of the elongation with temperature for L12-type Co3Ti alloys
containing various additive elements which were deformed in vacuum.

Besides L12 and B2 (or DO3) ordered intermetallics, the testing temperature effect on the
embrittlement has been observed in y-TiAl [27]; in this case, the discrepancy of the tensile
elongation between air and vacuum was larger at 673 K than at room temperature. However,
whether the environmental embrittlement observed at 673 K is associated with hydrogen or
with oxygen is not identified yet [27].
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Recovery in ductility at cryogenic temperature can be attributed to the lowering of the
mobility of hydrogen into the near tip region of propagating micro-crack [8,11], or to a
combined effect of (a) reduction in the kinetics of decomposition of moisture, and Mb
lowering of the equilibrium moisture content in air at this temperature [35]. On the other
hand, the ductility recovery at high temperatures can be attributed to the reduction in the
capability of hydrogen condensation into the associated place [8,111, or to a rapid in-situ
formation of protective oxide scales on sample surfaces [23,241.

Here, it must be noted that the reduction of the tensile ductility by hydrogen charging is
generally recovered after a degassing treatment and then stressing under a high vacuum
environment; the recovery has been established simply at room temperature in the case of
CoMT polycrystals [8], 473 K in the case of (Fe, Ni)sV [1], at 673 K in the case of boron-
doped Ni3AI [3] and 673 K in the case of Nis(AI,Mn) 115]. These results suggest that the
reduced ductility in these alloys is not due to the permanent damage such as a hydride or
swelling void, and also that hydrogen can be penetrated into the sample interior or degassed
into the outer environment, in a reversible way.

vacuum

Ar

Hydogcn
a o

5.8 X 10-s' 5.8X 10-15- 5.8 x 10'-1 -

Figure 9 The effect of the testing atmosphere and strain rate on the fracture pattern
observed in Ni3(AITi) single crystals with [001] orientation.

Fracture mode

In response to the embrittlement, i.e. with decreasing the tensile ductility, the fracture mode
changed from "ductile" mode to "brittle" mode, depending on crystal structures, alloys and
microstructures. In the case of polycrystals of L12 ordered intermetallics of COMl [4,8-11],
Ni3AI [14,15,17-19], (FeNi)sV [12,13], Ni3Si [20-23] and their alloys, the fracture mode
changed from transgranular fracture to intergranular fracture. Thus, hydrogen promoted
brittle fracture separating grain boundaries, which are the (inherent) weakest defect path. In
the case of single crystals of Lon ordered intermetallics of CosTi [11], No(A raTi) [16,33] and
env(SiTi) [30], the fracture mode changed from the dimple pattern or the ripple pattern, to the
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river pattern with decreasing the tensile ductility. Figure 9 shows the fracture patterns
observed in Ni3(AI,Ti) single crystals with [0011 orientation as functions of testing
atmosphere and strain rate [16]. In the embrittled situation, the fracture plane consisted of
featureless smooth facets accompanied with river patterns. Corresponding to the change in
fracture pattern (i.e. mode), measured fracture planes also changed depending on alloys; with
decreasing the ductility, fracture plane changed, from (I 11) plane (or non-crystallographic
plane) which is usually inclined to the stress axis, that is, along highest applied resolved shear
stress, to (001) plane which is usually normal to stress axis, that is, has the maximum
resolved normal stress [11,16,30,33]. In the case of the severest embrittlement of NiLAI,Ti)
single crystals which were deformed in hydrogen gas and also at a very slow strain rate,
(011) and (111) fracture planes were observed [16]. However, the fracture pattern on II11)
plane in this case was quite distinct from the fracture pattern on (I I I) plane observed in
vacuum. The fracture patterns in the former case showed the river patterns, revealing fracture
by the brittle manner. Thus, these results indicate that the cohesive strength is affected by
hydrogen and also depends on alloys.

To summarize the fractography of the embrittled L12 ordered intermetallics it may be
remarked that even though certain amount of plastic deformation precedes before fracture of
sample, fracture mode is quite brittle, i.e. showing the river pattern in the case of single
crystals and grain boundary facets in polycrystals. This result is in contrast to the fracture
patterns in embrittled iron and steel, where certain amount of plastic deformation is not
expected whenever embrittlement occurs.

In the case of polycrystal of B2 FeA! ordered intermetallic [24,25], with decrease in ductility,
the fracture mode changed from mainly intergranular fracture (e.g. in oxygen), through mixed
mode fracture (e.g. in vacuum), to mainly transgranular (cleavage) fracture (e.g. in air). Thus,
in this alloy, the brittle fracture mode is not intergranular fracture but transgranular (cleavage)
fracture. The cleavage plane in the embrittled condition was determined to be (001) plane
[361.

In the case of monolithic r-TiAl, the fracture mode was mainly transgranular cleavage with
river pattern and basically insensitive to the testing atmosphere [27,281. The corresponding
cleavage plane has not been determined yet. In TiAl PST with a lamellar structure, it was
found that they fail in a cleavage-like mode with a habit plane parallel to lamellar boundaries
between cm phase and 'yphase. Otherwise, fracture occurs across lamellar boundaries [29]. It
was suggested that the lamellar boundaries with higher interfacial energy have large free

* volume and thereby provide preferential site (or diffusion path) for hydrogen atoms, resulting
in easier separation [291.

Mechanisms

The environmental (i.e. hydrogen) embrittlement is caused via some microscopic processes
involving hydrogen diffusion (and reaction) kinetics and bond breaking. Process of diffusion
kinetics furthermore may involve some processes consisting of (1) the reaction (or
decomposition) of moisture, hydrogen gas or distilled water (or a solution), (2) penetration (or
injection) into sample interior, (3) migration and (4) condensation into the corresponding
region (or defect). Understanding the mechanism for these processes is important to control
or to suppress the environmental embrittlement of ordered intermetallics. It has been
demonstrated that each process and the associated mechanism involve specific feature which
is not always similar to the hydrogen embrittlement observed in conventional materials such
as iron and steel.

Kinetics

As shown in Table I, the major components in most ordered intermetallics are reactive
elements, such as aluminum, silicon, titanium and vanadium. These elements (Macive) may
strongly react with moisture in air or water in solution, as shown in below [24];
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Mweo + Hl-O MO + 2H

In other words. the element Mdw generally has very high affinity with oxygen and thereby
atomic hydrogen (H) can be released from H2O into the mat interior. Based on this
reaction, it was demonstrated that the highest ductility obtained in samples deformed in
oxygen gas [12.13,18,23,24] is due to the reaction of the element Mcive with oxyrn gas
competing with the moisture reaction in eq. (1), therefore reducing the generation of atomic
hydrogen from the moistue in air [24).

Table I also shows that other major components in most ordered intermetaflics are the
transition eements, such as nickel, iron and cobalt. These elements (hmsadnm) may play an
impotant role as surface reactive element, i.e. catalysis, as shown in below [8,22,371:

Hi -+ 2H (2)

Mwanmsfo (catalysis)

It has been well known that the transition metals, particularly VIII elements, are very surface
active elements and therefore expected to be very effective as catalyst. This reaction results
in easier decomposition of molecular (i.e. gaseous) hydrogen (H2) into atomic hydrogen,
although eq. (2) may proceed via some metastable reactive products (processes).

Thus, it is predicted that a number of ordered intermetallics consisting of Macive in minority
of content and Mtumi in majority of content are susceptible to two kinds of environmental
embrittlements, i.e. the moisture-induced and hydrogen-induced embrittlements. However, in
both cases, it is very likely that slip steps or free surface of microcrack freshly exposed during
deformation work as catalyst and thereby promote both the reactions by eqs, (I) and (2)
[8,22,37]. Some experimental facts that the environmental embrittlement is operative under
loading, that is, in a stage of plastic deformation after yielding of materials support this idea.

Hydrogen generated by eqs. (1) or (2) must migrate (or permeate) to the region where
hydrogen condenses and the breaking takes place. Dislocations, grain boundaries, interfaces
and also crack surface linked to the free surface are able to provide rapid diffusion paths for
hydrogen. Dislocations in ordered intermetallics mostly move in the form of a pair of

* superpartials bounding with antiphase boundary (APB) or stacking fault (SF). This
characteristic of dislocations may provide very rapid diffusion path of hydrogen or collects

* sufficient amount of hydrogen during their sweeping, although the exact mechanisms are not
understood. Grain boundaries which are inherently the weakest links in polycrystals with Lh

S* structure also may provide rapid diffusion path. However, it is suggested that hydrogen
migration along free surface, grain boundaries or dislocations in the very vicinity of
propagating crack tips are very important because the phenomenon is so rapid, spontaneous
and caused by a trace amount of moisture or hydrogen gas. In-situ observation using the
transmission electron microscope (TEM) observation is helpful to further understand this
subject.

Various kinds of defects such as grain boundaries, phase interfaces (e.g. lamellar interface,
matrix-inclusion interface and so on) and micro-cracks produced by intersection of two slip
systems are possible condensation sites for hydrogen because their interfaces generally have
high interfacial energies and high free volumes. The condensation is also promoted by stress
concentration introduced around these defects and combined with high stresses piled up in
front of propagating crack tips. There exists the hierarchy for the hydrogen condensation and
the associated hydrogen embrittlement. For example, in L12 structure, the environmental
embrittlement is caused by intergranular fracture in the case of polycrystals, but by cleavage
fracture in the case of single crystals. It appears that the embrittlement due to the former
fracture mode occurs under a low level of applied stress, i.e. in low content of hydrogen.
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Basically three micromechanisms can be considered for the bond breaking due to hydrogen
embritteient of ordered intermetallics as well as traditional materials such as iron and steel:
(1) associated with hydride formed before deformation or under loading,
(2) due to locally enhanced plasticity, i.e. "ductile" mechanism,
(3) due o the decohesion, i.e. "brittle" mechanism.

When y-TiA1 or ThAI is exposed in high concentation of hydrogen, the alloys wen shown to
be embrittled by the formation of hydrides [5,6,7]. Therefore, the mechanism (1) may be
applicable to ordered intermetallics consistinh 3f, or containing Ti (or Zr, Hf) element. The
hydrides themselves can be cracked, or introduce lattice cracking under stress concentrations
formed around them. However, hydride formation has not been detected when yF-IAI is
embrittled in air and even in hydrogen gas at ambient tempenture (221. This result reveals
that the envoimentaiLembrittlement in these alloys is not due to hydrides, but to atomic
hydrogen.

Ther is some evidence supporting that mechanism (3) is applicable to embrittlement in a
number of ordered internetallics. Many L12 polycrysta]s including NMI, NiSi, C0Ti and,
their alloys showed very featreless patterns on their fractue grain boundary facets. On the
other hand, L12 single crystals including (CoNi)iTi [1I], Ni3(AITi) 1161 and Ni3(Si,Ti) [301
fractured on low index crystallographic planes, accompanied with the river patterns,
indicating the reduction of the lattice bonding. Also, in an in-situ TEM study in (CoNi)3Ti, it
was found that hydrogen accumulated at the tip of propagating crack introduced a large
number of stacking faults which hindered the emission and motion of dislocations and
thereby decreased the associated plastic work at the crack tip [11]. Similarly, in-sirn TEM
observation in NisAI with and without boron showed that hydrogen causes the embrittlement
by decreasing the cohesive strength of grain boundaries [381.

Table II Fracture stress of Lh-type Nn(Si,Ti) single crystals which had crystal
orientations [001] and (123] and were deformed in water and in vacuum, respectively.

Testing atmosphere
Vacuum Water

(0011 [123] [001] [t23]

Fracture stress (MPa) 1150 1022 802 885

Resolved normal fracture stress 1150 853 802 739
on (001) plane (MPa)

Relative ratio of [123] to [001] 0.74 0.92

Resolved shear fracture stress 470 509 328 441
on (111) plane (MPa)

Relative ratio of [123] to [001] 1.08 1.34

Recent study using Ll2-type Nis(Si,Ti) single crystals provided good insight on the
decohesion mechanism [30]. Fracture stress of their single crystals was investigated as a
function of crystal orientation, i.e. on two orientations of [001] and [T23]. Both orientations
showed 1001) cracking in distilled water, indicating hydrogen embrittlement, while both
orientations showed ( 11) fracture plane in vacuum, indicating no embrittlement [30]. Table
H represents the corresponding fracture stress, and calculated resolved normal fracture stress
on (001)} plane and rsolved shear fracture stress on 1111)I plane, respectively. The fact that
resolved normal fracture stress on (0011 plane was primarily independent of crystal
orientation when deformed in water indicates that fracturing was controlled by the cohesion
.srength on (001 plane. Similarly,thefactthatresolvedshearfrcture stress on (I l) plane
was independent of crystal orientation when deformed in vacuum indicates that fracture was
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controlled by shearing along (I I1) plane. Thus, it is concluded that the cohesion stress on
1001) plane in Li2 stnructu was, under the influence of hydrogen, reduced below the fracture
strenth on (l )plane.

It was shown in a previous section that the embrittled FeAI (82 structure) fractures on 1001)
plane [361. This result also supports a possible reduction of the cohesive strength by
hydrogen injected from environment [24,25,39],which is also consistent with the calculationby Fu [401; the charge trasfer frown Fe to H results in the weakening of d-bonding and is then

mostly effective on the lattice bonding between (001) atomic planes. Measurement of
fracture strength in FeAI polycrystals containing 35%A1 also supports the cohesion

mchanism 1391; the fracture strength in air was insensitive to, and then lower than the
maximum strength obtained by prestraining in oxygen gas. This result, thus, demonstrates
that hydrogen released from moisture reduces atomic bonding and causes crack initiation (or
propagation) at a relatively lower strength.

Thus, the environmental embrittlement in most ordered intermetallics is caused by dynamic
and atomistic mechanism by which the cohesive strength and the associated plastic flow
around a crack tip are affected. The details of this embrittlement due to hydrogen can be
understood in terms of the electronic concept for fracturing, as argued by Eberhart et aL[41 ].

Control and Suppression

Control and suppression of the environmental embrittlement is the technologically important
subject to use ordered internetallics as engineering structural materials. First, from the point
of view of experimental (or testing) condition, discussion in the foregoing section proposes
the following ways:

(1) to deform materials in vacuum, inert gas or dry air,
(2) to deform at high temperatures (mostly 3000C--400C), otherwise at cryogenic

temperature,
(3) to deform at high deformation rate.

Indeed, based on above ways, the present author has been able to fabricate a number of
ductile ordered intermetallics which have been known to be very brittle in ambient air
environment [42-441.

From the point of view of material condition, some ways to control the embrittlement are
possible and indeed have been demonstrated:

(1) modification of surface composition by which reactions by eqs. (1) and (2) can be
reduced,

(2) alloying method,
(3) microstructural modification.

Concerning method (1), surface film coating or protective oxidation scales on surface which
have definite interface to matrix may be not successful because cracking of surface film
introduced during deformation does not deserve the suppression of reactions by eqs. (1) and
(2). Diffused alloying layer appears to be effective in suppressing the decomposition and
penetration of hydrogen from environment.

Recent attempts to control or suppress the environmental embrittlement by alloying have
been shown to be very promising. Table I summarizes some examples whose alloying is
beneficial to suppress the losses of the tensile ductility in air or in hydrogen gas. First finding
was shown in L12 CosTi polycrystals [9]; among variety of alloying elements (V, Ta, Cr, Mo,
W, Fe, Al and Ge) to Co3Ti (23 atTi), the elements of Fe and Al at a few atomic % level
showed a tendency to suppress the embrittlement in air, as shown in Figure 10 [45]. The
beneficial effect of the element Fe may be attributed to a more homogeneous electronic
distribution at grain boundaries where some of the Co-Ti bonds are replaced by Co-Fe bonds
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[42-44]; the effect of Al is yet to be explored. In this alloy, the control of stoichiometric
composition was found to be effective in reducing the environmental embrittlement [8];
CoSTi alloys containing low Ti content showed small amount of reduction in the tensile
elonlation in air, in comparison with CsTi alloys containing high Ti content [8]. Most
striking result was found on NhAl polycrystals doped with boron [461 and on Nis(Si,Ti)
polycrystals doped with boron and carbon [21,22]. The tensile elongation of boron-doped
Ni Ai polycrymss wen basically insensitive to the test environment and test strain rawe [46]
although this alloy has been known to be embritled by compulsory injected hydrogen [3].
This result indicates that boron is the beneficial element in suppression of the environmental
embrittlement of NbAl. Figure I I shows the environmental effect on the tensile elongation
for Nki(Si,Ti) polycrystals with and without boron and carbon [21,22). It was found that the
room temperature tensile elongation of Nb(SLMi) polycrystals with boron (and also carbon)
was insensitive to testing atmosphere and were then higher than those of undoped Nb(Si,Ti)
polycrystals. Whereas, the room temperature elongation of undoped Nis(Si,Ti) polycrystals
was sensitive to the testing atmosphere and thus lower in air than in vacuum. Beneficial
effect of boron on the environmental effect was also reported in NisSi binary alloys [231.
These results clearly indicate that boron (and also carbon) is very effective in alleviating the
environmental embrittlement in some L12 alloys. Also, these results indicate that the
environmental embritlement may be a major cause of low ductility and brittleness in these
alloys. In other words, it may be demonstrated that the boron effect in these alloys is not an
intrinsic effect that improves the grain boundary cohesion, but an extrinsic effect that kills
the harmful effect of hydrogen. As a responsible mechanism to this alloying effect, it is very
likely that these elements segregate strongly to grain boundaries, compete with hydrogen for
site occupation, and thereby reduce grain boundary diffusion of hydrogen or suppress the
harmful effect of hydrogen on grain boundary decohesion [21,22,42-44]. In Lh-type
(Co,Fe)3V alloys, control of grain size, i.e. refinement of grains was shown to be effective in
improving the room temperature tensile elongation in air [13].

It has been observed that boron doping of Ni3AI single crystals is slightly beneficial for the
room temperature tensile elongation in air although its effect is not so remarkable [47], in
comparison to that in Ni3AI polyrrystals. Also, it was shown that ( 11) fracturing, which is
intrinsic fracture mode under no hydrogen, is more dominating in boron-doped Ni3(AI,Ti)
single crystals than in undoped Ni3(AI,Ti) single crystals [481. It is anticipated from these
results that boron in the grain interior, i.e. within the lattice is also beneficial to suppress the
harmful action of hydrogen, by reducing the solubility of hydrogen in the lattice, scavenging] the hydrogen atoms, or affecting core structure of dislocations.
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Figure 11 Variations of the elongation with temperature for Lh-type Nb(Si,Ti)
polycrystals with and without boron and carbon which were deformed in
vacuum and in air, respectively.

In FeaAI and FeAI alloys, recent efforts show that the ductility of these alloys in air can be
substantially improved by increasing Al content and by adding Cr at a level of 2 to 6%
[24,25]. The Cr additions doubled the tensile ductility and their effect was attributed to the
oxide scales formed on material surfaces during fabrication in air [49]. Also in FC3AI,
refinement of grains has been proven to be effective in enhancing the ductility in moist air
[39].

Recent observation using y-TiAI PST showed that some transition metals, particularly Cr
elements, were very effective in suppressing the environmental embrittlement in air [50). In
vacuum MAI alloyed with 0.6at%Cr showed an identical elongation value to that of binary
TiAI, while in air TiAl alloyed with Cr showed higher elongation value than that of binary
TiAI, accompanied with the reduced propensity of fracturing along lamellar boundaries
between a2 phase and y phase.

Summary and Concluding Remarks

During the last and this decades, a large number of ordered intermetallics were shown to be
intrinsically ductile or can be ductilized by some metallurgical techniques, such as alloying,Smicrostr-t;Ural modification and also adequate selection of deformation conditions. Many
recent studies associated with such ductilizatidn showed that the environmental embrittlement

Si ~~~takes place when ordered intermetallics are simpl tensile tested in conventional testing (and | .also fabrication) conditions e.g. in air at slo ation rates at ambient temperatures. It

has been observed that this kind of embrittlement occurs in a variety of crystal structures
including L12, B2, DO and Llo, and also a variety of alloy systems. The process is dynamic
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involving the kinetics of hydrogen and bond breaking in the font of a propagating crack.
Also, it was demonstrated that principal cause of the enviromnental embritlement in ordered
intermetallics is due to the extemely high reaction of moisture (Le. HiO) in air with reactive
elements (such as Al, Si Ti, V) and/or of -h with surface reactive elements (such as Ni, Co
and Fe) in environment

is article, the environmental embrittlement was shown to be principal cause of the low
ity and the associated brittle fracture in many orered intermetallics. In NisAI, Ni3si,
Fmaj a d. TLAI base alloys, it has been mtthat t allobg effedt, by dwhich

so le ub tility in air at room temperature was imphrveog n s e atq buied to dthndering d
the e nviromental embrittlement. Recent observations reporting ductility improvement in
Ni3AI without boron doping, all of which were cientily resared by alloying or
unidirectional solidification and then tensile-deformed in well controlled experimentalconditions [17,18.51,52], are coherent to notions that environmental embrittlement is the
major cause of[ the low ductility and extrinsic effecL Finally it must be noted that data for
solubility limit, diffusion and site occupation of hydrogen is required to further understand
the environmental embrittlement in ordered intermetallics.
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MIGM MUPATURE CORROSION OF INTR4MOLALUCS,

CERAMICS, AND CARBON-CARBON COMPOSMrS

G. H. Mirand F.S. Peuf
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There is contiuaing interest In the development of materials which can increase the
specific skoength eofmpoments, ompuared to couventional supernfloys fbr a variety of
high temperature applications. A number of ceramics and Intermetailbe compounds, as
wel as carbon.carbou comsposites have the high melting points andl low densities to
potentialy meet these requirements. However, these materials must Wrther demonstrate

adIut toughness and environmental resistance if they are going to achieve widespread
use, Tis paper deals with environmental resistance. Mwe corrosion mechanisms of these
three classes of materials are described and compared. Cumuet and potential protiection
schemes for each class of material are described and critca problems are identified.
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The oxidation behavior of the 'advanced mabsrlals" (ceramics, interametallics, and
carbon-carbon composites) spans the spectrum been inert materials to timea which

undergocatastophic dation (See Jigere 1). As a result the applications *wr which they
ansuitable and the methiods required to proste them diffkr markedly. In discussing the
oxdtion behavior of advanced materials It is necessary to mention. that the oxidation

resistance of utate-okbte-art: materials, such as nIckel-base superalloys, has been improved.
For example, In Figure 2 the cyclic oxiedao. resistance of some advanced nickel-base
superaflos are compared beftre and after treatments to remove sulfur. These treatments
result In verny substantal improvements in the cyclic oxidation resistance of these alloyrs
as the result of the heinaton of more adherent alumina scales. Alloys In the pretreated
condition have oxidation resistance beter thaon untreated alloys with alumndide coatings.

The following describes the oxidation anid corrosion behavior of three classes of
*advanced"a materials: ceramics, Intermetallics, and carbon-carbon composites.

INERT REACTIVE

Composites -

CaCns O

Caon

In most gaseous environments ceramics are more resistant than metallic systems.
Nevertheless, depending upon the ceramic and the environment, oxidation and hot

forat&& Sch re-Mt sitm&anbe expected to deleteriously afec the mechanical
Proer"of truturl cramcs.ftdiscussing the corrosion of ceramics It Is convenient

t t t Mun e attakofamaaI ofcer"mlcslncorrosthenlconsier htcorsisofn

"wbm molten deposits such as N% S0 4 are present to Influence the degradation peicesses.
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F Igue Cyclkc oxidation resistance of single crystal nickel bane soperafloys in air at
110$'C- (a.) Effect of sulffar removal. (b.) Comparison of low-sulfar alloys
to untreated aftq with a conventional coating.

A material Is considered to be immune to a 'carticular environment when It is in
equilibrium with the environment. Total or complete immunity is rare in practice but in
some came the amount of reaction required for equilibrium to be achieved is very small,
and consequently the changes in properties are verny small. There are a number of
ceramics which can be considered immune to those gaseous environments encountered In
practice which contain oxygen Typical examples of such. Type I ceramics are A12 03, 8102
and Z,0., Type II ceramics are those which react with the gaseous environments and
require the formation of a protective reaction product barrier to Inhibit attack. SIC and
S1944 are typical of this second category whr S12 scales provide protection ageinst
subsequent atlack. The facours which control the oxidation resistance of Type 11 ceramics
are the same as those affecting alloys that develop oxidation resistance via selective
oxidation (1). An adherent barrier of oxide reaction product must cave the surface of the
ceramic and Miassion of reactants through this barrier must occur as slowly as possile
In case where the protective barrier cracks or spalls, the barrier must reform over the
exposed area of the ceramic. L.Ayers of silia on ceramics such as 8194 4 can be extremely
protective. For example, the parabolic rate constant tor the growth of silica On Si

9 4 A Is
Ix ,r 1 g-2 la 4sec at 1400 C in air compared to a rate cmstant of 2 x 10-12 /cmuSec

*for alumina growth at 1200-C.
In gaes that contain reactanits In addition to oxygen other reactions are possibIl

For example, in a gas mixture containing oxyge and 802 sulfates can be formed. As can
be seen in the stability diagram shown in Figure 3, the S03 pressure must be high to form
Ai2(S04) but much smaller pressures are required to farm M~gSO 4 or CaSO4 . When
A1203 containing MgO or CaO as impurities Is exposed to such gases, MgSO4 or CaSO4
can be famed. Impurities also mW play as nuImprtant role tn the oxidation of Type U
ceramics. It has been shown thot MgO Is S12 (2) causes transport through S10 2 to be
Increased, aqd hence Its protectiveness can be significanttly reduced.

Ceramics which are resistantto agas environmentcamnbe substantially degraded
when exposedl to the su gas and a molften deposit such as Na1S0 4 or NaVO3 (3). While
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CaO CaSO4

-6MM0OMgSO4

04 A12(S04)3
0~ -1 A120 3

A12S3

O-5

-15 -10 .5 0 5

log P So3

Figure 3. Stability diagram for A120 3 In S0 2-SO 3 atmospheres at 1000C. 'Ihe
boundaries for CaO and MgO are also shown.

specific processes and reactions that cause the corrosion depend intimately upon the melt
composition, most melts exhibit characterisitcs that are -ssenthdily equivalent. In
particular, there are reactions where components from the gas phase are incorporated into
the melt, the reactants and products diffuse In the melt, and there are reactions by which
the ceramics are degraded. The reaction by which the ceramics are degraded may involve
the bulk ceramic (eg. A12 03), or a normally protective barrier on a ceramic (eg. SiO2 on
SIC). These reactions can be broadly classified as either basic or acidic in character as
Illustrated in Figure 4 (4). Furthermore, certain ions in the melt can be much more
effective in causing attack than others. For example, Na2 SO4 melts containing NaVO3
produce more severe degradation of oxides such as A120 3 and stabilized ZrO2 than pure
Na2 SO4, Ffgure 5. The increased attack by such melts has been found to be caused by the
acidic component, V20 5 .

The rates at which ceramics are degraded depend upon the ceramic, the gas
composition, and especially the composition of the deposit. The hot corrosion rates are
normally smaller than those for metallic alloys but not negligible. The nature of the
degradation usually consists of a minimum of attack at some intermediate composition
with more accelerated rates as the melt becomes either more basic or more acidic, which
Is consistent with solubility considerations. Silica Is one ceramic that appears to be
resistant to acidic melts but Is very susceptible to attack induced by basic melts due to the
fonmation of silicates in basic deposits. Some typical results obtained for the hot
corrosion and oxidation of SIC and Sl34 are presented in Figure 6.

Composites with exceptional levels of strength and toughness, such as silicon
carbide reinforced lithium aluminosilicate, are beginning to be considered for elevated
temperature applications. While such materials are usually considered to be oxddation
resistant, oxidation reactions can occur and hot corrosion degradation will definitely be
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E~4 .A1 203 Na2SO4 -. 2NiaAlO2 + S03

003- Fe2O3 /
-6)

a: V

2n A1203

W C 03O

00
A; 203 + 3Na2S04 - AW(04)3 + 3NO20

5 7 9 It 13 15 IT

-LOG QN 2

Figure 4. Solubilities of some oxides In Na2SO0at 120K as determined by Rapp and
coworkers. The dashed lines give calculated solubilities using Temkins
model for ionic melts.

a factor in determining performance. For example, as shown in Figure 7, oxidation does
occur at ON C and hot corrosion attack causes significant degradation.

Oxiadaon of Internetalllc Comuonds

nTh subject of oxidation of Intermetallic compounds has been reviewed in 1988 by
one of the authors (5). The reader Is directed to the excellent review by Aitken (6) for
details of work prior to 1967.

The development of oxidation resistance in intermetallic compounds is similar to
that for conventional high temperature alloys and for Type H ceram~ics. ft is based on the
selective oxidation of an element from the intermetailic to produce a protective surfatce
oxide. The formation of this surface layer requires that the oxide be more stable than the
lowest oxide of the other elements in the afto. The oxides A1203 and Si02 are of princi-
pal Interest because they exhibit low dfftasivtides for both cations and anions as wenl as
being highly stable. Thus the addition of Al to NI4 as in the case of aluminide coatings on
nickel-base alloys, or SI to Mo, as in the case of MoSI2 heating elements, clearly sati*
the stability requirements. However, in the case of Nb-, Ti1, or Zr-base alloys the oxides
of the base metal are nearly as stable as those of Al or SL This can result In conditions
for which selective oxidation Is no possible. It should be emphasized that the deternaina-
dion of which oxide is more stable must take Into accont the prevailing metal activities.
Detailed analyses of this situation are presented by Pitahme and Spencer (7) for fl-Al and
71-SI alloys and Luthra (8) for TI-Al alloys. These analyses predict that alumina scale
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are adt stable in contact wit fl-Al alby eatdaiaag he.e thn S0 at AL his2 prediction
has bee, verifed perimestally by Mhen (9)

A secoudniequlxinent Is that the socammtuath af the element added hbr oxidation
resistance Is soeiatW far the heuatma of Ito a.dds as a contiauous external laye rather
than as internal I -Fiji-es. The two possuibilities are Wusbtuod Is Figure L Aflhgr with
low solute concemntrations afllw bau difibse of oxgyge hh eut nit.lel

tie, Dg. ., h~l hrhig ases ntets he ut iftulmnisolut results is the
hr a costnumes mnter y er if cmlI., ig. The eritleal solute aona-s
Irthe transition froms b.ura to external addade has been expressed by

Waper(1) as

Here NODi)xI the oVyge pemeabilty in A, %1 Is the solute difisiit, gIs a bctor
determined by the volume fractloa f oxide required hor the --- lto~ie near 03), and
VM an O ane the molar volumes of the afto and oxide respectively. The solute content
required hr cxternal seeke hirmatlon Is -e to Increase wIth the solubility and diffashvlt
of oxyge and decrease with an increase in the solute difflhsiuty is the alloy. However, for
most systems of laterestk the oxide of the bane metal caa also him is the ambient
almosphere andgrows uti the more stableoxide if the solute B becomes continuous and
stops the growth of the 'translest oxide, Fiure 8. The effet of trandsiet oxidatio, on
the transition fom internal to external oxidation of B has been analysed by Gesmuado
and Vlaul(I1) who found that an ecusm of solute above that predicted by equation 1. is
required in the presence of transient oxides. The amount of excess solute required is
predicted to increase as the growth rafte of the trandsiet oxide increases.

a. N A-B

SBO

b. N~ A-B

lFigure &. Schematlc diagram of the oxidation of an alloy A-I with beth AO and 10
stable 'MO more stable). a.) Dilute anuy showing Internal oxdaio of B
undera laye of AO. b.) Concentrated alloy hirming an external laye of
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LantrmS sMtalt Of the protctIve scale Mqires that the SM~ Of sout toth
alloplecale inosathee remains large emugh to preveat axdes* of A hom becoming slabla.
Fea(11), li examp*le, hd thbv ere two critical coaconeratias hbr the hemation at
abod scales on MAIA alloys: ame require for development of the alumina scale asd a
larger oem, rqie to mabdinItas l stabilit. Whyser(LI) bos der~ivd an apprulmsuae
qmtimow lbr the concestratom of salute SeoiedI mabntain the powh of ais external

NS - DV ) (2)

Berekp I th parboli rat costa thfoed grewt of doe protective sa w Bi h
valeci o L Towh he lng trsestabiity of a protective e epwsote

thermodyanaic aWUdodff dpmiproprtisoftdhe alloy I ameiteybeawth te scale
cant be purtlelarly slgelflcant hbr the odation of lnterootalic compounsds with small

W MVen~t rauges Hee the removal of the scledeemn elemeat to brut ast external
layer immedfaely results In the hianatium oft layer of the next lwer comapound adjacent
to the oulde. This situatiom, which is In contrast to the smooth coacentration gadient In
tdo allt deplcted In Figur W, smeans that the properties of the lower composed
detrI e the shilit of the allo ft malatlai the growt of the protective oxide.
Apparently some compounds, such as Mo5Sl, provide a sufficient flux of SI to the

- -- falloy Intleadc to mantain the growh of a silica lay era Mo8l2, as Is Ilustrated
schematdcally in Figur9. This Is met the case, however hbr mawny systems as Is ilustrated
hlr the axddteo= of NbAJ3 in Figure 9. The initial exposre of this aumpound results In
the hrsimaion of a continuous alumina lqr am the surtce but the depletion of Al causes
the next lowt alumluide, Nb2AJ~ to himo beneat the oxide. This compound bas been
shown to be lacapable of rimlag conftinous alumina (14) and, Indeed, the alumina, scale

bcmsdisconatsous as the aside hims within anid beneath the N"bqAwayr
* Ceuseqaatly oxids of iobum ae also ANuEd anld the oxide scale consists eta mixture.

Reeiisofthese precesses results in.layere scale. Thisprocess hasbee. studied by
Stihrtand Grabke (15) using acoustle emissioa which Indicated crnching assocated

with each successive layer. It is nom yet clear, however, it the cracking Is the cause of the
breakdown of the alumina layer or the result of the himation of Nb-Al minted oxides
which have become more stable in aoutact with the alloy as Al Is depleted

The e~c of tosempmtur ons the selectve oxidation promes Is determined by the
temerauredependenceof Al of the terms is equatiows 1 and 2mad that of the growth

raob of the trousleat oxides. Therebre, som systems hrm protective external scaeksmr
reod~y at higher temperatures while others hwm theme - fflcientl at lower tempers-
tures For examople, Nt-Al alloys himn protectie aluminas Aeb mare readily at high

Penure (12)A wbrs -'--'- fom Suisek at low tempeatures in oxygen but
bhoms mixed fl-Al scales above about 1W*eC (16). The rertoy-mleta dl-4icdeIS
ga - * hrm, protective silica salesn more readil -at high teprtrs For enample,

as dk result adof the oodeni of a protective silkc 11lm. However, the oxddtion rate at
SW*C show raid, breakaway kintetis. This brooeakacan emn reutoi disltsptrano of thej
specimen This dislintegration waes Mrst studied far 11081by Ffto(17) termed it

The com~polesition teoidsn topeea loele waieo ooi
ofitedmastak o mpoeud&. Forminple, clicidesc- oa, g acoleatwedouldeatimat
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ABX
ANIA

amPhi.cm I If=M ditpi rn os af mdw spc admvlved Ingmm - te oitinatkmai

erco Occurd Wm hCxosed ss aqu upoo raw kmpuumsml ussr do*C smirp the

at o amedrtmbgdebal*tir tu te ad aminss(16) l~seftet wasearglooft
-hn by Couhaber t al (IS) m hbmanhlddYd 1it th psusm td urgo as oppousi

lo, aW Other Vaonbi suck as aqMa pmew4 lbw detals moselaimmms at the Modt of
* mltrq~~~am aud the ot tht t applbe Seedher bstumabll qms Isb S m used atththerd

-lo. Howe, It appears that fthWe .bt iovlvs the msucleo amd haiie pwth at the
scale am 7W donm pro~dedamk Sm parmo , aqp isisepas alumima scale which resmas
prinmod v wksm birpuI adde ft the pa KdwabMya ot al (19) have reparWdwdta
such - missoaomle pssee - eve under quit oudatism camidkkn&

There bIs twevceaslu oEmeat at aftaI whic Sacafts that Mamy laotemetafll
-2 SpMs are 01,11 fmm tie SminstimetS adul.Smg abowphauua lb ducdtilt of

h~l V.Alam %iin~ have bees m m hedtbea m&c kwr wham wostd Sm air at m
1 0sehr as compausi *wifth ieta m vcami (24). Thk effect bus bees ascribed Sm

Sohe Wounuta of almo bdeup k3 islte the ipeumpoo rami waft vapar Sm the Sut
a~~uuhue. 80ady I" 3A (20,2) a" 0" (23) hw ave *aes 1AuS be eambelttl by

f I~~~3gle at Aisiaudtmperstures. Meims (23 Sudud thaesatm a I oNb~wMdsd *2
Ill is d Sm kuspo bemibg Ouer ineau Sm is aftus atoaares at eleate

OLeates lb afty ms -siasN mb 1 1111d by ammodftm 2 hows at IWC Sm
vacuum, huu h mutyalh simd hmapuhat jmutua

- - ftt m wo-webesk. lb dip Asued so veandut aWerlu

V Smisua thateqpa esm ist af 0i uiiSm sever ambrIttismsmt hther,
maethseatimuuphons whch aatalm wafte vapor (Sm the ram of 30 Sm,* vab)

sho the *Rbuat dactias Thlm Nunnm the **Abase & dvps w wote fapo
uua w Ow ath dipuus Sm ambltia Smtat* pra 1 Odur afthr

*=PeOOds Ieee at -nouuw(2)
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Intermetelll composites, such as hfo% relablrcedvS Wit SIC.M03, or 113
posses uuM of the oxadom characeeristles discussed previously far latesuetaflcs

Coml~at~nsarise as a result of theddd o fiato dw the reuheelg phas which can
comromse hethe protectiveness at the adds scale fesmiug ow the bintermealc matri

Carbon-carbon composites are the satleheses Imof tx cermunic in that they heave
so intrinsic oxidation resistance. This results from the himatim, of pnomo oladhnoo
products (CO and C0 2) which do so proside a barrier to hiftwe Ouldalen. Previous
attmpt to reduce the oxisdatnonrts of corbon-carbois composites have Involved teo

appoahe: nhbiors, such as B and P, and protective coatlap based primmariym SWC.
The oxIdatm kinetcs har both carbom-carbom composites sad Ihibited composites

in dry oqgs. consist at linear weigh losses as a hurtleis of does. Typkca results are
presented in Figur 10 for oddatlos In dry fOwing cayex. (TM mass change represent
the amonat at carbon consumed.) Such reactions heave bees observed hbr temperatures
ws IM as 3WC. At emspeguatupe ato, about EWC, ftgue 11, the adddaton rate is corn-

Co. At temperatures above M*C the caldailo rate, is controlled by Whaless In the gas,

but the transition ftem chemical reactiw on aiol to dlI~sle coatraf is affected by the
ae ma sin and thegasl&w rate,
Ile ane of inhibitors attempts to protect the carbos4arlmon composite by formiug

a liquid a3ddm laye (e*g 3%03) which separates the composite from the gas. Such liquid
oxides wene obseve not to be effective in protectin the carbon mwatrix. They west

h everfective in pretn the carbon reinhrclug phases. The oidaton, kinetics hor
the Inhibited specimens, therefore, costalned a final stage arler the linea stage whose the
matrix bad been completel oxidived and the fibers were coated with the liquid oxdde. The
presence ofuawor vapor accelerated the oxidatles Itcorbon-carbois evIdeodly by increasing
the rate It the chemica reaction. Wate vapor also removed 3203 homa the surbees It
the carbout amer due to the brumatle oftvolatile species sucb as urthoboric acid (R3303)
and metaboric, add (HDO3).

Carbos..carbom composites can be protected by usin coatings ofSIC or 0 3Y44 whuer
these, coatings wem fomed by dillborut choemica vaporhatles techniquets (24). Due to

Whee oe beuso thecos~clus I exansles cradks aredeveloped intheecoatings.
Typical results obtained In cycli oxidaton test em presented In F~gur 12. En this figure
ranuls with m~tig contmld"n glass ghnes to Mli the cracks have also, bees Included.
Most It these emu improve the cyclic oadateo= resistance It these coatings but

f ~~evestually Mare of the canting does occur. In S13N4 coatings am carbouncabon the
Swinte ý Md fS2 sealIS thes cacks In the coanting at tempaertures abave aheet 1300-C

(Sbut aeudsd eyclic oxidation tSts Indicate, ceacking may still be a problem.
Jorgenson (2A) and others heave examined an electroytc concept proposed a

number ci year ag. by C. Wagner to prevn Nig temperature caidatio. This approach
consists of passing a O flu ielectrons threwo an oulde scale to cause the electr-hela

poet radient It the umobile Ionic species to be nero It bus beenatepd to applip*
this concept to popen or inhibi thA dais 1l1 fcicab@*en-abo composifte coated with

-m-bd 7r02 coatn~ Such coatings Aewad on carboncarbon vi% -lu spw a t er
nso sosdet* ha ofee porosty to teo *thi approach. oreove, ath coatings may nb be

-SP t rckn a f.thermealy indced resems. The conces" has bees tested
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ENVIRONMENTAL REIMSTANCE OF INTERMETAL1IC COMPOUNDS

AND COMPOSiTE MATERIALS

D. J. Duquette

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Troy, New York 12180-3590

Abstract

Intermetallic compounds and composite are candidate materials for high
temperature structural applications. However both elevated temperature
and ambient temperature resistance to the environment pose potential
problems for these materials. For example, minor alloying elements have
been shown to have significant influences on the static and cyclic oxidation
resistance. Additionally, at ambient temperatures, virtually all of the alloys
which have been examined show considerable susceptibility to hydrogen
embrittlement. A brief overview of these phenomena Is presented.

Critical Issues i h Develomrit of High Temsperaulre Stuctural Materials
PcMinerals. Metals & Materials Society. 1993
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I1ntroduction
Intermetallic compounds, alloys based on those compounds, and

composite materials utilizing intermetallic compounds or alloys as matrix
materials have been identified as potential high technology materials for
structural applications. However, most intermetallics lack inherent
ductility, often exhibit poor creep resistance and, since many are line or
near line compounds, do not lend themselves to alloying without
precipitating second phases which are usually deleterious. Nevertheless,
several promising intermetallics are currently being developed, either for
use as monolithic materials, or as components of composite materials. In
the latter case, the inherent lack of ductility, and associated lack of
significant toughness are overcome by controlled interfacial bonding
between the matrix and the reinforcing phases. From an environmental
point of view, those intermetallics which are line or near line compounds,
in some instances, exhibit phase transformations when one of the elements
in the compound is selectively oxidized at elevated temperatures. In
addition, they are often sensitive to hydrogen embrittlement, oxygen
induced embrittlement, and many oxidize catastrophically at intermediate
temperatures. While these disadvantages are certainly substantial, the
de- elopment of a number of interesting systems is currently underway,
with potential applications for both ambient and elevated temperatures.

While there are a great number of interesting alloy systems which
have been explored, only those systems which appear to be close to
commercial application will be examined in this presentation. These alloys
include the nickel aluminides (NI3 AI and NiAl), the iron aluminides (Fe3AI
and FeAl), the titanium aluminides (TI3 AI, TiAl and TiAI3 ), niobium
aluminide (NbAl3 ), and molybdenum disilicide (MoSi2 ). Some of the
known properties of these materials are shown in Table I.

Table I Properties of Selected Intermetallic Compounds

Compound Crystal Melting Density Modulus Specific
Structure Point OC g/cmn GPa Modulus

GPa/g/cM3

Ni3 Al LI 2  1390 7.50 178 23.7
NiAI B2 1640 5.86 200 34.1
TIAI L10 1460 3.91 175 44.8

NbAI3  DO22 1600 4.54 ........
MoSI2 C11 2030 6.3 359 57.0
AI3 TI DO22 1325 3.40 ........
Fe3AI DO3  6.72 141 21.1

*Disorders
at approx

5500C
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The discovery that small amounts of boron (-0.1%). added to Ni3A
resulted in a signiftcant increase in room temperature ductility has
initiated a significant amount of research into other alloying elements (1)
which might enhance ductility in other alloy systems. However, with the
exception of a very few specific alloying additions it is generally conceded
that the boron effect is rather selective. Boron has been shown to enhance
the ductility of other Li 2 compounds including Ni3Si (2) and Ni3Ga (2).
although neither of these alloys is currently being extensively developed.
Ni3AI also shows some enhanced ductility when alloyed with manganese,
chromium, iron or palladium (3-6). However. except for the palladium and
beryllium effects, ductility is achieved with the other alloying additions
due to the formation of ductile second phases. Fe3 AI and FeAI show a
significant amount of ductility in dry air, but moisture is sufficient to
induce embrittlement. This phenomenon will be addressed in a later
section of this paper. No significant room temperature ductility has been
achieved for other Intermetallic alloys of interest for advanced
technological applications, except for TIAI, which has been alloyed with
chromium and vanadium to yield room temperature ductilities of
approx mately 3% (7). These alloys are two phase materials - gamma +
alpha-2 (8), and the alloying additions generally decrease the melting
temperatures of the alloys as well as increase their density; both effects
reducing the advantages of the intermetallic alloys when compared with
conventional high technology alloys. It should be noted that the alloys of
most interest to technological applications contain significant amounts of
aluminum or in the case of MoSi2 , silicon. Since these alloys are generally
intended for elevated temperature use, It is imperative that they form
protective oxide scales. An exception to the use of these alloys for
intermediate to high temperature applications is the development of the
iron aluminides which are currently being studied as potential
replacements for stainless steels.

Elevated Tempeature Resisanc

The intermetallic compound, NiAI, has already been widely utilized
as a coating material for conventional nickel base alloys in aerospace
applications. In conventional oxidizing atmospheres it forms a continuous
aluminum oxide film which resists further oxidation by Inhibiting cationic
diffusion through the film. It is somewhat susceptible to spalling due to
cyclic oxidation. This drawback has been addressed by the addition of rare
earth elements to the aluminide which has been shown to improve the
adherence of the oxide film. As a monolithic material it undergoes a

. ductile to brittle transition at approximately 4000 C (9). This transition
results in inferior creep properties, and it is unlikely that the compound
can be used at elevated temperatures without composite reinforcing.
Single crystals of the compound have been developed (10), and in order to
improve the low temperature toughness of the alloy, iron or cobalt have

4 been added to provide crack-blunting second phases (11). Other alloying
additions have resulted in improving the elevated temperature strength of
the compounds to a level where they compete successfully with
conventional nickel-base superalloys, with a density reduction of some 40%
(12).

Even NI 3 AI shows a significant amount of oxidation resistance,
through the fbrmation of alumina; the oxidation resistance being even
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better than that of pure silicon, and considerably better than that of nickel
or of the nickel chromiun alloys (Figure 1) (13). Unfortunately, the
relatively low melting temperature of the compound, combined with itsrelatively high density will probably inhibit its use for aerospace

applications. On the other hand, it is currently being developed as a
possible candidate for land based turbines, for internal combustion engine
applications, for incinerator components. etc.

S~104

4 ýPureo N

24- Pure Ni .9
S' .,a 8 ,o

. Pure Si Ni-3o Cr

.12 ci-2AI 10- .

-J -13 6.5 7.0 7.5 &O0

10 4/T ('K-1) AJ: 35% 35% 40% 40% 40%

Nb: 5% 5% S%

Hf: 1%

Fig. 1 Parabolic oxidation rate Fig. 2 Effect of Niobium on the
constants for aluminides and parabolic rate constant of TIM (14)
conventional alloys (13)

The titanium aluminides show increasing oxidation resistance with
increasing aluminum content. TiAI3 shows the best oxidation resistance,
but has the lowest melting temperature of the TI-Al alloys, which may limit
its elevated temperature use. However its low ductility and outstanding
oxidation resistance may make it a suitable coating material for titanium
and Its alloys for Intermediate temperature applications. TiAI is
considerably less oxidation resistant than TIAI3, even with 50% aluminum
in the compound. The inferior oxidation resistance arises because rutile
M(T 2 ) is a significant component of the oxidation products produced at
temperatures in the vicinity of 1000 OC (14). Cationic diffusivity is
considerably higher in rutile than in alumina. Recent results indicate that
the addition of niobium to TIAM can result in significantly improved
oxidation resistance. The oxidation rate constant Is reduced by at least two
orders of magnitude with the addition of 5w% niobium to a 40 w%
aluminum alloy. Further additions of a small amount of hafnium results in a
firther decrease in the static oxidation rates of TI based alloys (Figure 2)
(14). T13AI has undergone a considerable amount of development with
significant additions of niobium reported to improve ductility. and small
amount of vanadium and molybdenum added to impart strength without
sacrificing ductility (15). However, the relatively low melting temperature
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limits the useful operating temperature to approximately 8000C and the
alloy shows a marked tendency toward hydrogen embrittlement (see
fo g section). in any event, the alloy is not resistant to oxidation, due
to the formation of rutile as its primary reaction product, and would
probably only be successfully utilized in a coated condition.

The niobium aluminide of perhaps the most technological interest.
NbA13 , exhibits an interesting high temperature oxidation phenomenon
(16). While this alloy contains a considerable amount of aluminum, an
abnormally high rate of oxidation is observed. This behavior can be
ascribed to the fact that this material is a line compound, allowing virtually
no variation in either the niobium or the aluminum content. Depletion of
aluminum from the original aluminide due oxidation results in a phase
transformation from NbAI3 to Nb2AL. This compound exhibits significantly
lower oxidation resistance and in fact, oxidizes so rapidly that it is virtually
consumed by the oxidative process. This in turn results in the original
compound being exposed to oxidation, forming alumina, being depleted in
aluminum with a subsequent phase transformation. The final result is a
banded reaction product zone consisting of alternate layers of alumina,
niobium aluminate and, in some Instances, niobla.

MoSi2 Is among the most oxidation resistant compounds being
considered for elevated temperature applications. The reaction product on
this compound is silica (SiO2), and the "pest" phenomenon described below
does not occur in fully dense, crack-free material (17).

In addition to static oxidation considerations, thermal cycling also
affects the elevated temperature environmental resistance of intermetallic
compounds and alloys. The differences between coefficients of thermal
Sexpansion of the oxides and of the base materials can result in significant
tensile or compressive stresses in the oxides with the result that the oxide
film will fall in tension or by buckling. For superalloys and superalloy
coatings this phenomenon can be alleviated by alloying with trace amounts
of zirconium, hafnium or, more commonly, yttrium. A similar alloying
scheme has been also successful for nioblum aluminides as well as for
nickel aluminides. Figure 3 shows cyclic oxidation results for these alloys
containing either yttrium or zirconium and. in one case, the addition of
silicon (18). Similar results have been reported for TIAI, and for
monolithic NIA1 where such additions have been traditionally applied to
coating materials (14,19).

At intermediate temperatures intermetallics suffer from two rather
distinct phenomena which are not usually observed in conventional alloys.
These are the so-called "pest" phenomenon and oxygen induced
embrittlement. The "pest" phenomenon results from rapid internal
oxidation of the intermetallics, generally along grain boundaries. These
internal oxidative processes generally generate large internal volumetric! • ~expansions. /tal always resulting in serious degradation of mechanical
Sproperties and, in some cases. total destruction of the material in ani • almost explosive manner. While the specific mechanisms of this

phenomenon have not been quantitatively established. it appears that
surface oxide films, which are formed at intermediate temperatures, are
not sufficient diffusion barriers to oxygen ingress. Grain boundaries, with
their Inherent defect structures, act as short circuit diffusion paths in
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preference to the usually ordered matrix. This phenomenon has been
reported for virtuafly all of the alumnindes with the possble exception of
TIAI. Oxygen induced embrittlement. which has been reported for cases
where Internal oxidation has not had sufficient time to form. is still
another, recently observed phenomenon in some intermetallic compounds
at intermediate temperatures. It has been observed In polycrystals and
single crystals of NiAAl and In polycrystals of Ni3Si (20.21). The
henomenon Is gene not observed in vacuum and, while it has

generally been assci with oxygen, some recent results suggest that It
may also be related to water vapor, and accordingly to hydrogen
mbrlttlement. For Ni3AL, this intermediate temperature embrittlement

may be somewhat alleviated by alloying with chromium, as shown in Figure
4(20).
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Fig. 3 Cyclic oxddation behavior of Fig. 4 Intermediate temperature
intermetallics alloyed with minor embrittlement of NI3 AI alloys In
element additions (18) air, showing beneficial effect of Cr

additions (20)

The effects of compositing on any of the phenomena described above
have not been extensively studied. However, in a series of experiments
conducted on TIAM as well as on NIAI, it has been shown that the chemistry
of the reinforcing phases appears to play a significant role in the static and
cyclic oxidation behaviors. For example, the introduction of a zirconia
stabilized alumina reinforcing phase in TLAI results in significant increases
In the static oxidation rates, and results in otherwise unobserved internal
oxidation processes. Substitution of the zirconium stabilized reinforcing
phase with pure alumina results in only slightly increased oxidation rates,
the incxease being associated with a rapid diffusion path in the interfaceI between the reinforcing phases and the matrix material. The presence of
reinforcing phases in TIA virtually always results in enhanced oxide

. adherence on this compound during cyclic oxidation, although the exact
causes for the enhanced adherence are still not well understood (14). For
NIAI, reinforcing phases of either HM2 or TIB2 result in abnormally high
static oxidation rates (16). In this case the enhanced oxidation is
associated with the inclusion of boron oxide in the alumina film whichresults in a non-protective barrier film. and may even result in the fluxing
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of the otherwise protective alumina. The inclusion of alumina reinforcing
phases In NIN has no effect on the Intrinsic oxidation resistance of the
compound. Thus, while research In the area of oxidation studies of
composites based on intermetallic compounds Is still In its Infancy, it is

that the nature of the reinforcing phases can exert a profound
an their oxidation resistance.

Ambient Temar Resistanee

In addition to elevated temperature considerations, many
Intermetallic compounds suffer from room temperature degradation,
particularly by solid state dissolved hydrogen. Table 11 shows a brief
summation of some of the Intermetallic compounds and alloys which have
been shown to be affected by this phenomenon.

Table 11 Alloys Embrittled by Hydrogen

B2 LG0 DO9 L12 Orthorhombic DO3

FeCo-V TIAI TI3Al Ni3AI+B Ni2Cr Fe3 AW
FeAl NisFe

(Fe,NI)3V
CosTI

NISMAo.MnO.6

The LI 2 compounds appear to be exceptionally susceptible, although
perhaps only because they generally exhibit more inherent ductility than
those exhibiting other crystal structures (22-26). For example, Figure 5
shows the results of slow strain rate tests for annealed and cold worked
NisAI in several environments (27).

These data show that only acidic environments have any appreciable
effect on the ductility of this compound. and that annealed samples show a

- larger reduction In ductility than cold worked samples. The implications
of these experiments are that hydrogen, produced by electrochemical
reaction with the compound, is responsible for the marked reduction in

- -ductility. Further, sulfuric acid has a more damaging effect than nitric acid.
This result is reasonable if it is assumed that sulfuric acid, being a reducing

: •acid, can be expected to generate more hydrogen under freely corroding
conditions than nitric acid, which is an oxidizing acid. The beneficial role
of cold work is presumably to provide trapping sites for electrochemically
generated hydrogen.

Figure 6 shows the results of applied electrochemical potentials on
the ultimate tensile strength ratios for tests performed on an NI3AI alloy
containing boron (27). It is clear that only when hydrogen is actively
generated does embrittlement occur. It has also been shown that cathodic
precharglng of a similar alloy results in large losses of ductility, while
simultaneous charging of the alloy with cathodic hydrogen results In
virtually no ductility, indicating that dynamic hydrogen effects are more .t
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damaging than simply Introducing hydrogen Into the alloy matrix (23).
Simflar effects have been observed for Ni3Fe compounds except that. for
this compound, which can be ordered or disordered at room temperature.
the ordered compound showed consderably more embrlttlement when
tensile testing and cathodic charging were applied multaneously (23). In
both the Ni3AI and the Ni3Fe, the presence of hydrogen resulted In grain
boundary separation.

1.3 ---- 9 'I '!'

1000%SS o., -f.

=< " "Wei, LOUw

C

20.0% 1- 0.2 , 0 r ar
* acure~ag~

'0 HN03 H 2c4 N N &C' N CH -Goo-400 -200 0 200 400 WO 800
Environment Test Temperature (aC)

Fig. 5 Effect of environment on the F-g.6 Effect of potential on the

ductility of NISAI (27) ductility of NI3AI (27)

Iron aluminides are also susceptible to hydrogen embrittlement. In
fact, for these alloys it appears that laboratory air is a sufficiently
embrittling medium for either Fe3AI or for FeAI (28.29). For example,
Table III shows the results of exposure to a variety of environments
Including air, vacuum, dry oxygen, dry hydrogen and water vapor. These
data indicate that air and water vapor are extremely damaging to the
ductility and strength of these materials, but that hydrogen per se Is only
slightly damaging. Vacuum or dry oxygen had virtually no effect on the
mechanica propertIes of the compound. These data also showed that the
embrittling effect is not a function of the crystal structure of the
compound, the B2 and the D03 structures (controlled by heat treatment)
yielding essentially the same dependence on the environment. Similar
resultS have been observed for FeAI, except that a vacuum of <10-4 Pa or
Argon + 4% hydrogen were apparently not sufficiently inert to Inhibit at
least some degree of embrittlement. The role of dry oxygen In virtually

, ,completely Inhibiting hydrogen embrittlement is not completely
understood but it has been suggested that, since It appears to be stronger
In the case of the higher aluminum alloy, the formation of alumina may
prevent the ingress of hydrogen.

It is perhaps Interesting to note that, in the case of the iron
aluminides, Fe3 AI exhibits cleavage cracking when It is hydrogen
embrittled, while FeAI exhibits Intergranular separation. This observation
suggests that there is nothing Intrinsic about hydrogen inducedIntergranular failure, but that hydrogen embrittlement simply follows the
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line of least resistance with respect to fracture path. Some recent results
regarding the FeaAM alloy indicate that the hydrogen embrittlement
phenomenon is similar to that for more conventional alloy systems. For
example, decreasing strain rates result in decreased ductilittes in air or In
water vapor cotsini enronments, but have no effect on ductility in dry
oxygn (30). T addition of 5% Chromium to the Fe3AI compound has
been reported to Inhibit cracking under conditions of cathodic charging
when samples were statically loaded (U-bend tests) (31). However, when
dynamically tensile tested in air or after r g with hydrogen, severe
embrittlement was observed, the ductilty being reduced to less than 2%,
compared to a value of 13% In vacuum (32). Compositing of chromium
alloyed Fe3AI with A1203 fibers had no significant effect on the
susceptibility to hydrogen embrittlement of the alloy (30).

Table III Effects of Environment on the Room Temperature Tensile
Properties of Fe3AI (25)

Test environment Elongation (%) Yield strength Tensile Strength
(MPa) MPa

B2

Air 4.1 387 559
Vacuum 12.8 387 851

Ar + 4% H2 8.4 385 731
Oxygen 12.0 392 867

H2 0 Vapor 2.1 387 475

DO3

Air 3.7 279 514
Vacuum 12.4 316 813
Oxygen 11.7 298 888

H2 0 Vapor 2.1 322 439

Hydrogen embrittlement has also been reported for titanium
£ aluminides. including some relatively highly alloyed materials. In contrast

to most of the intermetallics which have been studied, these materials have
been shown to precipitate hydrides for those alloys which contain more
than 50a% titanium (34). Embrittlement due to hydrogen gas has been
reported for TI-24AI-1lNb (34) and for TI-25AI-10Nb-3V-IMo (35). For
the former alloy the ductility was reduced from 3% to 0% when the alloy
was annealed in hydrogen. For the latter alloy, ductility in tests performed
in hydrogen was reduced from 2.8% to 1.7% vs a test performed in helium.
Interestingly a loss of ductility was also observed for this alloy when thef tests were performed at 2040 C, in contrast to many other hydrogen

-- embrittled alloys which show susceptibility only near room temperature.
This can be interpreted as evidence that hydrides are associated with

j •embrittlement in these alloys since the hydrides have been shown to be
stable to relatively high temperatures (depending on the hydrogen content
of the alloys). TIAI also appears to be susceptible to hydrogen
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embrMtlement A reduction In tensile strength has been reported for a 1I-
48MA-2AMb-0.3Tk aloy after pre exposure to hydrogen gas at 8150C for 30
min (36.37).

W~h the 4 of the titanium compouds and aloys where a
disinct f hdr formatio napy an exp=aaon for te

'"Id ductility kosses, the mchanor hydrogen embrittlement of
to o and a of tho compounds appear to be

similar to those ich have been suggested for other alloy systems. Those
include hydrogen enhanced plasticity and/or deohesion of either cleavage
planes or of grain boundaries. Direct experimental evidence for either of
these mechamsms (with the possible exception of a few experiments
performed In-Mtu in an electron microscope) are still to be obtained.

While there is considerable effort being devoted to the development
of intermetafllc compounds and alloys of these compounds for structural
applications, it is likely that most of these materials will be utilized for
elevated temperature applications under conditions where conventional
structural materials cannot be used. Additionally It is quite probable that.
given the intrinsic lack of ductility exhibited by most of the intermetallics,
they will have to be composited in order to provide sufficient toughness for
structural applications. However, independent of the attractive elevated
temperature capabilities shown by these materials, considerations of static
and cyclic oxidation will have to be addressed, particularly since it has
been shown that reinforcements may have significant effects on elevated
temperature environmental resistance. Finally it has been shown that
virtually every intermetallic compound or alloy of an Intermetallic
compound which has been examined Is embrlttled by hydrogen. While it is
unlikely that this phenomenon will be of direct importance for elevated
temperature applications (with the possible exception of titanium
compounds), each of the systems to be considered must resist hydrogen
embrittlement at ambient temperatures. As a minimum, if resistance to
hydrogen embrittlement cannot be realized, sufficient engineering data.
related to the properties of alloys in the presence of hydrogen. must be
generated to ensure successful utilization of these materials.
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ENVIROWENTAL EFFECTS ON ELEVATED TEMPERATURE

SUBCRITICAL CRACK GROWTH OF SiC/SiC COMPOSITES

C. H. Henager, Jr. and R. H. Jones

Pacific Northwest Laboratory*
Battelle Blvd.

Richland, WA 99352

Abstract

Time-dependent crack growth measurements of ceramic composites in varying PO2
environments were conducted on materials consisting of chemical vapor
infiltration (CVI) SiC reinforced with Nicalon fibers having C-interfaces.
Crack velocities are determined as a function of applied stress intensity and
time for varying 02 levels. Results are presented for crack velocity-stress
intensity relationships in pure Ar and in Ar plus 2000-, 5000-, 10,000-, and
20,000-ppm 02 atmospheres at 10"*C. A 2D micromechanics model is used to
represent the time-dependence of observed crack bridging events and is able to
rationalize the observed phenomena.
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Introduction

Most ceramics are chemically stable and resistant to corrosion in many
environments. Ceramic matrix composites are expected to also exhibit similar
corrosion resistance; however, the stability of the fiber and interface may
differ from monolithic ceramics and the method of manufacturing CMCs, i.e. CVI,
can result in a relatively porous matrix that does not protect the fibers from
the environment. The fiber/matrix interface through which CMCs gain their
strength and toughness is of particular concern.

Time-dependent crack growth, referred to as subcritical crack growth or slow
crack growth (SCG), likely controls the long-term life of ceramic matrix
composite (CMC) structural materials at elevated temperatures when preexisting
flaws are present. Using CMCs in systems where long-term stability is required
demands resistance to time-dependent crack growth, as well as high-temperature
corrosion (1-8). No prior data exists, to the best of our knowledge, on the
subcritical crack growth rates of typical CMC materials at elevated
temperatures under static or cyclic loads as a function of temperature or
environment. Therefore, a fundamental research study was begun at Pacific
Northwest Laboratory (PNL) to determine :.aportant aspects of SCG in ceramic
composite materials (1,2).

This initial study has acquired crack velocity data as a function of stress
intensity at elevated temperature in an inert environment to obtain baseline
data for these C1C materials and to explore the phenomenon of SCG in CMC
material s. Data are presented for SCG measured in a chemical-vapor infiltrated
(CVI) p-SiC matrix material containing eight laminates of Nicalon fiber cloth
at 1100"C in pure Ar. Results are also presented for SCG in Ar plus 2000-,
5000-, 10,000-, and 20,000-ppm 02 to explore the effects of an aggressive
environment.

Crack-wake bridging by long fibers in continuous-fiber-reinforced CMCs
dominates the mechanical response of these materials (9). Therefore, it is
reasonable to expect the time-dependent response of the bridging zone at
elevated temperatures to dominate SCG in CMCs. Crack bridging reinforcements
will be highly stressed and may exhibit a variety of time-dependent deformation
behaviors including creep, time-dependent interface fracture, time-dependent
interface creep, and possibly visco-elastic effects at the interface. In
addition, the bridging reinforcements will be exposed directly to the external
environment. Thus, environmental effects on SCG are also concerns for CMC
materials. The environment can affect the bridging reinforcements by
penetrating down the reinforcement-matrix interface or by directly degrading
the reinforcements.

High Temperature Corrosion of SiC/SiC

Silicon carbioe is thermodynamically unstable in 02, H2 and H20 environments and
will react with them in the following manner:

SiC(s) + 02(g) = SiO(g) + CO(g) : Low PO2  (Ia)

SiC(s) + 3/2 02(g) = SiO2 (s) + CO(g) : High P02  (ib)

SiC(s) + 2 H 2(g) Si + CH4(g) (2)
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SiC(s) + 2 H20(g) - SiO(g) + CO(g) + 2 H2 (g) (3)

The stability of SiC depends on the formation of a stable "passive" layer of
SiO (10). Active oxidation of SiC occurs at around 10-8 atm of 02 at 900C.
Oxiaation of C to CO or CO2 is a concern for C/C and C/SIC as well as for
SiC/SiC composites relying on a C interfacial layer for fracture toughness.
Jacobson, Eckel, Misra and Humphrey (11) have calculated the stability of SiC
in an Ar/H20/5% H2 mixture. Their data illustrate that SiH, SiH4 , SiO, CH4, C9
and CH are thermodynamically stable at various H2/H2O ratios ranging from 10
to 10 and total pressures of I atm. This analysis gives no information
regarding the kinetics of these reactions.

The major reaction between alkali metals and Si-based ceramics is the formation
of a low melting temperature salt such as Li O-SiO Reaction with SiO2 is of
concern because of its presence at grain boundaries and surfaces (i.e. reaction
of SiC with 02). Degradation of the protective "passive" SiO2 layer and
accelerated crack growth caused by the decreased viscosity of grain boundary
glass phases in contact with alkali metals are two of the possible chemical
compatibility concerns for SiC/SiC composites in contact with a Li coolant or
Li ceramic. If the Li is at a very low 0 activity, the possibility of forming
these eutectic phases is greatly reduces.

The corrosion and fracture behavior of SiC in molten Li has been evaluated by
Curran and Amateau (12) and Cree and Amateau (13). Both studies were conducted
on a-SiC exposed to a thin layer of molten Li in contact with the sample
surface. A decrease in the room temperature fracture strength from about 350
MPa to about 150 MPa was found in both studies for exposures exceeding 500"C.
The strength loss was related to Li penetration down SiC grain boundaries.
Reaction with the glass phase in the SiC grain boundaries was considered to be
the primary cause of the rapid intergranular penetration. Uniform corrosion
rates were reported as being extensive but with no apparent effect on the
fracture strength.

Experimental Procedures

Composites consisting of Nicalon fiber cloth (0o/90o) and CVI p-SiC with carbon
(C) interfaces were tested. The composites are 8-ply material, 4 mm thick,
fabricated by Refractory Composites, Inc. of Whittier, CA. Interfaces of l.0
Am C were deposited on the Nicalon fibers before the 6-SiC CVI fabrication
step. Single-edge-notched bend bar (SENB) specimens with dimensions of 4 mn
x 5.5 mm x 50 mm were prepared. The SENB specimens were tested in 4-point
bending using a fully articulated SiC bend fixture. Other test details have
been discussed previously (1,2).

The SCG studies were pet formed using constant load tests for long times, up to
7 x 104 s, and using ste,-ped load tests with load holding carried out at 1100"C
in Ar and Ar plus vatying PO2. The specimens were typically loaded at an
applied stress intensity of 7-8 MPalm to begin the test. The test continued
until a load drop was observed. Specimens that were tested in Ar plus 02 were
brought up to temperature in pure Ar.

Each SCG test consisted of either a series of 1000-s constant-load tests or a
long-term hold at constant load in 4-point bending at a constant temperature.
The displacement-time curves for the 1000-s exposures at constant load in Ar
indicate that the specimen displacement, and thus the crack opening
displacement, undergoes a transient period of displacement that is logarithmic
in time and does not exhibit a true steady-state over the 1000-s hold time.
The slope of the displacement-time curve over the final 600 s of the load step,
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however, was fairly linear and was taken as proportional to the crack velocity
for each 1000-s period. The longer term hold displacement-time data were fit
to polynomial functions and differentiated to give 86/8t.

Writing 6 - P C(a), where 6 is the displacement, P is the load, C is the
specimen mid-point compliance, and a is equal to a/W normalized crack length)
can be used to give

a a _ & P8Cda_F a- t - P~a P --at• W-ft d (4)

which is then used to derive the following expression for da/dt Vc

da at (5)
Cdt - vc-PC' (a)

where V, is the crack velocity and W is the specimen thickness. An expression
was determined for the mid-point compliance of a SENB specimen in 4-point
bending and was used to calculate crack length and C'(a) (2). The slope of the
displacement-time curve at a given load is a6/at.

Fatigue crack growth tests were performed similarly to the static load
subcritical crack growth tests with the load cycled 5 or 25 times at each of
the constant loads used for the static load tests. The load was held for lO00s
between each load cycle and the load ratio, R, was 0.1. Tests were conducted
in both Ar and Ar plus 2000 ppm 0 . The crack velocity was determined during
each of the 1O00s hold periods between load cycles and compared to the crack
velocity obtained with the statically loaded samples.

Experimental Results

The data for the C-interface materials, when plotted as crack velocity versus
applied stress intensity (V-K curves), reveal a stage-I region where the crack
velocity is essentially independent of the applied stress intensity (Figure 1)
followed by a stage-III, or power-law crack growth region, at high stress
intensities.

The power-law region exhibits a strong dependence, but the stage-II region
exhibits a weak dependence, on the applied stress intensity. The data reveal
a pronounced increase in stage-II crack velocity because of 02 in the gas. The
crack velocity increases with increasing 02 content of the Ar (Figure 1).
Also, the stress intensity required for the onset of stage-III is shifted to
a lower value of the applied stress intensity.

When the crack velocity is plotted as a function of time (V-t curves), the
effects of 02 become more pronounced (Figure 2). The time-dependence of V, in
Ar shows a decreasing velocity with time while V in the varying PO2
environments show either a constant Vc or increasing V cwith time. The curves
for 10,000- and 20,000-ppm 02 indicate that the crack velocity increases quite
rapidly and that those tests were much shorter in duration than the 5000- and
2000-ppm 02 tests.

SCG data for monolithic ceramics that do not exhibit a large-scale bridging _41
zone do not show stage-II behavior; rather, the crack velocity is observed to
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Figure 2 - Crack Velocity as a Function of Time in Pure Ar and in
Varying 02 Part~ial Pressures for Long Times. Curve Labels Indicate P02
in Units of 10 ppm.

be a power-law function of applied stress intensity (K ) (3,5,7,8). The
observed stage-Il region in the present data reveals a weaK dependence on K
This behavior suggests that SCG in CMCs is controlled by crack-bridging by te
continuous fibers in the crack wake. The bridging zone screens, or shields,
the crack-tip from the applied stress intensity. Over the region of increasing
K as a function of increasing crack length, a bridging zone is established for
these materials, and it screens the crack-tip from K . A nearly constant

- crack-tip stress intensity, K is established as the tridging zone develops
and R-curve behavior is observed. Eventually, the bridging zone saturates and
cannot continue to shield the crack-tip.

Comparison of Figures 1 and 3 reveals that the cyclic crack velocities are
[ lower than the static crack growth rates for Ar and Ar + 2000 ppm 0 This

effect is revealed by comparing the crack velocities after I cycle an6 after
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Figure 3 - Crack velocity as a function of applied stress intensity (V-
K) for C-interface material at 1100"C in pure Ar and Ar + 2000 ppm
oxygen and with cyclic stresses at a R of 0.1.

25 cycles, Figures 3. Clearly the crack velocity decreases with increasing
number of cycles; however, the decrease in crack velocity is greatest at low
K values at the beginning of the test with less of a decrease at higher K
values. Stage II crack velocities ranged from 7 x 10-9 in Ar to about 3 x 10.8
r/s in Ar 2000 ppm 02.

The effect of cyclic stresses on the transition from stage II to rapid
fracture, stage III, is difficult to identify with this data set. For the
tests in Ar + 02, the transition occurs at a lower value of K for cyclic than
static loading while the data for tests conducted in Ar is less conclusive.
A transition from stage II to stage III occurred at about 28 MPa-fm with static
loading, Figure 1, but for two tests conducted with cyclic loading the
transition occurred at about 24 MPafm in one test while the other survived to
25 MPa-Im without failing. The test was terminated at this stress intensity
because of equipment failure.

Discussion and Modeling of Results

The evidence for bridging zone domination of SCG is suggested from the
experiments using Ar plus 0 in comparison with pure Ar and also from a
micromechanical model developed to rationalize SCG in CMC materials (1, 2).
Adding 02 to the 1100"C Ar environment increases the crack velocity in the
stage-Il regime and shifts the stage-II-to-stage-III transition to lower KAI values (Figure 1). The shift to lower K values for the transition to stage-
III crack growth is consistent with a reduction in the closure forces imparted
on the crack faces by the bridging fibers. Scanning electron photomicrographs
(not shown here) of the CMCs exposed to the 0 reveal the partial removal of
the C-interfaces due to oxidation at 11001C. Ifemoving this interface material
reduces the shear strength of the interface, reduces the ability of the matrix
to transfer load to the fibers, and reduces the bridging zone effectiveness.
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These effects are rationalized using a 2D-mtcromechanical model of a crack in
a CHC material (1,2). The model places a semi-infinite crack in a linear-
elastic body and simulates the bridging fibers by crack closure forces placed
along the crack face. The forces applied by the fibers to the crack face are
calculated using an explicit frictional bridging model that calculates the
fiber load transfer as a function of distance from the crack-tip. A basic
result of the model is to predict crack-tip screening over a range of crack
extension (R-curve behavior) when high-strength fibers and weak interfaces are
present (1,2).

The model is used to explore the time-dependence of crack growth by allowing
the crack-closure forces to undergo time-dependent relaxation. Available creep
data for Nicalon fibers at 1100"C in pure Ar (14) were used to construct a
constitutive equation for the stress- and time-dependence of creep in Nicalon
fibers at 1100"C. Based on this approach, the discrete micromechanics model
is used to calculate the crack velocity using a quasi-static approach (2).

Using a definition for the stress intensity for an equilibrium bridging zone,
an expression was derived for the velocity of a crack in a composite at
equilibrium, which gives a quasi-static approximation to the crack velocity.
For this approximation, it is assumed that the bridging zone is in equilibrium
by virtue of a balance between crack advance and relaxation of bridging zone
stresses. As the crack advances, it bridges additional fibers, which retards
its growth. As the stresses in the bridging zone relax, the crack-tip
screening is reduced, and the crack tends to advance.

The quasi-static approximation assumes that Ktip is a constant such that

Kci (a,t) = c- dKiP = 0 (6)

Therefore, one can write the total differential of K,,, as

dKti '-• da + aKIPdt (7)

which was used to derive an expression for crack velocity, Vr, as

da 'at (8)

V- dt Ot (8Iaa
where the crack velocity is expressed as the ratio between the time-dependence
of K due to stress relaxation of bridging forces, ti. /t, and the change
in CP due to crack advance, ' Cw/oIa. Reducing the-t•rack-closure (fiber
bridging) forces as a function of Mme, due to either stress relaxation in the
fibers (Figure 4) or removal of the interface, allows the crack to extend
during the load step. The agreement of the predicted velocities, as well as
the time-dependence, suggests that fiber creep is controlling SCG in the pure
Ar environment at 1100"C. Other relaxation processes, such as interface
removal, would be expected to occur in 02 This relaxation process would be
faster than for fiber creep alone because the fiber/matrix interface is
simultaneously being removed by oxidation. This process would reduce the
fiber/matrix interfacial shear strength as a function of time. A faster stress
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Figure 4 - Predicted Crack Velocity as a Function of Time for the Case
of Stress Relaxation Due to Fiber Creep.

relaxation shifts the onset of accelerated cracking (stage-Ill) to lower KA
values and increases the relative crack velocities in the stage-Il region.

The crack velocity-time data in 02 (Figure 2) indicates that velocities are
increasing with time, which cannot be accounted for using a logarithmic
function for K t, such as that used for fiber creep. A linearly increasing
Ktip(t) will givA a constant crack velocity, while a power-law function would
be required to account for increasing velocities with time. Such a result
would have to come from a model of interface removal and subsequent bridging
zone relaxation, which remains to be accomplished.

Summary and Conclusions

SCG in continuous-fiber CMC materials at 1100"C in pure Ar exhibits a stage-Il
region where crack velocity depen- weakly on the applied stress intensity.
At higher stress intensities, the 3ck velocity is accelerated, and a power-
law (stage-Ill) region is observea where crack'velocity depends strongly on
stress intensity. The stage-II region corresponds to the development of the
fiber bridging zone in the wake of the crack. It was observed that crack
velocities increase at 1lO0"C in Ar plus 02 compared to pure Ar. It was also
observed that 0 shifted the onset of stage-III to lower values of applied
stress intensiy. These observations were rationalized using a 2D-
micromechanical model developed to simulate cracks bridged by continuous

* fibers. Fiber creep relaxation predicted the correct crack velocity and time-
dependence in Ar, but other mechanisms, such as interface removal, are required
to rationalize the data in Ar plus 02.
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Abstrac

Titaniurfl base material in intmerintaiic form and/or as a fiber reinfce ter
extremly attractive for high iaetunstrucura applicaton where highs = stWengt
and stiffness art reuired. Signcat~obiems wie with thes nmatrals when hydroge is
present in the seric environment, like~ most other stuctural materials, titanium will
absorb moe hy~v at low wimperature tha at high and can readily form embrittlingtitanium~~~~~~~~~ hydrde- bes Th derdn-fet fhdoe on the presently available high

basew- ý smtrutua mateials are reviewed. The cri2tAW ismu of the Presentlackof.relatum lgtwih, ihtmanestutrlmtra for aeropace applications
when hydrogen is Present is dsusd

rsdkWc by N..Smll. 01 uusem 3.
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Titanium base mmterials an very attactive for structural applications in advanced aerospaMce
vehicles. Because of titanium's low L thed elvte Semeature specific streash,
simi..., and ere*p behavir of fths. oem for mooed these of the superalloys anwd even

=cudte dasce aro- rompst ntransmd the ceramic matrilx compost
131111111ilb ID WAO!!qhigh temperature (1). For example the silicon carbide fiber

LUlP. matrix composite has a noimunsm useful operating teperature
of about SOWI the MpAI (alpha,-2 phase) ineermemallic base alloys can operate up to about
90MC and the 1IW (gamuua phas) ineermemaflic bosw alloys up to about 100rC.

When these titanium bane materials we consideued for structural applications on airtweasiing,
hot asrucatrehyeso vehicles, however, iffaldues an encounarad. High speeds at lowý
altitudes resltin e=reey high structural temperatures. Outer skin temperatures can
appiroach 200C (2). Addltlos= propulsion systems ine complex and can require a
combination of rocktets, rnjeMs scramjets. Ran~jes can Opert eI ffectively to between
Masch 3 and 3 but above Mach 5 acranijets (supersonic combustion rimijets) or rockets are
required. To attain these hypersonic velocities only hydrogen as a fuel has the reuie

gratrohn that of hbasrogen-l
abu 5.nl a yrgn rpulsion systern is capable of attaining the velocity

requirel for orbital insertion (3).

Uuefmttinaly, it has been known for years that the interaction of hydrogen with most titanium
bwase ay cas be exareme (4). Equilibrium hydrogen salubility in titanium decrease with

inceain tmprave(5). In the reatively ope (hoc), elevated temperature, beta phase of
tianium, hydrogen solubility can be large, qiproaclaing 60 atomic % at 600C- Hydrogen will
stabilie the bew phase and can reduece the betA-raumas eprtr from 8850C to 3500C. In
contrast. d th ni P closed (hcp), low temperature, alpha phae f titanUm= exhibits a maxinuam
hydrogen solubility of only about 10 atomic % (at 3W0C,) becoming nearly negligible atro
temperature. When the hydrogen concentration exceeds these solubility limits, titanium
hydrides. will bgnto precipitate (6). Even with the inherent incompatibilities between

hydoge an tianimtitanium baoe alloys have been used extensively to contain hydrogen in
criica apliatinssuch as in the Spaew Shuttle Main Eingine (6). Such applications usually

involea cryogenic temperatures where insufficient thermal enryis present to
discaetehydrogen molecue or about room tmeauewhere the noral resen Oxide

filmon he itaiumcan act as an effectve hydrogen barrier to isolate the titamium from the
active hyrgen environment (4).

Although titanium base materials have been used extensively in a variety of aerospace
structural applications, consideration of their use as high temperature structures has only been
recent. In advanced hypersonic vehicles, it is hihlly desirable to take advantage of the

Sexcellent hbig OPpeaur PeCifIC properties Of titanium base alloys for hydrogen containment
during fuel hnin.in actvely cooled structures, and as primary airframe structure exposed to
a casual or reiulhyoe environment. The purpose of this pape is to review our present
understandingo~fthe'h&ie interactions with titanium base materials. We will first consider
the hydrogen interacton with both monolithic beta phase titanium and silicon carbide fiber
reinforced beta. titanium matrix os oeta o structure afirfam materials. Next,
we will consider the Ti3AI (al =)tiiir aluminide intermetallic base alloys as
polential hydroge plumbing and actively cooled structures. Finally, we will consider the rLIM

~u phase)titanium aluminide imnteretallic base alloys for heat exchanger applications;
Prklinflow path. Based on our Preet unesadn.wee will cocld that

r -Y ightitaiumbasematrias ca no FW eliblyused in direct
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In the pea. bean Phase titanium alloys have bea *ui& to be fairly resitan o bYdraOp shoe
hydride formabsn rquhe harp hydrogmn conoernruis (8). At elevased wPumI e,III

20. hydaupe . .-. -- - -__ uin t~f ain the oena hoc
OJbta itaiu lattice becomses very

Is. rapid (9) and lIgp amonts of
hydrogen can be absorbsdin the

bet phse venat erylow
R14- hyrgnrsm s (umblensathat

* oaaans~ihre (6) in
B," DEUIIE very short times (IO) Hydrogen in

a beoa alloy will fuarthr stabilize
10. the beta phase at the expense of

any remainin; alpha phase (6).
The p 'cptto ' Of fine. acicular
alphaphase ~is the primary

2. these alloys decrease with
__ ~ .~ ~increasing amounts of absorbed

0 .5 40 40a A c t 3 o 4 so hydrogen (11). Recently, it has
Tunp~we d~gu C)been observed that hydrogen inT kpa oo (d m Qbeta titanium lattic can ha1M a

jqgur 1 - Ductileto-britgle fracture tiunsitio observed signifiant influence on the ductile-
in the Bets 21S titanium alloy containing 0.39 to-brittle fractule tranitio in the
wt perot hydropa beta~ p alloyks (10-12).

Atpclexample of the hydrogen
S* ...-. influene on ductile-to-brittle

fracture transition is shown in Fig.
100 1. These data were obtained on

0.063 cm (0.025 in.) thick,
If monolithic Beta 21S (Ti-iSMo-

so- 2.NbO2IM-WA) titanium alloy
I sheet that had been exposed at
5 7040C to a 2.7 kPa (20 torf)

0- hydrogen environment for a
sufficient length of time 19 ks (5

* hours) to establish equilibrium
between hydrogen in the

50 environment and that in the bulk
(total pick-up of0.39 wt percent
hydrogen). The ductile-to-brittle
transition is sharp and exhibits a
corresponding change in fracture

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.6 0. . md rm rngr 'lr ductile,
But ~*ag ~ ~microvoid coalescence at the
BA H QW~~ft M %) higher test temperatures to ly

* ~~Figure 2 - T7he influence of bulk hydrogn concentration copee tranigranular, britte
on the ductile-to-brittle fracture transition in claaeat the lower teprtrs.
dhe Beta 21S titanium alloy. 1he temperature of this ductile-tof ~brittle transition can be changed

significantly by the amount of hydrogen in the bulk of the alloy, as shown in Fig. 2.
Unchargd materal exhibits a transition tmp~erature of around -1300C but can be raised to
about l0(PC with a bulk hydroge concentration about 0.72 wt percent.

The effect of hydroWenon the ductile-Wobrittle transition tmeaueappears to be the rsl
of restricting di eairto increase the yield sftress = = T h fatreSmO
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the m.seial (11). Equilibrium bydie would ant be expected to fn at these bulk h
comMutIons in the bea phase (14) and have not bean obsrved using the X-ray d
meiu at hydropen coaceratians up to 49 awomc Percent (11). What appeawto be

meaabehydrides have been found within the g ain ths beoa alloy at these hdae
concumuadons, ht bm• appemn to be little or no coelatio to the occurrence of dhe dce-
tW-hejade tmulcn (15, 16).

Hydrog has been found to affect the beta phase titanium matrix of a silicon carbde fiber
Ireinfor posin in mnuch the - manei u it does the monolithic materaL An elevated

Stempetm pIe-exposme to a low pressure hydrogen environment can cause a severe
de~udtiosin roo smwneravine tensil behavior (10). Degradation in theco oseapas

to be the result of the Aween
aim interaction with the bulk, beta

matrix. Figure 3 shows the tensile
va m behavior of a beta matrix, silicon

low carbide reinforced composite

4Tar H laminate after long-time exposures
2 (sufficient time to allow

equilibrium to be established
%.0 between hydrogen in the

environment and hydrogen in the
beta lattice) at 650°C and three

o , 7 10 Tow H2  hydrogen pressures. As can be
seen, the severity of embrittlement
is dependent on hydrogen pressure.

am Equilibrium absorption under 533
Pa (4 tort) hydrogen is seen to be

62 To H2  insufficient to cause a significant
- ' change in room temperature tensile

. 0.4 0.8 1.2 A" behavior. After equilibrium
exposure to 1.333 kPa (10 tort)S•tf Si () hydrogen, room temperature

Figure 3 - Room temperature tensile behavior of a beta behavior is significantly degraded,
titanium matrix, silicon carbide fiber with the primary effects being a
reinforced composite following equilibrium change in the modulus of the
exposures at 6500C to three different composite and a reduction in
hydrogen pressures. strength. After equilibrium with a

8.36 kPa (62 toff) hydrogen
environment, the laminate is severely degraded, with matrix cracking beginning on initial
loading and ultimately resulting in a nearly complete loss in the structural integrity of the
composite laminate.

As would be expected, the fracture surfaces of the composite laminate reflect the degree of
hydrogen degradation occurring in the beta phase matrix. As shown in Fig. 4, the laminate
exposed to a vacuum environment exhibits ductile, transgranular failure of the beta matrix by
miarovoid coalescence. After a 1.333 kPa (10 tort) hydrogen exposure at 65OPC (Fig. 4), the
fracu morphology of the beta matrix material is brittle with transgranular fracture occurring
by clesvWe

Alpha-2 titanium-aluminlde (nominallyTi3AI) is an ordered intermetallic phase having aSmodifed h 0 0DO9) crystal stucture. Like many othe intermetallics, the titanium aluminides

can ductility and poo fracture toughness at low temperatures (1) Low temperaturet "ductility in alpha-2 base alloys has been improved signficantly by the Addition of alloying

elements such as Nb, V, and Mo and the selection of heat tnratents that force the retention of
the mle ductile transformed bta titsnium phase in the primarily alpha-2 microstructure (I).

S... . .... , .. 1, ... ••....., , . m:,"mlm~m•458mmb



(a) (b)
0.001 cm

Figure 4- A comparison of rom temprantw matrix fracture morphology of a silicon carbide
fiber reinforced Beta 21S titanium matrix composite after equilibrium exposure at
65(PC to (a) a vacuum environment and (b) a hydrogen environment at 1.333 kPa.

Hydrogen interactions with alpha-2 base alloys are similar to those observed in other titanium
base alloys. Hydrogen has the potential to influence microstructural stability of the alpha-2
base alloys and to produce damaging hydride phases. Although hydrogen has been shown to
stabilize the beta phase, its influence appears to be less than that exhibited on the alpha
containing titanium alloys (17). Additionally, in alpha-2 based alloys that contain the beta
stabilized phase, hydrogen has been thought to assist the formation of an orthorhombic phase
(Ti2AINb) (18). Thus far, there is little evidence that these hydrogen-induced changes in
microstructure have a significant effect on the mechanical behavior of alpha-2 base alloys. The
primary influence of hydrogen on the titanium aluminide intermetallics appears to be the
formation of degrading titanium hydride phases.

Although the hydrogen solubility limit in alpha-2 is quite large at elevated temperatures,
approaching 15 atomic percent at 6500 C in the Ti-24A-l- lNb alloy (19), essentially all of this
hydrogen will precipitate upon cooling as some form of titanium hydride. The fcc delta
hydride phase has been observed in alpha-2 alloys as have more complex hydride phases (20-
22).

The effects of hydrogen on the mechanical behavior of the modified hcp alpha-2 titanium
aluminde base alloys are much like thse obsrved in the hcp alpha titanium base alloys (4). If
hydrogen is allowed to enter the bulk of the material at elevated temperature, hydrides will
precipitate on cooling and will degrade the mechanical behavior of the alloy. Significant
changes in critical properties such as fracture toughness, threshold stress intensity for theSinitiation of cracking, and fracture sess have been observed (23). Further, large hydrogen
pressure are not required. Significant degradation can resuilt from an elevated temperature
exposure to a hydrogen environment at pressures of much less than one atmosphere. Under
extreme conditions of high pessure or long imes, suficint hydrogen can be absorbed into the
alpha-2 phase to cause the complete disintegration of the material (essentiafly the complete

S€conversion of the alpha-2 base alloy to titanium hydride). Additionally, like the alpha base
alloys (4), embrittlement of alpha-2 base alloys can occur as the result of exposure to a
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I."71
Flasy, te u mmA doele a a2 basesb uan im -hportant rokei smaa

USVUIIof a .Id.nd.d IOI t ha buMSwa t" the TI-24AM- INb
wwhý sa ua ul001 is"aft ductility at a buk , mdos as low MV

6=6NIMM %1D abou25).M 7b obagrvatlsis ar most rbabl d ie t h
dw amd% = Oo( the - h3 *ow sgoluble b inin thes

The gammia titanium. alsunlkde Italc-(MAI) has anordered feI (Lbo) lattice
sacu.Gamma bagse alloys wre either single phase an (TIMI) or alloys with some

nudobud alpbs-2 (ThAI) phase. The mtllurgy of those a=lis nsot yet wel understood and,
asaomusance.nomo aushu bse a been adenifed to effectively reduce the severe loss in

dw~dlltatlowusipereftros. b"~a smift on the effets of hydrogen indicate that die amount
of~~AN& ismoge abmegan ima base alloys was sumal, sod thus these; alloys appeared be
resis1 -1 fron a hy&"oge environment. Hoavver, this is not die case. It now
pusthat ifis nitial results uure due to the abil of the oxide film on them higher

abs;piwuontann allpso ay it canprta be ]'ij' nt(627.Teoldouin
~~"~~~"""*~~~= a~ osrea ata arer. Although hydropa

.ubHit fb hydrogen in gfalmm has not been reported; however the total hydrogen
uptake hyognin solution ad 'as a hydride) in gamma base alloys has been shown to be
large at elvtdtmeaue and pressures (27). It appear that at room temperature very
little hydsien can be held in solution in the gamma lattice and extensive precipitation of a
hydrides will occur (28. 29). The fcc delta hydride has been observed as have far more
complex hydrogen containing phases, some exhibiting significant volume contraction
compared with the host gamma phase (30).

Hydrogen degradation in the mechanical properties of gamma base alloys can occur at an
elevated tempeature in a high pressure (-13.8 MNa) hydrogen environment (31) and at room
temperature after elevated temperature hydrogen charging (31-34). Like the alpha-2
internietallic base alloys, the primary cause of degradation in gamma appears to be the
formation of hydride phases. Somewhat conflicting studie have been reported on the effect of
a low pressure hydrogen environment on the gamma phase intermetallic. No significant
degradation of a near alpha-2 alloy was observed either after an elevated temperature pre-
exposure to a low pressur (.0. 1 MNP) hydrogen environment or during testing in a low
pressure hydroen environment at room w aue(1.In contrast, tensile tests rore
on plsnhtclytwinned crystalsf'v idct a significant reduction in ductility when

tsswere conducted in a low pressur (-0. 1 MN&) hydrogen environtment (35). In the latter
stheyd mechanism of degradation was suggested to be decohesion rather than the presence

oftianumhyries

Without question, titanium base materials are important serospace structural materials because
of their low density, good mechanical properties, and superior corroson resistance. in the formi
of fiber rein6-Force composites and as ttanium aluminide intermetallics, they show promis as
high~ teprtr structural materials. For some advanced, hot structure, aerospace vehicle

appicaion, teirusecan be considered critical. No other structural material offers such high
specific strnghand stiffness up to temperatures approaching I0000C in combination with
lood oxidation resistance. Problems arise, however, when hydrogen comes in contact with
titanium base materials. Titanium has a great affinity for hydrogen. Unlike most other

omnnstructural materialss a greate solubility in titanium at low temperatures
thnat high. Cotoeremnteyh attitanium structure once it
hsbeen absorbed. Structures that at temly cycý saturation is not achieved

during the first cycle, will continue to piku diinlhydrogen with each thermal cycle
until saturation a. achieved. Great quantities Of hyrgncan be absorb by some titanium

4W.



a~ospaticlalyat 4nuidK~eratmpeautures.L hydnoge is present in the titanium lattice,
itnum hyrde ea lw%~lratd. Geneally qisigthe hydrides ane buittle and can

degrade the m chanicalanta but a= Wpatiulut at lower tempeatranes

Seta phase titanium, a common matrix material for fiber reinforced titanium matrix
composites has been shown be severely degraded by dhe eqxmm~ to an elevated tneav
hydrogen enviteronent. Although beta phase titanium ca odlarge quatities of hydlogen
(-50 atomic %) in solid solution before hydie begi to precipitate, q. ixu hydoe
solubility under low hydrogen pressutres (V'41 ld a~ very lreadhdgnpcksiat
elevated temperature is very rapid. The w p atn of titanium hydidna

in the betn atcea levels below th ovu a ls enshow to degrade this
material. The presence of hydrogen has a smong efeton the ductile-to-brittle fracture
transition temperature in this bcc titaniumn phase It appears that hydrogen can lower the
fracture stres and raise the transition temperature from below about -13ORC in a hydrogen free
mmateia to above 100CC folowing a high tenaperalumn low pressure hydrogen exposure. An
exposure of a silicon carbide Owbe reinforced beta matrix composite laminate to a 1.33 kPa (10
torr) hydrogen environment at 65(PC is sufflIcient to significantly degrade room teroperature
tensile behavior

The titanium aluminide intermietallics C113A &nd 7WA). although originally thought to be fairly
resistant to degradation from a hydrogen envirnmment, have been shown to be significantly
degraded by hydrogen as well. The prmr mechanism of degradation appears to be the
formation of titanium hydride phases. Thallpla-2 intermetallic (ThAI) appears to behave in a
manner similar to alpha phase titanium. Hydrides readily form in the alpha-2 phase and can
cause severe lons in ductility both during exposure to a low pressure (-0.1 MP&) hydrogen
environment at low temperatures and after low pressure hydrogen charging at elevated
temperatures The pm aintermetallic (TiMl) appears more resistant to hydrogen than the
alpha-2 phase, but still can be degraded by the formation of hydride phawse Degradation has
been demonstrated at elevated temperatures duigepsr to a high pressure (13.8 MPa)
hydrogen environment and at room temperareafter =an eeated temperature, high pressure
hydoe pre-exposure Presently, it is not clear whether or not gamma base materials will be

derddby the presence of a low pressure hydrogen environment

At present, titanium base materials whether in the form of a metallic matrix composite or as a
titanir-n aluminide intermetallic, when used in hot structure applications, appear to be
incompatible with a hydrogen containing environment. The availability of a light weight
structural material having goo thermal-mechanical. behavior and a demonstrated compatibility
with hydrogen appears critical to the success of many future, advanced, hydrogen-fuel.
aerospace vehicles. Without question, the develomnt of such a material offers a significant
challenge to the high temperature materials technologist.
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PLASTICTrY ENHANCEMENT MCHANOMS IN REFRACTORY METALS

R. Gib"la H. Canag, C.M. Czanik, K.M. Edwards and A. Musm

Department of Materials Scen= and Enierng
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 4109-2136 USA

Plasticity enhancement associated with surface films and precipitates or disersoids in
bewfiractoy ameoal is operative in ordered intexrmeftalic compounds. Some results are given

for NITAI- adMoSi2-based mateials The monotonic and cyclic plasticity of NiA! at room
temperature can be enhanced by surface films. Ductile second phases also enhance the
plasticity of NiAJ. MoSi2 exhibits similar effects of surface films and dispersoids, but
primarily at elevated temperatue.Tepatct nacmn is associated with enhanced
dislocation generation from =o = deftormtio ahfilm-substrate or precipitate/
diapersoid-matrix interface of the composite systems.

Critical auess in Use Doveicpmetit of HiO Teamp~erstonf Smoueuis Macriak
FAited by N.S. StolofT, DJ. Duqases MWi A.F. Olsarnei

Th% Minerls. Metals & Moteusall Society, 1993
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The bhc refractory metals Nb, Ta, Mo, and W and ordered intermetallic compounds
such as NMA and MoSi2 posse many desirable e g .p"erti esecially potentially
high strength at elevated umperars. However, a major difficulty in applications as
structural materials has been a lack of adequate toughness at relatively low temperat-res (1-3).
Thee materials undergo brittle-to-ductile fracture transitions at temperaures from well below
room temperature to above 10e0"C that are dislocation-mobi limited, dislocation-density
limited, or both. 17b brte-to-d4cil transition temperature (BDTI) can be associated wt
ternmal-to-athenmal dislocation glide transitions or with the onset of dislocation climb and/or
diffusional ceep proce l-4).

Many approaches have beem taken to reduce the BDDT of these materials, to enhance
plastic flow, and to obtain incresed toughness at relatively low temperatures(5,6). We
examine two methods of plasticity enhancement, viz. surface film coatings and second phase
particles(3). Such results have demonstrated that the ductility of bcc refractory metals can be
greatly enhanced by these methods because a combination of dislocation-mobility and
dislocation-density limitations can be overcome. The dislocation-mobility limitation follows
from the large difference in intrinsic mobility between edge and screw dislocations in the bcc
structure, whereas the dislocation-density limitation arises from a lack of surface or internal
dislocation sources(3,7). For NiAI, there does not appear to be a large difference in edge and
screw dislocation mobility for <001> glide dislocations(8-10), although <111> dislocations in
<001>-oriented single crystals are characterized by a large mobility difference(l 1). For
MoSi2, insufficient knowledge exists concerning the relative mobilities of edge and screw
dislocations or of the different dislocation types <100>, <110>, <IlI>, and [ <331>(12).
However it is clear that there is negligible dislocation plasticity below -900*C at normal strain
rates(13), except under hardness indentations(14).

Most experimental procedures have been described in other papers or theses given as
references. Only brief descriptions of procedures pertaining to results described in this paper
are given.

Stoichiometric polycrystalline NiAI for fatigue studies was prepared by hot extrusion
of mild-steel-canned castings to an extrusion ratio of 6:1 at 1150MC. The equiaxed grain size
was 100 gtn. Texture analysis indicated a <111> fiber texture of 2 to 3 times random.
Surface film coatings involved electroless Ni plating at 850C to a thickness of 170 nm(9,15).
Specimens of a Ni-30 at.% Al alloy used to demonstrate second-phase toughening of NiAI-
based alloys were prepared by directional solidification (DS) to produce a two-phase B matrix
of composition Ni-37 at.% Al with either discontinuous or continuous aligned y' rods of
composition Ni-27 at.L% Al. The B phase matrix was single crystalline with a [001) orientation
parallel to the growth direction. The y' was aligned such that the Kurdjumov-Sachs
orientation relationship existed. The bulk alloy contained about 40% B and 60% y'. The DS
Ni-30 at% Fe-20 at% Al alloy has been reported on in other papers(l,16-18). It is a lamellar
84y+(y ') single crystal composite with the same [001] growth-oriented B phase and
Kurdjumov-Sachs orientation relationship between the B and y phases. The y +y "
reinforcements constitute approximately 35 vol.% of the composite and have a composition
Ni-38% Fe-13% Al. The 6 phase has a composition Ni-20% Fe-30% Al.

Experiments on monolithic MoSi2 were done on powder processed materials. Most
expernments were performed on -325 mesh powder obtained from Cerac, Incorporated, with
some work on high purity, oxide-free powders prepared by mechanical alloying by Dr. R.
Schwarz of Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL). Most materials were tested in the hot-
pressed condition, although some maeials were additionally HIPed. The approximately
equ'axed grai saze was about 30 Lmr, and the materials were about 95-98% of theoretical
density. No preferential texture was noted. Surface film coating experiments utilized PVD
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electron beam deposition of ZrO flms 00 m thick at 5M. Moft-T'C pariculecomposmz wme red, by owdw W 0mC powdths of 2Mo Um size with the
""1 e•ll with commercial MoSi2 powdes in

to pis MoSi2-TIC oMPis. These mateials we e identical

hoI tretminea given to the monolithic MoSi2 materials. composites
were usually 9 92 S dense. ahe prein am of the MoSi2 maUtix was ximately 15-25
Jim in tematerials. The C particles wer well distributed = o the composite
volume, but because of agglomeration varied from 5 pm to 45 pm, with a mean sine of 10 Ju.

Plastic strain controlled fatigue experiments were performed On polycrystalline NiAl
using a MTS Model 810 servohydraulic machine and experimental methods described
elsewhere(9,15). The specimens were 70 mm in lenfth, with a amm grip diameter. 3 mm
gauge diameter, and 10 mm gauge length. Plastic strain ringes of 0.000 - 0.0016 were used.
The total strain rate during cyclic deformation was 10-4 5-. All tensile and compression tests
of NiAl and Ni-30% Al and Ni-30% Fe-20% Al alloys were perfo on an Instron Model
1137 machine at cross head speeds to give strain rates of 2-5 x 10-4 s. Tensile specimens
had gauge diameters of 2-3 mm, gauge lengths of 6-10 mm, and length-to-diameter ratios of at
least 3. Compresson seinshad similar Ppuedatrs but lengths were cut to maintain
a length-to-diamete ratio of 2. MoSt mechanical testig of MoSi2 and MoSi2-TiC composites
was done in cmpne.in at an initial strain rate of 10 rl on specimens that were 6 mnm x 3
mm x 3 mm i dimensions. Tests were done on an Inson Model 4507 machine in argon at
950-12000C. Yttria was used as a platen lubricant to minimize friction. To examine surfi-e
film effects in 71O2-coated MoSi2, we used microhardness indentation techniques. Diamond
Vickers indentations at loads of 1 kgf were made at temperatures of 25-13004C with a Nikon
QM hot hardness tester, with at least five measurements made at each temperature. The
MoSi2 specimens were coated over one half of the indentation surface so that hardness
measurements of uncoated and coated materials could be made on the same specimen at the
same time.

Materials were examined by light optical, scanning electron, and transmission electron
niicrosopies. Optical and SEM methods were employed to determine grain sim, grain shape,
second phase structure and distribution and deformation and fracture path morphologies on
fracture surfaces and side surfaces. Conventional TEM on a JEOL 2000FX microscope was
used to determine orientation relationships between phases in the two-phase microstructures
and to analyze the dislocation substructures in each phase. High-resolution TEM (HRTEM)
observations of the atomic structure of interfaces in two-phase alloys were made on a JEOL
4000EX microscope.

Results and Discussion

This paper illustrates that surface films and second phase particit enhance the
plasticity of ordered intermetallic alloys in the manner observed for bcc reftmoiy metals(3,7).
We present new results on low-cycle fatigue of NiAI and on monotonic deformaition of NiAI-
based two-phase alloys, plus new observations on MoSi2 and its alloys. The intent is to
demonstrate that elastic and plastic constraint afforded by strong and adhering interfaces can
generate dislocations into quasi-brittle matrix materials and afford plasticity that would not
ordinarily occur in the uncoated or unalloyed matrix(3).

Surface Fim Effects: NiAl

Several papers have demonstrated that surface films on NiAl and FeAl, in single
crystal or polycrystalline form, can enhance the plasticity of the substrate material at room
temperature(1,3,9,19-21). These effects can be manifested in tension, compression, cyclic
deformation, and (in the present paper for MoSi2) hardness experiments. The usual .
manifestation takes the form of reduced yield and flow stresses and increased strain to -

failure(19-21). Figure 1 illustrates an additional effect of surface films on the cyclic stress
asymmetry of polycrystalline NiAl, which has a room-temperature tensile ductility of 1%. Ni
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films have littl offect on the monotonic Wadle or counpleussk deformation behavior. bog do
chane d manitdesof the toeulic and compressive puk am=. during low-cycle fatsue

NowinftI doth sign of the stress asymmetry as changed by the aplcation fh
surface fim. in sneral. the eFfect of thes Ni films, which lInduce M£ l srs in the

sbfitmatadal9. is to introduce a more negative stress asymmetry. Mwe mechanism by
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Two other effects of cyclic deformation were noted in experiments on uncoated
materials(lS,22). [1] Step testing ofNAI indicates that cycling at lower plastic strain
amplitudes can improve the cyclic H cieal at higher amplitudxes. [2] Low amplitude

cyclc peataincanals sinifcanly ncrasethemontonc yeldand ultimate strength of the
mateial asshow inFig 2 or mnotnictenion.Not tht mst of the tensile ductility of
theunpestaind ateialis etine Inthepretrine maerileven though the strength is
nealy oubed y ccli prstainandthee i frctorapicevide-sce of accumulated

Znt~errnlrd amg fo thcylcpsra()Cmrssve strengths are similarly
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SPh - -~ - -from Sec n d- - - NiA-

The low ductility of &-NiAI alloys near room temperature reflects the inability toger and mow a sufficient density of dislocationa. We have found that inrphaeboundarie between the brittle B-pha muix and ductile y' and y 4,y' reinforcing pum• inbri-30%Al and Ni-30% Fe-20% Al DS alloys, respectively, art effective in ehanc plastic
flow of the 9 paw. The result is sub sm ipiit of • .Tomo .F 3
demonstrates am both the binary and the wterny two-phase mlcroestmcaes exhibit of the
order 10% lsia elonga-ion to fatmu even thmrh the uncomrined matrix materials
exhibit no tensile plastigivy, as given for the Ni - 40%W A pase alloy.

t 2". 1 mJFso•o PFig. 3.True stress - true strain
10" curves in tension at roomNIpr-t fo a 8+ y i

30 at.% Al alloy and a A + (y
S-•/+y) Ni-O at%• Ae-20 at%•

IM A alloy. F orboth materials,
the B phase matrix is brittle
in the unconstrained state, as
shown for the Ni-40 aL% Al

0 OAS @.M i OJOSQb 0.10

TD MTRAM

Observations of slip traces and dislocation subsuctures illustrate the effectiveness
with which the normally brittle B phase undergoes extensive plastic deformation during
constrained deformation it receives during mechanical testing of these alloy composites.
During deformation of the composite, the plastically softer f' or y 4's" phases deform first
Slip impinges on the interface with B and is transferred into the 8 phase, which undergoes
appreciable plastic deformation that it ordinarily would not have in monolithic form. The slip
transfer process is greatly facilitated by the favorable alignment of slip planes and slip
directions in the two phases afforded by the Kurdjumov-Sachs orientation relationship.

TEM observations of the interface structures in the NiAl-base alloys show that the
ledge and facet structure of the interfaces can play a significant role in facilitating dislocation
nucleation into the B phase. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4, in which extensive dislocation
pile-ups occur at the interface and cause nucleation of dislocations into the B phase. Although
dislocation nucleation and generation into the B phase occur quasi-uniformly along the
interface, there is particularly effective nucleation at the interfacial facets, afforded by the
local stress concentration such steps produce under an applied stress.

Surfac i lilm Effectso MoSi,

In many respects. NiAI and MoSi2 are similar types of dislocation-mobility and/or
dislocation-density limted materials. Thus we also investigated possible surface-film and
second-phase sources for dislocation generation processes in MoSi2.

Surface film softening was investigated in polycrystalline MoSi 2 which was coated
with 0.1 inm thick PVD-deposited ZrO2. The two different substrate materials are a hot- 4
pressed material of commercial powder from Cerac and a hot-pressed high purity material
prepared by mechanical alloying at LANL (23). ZtO2 was chosen as a surface film because it
forms adherently on MoSi2 by low-temperature PVD. Petrovic and co-workers (24) have also
demonstrated that MoSi2 com ites containing ZrO2 particles exhibit toughening that is not
observed in ZrO2-free mtras
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Fig. 4. Bright field TEM of dislocation substructures in the B + (y +y') Ni-30 at% Fe-20 at%
Al alloy deformed 2% in compression, showing dislocation nucleation in the brittle B
phase ahead of a dislocation pile-up in the (y +1 ') phase mixture. Dislocation
nucleation is seen at the interacial facets.

The experiments to investigate surface film softening of MoSi2 by ZrO2 films
employed hot-hardness indentation testing at 25-1300*C. Hardness testing utilizes
deformation under a large, essentially hydrostatic compressive stress state at large effective
stresses and strain rates. Hence dislocation glide plasticity is operative thmuhout this
temperature range of hardness measurements(25). Such conditions are optimum for
observation of film sofening, which has usually been observed in bcc refractory metals and
B2 ordered alloys at relatively low homologous temperatures where the temperature
dependence of the flow stress is very large and where dislocation glide predominates
(3,7,19,20). In MoSi2, the temperature dependence of the flow stress in compression is very
large over the temperature range 900-1400*C, but the dominant dislocation mechanism
changes from glide, to glide/climb, to climb, to diffusional creep with increasing temperature
for slow strain rate monotonic testing(4). Consequently, hardness testing offers mechanistic
simplicity that other testing does not.

The results of experiments on the two hot-pressed MoSi2 materials are given in Fig. 5.
Both uncoated materials exhibit a large temperature-dependent decrease in hardness as a
function of temperature, and both coated materials exhibit a much smaller hardness relative to
that of the respective uncoated materials. The amount of film-induced softening is larger for
the higher pu=t mterial, as expected(3). Note that the ZrO2 films are 0.1 jpm in thickness
compared to hardness indentation depths of 10 * 5 Ium. Hence the hardness test samples
almost entirely the plastic zone of the substrate and not film properties. Experiments on single
crystals are underway to elucidate the role of film properties in the hardness behavior in the
film-coated materials.
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(a) Commnercially purn hot-pressed MOSi 2. (b) Mechanical alloyed MoSa2.

Interal interfaces associated with second-phase prcewsor dispersoids, in MoSi2
should be capable of acting as effective dislocation soa Nesin c thesam manner as for bcc

all~~l~3We sccesfulin observing enhanced

temeraure abve900C a a aricuateaddtin t Mo'2.itundergoes deformation prior
totn~o~2 mtrixandcanlea to nhaceddisocaton eneatin into the MoSi2 in the

illutraed or he to-paseNiA-bes aloys Anexaple of dislocation generation
int th Moi2  atix romtheMo~ 2-IC ntefac isgien in Fig. 6 for a 10% TiC

composite deformed 5% at 1150 0C. The diffraction conditions preferentially disclose
dislocations in the MOSi2 Matrix. Most of these dislocations are of the <100> type. Note the
formation of an extensive low-angle boundary produced by dislocation recovery poessi
the vicinity of the TIC particle. These boundaries form to a much greater extn=i h
composites than in monolithic MoSi2 deformed under similar conditions and are associated
with more effective dislocation generation in the MoSi2-TiC composites. Such processes
allow plastic deformation of the composites at lower temperatures than the monolithic
matmsl(26).

Some representative mechanical behavior data for MOSi2 and a MoSi2-10% TiC
composite awe given in Fig. 7. These materials have been prepared by hot pressing and Wiing
to produce 98% of theorefical density and nearlythe saegrain Aime (28 pine and 25 11m,
respectively)in both materials. The composite ha a larer strenigth, exhibits greater total
plasticity in compression, and reaches a steady-state of zero work hardening at smaller strains
than the monolithic MoSi2. The MoSi2-TiC composites exhibit some plasticity at

tepeauass low as 950T,~ wherescmptbeMo~i exhibits completely brittle fractur
wtnoplasticity at temperatures below 0T2
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Fig. 6. TEM observation of dislocation substructures in the MoSi2 matrix of a MoSi2-l10
voL% 71C particulate composite deformed 5% at 1 150C. B =[3311,1= TIO.

EHot pressed man HIPed

400

3~iosocFig. 7. True stress-true strain curves for hot
1300..- pressed and HEPed MoSi2 (dashed

IISVC curves) and MoSi2 - 10% vol.%

200 TiC composites (solid curves)
100 deformed at 10500C and 1150TC.
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Truestrain
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We have demonstrated enhanced plastici~ of NIAI. MoSi2. and selected alloys by
surface ailms and Interal ierfces amocinsed :%UI-pa peecipitafts ar dispersoids.
For NIM, additional effects of surface films on cylic stresasymer and of cyclic rsrn
on monooenic yield and tensile afthns~ and dotility havebenoserved. 71m bere
eahacement of la&i. surface Onlm and second phases occur because of the conditions

of conistruned deK at the film-substrate and particl-matrix interfaces which are
effective in introducing 4lIssile dislocation into the otherwise brittle substrafte/atrix
material. Thesw observations, umade initally on bec refractory metals, offer hope that

otimized microstructural. control of such systems will lead to enhanced toughness in future
engeen applications.
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I Japanese National Project on

Intermetallics

Thmohiko Maruo and Uskoto Tomita

R&D Institute3 of Metals and Composites for Future Industries (RIMCOF)
Tokyo, 105 Japan

Abstract

A group of national laboratories, universities and member companies
have bebn challeng-ing a scrics iof tough rcsoarch arcas ccnccrn ing
advan~ced materialu used by, for example, space planes, and hypersonic
aircraft to withstand the severeSt of environments. This project was
initiated in 1989 as an eight-year national project. Two kinds of inter-
metallic compounds, Ti-Al and Nb.1l have been studied in the following
areas:

Ti-Al V the compound's fundamental characteristics,
V design of the material,
V technologies for sheet-casting, isothermal-rolling and

superplastic dletormation.
Nb-Al V the compound's fundamental characteristics,

V design of the material,
V precision casting tehnique
V technologies for alloy powdering and forming.

The authors briefly review all R&D activities and achievements
obtained so far, focusing on these intermetallics.

Critical ISSUCS in the Ocecelopuern of High Temnperature Stnicturai Materials
Edited by N.S. Stoloff, DJ. Dusquette and AR Ojamnei
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Introduction

Towards realization in the early part of the 21st century, various
research and development projects are just under way in Japan; in the
field of aeronautics and space, space plane, supersonic transport (SST)
and high speed civil transport (liST) in the field of energy, integrated
coal gasification combined cycle (IGCJ and thermonuclear power plants.

Iliese projects obviously require a variety of advanced materials
which can withstand extremely severe environments, for example high
temperatures (1,000 - 2,000"C) in an oxidizing atmosphere. Furthermore,
high specific strength and high rigidity are also prerequsite in the
field of aeronautics and space, while conventional materials can not
provide all these characteristics at the same time. In order to develop
these types of materials, enormous funds for R&D and great divergence in
long-term R&D such as in material design, evaluation technology
application technology, etc. are necessary. Moreover, this type of
research is so risky that we strongly need R&D conducted under close
cooperation between industry, government, national laboratories and
universities, and international cooperation.

The "high performance materials for severe environments" project
started as an eight-year national project in October, 1989 based in part
on MITI's (Ministry of International Trade and Industryi Research and
Development Program on Basic Technologies for Future Industries, known
by its Japanese acronym "JISEDAI".

In this paper, we will outline the project and the achievements
obtained so far, focusing primarily on intermetallics.

Organization of R&D

In 1987 the Agency of Industrial Science and Technology (AIST), a
division of MITI, studied 46 basic technologies which are expected to
flourish in the 21st century. There was also a proposal that some inter-
metallics and composites should be developed, and processes for near-
net shaping and joining should also be researched. This sparked a study
meeting on the materials. RIMCOF played a major role in forming a
feasible study group of industry, government and national laboratories,
and universities in the latter half of 1987. The group published a
report in Japanese entitled "The state of the art and issues on high
performance materials for severe environments". The Materials Process
Technology Center of Japan and RINCOF also issued a book reviewing
fundamentals and possible applications of intermetallics for structures
and R&D achievements in March 1989.

After the study and public relations, dozens of R&D organizations
showed a strong desire to be involved and they were evaluated as
potential members of the project. Thus, the national project was
initiated under the auspices of AIST, by the organization stated below,
in fiscal year 1989 (Fig. 1).

Following is a list of R&D groups and their research themes.
(1) Mechanical Engineering Laboratory :

Stirring synthesis and microstructural control of Ti-Al
(2) Government Industrial Research Institute, Nagoya

Injection molding of Ti-Al
(3) National Research Institute for Metals

Microstructure and properties of Ti-Al, and fundamentals of Nb-Al
14) Kyoto University :Fundamentals of rolling Ti-Al
5 Institute for Materials Research, Tohoku University

Fundamentals of Nb-Al alloy
(6) Crucible Materials Corporation

Fundamentals of HIP and pressing media for Nb-Al powder
(7) Daido Steel Co.,Ltd. :

Fundamantals of ceramic mold materials under HIP consolidation for
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Industrial Technology Council

Next Generation Technology Development Committee

Planning Office of Basic Technology for Future Industries, AIST

Evaluation Coittee Steering Coittee

*FaechuEog.Lab.,AISI Ti-Al New Energy and Industrial Technology
*GIv.tInd.Reserch Ti-Al Development Organization (NEDO)Ins., Nagoya, AISTI

*NtResearch ITohoku U.

for Metals,Sci. & Nb-Al Mi C FTech.-AgencyI

*lshikawaiiaa-Harina Heavy Nb-Al

S*Faculty of Tech., [Ti-Al Ind.
S"Kyoto U. *Kobe Steel Ti-AI

*Inst. for Materials Nb-kl * Nippon Steel Ti-AI
! Research, Tohoku U.I Nb-A1

*rCrucible Materials Nb-Al *Mitsui Eng. & Shipbuild. Nb-AI

*Daido Steel Nb-Al *Mitsubishi Heavy Ind. Ti-Al
*Hitachi Nb-Al *Mitsubishi Materials Nb-Al

Figure I - Organization for the Project

Table I Schedule for R&D

Intermetallic 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

Development of material Establishment of technologies
design, manufacture and for better material design,

Ti-AI processing technologies material manufacture and
processing

4 ------- -------------- m- " ----------------------------

Basic studies on material Establishment of technologies
design, material for material design, material

Nb-Al manufacture and processing manufacture and processing
technology
4--------------------- 04 ----------------------- 0

Nb-Al
(8) Hitachi,Ltd.

Fundamantals of surface treatment and processing for Nb-Al
C (9) Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries Co.,Ltd.
* Powder Rolling of Nb-Al

(10) Kobe Steel,Ltd. :
Sheet-casting and isothermal rolling of Ti-Al

(11) Nippon Steel Corporation
Material design of Ti-Al and Nb-Al

(12) Mitsui Engineering & Shipbuilding Co.,Ltd.
Melting and casting of Nb-Al

(13) Mitsubishi Heavy Industries,Ltd.
Plastic deformation and heat-treatment of Ti-Al
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(14) Mitsubishi Materials Corporation :Plasmalmelt-gas atomization of Nb-Al

TeA long-term schedule has been also determined for the project - see
Table 1. Th eight-year period consists of the first phase (FY 1989-1992)
and the second phase (FT 1993-1996). In the former, along with material
design of intermetallics, (Ti-Al and Nb-Al systems), technologies for
casting, powdering and processing of the designed intermetallics were
developed. In the latter, based upon the achievements of the first phase,
material design will be refined and the technologies will be established.

Target of Research and Development

Taking into account competition and the kinds of materials already
under development, the following intermetallics and research targets have
been chosen.

(1) Intermetallics with high specific strength (Ti-Al system)
• Specific strength(strength/specific gravity) of more than

1OOMPa/g/cm' at 1100*C
Elongation of more than 3% at room temperature

(2) Intermetallics with high melting point (Nb-Al system)
-Tensile strength of more than 75MPa at 1800 t
• Elongation of more than 3% at room temperature

Interim Findings of R&D

Four years of research on the high level of targets of the project
have brought forth various findings. The following are brief reviews.

1. Intermetallics with high specific strength:Ti-Al system

(1) Stirring synthesis and microstructural control
Firstly, the microstructural control of intermetallics for

structural applications was studied by stirring synthesis of Cu-Al alloys
(Cu-37wtAl and Cu-46wtAl). The melts of the alloys were allowed to flow
down onto a polygonal rotor rotating at a high speed of max. 167s'
around the horizontal shaft in a heat-controlled vessel. As the rotor
spattered the melts, many primary crystals formed in the spattered
droplets were refined with repeated collisions against the rotor surface
and the inner wall of the vessel by the stirring action of the rotor,
rotating at high speeds. Then, the slurry alloys of gathered semi-
solidified droplets were poured down into a metallic mold through a
taphole at the bottom of the vessel. Microstructural observation revealed
extreme refinement of the alloys.

Based on the preparatory experiment, a new vacuum stirring synthesis
apparatus was made for the Ti-Al system. The modified rheocasting process
of the rotation of the stirrer at a speed of max. 70s' produced another
extreme homogeneous refinement of primary grains in an intermetallic
compound Ti-44atAl, under a pressure of 0. IMPa argon gas. The grain size
was 2.2 ±1.3 it in major axis and 1.0±1.3 tum in minor axis (Fig.2).

The microstructural control of titanium aluminides was also studied
by powder metallugy.

(2) Injection molding
SIn the first place, pellets bound by a binder consisting of wax and
acrylic resin, confirmed the possibility of injection molding TiAI powder
for near- net shape of the intermetallics. Dewaxing in an inactive
atmosphere such as argon or nitrogen improved sintering for the green
body of the intermetallics. Under a I0-! torr vacuum at around 1400C,
sintering was made with few deformations. The relative density, however,
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Figure 2 - Microstructure of Ti-44atAl ingot
stircast at a high rotation speed"

was around 90%, which indicates the necessity of some further treatment
like HIP in order to obtain better sintering and higher density. Adoption
of finer powder, addition of third alloying elements, and so forth are
also prerequsites for better mechanical properties of the sintered body.

Furthermore, addition of a small amount of the third elements, Cr
and Ni, to the Ti-Al powder were tried, resulting in unsatisfactory
densities and tensile strength.

(3) Microstructure and properties
An as-cast Ti-48atAl with lamellar and -Y grains changed its volume

fraction of the y grains from 0 to 80% with heat-treatment in a
temperature range of 1473K to 1673K. The ductility at room temperature
increased with the-y grain volume fraction, but not with the grain size.
The tensile elongation of 1.2% was obtained for the specimen with the y"
volume fraction of 80%. When the alloy homogenized at 1473K was reheated
at 1623K, a phase precipitated in -y grains in Uidmannstatten

* configuration and the tensile elongation increased to 1.8%.
A three-step isothermal forging was carried out for Ti-43

52atAl : firstly at 1473K, secondly at 1273K changing the loading
direction of the specimen by 90 ,and lastly at 1273K changing once more
the loading direction by 90° . By combination of the three-step forging
and subsequent heat-treatment, equiaxial a2 and y grains with a
diameter of 5 to 300 uim were obtained. The yield strength of these
alloys was as follows: at room temperature it increases with decreasing
grain size and an increasing volume fraction of a 2 phase. At 1273K it
decreases with decreasing grain size, and its maximum is estimated to be
about 190MPa. Superplastic elongation attaining several hundred percent
was observed at elevated temperatures in the Ti-46atAl alloy with the
finest grain size.

Strengthening by alloying was studied (Fig.3). The addition of a
small amount of Sb (0.5%) increased the yield strength at 1273K to about
230MPa.

A new electrolytical etching technique which dissolves only -y phase
was developed. Although this method scarcely indicated any distinct
difference in microstructure for the Ti-48 -52atAl which contained 400
---2000wt. ppm of oxygen, the a2 phase of the the oxygen-rich ingots
generally tended to have coaser and more peculiar configuration, and form
more divided dendrite.

Si-added Ti-50atAl showed better oxidation behavior at elevated
temperatures (1173 and 1223K). When 1%Cr, MY and IMn were added to Ti-
50atAl, degradation of oxidation resistance was generated. The study of
the effect of the surface condition on the specimens on oxidation
behavior in air, revealed an improvement by the existence of deformed
layers on the surface at temperatures up to 1123K. However, the effect
completely vanished at higher temperatures (Fig 4).
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(4) Material design
For the study on fundamental mechanical properties of TiAI, the

compositions of Al in the intermetallics were changed systematically to
examine phase stability, microstructure and mechanical properties. High
temperature X-ray analysis revealed that a phase appeared at a
temperature above 1250* in Ti-49atAl, which concurs with a recently
revised Ti-Al phase diagram (Fig. 5). Furthermore, it was found that
morphology of TiAl strongly depends on its compositiom and affects the
mechanical properties. Among the Ti-Al intermetallics, Ti-48atAl showed
relatively good overall properties.

The addition of a third element X (X=V, Cr, Mn, Nb, No and Ta)
caused a change in phase equilibria among the Y , a 2 (Ti3AI) and 13
(bcc-Ti) phases;the 1 phase is stabilized by the addition (except X=Ta),
resulting in a drastic change in microstructure. The Ti-Al-Mo system
showed a unique behavior; the S phase region protrudes toward the a
phase region around 1200 'C in the ternary phase diagram. The 6 phase
contained in specimens quenched from high temperature has a long-range
ordering structure, which is different from the B2 structure.

Utilization of phase diagrams is essential to understanding the
effects of microstructure on the mechanical properties of the inter-
metallics. Based on the experimental results, Ti-Al-Mo and Ti-Al-Nb
ternary phase diagrams have been proposed.Consideration on the binary and
ternary phase diagrams leads to accurate information about phase
stability and microstructural control.

The relationship between microstructure and tensile elongation of
the TiAl has been examined in detail. Most of the specimens showed
cleavage-like fractures at room temperature. It was revealed that plastic
elongation increased proportionally with decreasing cleavage facet size.
Crack initiation sites, which correspond to catastrophic failure later,
were found mostly on the surface of tensile specimens. At high
temperatures,microstructure and morphology of a secondary phase played an
important role in improvement of elongation and strength. Preliminary
results of mechanical properties of the Ti-AI-X suggest that Ta and Nb
addition would increase the high temperature strength of TiAl. Furthermore,
the precipitated 1 phase at grain boundary considerably improved high
temperature deformability. These results strongly suggest that the
mechanical properties of TiAl can be greatly improved by microstructural
control.

(5) Sheet-casting and isothermal rolling
Fundamental aspects of melting, solidification and high temperature

deformation of TiAl have been studied in order to develop the manufactur-
ing process of TiAl sheet using isothermal rolling.

The test result suggests that a skull melting process be adopted for
the TiAl because the use of the crucible made from CaO resulted in a high
oxygen content of 800--1400 ppm. The melting process using the "sheet-
caster", which adopts the cold crucible induction method gives good
uniformity of the TiAl due to little contamination from the crucible.

Dendrite arm spacing of ingots is reduced with an increased cooling
rate from a molten state. Microstructure in dendrite arms in an as-cast
state is a lath structure irrespective of Al- content. The interdendrite

* consists of only - phase in the high Al alloys and Y + a 2 phase in the
low Al alloys. Heat-treatment at 1523X produces a massiveY structure.
The reductiqn of Al-content and/or the addition of Cr, Mn and V suppress
the formaticn of a massive structure, resulting in a mostly lath micro-
structure.

High temperature flow stress ig greatly affected by composition,
morphology of microstructure,deformatit- temperature and strain rate. The
increase in Al content brings about tae decrease of peak stress and the
increase in a-value and recrystallization rate. These lead to the
improvement of hot workability of the alloy. However, the effect of
dendrite arm spacing on the flow stress is rather small.
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According to another fundamental study of microstructural control of
TiAI, grain refinement of -r single phase easily takes place through
thermo-mechanical processing. However, the lmellar structure composed of

- + as, which is observable in the Ti-rich composition is very stable,
even when heated up to 1473K. The two phase structure of Y + a, rarely
recrystallizes because of its thermal stability.

The rolling technology is now under development using an isothermal
rolling mill which has been specially designed and installed (Fig.6).

Fig.6. Isothermal rolling mill

(6) Plastic deformation and heat-treatment
It is important to improve the plastic formability of TiAI by

optimizing the manufacturing process of the sheets. Plastic deformation
behavior of the intermetallics was studied from the view points of
chemical compositions and microstructures in order to understand the main
factors to be controlled for manufacturing TiAI sheets. As a result,
plastic deformation characteristics of TiAl are strongly affected by
chemical compositions in the as-cast condition, because the micro-
structures are different from each other. Refinement of the micro-
structures, which brings about an increase in a-value and a decrease in
deformation stress, is a most effective factor for improving formability
of TiAl sheets, as compared with as-cast and as-forged.

Grain size dependence of plastic flow properties and tensile
strength at elevated temperature is studied for TiAl with equiaxed grain
structures. Along with the initial grain size, grain size stability
during deformation is a significant factor in improving the plastic flow
property. For Ti-48atAl-Ihn, the grain size stability during
deformation is so poor that the plastic flow property is not good even
with a very fine initial micro- structure. For example, the plastic flow
property of a fine grain material (d=20um) was quite similar to that of
coarse grain one (d=lOOu1m). On the other hand, Ti-46atAl exhibits
better grain size stability and superior plastic flow property to the Ti-
48atAl-lIn.The former contains considerable amounts of a phase which
presumably contributes grain size stability. High temperature tensile
strength is significantly affected by grain size. The larger the grain
size, the higher the tensile strength above 800C. Therefore, the grains
of TiAl,which are initially controlled to be finer for better formability,
should be coarsened for high temperature service.

The effects of chemical composition on superplasicity were studied
by using binary TiAl (Ti-45, 46, 47, 48 and 49 atAl), whose micro-
structures were finely controlled by thermo-mechanical treatment. Among
the materials, the plastic flow properties of the Ti-46atAl was best due
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to the finest dual phase equiaxial structure (d C 6urn) which was
sustained during deformation.

Microstructures of TiAl after heat-treatment are significantly
affected by the temperature of the heat-treatment, while tensile
properties depend on the microstructures. The materials heat-treated just
above the a -transus temperature showed high tensile strength at 1000 'C
and iood ductilities at room temperature, 29OMPa and 2.9%, respectively
(Fig. .

800 Ti-46atAl
S I I, * H I V

RT.
S600 3

8000CII
400. .2Z

40 e (at R. T.)

~200

- 1250 130o 1s50

Heat Treatment Temperature (*C)

Figure 7 - Effect of heat-treatment on tensile
properties of Ti-46at•Al 6*)

2. Intermetallics with high melting point:Nb-Al system

(1) Fundamentals on Nb-Al alloy
Preliminary experiments were carried out to obtain information on

the various effects from alloying elements. Sound buttons were procured
for Nb-2OatAl alloys alloyed with No, Ta, and V and Nb-16atAl alloys
alloyed with Co, Ni and Si, respectively. Nb-24atl alloy and Nb-20atTAl
alloys alloyed with Hf or Cr were found to suffer. A small piece of 96%
theoretical density was successfully produced by HIP-consolidation of a
coercial powder (Nb-8.41wtAl). The powder of under 100 mesh started to
oxidize at about 400C and ignited at about 8001 in the oxygen gas of
normal pressure.

Further systematic studies were carried out on effects of alloying
elements on melting behavior, the phase boundary between A15-one-phase
and A15/A2-two-phase regions, hardness and vulnerability to gases of the
Nb-rich side of Nb-Al binary system. The original phase boundary of the
binary system is located nearer the Nb side than reported in other
literature (Fig.8). Alloying with Ta and I stabilized the two-phase
structure, while alloying with Mo stabilized the single phase structure.
The two-phase structure is more resistant to crack propagation than the
one-phase structure. Weight change of Nb-Al binary alloys with various
Al-contents is observed in a thermobalance at various temperatures in
oxygen, in commercial nitrogen, or in a N,-20.O, gas mixture. The alloys
are far more vulnerable to chemical attack by these gases as compared
with TiAl or NisAl.
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Figure 8 - X-ray diffraction patterns of selected alloys *J

(see arrow at 6=70 " (211) peak of the A2 phase)

(2) Material design of Nb-Al
A new type of X-ray system was installed for exclusively determining

the phase diagram of the Nb-Al system at high temperature. It consists of
a high-temperature heating system (max. 2000 C)and an atmosphere
controller. Structural analysis is carried out by an improved X-ray
diffraction technique which combines angle dispersion with energy
dispersion in measurement.

Some Nb-Al compounds were prepared in combination with melting and
heat-treatment, and then examined by an optical microscope and the X-ray
diffraction. It is revealed that Nb-29.2atAl is composed of NbaA1 and
Nb2Al and that the atomic ratio NbsAl/ NbaAl is over 6. It was also found
that the Nb*Al intermetallic compound (AW5 structure) appeared as a
stable single phase between 20atAl and 23atUl after annealed at 1600 'C.
This indicates that the stable NbxAl phase exists off stoichiometry
composition at room temperature. Based on the current experiment, a
tentative Nb-Al binary phase diagram was proposed. The single phase is
narrower than the ones ever reported and does not contain a stoi-
chiometry composition of A15-type structure, Nb-25atlAl.

The mechanical properties of the Nb-Al alloys were also examined.
According to a high temperature hardness test, single phase NbzA1 which
was produced by plasma arc melting is very brittle between room
temperature and 1000 'C, and it becomes deformable above 1100r. Brittle-
ness changes with Al content. By means of a hardness test at room
temperature, the composition of ductile brittle transition of the Nb-Al
system was found to be Nb-16atAl. By increasing Al content from 16 to
25at%, the value of microhardness showed a remarkable increase up to
llOOHv (Fig.9).

(3) Melting and casting of Nb-Al
Concerning the manufacturing process of Nb-Al, precision casting

and powder metallurgy can be applied to the intermetallics. Melting
methods, mold materials and fundamentals of the intermetallics for
precision casting were studied.

For the melting of Nb-Al, high purity, homogeneity and accurate
control of composition are required. In this respect, various skull melt-
ing processes for the intermetallics were studied. As a result, an

,* advanced Induction Skull Melting(ISM) furnace with a capacity of max. 5kg
(iron equivalent) has been developed. Using the ISM, homogeneity of Nb-Al
ingots and the possibility of melting achieving accurate control of
composition were confirmed.

Thermodynamic stability for the molten Nb-Al and high-temperature
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stability are required in the mold materials for the intermetallics. High
melting point oxides such as CaD, MgO, ZrO2,and graphite were prepared as
mold materials to investigate reactions with the molten Nb-AI.As a result,Ya~a, HfOz, and CaO pove to be most suitable as mold materials owing totheir thermodynamic stability for the molten Nb-Al.4

Another fundamental study on the intermetallics was carried out to
understand the basic properties of the molten Nb Al and the solid phase
of Nb-Al by changing Al content in the binary alloy systematically. As a
result, a stoichiometric Nb-25atAl showed 300MPa of 0.2% p roof stress on
a compression test at 1500 'C as the highest value (Fig.l0).
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(4) Plasma-melt-gas atomization of Nb-Al
To start the work for rapidly suldified niobium-alhminides (near

NbaAl), sophisticated plasma-skull-melting equipment has been installed
for the production of melting stock. The equipment can be pressurized up
to O.3UPa of argon, helium and/or their mixture to eliminate Al
vaporization during melting. It was confirmed that pressurizing the melt-
ing atmosphere to approximately o.25UPa can minimize Al vaporization
during the melting. After a series of studies, a unique Plasma-Melt-Gas-
Atomization process (PIUGA) was established in a laboratory scale of 30kW
plasma and 100g/charge. In this technique, only water-cooled copper is
used as a tundish for bottom-pouring, instead of conventional refractories
or refractory metals. The crystal structure of PNGk'ed Nb*Al powder
consists of a mostly Al-saturated solid solution of Nb(bcc), with a mean
diameter of around 100 m a (Fig. 11). The gas content was sufficiently low,
and besides the PIGGA'ed NbAI powder was soft and ductile, while a plasma-
melted ingot was hard and very brittle. This fact mean that the
solidification rate of the process is extremely high.

To confirm capabilities of the process and to supply the members of
the project with necessary amounts of the powder, a pilot-scale facility
with a bottom-pouring nozzle made of graphite and heated by induction was
installed (450kW, 5kg/charge), and has been tested for atomization. Since
a fair amount of carbon was detected in the powders, it is urgently
necessary to change it to a water-cooled type copper nozzle, which is
currently available only for laboratory-scale PUGA equipment.

Figure 11 - SEN image of PNGA'ed powders of pure
NbsAl produced by pilot-scale atomizer

(5) Powder Rolling of Nb-Al
In order to fabricate sheets of Nb-Al using an isothermal powder

rolling process, sintering properties of powders and oxidation properties
of compacted specimens were studied on Nb-Al and Nb-AI-W powders. The
powders were prepared by mechanically crushing ingots and by mechanically
alloying prealloyed powders and element powders. The oxidation test
indicated the necessity of improving the oxidation resistance of the
mechanically alloyed and sintered specimens.

With the mechanically alloyed powders, 100% density was obtained by
sintering under a hot press condition of 1623K and 49MPa, while the as-

* crushed powders were not fully consolidated under the same condition. The
fine grain structure of NbA18 reduced sintering temperature by more than
350K. Before studying the Nb-Al powder rolling technique, a preliminary
test was carried out using irregular shapes of Cu powders to investigate
roll speed effects on density, thickness and rolling load, etc.

Non-equilibrium structures with nanocrystals, formed by ball milling,
were characterized by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), X-ray
diffraction and thin-foil TEN. Fine grain structures of about lOnm in size
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were formed by ball milling in Nb*al and AlhNb compounds. The ball-milled
NbAl powders released heat of 2kJ sol' with a peak temperature of
around 0.45Tn (Tn:melting temperature). An X-ray diffraction study
revealed the DSC peak as an annihilation process of a bcc Nb phase formed
during ball milling. Atomic diffusion is considered to become significant
at the DSC peak temperature to restore an equilibrium state. A die-press
test was conducted for the ball-milled powders. Enhanced consolidation
by milling was found for both compounds to occur at temperatures as low
as 0.47* to 0.5Tm. Compacts with 90% density were obtained at 0.5Tm under
600•~a. Extremely fine grain structures rather than small sizes are
considered to have contributed to the enhancement of consolidation at
relatively low temperatures and high stress.

The rolling technology is now under development using an electric
current powder rolling mill which has been specially designed and
installed (Fig. 12).

Figure 12 - Electric current powder rolling mill

Concl usions

The Japanese national project on the intermetallics as advanced
structural materials has been briefly introduced, focusing on the two
ki':ds of intermetallics, Ti-Al and Nb-Al. The R&D activities for the past
about four years have brought forth various interesting, useful findings.

We hope steady further R&D for the remaining four years by all
concerned will lead us to passing our targets, along with obtaining a lot
of findings and stimulating the study on intermetallics in a wider range.
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Advanced Structural Materials and Processes

Alan H. Rosernstein

Air Force Office of Scientific Research
Bolling Air Force Base

Washington, DC 20332-6448

Abstract

Basic research toward a fundamental understanding of the processing and properties of
metals, intermetallics, ceramics, carbon, polymers, and their composites greatly supports
the Air Force need for advanced structural materials for aircraft and space applications.
The scientific objective of the research is to investigate techniques to obtain advanced
structural materials that are often controlled by nanoscale, microscale, and/or macroscale
microstructural characteristics; and to determine the mechanical property/microstructure
dependence of these materials on processing techniques. Research of this nature will have
great potential for applications in advanced aircraft engines where high temperature is a
critical design factor, and for high temperature skins of hypersonic vehicles. Operating
temperatures of advanced materials could potentially double the operating temperature
of conventional Ni-base superalloys, thereby doubling engine thrust-to weight ratios. The
expertise for these advances lies with government, university and industrial laboratory
scientists.

The next generation of high temperature materials will almost certainly have many of the

following characteristics:

* Heterogeneous in nature - some hybrids of metals-ceramics-polymers.

Delicate balance of equilibrium and non-equilibrium microstructural
elements, (phases, dispersions, precipitates).

0 Many of these microstructural elements will be on the nanoscale. Dispersion
strengthening and/or toughening will be key.

0 Morphology of the microstructure will be important.

• Geometric distribution of the microstructure may be critical.
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The need for hese property-determining characteristics will result in difficult processing

problems that will require innovative concepts.

Some of the scientific issues that will have to be addressed include:

* Composite materials with dispersed phases produced in-situ.

* Ductile phase toughening through phase transformation control.

* Mechanical alloying to synthesize unique systems.

* Solidification concepts in presence of reinforcements or dispersions.

* Production, control, tailoring of nanoscale microstructures.

* Control and tailoring of interfacial structure.

* Processing under non-equilibrium conditions.

S hIn-situ processing sensors to monitor chemistry and quality.

* Innovative processes that control energy input.

* Development of knowledge-based processing strategies.

• Computer simulation to model processes to:

Control microstructure.
Avoid fiber or phase damage.
Control residual stresses in composites.
Avoid interface damage.
Obtain desired mechanical/physical properties.
Determine thermal cycles, thermomechanical processing.

: i ~Summr

* i Although most of the above is perceived as research that is driven by material needs to
improve performance of systems (i.e., higher operating temperature engines resulting in
greater thrust and power), there are additional legitimate objectives. Range and efficiency
of systems, durability and life cycle costs, and affordability and lead time issues are
objectives that also will be served by informed research on advanced structural materials
and processes.I
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